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‘ The science of agriculture is in a great 

be degree founded on experience. It is, 

i 4 therefore, of consequence that every 

ES farmer should know what has been done 

Le and what is doing by others engaged in 

7 ; the same occupation, and that he should 

3s : impart to others the fruits of his own | 

i. experiments and observations. 
| 

a 
—New England Farmer. 
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A Hand-Book of Agriculture. 

1898. 

“‘ There is no reason why the farmer should not be the most thoughtfal 

and intelligent in our land; he is surrounded by nature’s laws, the foun- 

tain of all knowledge, has time for reflection, and should be the leader 

in all great questions, political and commercial, In view of the great 

responsibility resting on the farmer, it is time he should think for him- 

self and be the leader for his country’s prosperity and for the welfare 

of mankind.”—Samuel W. Allerton, Ch’n Agr’l Congress at World’s Fair. 

Edited by W. H. MORRISON, Superintendent. 
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| W. A. Henry, 

Dean of the College of Agriculture, University of Wis? onsin 

Director Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL, 

Hon. Wa. P. BarrLert, 

President of Bourd of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Sir :—I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin 

No. 7, Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute. 

Respectfully yours, 

W. H. MORRISON, 

| Mapison, Wis., Noy. 6, 1893, Superintendent,
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Chief Chemist Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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THE BABCOCK MILK TEST. 

| Testimonials of Some of the Dairy Scientists as to 

| its Value. 

} “I know of no greater boon for dairymen, in the way of a milk testing 

apparatus, than the ‘Babcock.’ It provides a simple, cheap, accurate and 

reliable method for determining the quantity of fat in milk, We owe it to 

the ability, patient research and generosity of Dr. 8. M. Babcock, the dis- 

tinguished chemist of Wisconsin, who, with unselfish public spirit has 

given his invention free to the community.”—PROFESSOR Jas. W. 

ROBERTSON, Dairy Commissioner of the Dominion of Canada, Ottawa. 

| 7 recognize the Babcock Test as the best of the various systems with 

which Iam acquainted. It is so simple, rapid, accurate and cheap, that 

it is now within the capacity of any intelligent farmer to test the butter 

value of every cow in his herd as often as he chooses. I cannot speak too 

highly of Dr. Babcock’s work, which I have followed and described for 

years, and now that I know the man I like his work all the better.”—ProF. 

Jas. LonG, Late Professor of Practical Dairying and Dairy Farming in 

Royal Agricultural College Cirencester, Hampshire, England. 

“The Babcock Milk Test has done, and will do more for the improve- 

ment of dairy cattle in the United States than all other efforts combined.” 

—I. P. Rozerts, Professor of Agriculture and Director of the Experiment 

Station, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

“Tam convinced from personal observation, that the Babcock Milk Test 

is revolutionizing the American dairy industry, and feel confident that its 

adoption in European countries will lead to equally grand results as 

regards both cattle breeding and management of butter and cheese 

factories."—Dr. Emit Hotm, dss*t Chemist, Royal Agr'l Experiment 

Station, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

“The Babcock Test is a reliable, accurate, simple and rapid method for 

the determination of fat in milk. Any one can soon learn to use it, and 

the results at the World's Fair show that every one who is interested in 

dairying should use it."—Pror. M. A. ScoveLt, Director Exp. Station, 

Lexington, ky. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

ry 

| VT STATION AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 

BOARD OF REGENTS. 

in STATE SUPERINTENDENT - - - - - EX OFFICIO. 

PRESIDENT OF UNIVERSITY - - - - > EY OFFICIO. 
WM. P. BARTLETT (7th District), - - - - - - PRESIDENT. 
B. J. STEVENS (2d District), - - - -  Cuammay Executive Comairres, 
STaTE AT LARGE, - - - - - - - - JOHN JOHNSTON. 

STATE AT LARGE, - - - - - - - - H. W. CHYNOWETH. 

ist Disrercr, - - - - - - - - NICHOLAS D. FRATT. 

3p District, - - - - - - - - - CHAS. KEITH. 

4ru District, - - - - - - - - GEORGE H. NOYES. 
5rx District, - - - - - - o = i da eeletiaeants 

6ra District, - - - - - - - - H. B. DALE. 
8rH District, - - - - - - ORLANDO E. CLARK. 

9rn District, - - - - - - - - D. L. PLUMER. 

10ra District, - - - - - - - JOHN W. BASHFORD. 

Secretary, E. F. RILEY, Maptson. 

Agricultural Committee. 
Recents, FRATT, DALE anp KEITH. 

OFFICERS OF THE STATION. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

W. A. HENRY, - - - - - - - - - - Director. 
8. M. BABCOCK, - - - - - - - Cmier Cuemist. 
F. H. KING, - - - - - - - é - - PuysicisT 

E. S. GOFF, - - - - - - - - - HorTICULTURIST 

J. A. CRAIG, = a = - - - - = ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. 

F.W. WOLL, - - - - - - - - - Assistant CHEMIST. 
H. L. RUSSELL, - - : - - - BacTERIOLOGIST. 

J. W. DECKER, - - : - - - - - - - Darryine. 

LESLIE H. ADAMS. - - - - - : - Farm SUPERINTENDENT. 

Miss WINONA MERRICK, - - - - - CLERK AND STRNOGRAPHER. 

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES, 

W. H. MORRISON, - - - - - - - SUPERINTENDENT. 

Miss HARRIET V. STOUT. - - - - - CLERK AND STENOGRAPHER. 

Office and Laboratories in Agricultural Hall, University Grounds. 
Experiment Farm, with buildings, joins tne college grounds on the west. 

Telephone connection.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGES, 

College of Letters and Science, 

| College of Agriculture, 

College of Mechanics and Engineering, 

College of Law, 

School of Pharmacy 

COURSES. 

Long Agricultural Course, 

Short Agricultural Course, 

Mechanical Engineering Course, 

Civil Engineering Course, 

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering Courses, 

Railroad Engineering Course, 

Electrical Engineering Course, 
Law Course, 

Pharmacy Course, 

Ancient Classical Course, 

Modern Classical Course, 

General Science Course, 
English Course, 

; Civic Historical Course, antecedent to Law and Journalism, 

Special Science Course, antecedent to Medicine, 

Special Courses for Norma! School Graduates, 

BRANCHES OF STUDY. 

The University presents a very wide range of study, embracing one 

| hundred and seventy three subjects of study, known as sub-courses, 
Something of the extent and variety of these may be indicated by the fol- 

lowing synopsis: Ten languages are taught, viz: Greek. Latin, Hebrew, 

German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo-Saxon and English. In 

Mathematics there are thirteen special courses. Under the Sciences there 
are a variety of courses in each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, 

| Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, Botany, Bacteriology. In His- 

tory there are eleven courses; in Civics, seven; in Economics, ten; in 

Mental Sciences there are fourteen, embracing P-ychology, Ethics, Aes- 
thetics and Logic. There are five courses in Pedagogics and courses in 

Military Drill, Hygiene, Sanitation and Music. 
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Wisconsin Strate UNIVERSITY. 

In Mechanies and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of 

Material, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Ther- 

modynamics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic 

Surveying, Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, 

Steam Engineering, Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory 

and Construction of Locomotives, Railway Lo omotives, Railway 

Location, Railway Equipment, Construction and Maintenance 

of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construc- 

tion, and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work 

| in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, ma- 

chine designing, construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 

bandry, Farm Management, Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary 

Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Ento- 

mology, ete. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional 

Laws, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evi- 

dence, Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admirality, Insurance, 

Estoppel, Partnership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Car- 

riers, Medical Jurisprudence, etc. 

| In Pharmacy :—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemis- 

| try, Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, end Practical Lab- 

oratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The faculty embraces upward of 113 instructors. 

The laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing 

the Chemical, Physical, Metallurgical, Minerological, Geological, 

Zoological, Botanical, Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Agricul- 

tural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories. Seminars are held for 

advanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, 

and other branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the Univer- 

sity, 29,000 volumes; of the State Historical Society, 146,000 vol- 

umes; of the State Law Department, 23,000 volumes; of the city, 

12,000 volumes, besides special professional and technical libra- 

ries, making in all more than 200,000 volumes, thus affording 

very exceptional opportunities for reading and special research. 

For further information send for a catalogue, or address the President 

or the head of the department concerning which information is- 

desired.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AT THE UNIVER- 

SITY OF WISCONSIN. 

A Chapter in the Institute Bulletin Which Should be Read 

by Every Young Farmer in the State. 

Farmers’ Institute Bulletin No. 7 will find its way into nearly 

40,000 farmers’ homes the coming winter, where it will be read by 

thousands of young men, each ambitious to make the most possible 

out of life. Many of these young men have a real liking for agri- 

culture and will gladly remain on the farm if only they can find 

enough in farming to call out the best that is in them and give a 

just reward tor the intelligence and labor they bring to their chosen 

ealling. 

No one of intelligence and observation longer doubts the value of 

agricultural education ; knowledge pays on the farm as it pays else- 

where in life, and, other things being equal, that young man who is 

best equipped by suitable training will make the best farmer. 

The courses of instruction in the College of Agriculture of the 

University embrace the following: A Graduate Course; a Long 

Course requiring four years for its completion and leading to a di- 

ploma; a Dairy Course which fits young men for operating a creamery 

and cheese factory, and lastly, a Short Course in Agriculture de- 

signed especially to meet the wants of young men who are about to 

take up farming as a life work, but feel the need of some special 

training for which they can give but a limited time for study. 

Circulars and catalogues describing all of the courses will be gladly 

sent on application. 

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. 

Of the thirteen buildings on the college grounds three are wholly 

; devoted to agriculture, and agricultural students make use of many 

of the others in common with the university students. 

ee
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University oF WISCONSIN. 

Agricultural Hali is a stone structure 42x120 feet, four stories in 

height. It contains several lecture rooms, the agricultural library, 

reading room, etc. 

The agricultural library now contains 3500 bound volumes and in 

the reading room are 75 of the leading agricultural papers. 

Hiram Smith Hall, the new dairy school building, repre sents an 

outlay of $40,000 for the building and equipment. It is arranged 

for the accommodation of 100 students, and so great has been the 

demand for instruction that for three years we have been obliged 

to turn applicants away for lack of room. The new horticultural 

| building with its green houses and equipment, represents an outlay 

of $24,000. 

At the Experiment Station Farm are a considerable number of 

registered animals for use in experiments and study by the students. 

Our equipment in sheep husbandry is perhaps the most marked 

feature in this line. 

THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

Believing that the general interest will center in the Short 

Course in Agriculture, the space allotted us in the Bulletin will be 

given over mainly to a discussion of that course. Every young 

farmer into whose hands this bulletin falls is asked to read over the 

discussion here given of the Short Course and see if it does not meet 

a want which he keenly feels. This course is called the Short Course 

because it requires but a limited time for completion. It is given 

in the winter of each year, begianing always the first week in Janu- 

ary and continuing twelve weeks. The young farmer may leave 

home the first Monday in January, secure room and board and get 

comfortably settled by Wednesday morning when the recitations 

promptly begin, continuing weli into March. Arriving at Madison 

the student finds himself in a university town where some 1,300 

students are gathered for self improvement; to teach these requires 

over one hundred university professors and instructors. 

THE LINES OF STUDY PURSUED. 

The studies of the Short Course are arranged to be of the most 

helpful nature possible to the young man who is about to engage in 

farming and needs all of the aid we can give. Text books are used 

: jn some small measure, but much of the instruction is through lec- 

‘ 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

tures, conversations, and best of all, demonstrations in stock yard, 

stable and laboratory. Let us examine the leading subjects taught 

in this course. 

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. — BREEDS AND BREEDING. 

The rearing of live stock forms the keystone of Wisconsin’s agri- 

culture, and consequently great attention is paid to this subject. 

The first division of the work falls to Prof. John A. Craig, who 

gives some thirty lectures treating of the breeds of live stock, their 

characteristics and general management. To aid in the study of 

pedigrees Prof. Craig makes use of our choice library of over 450 

| volumes of herd, stud and flock books, from which the student is 

taught to extend pedigrees and trace the breeding of noted animals. 

In addition to this, sections of the class each afternoon visit some 

livery stable or farm where living animals are scored and studied. 

The object of this work is to familiarize the student with the char- 

acteristics of the several breeds of live stock, and of the strong and 

weak points in our domestic animals. . 

THE OGILVIE MEDAL. 

A gold medal is given annually by Mr. R. B. Ogilvie of Madison, 

to that short course student who shows superior ability in judging 

the merits of draft horses and the mutton breeds of sheep. This ex- 

quisitely wrought medal is worth fully $75. The first one was given 

in 1892, and was won by Mr. A. L. Hough, of Winchester, Wis. In 

1893 the second medal was won by Mr. J. J. Tschudy of Monroe, 

Wis. In March next some young man will secure the third medal. 

Those who have studied faithfully under Prof. Craig will have laid 

the foundation for that skill which will prepare them to make 

Judges of stock in the show ring of our state and county fairs. 

FEEDS AND FEEDING. 

This division of the work falls to Prof. W. A. Henry, who ex- 

plains the chemical composition and characteristics of the leading 

kinds of feed. Thorough drill is given in the feeding standards laid 

down by the Germans which furnishes help of the highest value to 

farmers handling stock. The results of feeding experiments at our 

American Experiment Stations are carefully studied in the numer- 
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University OF WISCONSIN. 

ous reports found in the library, which not only contains the re- 

ports from all the Stations in America, but hundreds of volumes of 

investigations from the old world. 

VETERINARY SCIENCE. 

A third instructor drills the class in matters relating to diseases 

and help to our farm animals. Dr. W. G. Clark, a former Short 

Course student, will meet the class for daily lecture and demonstra- 

tions, his aim being to instruct the pupils in locating and detecting 

the common ailments of our farm animals and giving instructions in 

prevention and cure of diseases. To help in this work there is pro- 

vided an Auzoux life size model of the Arab horse, made of papier 

mache’. This model is dissectable and presents over 3,000 named 

parts, nerves, blood vessels, bones, ete. Tt cost the university 

$1,000 in the city of Paris. In addition there are many hundred 

dollars worth of skeletons and models of different parts of the horse 

and cow. Each afternoon a section of the class will visit farms or 

livery stables to study the conformation of the horse, especially for 

the detection of faults, blemishes and unsoundness. At least one 

horse will be dissected by the class during the term. 

Thus it will be seen that the Short Course students come to three 

instructors for help in the care and management of farm animals. 

FARM DAIRYING. 

Dairying will be taught in the farm dairy room of the 

dairy school building the coming winter by Dr. S. M. Bab- 

cock and Mr. E. J. Bennett. Mr. Bennett was assistant butter- 

maker in the great dairy test conducted at the Chicago Exposition 

Jast summer. In the dairy room will be found all of the leading 

forms of hand and small power separators. Not only will there be 

separators run by hand, but others driven by a small tread power 

and by a small steam engine designed especially for the purpose. 

Several kinds of churns will be in use. Private dairymen are learn- 

ing that butter for private customers should be put up in attractive 

form to bring the highest price, and much care and drill will be 

given in the printing and packing of butter. Thorough driil will 

be given in the use of the Babcock milk test. Many a farmer who 

| sells $500 worth of butter in a year loses enough through imperfect 

| separation of the fat, faulty manufacture and improper packing to
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

pay the whole cost of his son taking the Short Course in Agricul- 

ture. Here a young man has the opportunity to learn how to pre- : 

vent these losses and make a superior product. 

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. 

Every farmer should know something about the soil and plants. 

Agricultural chemistry will be taught by Dr. S. M. Babcock, who 

will give three lectures a week, treating of how the plant grows, 

feeds and matures, and the animal food products it yields; of the 

composition and fertility of the soil; of farm manures ; of commercial 

fertilizers; the rotation of crops; tillage, ete. 

AGRICULTURAL PHYSICS AND MECHANICS. 

This division of the work falls to Prof. F. H. King, and covers @ 

most important line of instruction for young farmers, since it deals 

with such leading questions as the tillage of the soil, including @ 

study of plows, cultivators, harrows, etc. Tile draining receives 

much attention. The water supply for stock and farm buildings is 

considered. Many pieces of apparatus are used in the physical 

laboratory and the drill obtained here is of the highest importance 

in grounding young farmers in the principles which underlie so 

many features of their vocation. 

HORTICULTURE AND ENTOMOLOGY. 

Horticulture and economic entomology are important subjects for 

every one tilling the soil, whether he be gardener or farmer. Prof. 

Goff with assistant will this winter occupy the new building devoted 

entirely to horticultural teaching and investigation. In the large 

laboratory the students will learn to graft, bud, make spraying mix- 

tures for killing insects, fungi, etc. One of the green houses is ar- 

ranged as a garden, having an area 22x75 feet. Here seeds will be 

put into the ground, cuttings, vines and trees planted, hot beds 

made, and many operations conducted as though it were spring- 

time instead of midwinter. By the use of this garden many prac- 

tical lessons will be taught. Adjoining this winter garden is @ 

green house of equal size where are the benches. Each student will 

have a space of kis own with pots and soil to study the growth and 

management of young plants.
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University oF WISCONSIN. 

BACTERIOLOGY. 

All fermentations and decay as well as many diseases are due to 

minute organisms known as bacteria. We have added instruction 

in bacteriology to the Short Course. Prof. Russell will explain the 

relations of bacteria to agriculture, and give the class many facts 

and illustrations which will prove of great value to the young 

farmer. 

. 

THE ECONOMICS OF AGRICULTURE. 

Every thoughtful citizen believes that the stability of our Ameri- 

can republic rests largely with the farming population. This great 

responsibility can only be properly met by a people possessing high 

) i mental ability supplemented by proper training. Prof. Wm. A. 

Scott of the School of Economics, will give twelve lectures to the 

' agricultural students treating on such topics as the mutual relations 

of agriculture to the other industries: systems of land tenure; 

money, its functions and varieties: banks and their functions, ete. 

Following each lecture an hour will be devoted to questions and 

answers. 

CARPENTRY AND BLACKSMITHING. 

Those students who desire can spend two hours each afternoon in 

the university carpenter and blacksmith shop. In the former each 

is assigned to a bench where there are carpenters’ tools as well as a 

turning lathe. The instruction in blacksmithing includes training 

sufficient to enable the student to make many of the common iron 

tools. This is a favorite course of study with many of our stu- 

dents, quite a number of whom have built blacksmith shops on their 

4 farms after returning, where all their ecmmon farm blacksmithing 

i is done. 

FARM BOOK-KEEPING AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS. 

f The farmer should understand business forms and keep his ac- 

counts in a business like manner. Recognizing this the Regents of 

the University have directed that a course in farm book-keeping and 

business accounts be hereafter given each winter. 

! THE SHORT COURSE LITERARY SOCIETY. 

; Every farmer should be able to express himself clearly and forci- 

bly by pen and voice. Each year our Short Course students organ- 

; 
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University oF WISCONSIN. 

ize a literary society in which the members take a deep interest. A 

great deal of time is spent in parliamentary drill, Roberts’ Rules of 

Order being the guide. This with debating, essay writing and 

declamation has proved a most helpful as well as pleasant feature of 

7 the agricultural course. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SHORT COURSE. 

The student should be at least 16 years of age and have a common 

school education, No entrance examinations are required. 

| EXPENSES. 

H The expenses of a Short Course student may be put down as fol- 

' lows: 
Room rent, 12 weeks, at $1.25.................... $15 00 

Board, 12 weeks, 323.5 -<.<c- ss sss cos-scs-eee. SOUS 

Rasuchewitanl CGE. 515 see aie eee atte erate eee ree eee 5 00 

PES co ccese ccs p oic'e HAG HO Seine sis Seis wae seis wien 7 00 

Expense of visiting stock farms................+- 3 00 

Sot oe sass cos secceniweees cycesceusess +o ee 

| Non-residents will pay $6 in addition to the above sum If the 

course in practical mechanics is taken, add $5 to the above; if 

dairying, add $1. 

Some of our students spend a smaller sum than is above noted. 

j DATE OF OPENING. 

Recitations for the next term begin Wednesday, Jan. 3, 1894, the 

. term closing March 22. 

I In general it may be understood, unless other notice ts given, that 

recitations in the Short Course and the Dairy Course always begin 

the first Wednesday in January of each year, the terms lasting 

: twelve weeks. Generally a student can leave home Monday and 

reach Madison in ample time to secure room and board and settle 

down for work by Wednesday morning. 

it An illustrated circular describing the Short Course at greater 

length will be sent on application, All students intending to take 

the Short Course should send in their names as soon as the decision 

is made, To all such an additional circular relative to rooms, board. 

etc., will be sent a couple of weeks before the term opens. 

4.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

| THE DAIRY COURSE. 

| Although farm dairying is taught in the Short Course, another | 

course is devoted wholly to dairying, its aim being to prepare the 

student to operate a creamery or cheese factory. The students of 

this course take all their instruction in the Hiram Smith Dairy 

Hall. This course begins and closes at the same time as the Short 

Course. An illustrated circular describing the Dairy Course will 

be sent on application. 

THE LONG COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. ’ 

There are young farmers who desire to secure a thorough colle- 

giate training; to meet the wants of these a Long Course in Agri- 

culture has been established which leads to the degree Bachelor of 

Science in Agriculture. Those interested in this course should 

write for the university catalogue, which gives in detail an account. 

of the course. 

, GRADUATE COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

Each year a number of young men who have graduated at cur own 

or other institutions pursue advanced lines of agricultural study 

with us, Our facilities in several directions are now ample for 

most helpful instruction to this class of students. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL. 

There is not a young man in the state that cannot take an agri- 

cultural course, long or short, at the university, provided he only 

makes up his mind to that end, It may take years to accomplish 

the result, but in this country everything is possible in the way of 

: securing an education. Any bright young farmer can settle the | 

question of how he shall obtain the necessary funds to pay his ex- 

| penses while at Madison. 
| 

ATTENDANCE AT UNIVERSITY 1892-93. 

Total students in Short Course........-.++++++++++ 68 

} Total students in College of Agriculture.......---++ 175 

} Total students in University.......------++eeeereee 1287 

Total instructors in College of Agriculture.......--- 17 

! Total instructors in University........--+-+++++++5 113 | 

! For illustrated circulars describing the agricultural courses, ad- 

dress Prof. W. A. Henry, Madison, Wis. 

For information regarding all the other university courses, ad- 

) dress President C. K. Apams, Madison, Wis. 

:
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FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN, MARCH 1, 2 and 3, 1893° 

, 
POTATO DAY. 

Morning Session---Supt. Morrison in the Chair. 

Prayer—By Rev. Father Taugher. sin Farm Institute Bulletin, from every 
% We come to Thee, Oh Lord, before we | state and every territory, and every 

eommence this undertaking, to conse- country upon this continent, you would 

erate to Thy greathonor and glory the|be more proud of Wisconsin than you, 
work that shall here be done, and to im- are already. 

noe ee down ie aa We commence this morning our. 

ccd acct tay Hoty alee samen ling We Dope to is : Yi" | issue 50,000 copies of the report o 

eats Set ast oe oe ee ee * |to the air Mr. George McK 
their bread by the sweat of their/who will conduct the aa this 
brows; and that all the deliberations | morning. 

ae SS fae =a ‘Mr. McKerrow—Mr. Chairman, La- 
Sint aes (ban Ab mobliing’ without | Ues and Gentlemen:—In opening this 

moe but with Thy, help os ES ac. | stitute for active work, let me urge 
complish Thy Holy Will. Conduct upon every one to take an active part 
die Fawticals iey hay, seizdoin femme in it, to feel perfectly at home;—to feel 
pies ty hlceming aon this under. | ‘2t this is your meeting and not ours. 

taking, and may the deliberations here | Superintendent Morrison: has gone to 

have happy issue, and those that take | the poate op expense of bringing 

part in them come to Thy eternal peace | 1° YOU some of the very best talent to 
hereafter in Heaven forever. Amen jhe found in the United States and 
Sek Mieriaon This is ae seventh | Canada, to take part in this closing 

closing Institute. It was a happy |{2stitute, and it should be our duty 
thought to bring together all our work- to take advantage of this opportunity 

pai ee interme Satie aN hance to draw out such information as will 

what we have called a Closing Insti- he - veel 2 
tute, to save some of the good things| We have with us a gentleman who 
that have been said, and have them | has a reputation not limited by the 

> upon record for future use. We have lires of this country, a reputation made 

already issued of the six bulletins 193,/88 an Ohio farmer, and it gives me 
000 copies and if some of you gentle-|Sreat pleasure to introduce to you Mr. 

men could see the stack of letters that |T- B. Terry, of Hudson, Ohio, who will 
| we have received in the last five or|Sive us a short talk on the subject 

r | six weeks, in reference to the Wiscon-|0f Clover as a Fertilizer. 
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i CLOVER AS A FERTILIZER. 

{ T. B. TERRY, Hudson, Ohio. 

I suppose I am to talk about clover, But, in the roots of the clover, we 

; as a fertilizer for potatoes, as this}can get about three -tons diy weight, 

} is potato day. and they are worth $7.62, which would 

In order to grow a large crop of po-|give $22.86 more, which makes alto- ; 

tatoes and make money out of it, we]gether, $55.88 worth of fertility, that 

must have plenty of available fertility. {t can get on my farm in the rotation 

Wecan getthis in several different |of growing clover for my potatoes 

. ways. My friend, Mr. Smith, can get it | where I feed out two tons of hay. 

by buying the manure in the city, and 

| drawing it to his farm;—probably that Compare it With Timothy. j 

is the most practical way for him to| Now, suppose I grew timothy in place 

ir get it. Some of you have dairies, per-jof this clover hay. I could grow about 

r haps, and can buy the food and feed | two tons per acre, and if I fed it out 

f it out on your farm and get fertility |it would be worth $3.13 a ton or $6.26. ¥ 

| in this way to grow a large paying | Supposing the root crop to be equal to 1 

j crop. the top, I would $12.62 worth of 

> fertility as against $55.88 in growing 

ee ee clover, or if I feed all the clover out, + 

Some of you may be situated as Tig4g96 which is four times as much. 

am, and can get it best by growing|Now, scientifically and theoretically, 
i clover. It is to discuss this point—|this is correct. We can get three or 

how we are to get it best by growing |four times as much fertility by grow- . 

; clover,that I am before you this:ing the clover in the regular rotation : 
morning. By the charts on the wall]as; we can by growing timothy to feed ' 

we see that the amount of fertility in}oyr potato crop. I have done just this ! 

; a ton of timothy hay is worth $4.70,|thing on my farm for years,—got the 

} and in a ton of clover hay $7.62. In| fertility for the potatoes in just this 

: the regular rotation of clover, potatoes} way, Jetting the clover go back to the 

| and wheat, as I grow them on my \jand after we take the wheat off in 
} farm, I can grow about five tons of|ine fall, mowing it off and letting 

; clover hay per acre, not in one cutting; |jt go back one and one-half or two 

| but during the rotation. We feed out} tons to the acre, cutting the first crop 

: two tons of it, three tons go back|tne next year for hay, and letting the : 
to the soil. You will notice that there|<econd crop stand and go back to plow 

are two values given to the clover,—|ynder for potatoes,_that is in three ¢ 

} $7.62 where it is not fed out, and $5.08 |crops, cutting about five tons,—never 

where it is fed out. The animal takes |jesg than that. i 

that difference from it. Suppose I 3 

feed out three tons, and let the other | Clover Gathers Fertility and Produces # 

go back to the soil as I do, I would Better Product. 

have from the two tons fed out, $10.16| I don’t know of any better fertility 

worth of fertility and from the three|for potatoes than clover; it makes 

tons not fed out, we would have $22.86 / the finest quality of potatoes and they 

worth of fertility, which gives us| are less liable to scab. I have cus- 

$33.02. tomers, who, if they were given po- 

Send
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tatoes grown from fresh manure, would |the whole crop off, and it is poorer know it in a moment, and demand |after growing timothy, because timothy q potatoes grown on clover. Again, I|feeds on the soil directly. 7 can use my manure to better advan- A 
tage to grow this clover crop, for if Discussion. 
i get a large crop of clover on my land,| J. M. Smith—Suppose you take the 

i I have plenty of fertility to grow the|roots out as well as the crop, what potatoes. In a ton of potatoes we | then? 
have $1.74 worth of fertility. In six] Mr. Terry—Of course then it leaves 
tons, or 200 bushels, we would have |the soil poorer, because the bulk of the 
$10.44 worth of fertility. That much| fertility is stored in the roots. 
is needed to grow 200 bushels of po-} Mr. Smith—Does it throw off any fer- 
tatoes per acre, and if we can get $55.88 | tility until the roots decay? 7 

y by growing a heavy crop of clover,| Mr. Terry—No. Of course there is 7 
we have abundant to grow the. pota-|a little fertility gathered by the shad- 
toes and to grow a large crop of wheat/ing of the land. Clover shades the 
afterwards, and I do not know of|land all the time during its growth, any other practical way that we can/|but I consider the pumping up of fer- j get fertility so cheaply for growing|tility as one of the most important a potatoes. Of course the question arises | points. There is another farm down 4 right here, where does the clover get|below the one that you are dealing 
this excess of fertility over what timo-| principally with, and there is a large thy gets? If it gets it from the soil] amount of fertility there that you 
directly, why then we will not be the|must bring to the surface. Of course qq gainers in the end, we will be simply | there is a time when the mineral mat- 
exhausting our land. But we know|ter will all give out, but I have been e very well that it does not get its fer-| growing potatoes nearly a quarter of 
tility from the soil directly. It gets}a century and the time has not come ; 
a portion of its nutrition from the air, | when it shows on my farm. When- ; + which costs nothing, and it gets its|ever the mineral matter does give out, . mineral matters from the subsoil, deep-| we will have to supply it. I think the 

i er down than our surface feeding | matter of supplying nitrogen, is solved 1 plants can go. It gathers its fertility | dy growing clover, and that is the in- 
down there and pumps it up to the sur-|gredient that costs the most. Did you 
face, and leaves it in the soil for the|ever hear the farmer say after a dry : crops that follow. Notice how admir-|spell, “Now, we will have a good crop 
ably nature has constructed the clover as a result of this drought?’ There | plant to do just this work for us farm-;is a reason for that, The constant ten- ] F ers;—the large taproot goes down | dency of fertility is to leach down- 
through the soil. The clover sod is, ward with the water from heavy rains. 
not tough like blue grass or timothy | dry spell comes, no heavy rain, and 
sod;—it sends down its little fibrous! the tendency is upwards again,—it i roots, it goes through the soil, send-|comes up by capilliary attraction. You 
ing its roots down sometimes eight|have heard it said that water won’t q feet, to gather up the fertility that/run up hill. It does run up hill or we 
is lying there dormant and useless like} couldn’t do anything with our farms. : coal in a mine, until man goes to work|In a dry fall water works up in the A F and brings it to the surface by grow-|soil, and brings the mineral matter 
ing clover. In these two ways clover|nearer the surface. By growing clover j gathers that excess of fertility, thirty you bring this matter up from below, d or forty dollars’ worth on the acre just when you want it, once in three beyond timothy. The land is richer|or five years, you haven’t got to wait ; for the growing of clover if you take|for the dry time. When the Lord ere- ‘
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j ated man and put him in this world]I cover the seed as little as possible. é 

he gave hin. dominion, and if he don’t| On real mellow land, if the seed could e 

1 take it, it is his own fault. In my|be sown just before a rain, the rain 

1 farm we have a three years’ rotation would cover the seed sufficiently. I 

for gathering this fertility, viz. pota-|sow about six quarts to the acre. 

f toes, wheat and clover. We are work-| The Chairman—If you were sowing x 

ing to get potatoes, not attempting to} for fertility alone, would you still § 

make money out of stock. If I were|sow the medium? 

keeping a dairy I think I should fol-| Mr. Terry—No, I would use Mam- y 

. low a four year rotation, and grow clov- | mc th. 
“f 

er, corn, potatoes and wheat;—that is] Question—At what stage do you plow 

+ if I wanted to grow potatoes and get | under? 

the fertility. Then I would put all] Mr. Terry—Not until spring, when 

E the manure from the dairy on the corn,|the ground gets so that it will crum- : 

: follow the corn by potatoes and fer-|ble nicely. We plow under and plant 7a 

| tilize my potatoes in that way. There | the potatoes as quick as we can. a 

have been numerous changes in our] Mr. Faville—You intimated that the ¢ 

! treatment of clover, but we always | time might come when clover would 

have that one end in view,—we are|fail to produce such favorable results 

growing it as a fertilizer for the pota-|as you speak of. In your own case 

toes. We take better care of it than|is your land any better or any worse 

we did at first; no animal ever puts |after using clover? 

a foot on our clover any more than] Mr. Terry—It is vastly better than 

; on our wheat and potatoes. We must|it was at first, but no better than it 

‘ keep the ground loose and give the|was ten years ago. Still I. do not see 

ft clover every chance or we shall not|put we are growing as large crops 

p get that $55 worth of fertility out of|of clover as we ever did. I think our 

1 it. 
wheat has not yielded as well on the 

} ‘Mr. Faville-When do you sow your|average for the last five or six years; 

i clover seed? the potatoes have yielded as well when 

| Mr. Terry—Very early, with our|the season has been favorable. | 

| winter wheat. Mr. Everett—Mr. Terry has talked 4 

f Mr, Faville—What would you do in a|about plowing in clover as a fertilizer ; 

country where they didn’t raise winter} for potatoes, but in Wisconsin we 

wheat but depend entirely upon spring | dairymen and stockmen believe that it : 

grain? 
is better to cut the second crop and get 

} Mr. Terry—You will have to do the|the feeding value out of it, and put 

1 best you can and sow the clover with|jt back on the land in the shape of 

the spring grain. It would not be as| manure. 
t 

safe a practice with us. Mr. Terry—If keeping a dairy was 

| The Chairman—Do you use plaster|my leading industry I should certainly 

ee on your clover? cut it and feed it out, but after all 

\ Mr. Terry—I have done s0, but it|you cannot grow as many potatoes to 

does not show any beneficial results| the acre in that way, in my estimation, 

! on our farm. Any fertilizer that I put}as you can to plow under the second 

| there is of no use. With this $55 worth |crop. There is a great benefit in hav- 

of fertility, from the clover, any more)ing a little vegetable matter to turn 

is a superfiuity. Our land is a prairie|ynder with every square foot of soil 

. soil, the subsoil is mostly heavy. you turn over in the spring. ¥ 

F Question—What kind of clover do you} Mr. Olds—Why would you plant corn 

sow? and then potatoes and then clover? i 

Mr. Terry—I sow the medium red,| Mr. Terry—Because the corn is @ 

because I want the first crop for hay.| gross feeder and will de best on ma- 

’ 

em
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ure; then the fertility will have be-|ing held in the top of the soil. Isn’t | 
come in better shape for the potatoes. |it a fact that very often the nitrogen 

Mr. Angell—Suppose you lived in a|comes up in such cases and passes ‘ 
‘section where neither spring nor win-|off into the air, unless there is some / 

ter wheat was a success. What would |action to prevent it? 7 

you use for the third crop? Would| Mr. Terry—I think not. I don’t think 

- ~ = et ee that beg ean even nitrogen any ; 
r. Terry—It would not suit me as|more than we can potash. 

> well because I would want to get some-| Mr. Smith—Our scientific men tell 

4 thing in the fall, just as soon as thejus that it evaporates and passes off 

potatoes were taken off, to supply the|from our manure piles when they are 

lost ‘fertility. I would sow rye or/laid out and exposed. i 
something in the fall, even if I had| The Chairman—That is in a case 

to plow again in the spring. where they are heated. 

Mr. Martin—What has been your! Mr Terry—There is another form 
Seer yield in potatoes, for say five} of nitrogen there, it has been changed 3 

eae 4 . into a volatile gas, ammonia, which 

eo eae eee we tare tex een! ne ee 
| would not be far from 200 bushels Se naa eae ee oo ’ 

pet. acre; Of cours: -we-ee = pee ported that the soluble nitrogen in 
sometimes, and some poor years we 

manure has actually increased about 

Seite 52 or 33 1-3 cent. The manure heap hav- 
Mr. Thayer—Is there any danger of |;" ao eas - as aa kee Pel 

using too much clover—what is called|, ".. é oh = 
: heating all winter, an examination in 

-clover-sickness? th tar Waowed that th as that il 

Mr. Terry—Yes, just as much danger . ae S P ee r 

as there is in growing spring wheat ee zs 

right along. We don’t call our land| Mr. Terry—The heating must have 

wheat sick, but it is the same thing. ner ee poles Ape the pile Be 
The land gets tired growing one thing ‘ciently wet to absor' the ammonia. 

continuously. I am not certain that) Mr. Thayer—In what portion of the 
we are not overdoing the clover ques- | clover plant do we find the most fer- 

tion a little in our three years’ rota-| tility, if there is any ee as in 

| tion. I think four years would be/the tops, near the ground or deep 
1 
i safer. You see our land is growing| down? 

‘al clover two years out of three, one| Mr. Terry—I cannot answer that. 
( year with wheat and one year alone, Mr. Thayer—I believe that there is a , 

and that is running it pretty hard. theory that — of the regeuneed - pa 
The Chairman—I judge from your| trogen is stored near the top © e i 

| answers that you believe in having root, that the nitrogen increases from : 

: a green growing crop on your soil all the top down to the root and from = 3 

the time if possible. bottom of the root to the top of the 

} Mr. Terry—Yes, it is just as bad for | Toot. : “ 
i land to be idle as for men to be. It} Mrs. Smith—Mr. Terry, if it is not 

: saves the leaching of fertility down- or = Hi en = rest, what 2 7 
ward, which you have grown the clo-|40 with the old law, given to Israel, 

i ver to bring up and get to the sur- that every seventh year they should let 

| face. If you don’t turn it into money | the land rest? 
| it will get away from you. Mr. Terry—We let our land rest once - 

i Mr. Smith—You spoke of clover|in three years, but if we are going te 

. bringing up the fertility, and also of| raise clover I would not let it lie idle. 

its coming up in dry weather and be-| Question—What will you do with
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k people who don’t know enough to raise that two pounds were sufficient,—that 
winter wheat? he had calculated the number of seed : 

Mr. Terry—I haven't solved that prob- lin a pound of clover, and that that * 

lem as yet. One thing you must re-| gave about 12 seeds to the square i 

: member, your winters are not as open|inch. At the present price of clover . 
E as ours. | seed, this is quite a consideration. uo 

Mr. Arnold—Is clover sickness caused; Mr. Terry—I speak not from theory ia 
by the exhaustion of phosphates and | but from actual sowing of clover seed. : 

F potash, or what? I have sowed as little as three or four “ 

Mr. Terry—It may be from lack of | quarts, and I do not feel safe without 

mineral matter and it may be from the| putting on about six quarts. I sow (i 
: reason that the land gets tired of |right on the surface when the surface 

growing any crop. Potash is ‘the first|is honey-combed on a frosty night, 
mineral that gives out. as soon as the snow is off. We sow it 7 

j Mr. Cole—Do you have any sani the morning before it thaws, broad- ; 

P with the clover midge, which in so|cast with a seeder and let the freezing . 

. many places renders it impossible to\nd thawing cover,it. I.have not sowed 

. raise clover seed? on the snow because we can do it 
Mr. Terry—By mowing the clover af-|better right on the bare ground; then é 

j ter the 10th of May and leaving it on |it is fastened right in the mud when 
; top, and letting another crop come|it thaws. There is an advantage you 

on, we ¢an get a crop of seed in spite |Can see in sowing on the wheat; we Ps 

: of the midge. There are two breeds |S0w in the drill row of the wheat. I 
i of the midge; by bringing the clover | Use a seeder that goes with a crank. I 

in bloom between the time that the|think that is the best kind; it gives 
two breeds come, you can get your|the most uniform row of seeds. 
crop. I don’t know but the midge The Chairman—If you were sowing 

ie will catch onto this after a while. clover on spring grain, would you «want 
Mr. Noyes—What time does clover|to cover it any depth? 

blossom with you? Mr. Terry—It might be slightly cov- 

Mr. Terry—The first blossoms come|ered. If I could sow just before a : 

about the first of June. heavy rain I would like to do it in my 

The Chairman—With us in Wisconsin |latitude. A light, smoothing harrow 
it is about the middle of June, though | Would cover the seed perfectly. 

. I have noticed in southern Wisconsin] Mr. Convey—With an excessive 
| that it is about the first. growth of your clover, and a heavy. 

! Mr. Steele—When you speak of the}Snow fall during the winter, isn’t there 

land getting tired, do we understand |some danger of its being smothered 
that that simply means that the prop- }out? 
erty is exhausted, which is required] Mr. Terry—I would not let such @ Site 
to produce a given crop? heavy growth stand during the fall. 

Mr. Terry—Some one of the ingre.|We mow ours twice during the year, 
dients is probably exhausted, that is,/then there is no danger of smothering. 
the available form of it. The land|You go on my clover patch as soom 
may be abundantly rich, and still the}as the snow gets off, and you can’t 
material not be in shape to produce \ See the soil, it is all covered with vege- 

; that crop. Land that is ordinarily good|table matter. Those two mowings i 
cannot be exhausted jn ten years or ajhave gone back and decayed and ’ 
hundred or two hundred. formed a sort of vegetable mold all i 

: Mr. Martin—You recommend sowing|over the surface, and that tends to 

six quarts of seed to the acre. At the |increase the fertility beyond all ques- 
State Convention at Madison a few| tion. 

days ago we were told by Mr. Hall| Mr. Faville—I think there is another 

8 
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advantage in mowing,—if there are any| Mr. Convey—I infer you prefer spring q 
weeds, you cut them off and prevent} plowing of clover sod for grain. a 
their seeding. Mr. Terry—I would where I live. / 

Mr. Terry—Yes, I forgot all about|I don’t know about it up here. When q 

that, because we have got beyond the|the ground is frozen there is no loss 
weeds. of fertility. As we have numerous : 

Mr. Faville—Up here once in a while showers, shore is a loss of fentility 
we see a weed. I want to know how from baving ane dene par ; 
deep you plow. : Question—Would you prefer early 

plowing in the fall, before the clover : 
Mr. Terry—I plow pretty deep on my gets woody? : 

land. When the crop needs fertility | wr. ‘Terry—No, sir, I wéuld not, if 
most, is just when it is coming to ma-|we were not going to plow until next 
turity. That clover begins to decay af- spring, I would let the clover grow. 

ter being cut and plowed in, about I don’t care how woody it is. 
two weeks before my Potatoes mature;| Mr, Fox—Did you ever miss getting 

it begins to be available thén, and/ gooq catch of clover when you sowed 4 
it means fifty bushels more to the| oy fail grain? 

acre. bree Mr. Terry—I have not had a failure 
Mr. Noyes—Is there anything in the|jp twenty-three years. Where there 

idea that clover seeding the first year | was timothy sown the fall before and 
injures the root? then clover.seed sown in the spring, 
Mr. Terry—It will injure it. Of|I have known many failures, and there 

course, if you allow the plant to go to|have been failures from waiting two 

j seed, its purpose in life has been attain-|or three weeks for fear the clover 
ed, and it will not do as well. Ineveral-| will be injured by freezing; then the i 
low the clover to go to seed until I|seed does not get covered by the freez- 
am _ through using it. Practically we|ing and thawing, and the frost comes 

try to prevent its going to seed at all|and catches it on the surface and kills j 
in our land. The second crop we|it. Let the seeds get into the cracks : 
break down with the harrow to pre-|of the ground and be covered and it ! 

/ vent its ripening, as soon as it gets| will go through practically anything : 
f about knee high. If I would let it|we have in the way of frost after that. 

run riot in the natural sway, it would! The Chairman—If you were sowing 

| get all brown, too ripe by the 10th|for timothy, would it be better to sow i 
: of September in our latitude, perhaps | before or after the clover? 

e by the middle of August. When it is}! Mr. Terry—Better sow with clover 4 
\ about coming into bloom, I take the| unless you sow in the spring; that } 

smoothing harrow and break it right|clover gathers up a large amount of 

_ flat down, in lands the way I want) fertility. If you sow the timothy with 

to plow the next spring. The ends|the clover, and let the land lie, you 

turn and grow up again and they try|turn that immense amount of fertility 
to produce a plant, and in that way I|into timothy, which brings you but lit- 
keep the clover growing till winter,| tle per acre, and the rest of the fer- 

| and get a larger percentage to plow/tility goes back into insoluble com- 

under in that way. A man that isn’t| pounds and you lose it. Turn it into . 

a pretty moral sort of a man who at-| money, fifty or a hundred dollars an 
tempts to plow under a heavy crop of|acre, into corn or something that will 
clover, lying every way, I think, will| bring more money than timothy. 4 
break one of the commandments,—but| Mr. Woodward—Don’t you think that 

| just harrow it down, and unless it is|if you fed your second crop of clover 
very wet, you can turn it under all/hay to stock and applied its feeding | 

right. I use a hand plow. yalue to the land in the shape of some | 

| 
‘ 
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commercial fertilizers that it would be feeding value of clover hay is $15. If 
better for the man who owned the{|I get two tons of clover hay, which TAR 

: land than to plow down the clover? a S wine ca cr toon me 
— Ki of fertilizers 01 

Ey of ihe Gaky or couly Mabe, Sand, I Wiles’ baw ake pam cialty of the dairy or early a gre y . 

; or something of that sort, feed it out,|but if I put half of that, or less, then a 
| as you think best, but when you come|I get a good crop of potatoes. ‘I think ; 

to make your money out of a little bit the Lord has blessed Mr. Terry in giv- os . 

of farm, growing potatoes, you won’t|inghimthe soilthat hehas,—he has F 
do that way,—you will a will not cone ore by pen ae ae 

as well. You want a ie vege- e airman—l ably . Terry = 

as matter you can get into the/believes that the Lord helps him who 
ground for the potatoes. | helps himself, and selected that farm z, 

Mr. Woodward—Don’t you think that | with that in view. 

3 there is enough vegetable matter in a; Mr. Terry—I selected the farm be ; 

large amount of clover roots? |cause it was the Domest in os Bs 

Mr. Terry—That will do, perhaps, for | try. A man bought t is farm ‘or ! j 

the potatoes alone, but we have a cn = ee Ee ee a = ae t 

three years’ rotation. as a , it was exha 

Mr. Woodward—If I put the feeding | down. I am not situated naturally as 

value of the clover back on the land ES as you think. 
in the form of some commercial ferti- | The Chairman—You see from what 
lizer, I think it is better to take off the Mr. Terry has said ,and from this dis- 

clover and use it some other way. |cussion that clover manure is a good 

Mr. Terry—It may be for you. I thing in growing potatoes. He tells 

Svouldn’t dare say it was for me. The us that it is worth nearly $50 an acre z 

t trouble is these fertilizers dont al- | to him, that he feeds his clover with 

ways do their work, and the eae leen oe then coe Ban eee 

4 does every time. I have put on fer-| wi e clover;—tha 

tilizers at the rate of a thousand ter crop, less rot and less scab than ‘ 

pounds to the acre and you could not poy he has ne a oe ee 

where they were put. given us a good 

othe Ghatrinar TE ae feed that clo- brings up the fertility from below;— 

crue sol Gd arom focdng vane, |Die ool Seaad a orveees SANE sumably get a ton ing value,|his so’ 

but you can expend its feeding value in| growing crop to save the fertility and 

He: commercial manure, and at the same|keep it drawing from below all the 

{ time, it is said, get 80 per cent of the|time. Let us take home all these ideas, 

| clover back in manure. use them as best we can, and improve 

Mr. Woodward—In my country the upon them if we can. 

Gg. pie 
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| 

HENRY WALLACE, Editor Homestead, Iowa. * 
7 

} No more important question can en-|crease of soil fertility, therefore : 

gage the attention of the farmers of |means more than merely present mon- 

the West than the conservation and in-|ey making. It means social position 

crease of the fertility of their lands.|for the family; it means self-respect, 

“Rich land, rich farmers; poor land,|culture and education for the children; 

| poor farmers,” has passed into-a pro-|it means every material thing which : 

verb. Hugh Miller somewhere re-|is desirable on the part of the Ameri- z 

i : marks that when a young man, he was|can citizen. These good people whom 

} clerk in a bank in Scotland, and could|I have mentioned, for they were good 

not fail to notice that if a farmer had| people, were called “Hottentots” sim- ‘ 

rich land, no matter how high the rent, ply because their fathers had made a 

he had good credit at the bank, while|selection of land which did not con- 3 

| if he had poor land, no matter how | tain the primary ingredients which en- 

| low the rent, his paper was not wanted. | able a skillful farmer to restore and 

| maintain soil fertility. That was all. ; 

| Bich Lana, Rich Farmers. ltt was not their fault, but their great 
| I remember a church in Pennsylvania | misfortune. 

| | whose membership nearly all lived on | 
the carboniferous soils of the coal| Essential Elements of Fertility. 4 

| measures. In one neighborhood, how-| It might be well before proceeding : 

ih} ever, the carboniferous rocks had been | farther to state briefly what are the ; 

Ih thrown out by an upheaval. These|essential elements of fertility in all ; 

| lands in their native condition were|soils. There are few soils indeed that 4 

4 apparently equally good. When the |do not contain an inexhaustible abun- 4 

» timber had been cleared away and the | dance of all the materials needed for 4 

at virgin fertility exhausted, as it is in’ the growth of the grains and grasses, 

| almost every country, the farmers in except three, viz. potash, phosphoric 7 

| this upheaved section began to fall|acid and nitrogen. The first two are 

back, while those on the naturally rich|morganic, and are rendered available 

Jands made steady progress. Accord- fo plant use, from the primary rock 

\ ingly, on the principle I suppose, that | of which all soils are composed, by the 

| misery loves company, they and their|slow processes of nature. If this pri- 

children grouped themselves together | mary rock does not contain sufficient 

| in seats in one corner of the church.| quantities of these elements in an 

| The difference between them and their| available form, then the land will 

ha fellow worshipers ir point of dress, |soon become barren. A farm where : 

culture, and intelligence became so/|these are deficient is simply a spot of 5 

’ pronounced that one Sabbath during) earth on which the owner has an ex- J 

the interval some wag wrote on the|clusive right to make a farm by the 

A wall in their section, “Hottentot Cor-|use of commercial fertilizers. Wiscon- | 

ner.” They at once left the church|sin farmers cannot afford to accept a 

t in a body, and thereafter worshiped | spot of this kind as a gift. The third ; 

| with the poorer people in a neighbor-| essential element of fertility, and the 

ing village. The maintenance and in-| only one we shall discuss to-day, is 

a wi . "
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Hosa ‘teat nae ieee ee ae ee ee | 1 a mi qT y the gr o1 e legumes, hence ‘ 
their brains for a hundred years to} clover in some of its varieties as a fer- : 

i find out whence the nitrogen in soils | tilizer has always been the main stay : 
originally comes, and so far as I can|of the American farmer when he 
discover, they concluded that ultimate | becomes converted from a soil robber 

% ly it is the accumulation of nitric acid | into a genuine farmer. 
P- caused by the lightning’s flash, thence 

finding its way into the soil, then into The Power of Legumes. 
plants and animals, and finally deposit-| It may be well at this point to state 
ed in large quantities in the sedimen-|as briefly and as distinctly as possible, 
tary rocks, whence comes the nitrogen | What has been demonstrated by scien- 

, of commerce. A more rational con-| tists during the last ten years as to the 5 
clusion and one that we believe will} Power of the legumes in which the 
be accepted in the near future is this,|Clovers are included, to supply them- 5 

: . that it is accumulated from the free|Selves with this essential element of ie 
nitrogen of the atmosphere of which | fertility from ‘the free nitrogen of the 
it composes 79-100, by the action of|atmosphere. From the earliest times 
the badteria in the tubercles on the} over growers have known that this 
roots of the legumes. This is a simple,|Plant is able from some source, to de- 

. rational, demonstrated source, and ak an ee amount of fertility 

. whether or not nitric acid can be!of some kind. What it was, and where 
formed by electrical action in the at-|it obtained it have been the mystery 

t mosphere, it satisfactorily accounts for} Of centuries. Messrs. Helreigel and 
the enormous supply needed for the| Wilfarth of Germany, and Prof. At- 

| support of life on the planet. water of America, have in ‘tthe last ten 

years demonstrated that the elements 

‘ The Source of Nitrogen. of fertility which the covers and le 
, _ Ever since the time of Virgil, and I/| gumes obtain from some hidden source 
know not how long before, observant |is altogether nitrogen, and that they 

farmers have noticed that all plants do | do not obtain it to any very great ex- 
well after the legumes, and that all) tent, from the ammonia of the atmos- 

animals do well when fed on them. | phere. They have also demonstrated 

The history of livestock improvement | that clover does not obtain it to any * 

shows that it is contemporaneous with | great extent from its long tap-root, and 

the introduction of the legumes into|that it does not obtain it from the ) 

crop rotations. The history of Ameri-|free nitrogen of the atmosphere, -but 

can agriculture shows that lands con-|by means of bacteria in the nodules 

stantly become poorer after cultivation, | or tubercules on its roots. 

whether East or West, no matter what} They have further demonstrated that 
their original fertility, until they reach | the nodule or tubercle on the roots of 

: the point when farmers are compelled | the legumes is not a parasite of the i 

to grow the legumes and especially the | plant nor indeed a part of the plant, 
| clovers. Prior to this, there is seldom | but an example of symbiosis or as- 

: any improvement in livestock and | Sociated life, and that the germ of this 

scarcely any attempt at dairying, at | associated plant is as important in a 

} the growth of mutton sheep, improved | clover growing soil as is the clover e 

sheep or improved horses. The simple! seed itself. They have grown clover 
reason has been that the nitrogen of in pure sand, sifted, washed and boiled 

} the virgin soil wasted rapidly, both (in acid, supplied with the inorganic 

through crop exhaustion, soil-washing elements of clover with no nitrogen’ 

| and the leaching by the rains. There as successfully as when the nitrogen 

is no known source from which ara supplied. This, however, they have 

| 

. ‘ a iii
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| been able to do only when this sand is obtained, the stand often disappears ; 
was wet with water that had passed|in a few weeks, leaving only scattered 

i} through soils in which the legumes|stalks and bunches in different portions 
1 grew. This supplied the germ, or to|of the field, while in some parts of ' 

use the German expression, “leaven,”|the field the stand is complete. The ; 
to the soil. explanation is that these soils have * 

not been “leavened” with the germ 
a rn ne eey: of the tubercle. The explanation is 

This discovery explains many things |rendered more complete from the fact 

. which have puzzled thoughtful clover | that if this scattering stand is allowed 

growers for years. It explains why a}to seed, it very soon becomes general. 
crop jof; timothy when grown with|The only known source of the leaven ; 

clover often yields as large a crop in|is that of the wild legumes and I think 

addition to the clover as is obtained | it will be found that on prairie lands 

when timothy is sown by itself. In| where wild legumes are abundant, 

other words, timothy which is depend-| there is little difficulty in securing a 3 

ent altogether upon soil nitrogen for| good stand from the first. 
its supply is fed by the clover which| This experiment throws much light 

draws for its supply on the winds of|on what is commonly called, though a 
heaven. It explains why, when clover | erroneously, “clover sickness:” that is, . 

predominates in a mixed meadow one/|the refusal of lands which formerly : 

year and disappears largely the sec-|grew clover to grow it now. The ex- 

ond, the crop of timothy folowing sur-|planation is that clover has been 
passes all previous expectations. The} grown on these lands until, by the clo- 

timothy is simply feeding on the nitro-| ver itself and cereals that follow in the 

gen supplied by the clover roots of|rotation, one or the other or both of 

the year before. It explains the fact|the inorganic elements have been re 

| that large crops of clover can be grown | duced below the point where profitable 

| on comparatively poor land, as for ex-|crops of any kind can be grown. In 

| ample, on subsoil from which the sur-| England, Scotland, Ireland, and Belgium : 

face has been removed, in washes by the |it is not possible as a rule to grow ! 
road sides and on:very sandy land.|two crops of clover in succession, and 
Under these circumstances the clover] only possible to grow a profitable crop 
having the inorganic elements in abun-|in about six or eight years’ rotation. 

dance in these soils draws altogether | We might draw other lessons from this g 

for its nitrogen upon the atmosphere. | experiment, but time will not permit. / 
It shows why clover is not benefited ‘ ; 
lay nitrogenous fertilizers. Sir John Sow Clover Seed Every Year. 4 

| B. Lawes called my attention a year} It remains now only to make the 

1, or two since to a large number of plots | practical application to the agriculture . 

, of the different clovers, peas, beans,|of Wisconsin. Where Wisconsin soils 

| vetches, lupines and other legumes, | have not been depleted of their potash 

} each alternate: one of which was fer-|and phosphoric acid, the nitrogen sup- . 

tilized with nitrates, and asked me|ply can be increased to any desired . 

to point out the fertilized plot. Tjextent by using the clovers. These 

, could not Go it in a single case. The|should form the arch of the rotation. 

in legumes seem to prefer, where other }They should be sown with or without oi 

conditions are right, to supply them-|a nurse crop as circumstances seem to z 

selves with atmospheric rather than|require. If sown with winter wheat 

sgil nitrogen. or rye, the sowing should be done as 

i This experiment also explains the sin-}soon as the snow leaves the ground 

} gular fact that when clovers are sown | and before alternate thawing and freez- 

i on new prairie lands and a fair stand |ing have commenced. If the soil is of 

| 
| ; 

,
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such a nature, as for instance, very | two crops of corn have been taken, a sandy, so that there is little expan-! crop of oats should follow, or in win- : sion or contraction during this period,| ter wheat sections a crop of winter 
they should be harrowed in with a| wheat, in either case to be followed by 
light smoothng harrow drawn in the| clover sowing. 
same direction with the wheat drills. 4 
If sown on oats, barley or spring Clover With Live Stock 
wheat, they should be-covered in all] It will be objected that this process 4 cases, the depth of the covering de-|continued from year to year will in = pending upon the Baar < ae the sr — - _ _ — 
ness of the soil, but to a depth of one- the subsoil, of its inorganic element half inch to two inches. The sub- potash and phosphoric acid, and event- 
sequent hay crop should be cut not|ually render it absolutely barren. This 4 later than the 1st of July in this lati-|is true. The remedy is diversified 
tude, when with a favorable season a farming, in which feeding cattle, sheep ; seed crop may be reasonably pe ageae or hogs from the products of ae farm, 
rovided the clover seed midge an and better still, dairying, supplies ma- i clover insect enemies are absent. |nure by which these inorganic elements 

Where these are known to be lying}can be replaced. The man who by 
in wait for the clover blossom, the wise and intelligent clover growing mammoth variety should be used, pas- supplies his soil with nitrogen, grows 
ture off closely the second season until large crops and either sells them in a ; from the 1st to the 15th of June, ac- erude form to a distant market or 
cording to latitude, and then a seed|feeds them and allows the manure to 
crop taken, which under these condi-|leach into ‘the nearest stream, is a man 
tions, is about as certain as any other| who is a soil robber by instinct and crop and as profitable at present prices. profession and has yet to learn the The clover then should in all cases’ first principles of advanced husbandry. 
be turned under, the maximum of fer-| Clover is in one sense only an instru- 
tility having been secured, but should | ment for drawing on the winds of 
not be plowed until late in the fall for| heaven for fertility, which in the form 
the reason that nitrogen is very easi-|of commercial fertilizers costs from six- . ly washed out of the soil by rains, | teen to eighteen cents per pound. In 
and therefore the soil should be Kept doing so the farmer draws largely 
at all times as full of living roots as! on his soil for potash and phosphoric 
possible. I believe it will pay Wisoon-| acid, worth aoe five “ eee 
sin farmers to sow clover seed wit! per pound. e uses this instrument 
small grain every year, even where it | wisely, it will enrich him and his, give 
is intended to plow the ground in the | his wife a comfortable home and happy 
fall for a crop of cereals the er fol- | — oe oa | lowing. I have on my own farm| children ani place them in adva: 

; made experiments for a number of positions in life. If he uses it unwise- | a years to ascertain in bushels of corn ly, it makes him only the more effect- 
the value of the clover roots of a ually a soil robber,-a waster of the \ 
crop yielding on an average two and a/| bounties of nature, and a foe to ad- | 
half tons per acre. I find that it var-| vanced agriculture. It is quite likely 4 
ies from fifteen to thirty bushels, the! that in a state so varied in its soil as : 

3 comparisons being made with soils | Wisconsin, oe eae and 
joining, ually good, from which! counties supp 0 arren wastes ogee agg crops had been | which have sufficient of the inorganic | 

taken. The increased yield the second | elements, and can be made productive 
year is somewhat less, probably from | farms by the intelligent use of the clo- 
ten to twenty bushels per acre. After | vers. It is quite probable that there ; 

i ' uaa ae
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: : 
1 are other sections, probably pine lands,j| Mr. Wallace—That depends on cir- 4 

| in which these elements may be defi-|cumstances. On new prairie land I ’ 
cient, but these can easily be sup-|sow ten pounds; on land that has been 
plied in the form of wood ashes. I|once sown with clover, eight are 4 
have no question but that there are|abundant. On my own lands it is not ; 

- fortunes to be made in Wisconsin by | material, whether I sow any or not. d 
the purchase of these cheap lands and| After I have taken the seed crop, I I 
their conversion into valuable farm|turn the sod under and plant it to : 
lands by the application of the princi-|corn, and then grow winter wheat. a 
ples discovered by modern scientists.| Under those -circumstances I would . 

At the risk of wearying your patience|not sow more than two or three ; 

it may be well to make another sug-| pounds. There is enough seed in the 

gestion. Permanent pastures made up!ground to make up the stand. As a 3 

entirely of the true grasses do not|rule a man ought to sow plenty of 
increase the fertility of the soil, and|seed. The depth in sowing is also 
if the pasture is continually fed away |another question that depends on cir- ‘ 
and no legumes are sown, utterly| cumstances. On light soils clover 
refuse to grow anything but the|ought to be covered two inches. I 
coarser grasses and weeds. Our New|asked the Experimental Station at 

y England friends call these “cowed-out” | Ames, Ia., tg make experiments this 3 
4 pastures. year by sowing from a quarter of an 

i The remedy lies in the use of the|inch to.three inches deep. That which 3 
clovers, and preferably the much/was sown one inch deep came up the i 
abused and despised white clover,| quickest apparently. That which was 

; whose province it is to supply blue|sown two inches deep made the best a 
grass, red top and such like grasses|returns at haying time; that which q 
with nitrogen for which they are as|was sown four inches deep, was in 4 

hungry as a hard working farm boy|the best condition after quite a period . 

( seventeen or eighteen years old is for|of drought last fall. The soil was 
beefsteak and apple pie. light and sandy, but men who cover 

In conclusion, gentlemen, the clovers deep on clay and lime soils miss it. 
are the most wonderful plants, es-| Mr. Hayes—I have always put about 
pecially in their relation to fertility,|six pounds to the acre, sowing with 
that grow out of the ground. I have|wheat. Is there any way to preserve 
not spoken of their indispensable place |the clover and keep it more than one 
in the crop rotation nor have I re-| year? 3 

ferred to their inestimable value in| Mr. Wallace—Clover is a biennial as : 

the feeding ration, this being outside] rule; by pasturing it is made a short- 

of the subject assigned me. It is|lived perennial, but if you want con- 
enough to say that the growing de-|tinuous clover sowing sow your crop : 

; mand of the entire West is for more|say in 1893 a full stand and only : 

f albuminous. home grown food with|apout two-thirds of that will grow 
which to balance up our too highly|under the best conditions this year. j 
carbonaceous rations, and especially} you know you can’t make locust grow 7 

} when they are to be fed to the dairy|the first year unless you sprout it by . 
‘ cow and to the mutton and wool sheep. | hot water; if your conditions are not , 

a This, however, belongs to another right it will lie there two or three 4 

branch of a very great subject. years. Calculate on two-thirds of it ! 

fee coming up, put a half a stand on the 

> ; next year, do not cut your crop for i 

i Discusston. seed. After that you can grow nu- 

7 Mr. McKerrow—How should clover| merous crops. I have got my eleventh 3 

seed be sown for the best results? crop this year. 3
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F Mr. Hayes—I have clover on my , of symbiosis or associated life. When , land that has been there, I don’t know] you come to cut these tubercles you how many years, mixed with timothy. | will find they are swarming with min- i _* Mr. Blackstock—Do I understand | ute crganisms, which we call bacilli that it is the root of the clover that]or microbes. ; I advise evesy one of p > extracts this nitrogen from the air|you to pull up. some clover roots and 5 and holds it in the soil for the benefit | examine those tubercles, They are of the following crop? Or, has the] nice, fresh, plump, healthy looking fel- clever itself any power to do that? lows in the spring, but when the clo- : P Mr. ee oe ae ras ver — ripens, they begin to Ra no power to do it, is the crobes|and lose color, and apparently die. in the tubercles on the roots. If you;The next year a fresh lot starts up, will take up the report of Helreigel on |if the plants live. that subject, you will find that he} ypp, Convey—Do you think Alsike clo- j Proved ‘after many experiments, al-lver jg as beneficial to the land as the : most by mathematical demonstration, other kind? 

t where there were no tubercl 7 es se a Saad oe oon . aL Mr. Wallace—It depends upon what there was no healthy gr » nO * ‘ bail = kind of land you have. If you have ; 
trogen,—where there were plenty of bc 1 that is liabl ase < F tubercles, there was plenty of srowth | see sa at Sa ene A pl | and plenty of nitrogen. Hence, you can ere Oe SEE ANAS GOW ES Oe take poor land and grow clover on the sround that is the equal of the 

, it, provided you will wet it with water, Alsike-—but when you come to a it ere : a % on what we call dry corn land, Alsike | 
the washings of which have grown = oe clover. If you will take up in the will grow, though it will not yield she ‘ 7 : spring of the year or during any time wie ponpuibge Back we a 
oo ig Seite iE ee oe able as the other on dry land, except = Sees Cee when the midge is about. Then I will find there are little wart-like ex- fake’ 43 ae i eresences which some call nodules,|'#Ke the Alsike. It is a ee and some tubercles, on those roots. ae ene pre ld a ap ea You will find that their number ne — - a pied cere he = corresponds to the size and _healthi-| ‘2248: an a * a os Ser ae ness of the plant. You will find no hae ae oe a tee eae clover plant without them. Fifteen |@% ® dd (oes nei rd 3 years ago a farmer told me that that| Question—Is it possible to seed down was the clover seed, and when the|1and permanently to srass with Alsike clover died, that it came up the next| Clover without breaking it up? } year from that seed on the root. Now,| Mr. Wallace—I would run over it examination shows that that is no part| with a dise harrow or cutter. That of the root, but that it is a plant that} won’t hurt your permanent pasture is married to the clover,—it is a case|and it will help it. 

:
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SOIL PREPARATION AND PLANTING OF PO- : 
TATOES. | 

J. M. SMITH, Green Bay, Wis. j 

The subject assigned to me is ap-|them. What I consider my best po- . 

parently a very unimportant one, and | tato soil is a black, sandy loam, with a ; 
one that is easily disposed of;—yet it| yellow, sandy subsoil. It was natural- : 

is in reality a very important one, and/ly a fairly good soil, and has been 
one to which good care and attention | heavily manured every year until it . 

should be given if good results can|is now very rich;—so rich, in fact, that 
reasonably be expected. I do not dare to manure heavily where : 

I intend planting potatoes, for fear 
Preparation of Seed-bed. of overdoing the matter, and getting a 

' If I were upon a farm and had a/tremendous growth of vines, but not ; 

; heavy clay soil, or a stiff heavy soil|a satisfactory yield of potatoes. I have : 

of any kind, I should prefer a clover) produced this result more than once, 

sod, plowed late in the fall, and early|but at the same time will say to my ; 
in the spring harrow +t with a cut-a-|farmer friends that it requires very 

a way harrow until it was in fine con-jrich land to do it, and upon even good 
dition. If I had manure to put on I/land, they need not fear any bad re- 
should spread it upon the ground after|sults from putting on from 15 to 20 
plowing, but before any harrowing| good-sized two-horse loads of manure 4 
was done. After finishing with a cut-|per acre, and may expect good results 
away, I would put on the Meeker roll-|from it, and will rarely be disap- 

% er or smoothing harrow, which would | pointed. 4 
perfect its condition, and make the 

} soil in first rate order for either pota- Commercial. Fortitenr: 
toes, corn or other kind of farm seeds. I have experimented a number of d 

Unless the land had pefect natural|itimes with commercial fertilizers of 
drainage I should take measures to} different kinds, but am. sorry to say t 

make it as perfect as possible. "Too | that upon my soil the results have , 

{ much water is almost certain to dam- | been far from satisfactory. In fact, ’ 

age potatoes, both in quantity and /|I do not think that in a single case I 

quality; and I should*prefer too little ; have ever had the cost of the fertilizer 

water rather than too much, and then’ returned to me. I rely upon my com- a 

depend upon extra cultivation to help post heap manure, unless I can get 

me through the season;—although the wood ashes, which I like very much 
real facts are, that well tile-drained for the crop we are preparing for. 
land will stand drouth much better) After a number of experiments in 

4 than the same land will, if left un- fall plowing for potatoes upon my 
drained. soil, I cannot see that the crop is im- 

But, genltemen, some of you may/ proved by it. The only apparent ad- 
say that I am not strictly speaking as| vantage is that it is so munch work 

} a farmer, and that is true, but I grow} done, and out of the way in the spring, 

a number of acres of potatoes each! when we are always so driven that 
€ year and always try to have large | we hardly know which to do first. i 

crops, and generally succeed in getting I have also experimented with my 4 

bie 
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4 manure sometimes putting it all on|for a lady’s flower bed,” and was in 
and plowing it under, at others put-|fact as nice as my wife’s flower beds * 
ting on about half the amount designed |are made every spring. The result 
for a piece, and plowing it under and | was 1736 bushels of as beautiful Early 
the balance upon the ground after|Ohio potatoes as any you ever saw. 

. plowing and harrowing it in, and if|The year following the crop was about , 

. put upon the stand under oath, I/as large although they were not \ 
E should hardly dare to say which has| weighed out as exact as was the four . 

been the best, still long experience has} acre plat. Last year my potato ground | 
told me that, as a general rule, it is|did not do as well, and I can hardly 3 | 
better to put the manure upon the | et why. The yield was just about an 

} top of the ground after plowing, and|;even 300 bushels per acre. I select 
then harrow it in, and be sure to dojonly large, smooth, potatoes for plant- 

it thoroughly. ing, and cut them toward the stem 
end, and in such a way as to leaye 

Over 400 Bushels to the Acre. oue good and strong eye upon each : 

We plow from eight to nine inches| Piece. They are planted in drills, and 
deep. I would not plow to this depth with an Aspinwall planter. The rows | 

except upon very rich land. If plant-|*"¢ from 30 to 32 inches apart, and | 
ing upon a soil only four inches deep, |tbe Pieces are dropped as nearly 12 

| I should plow but very little if any|imehes apart as the planter will drop 
deeper than four inches, unless I have|them. We cover them not less than 

| plenty of manure ready for use, and three inches, nor more than four inches 

| then perhaps an inch or a little more deep. 
| of the subsoil might not be objection-|, Such Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen, | 

able; but as a general rule turn up has been my system of soil prepara- , 
but little of the subsoil at a time,| tion and potato planting, for I do not " | 
either for potatoes or other crops. My know just how many years past. It 
land is thoroughly surface, as well|}®S been at least reasonably success- 
as undrained, and in preparing it for ful and I attribute very much of the 
planting potatoes it is put in just about | SUCCess such as it has been, to the 
as fine condition as we know how to| thorough preparation of the soil, selec- 
put it. Let me illustrate this by a tion of seed, and care in planting the 

[ttle incident that occurred a few|Sme. Others are to follow me in this ; 
yeats ago. A lady friend who had discussion and I will close for fear of : 

spent most of her life in cities was intruding upon the limits assigned to ; 
visting us during the spring planting them. * 

time. While we were walking over —— 

the garden we came to where we were Discussion. ; 

F just ready to plant some potatoes. I} Mr. Cole—If yeu fall plow your land, 
said to her, “Here is a four acre plat | would you apply your manure in the 

just ready to plant with potatoes.” |fall or the spring following? 

She looked over the plat and then} “Mr. Smith—I have a number of acres | 

said to me, “I did not know that it|now on which I plowed under some 

: was necessary to prepare land like| manure last fall, about half of what 

that for potatoes. Is it really neces-|I intended to use, and I have put the i 

sary? That land is nice enough forrest right on the snow this winter 

any lady’s flower bed.” I told her| without composting it. ‘ 

that I was very much in favor of very| Mr. Woodward—What sort of fertil- 

latge crops, and prepared my land for] izers have you used? 

them as well as I knew how. The] Mr. Smith—I have used Mapes’ & 

above plat was an exact four acres.| Bowker’s for potatoes, and for straw- . 

It was, as the lady said, “nice enough| berries we consider ashes very good. 

PS,
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Mr. ‘Woodward—Did you ever try) Mr. Martin—I know that that is a 
the muriate of potash and sulphate of | fact. 

Potash, instead of ashes? Mr. Steel—I noticed in a periodical 
Mr. Smith—No, I put a lot of nitrate|two or three days ago that a gentle 

of soda on some six or seven acres|man having a large experience in the 

that we had rented, and we had plow-| cultivation of potatoes says that he 
ed it very carefully and when it was|gets about four tons more to the acre 

planted we put the fertilizers on each|by simply planting whole potatoes; 

“alternate bed, so that we could know| that a portion of the eyes in the butt 
exactly what the fertilizer was doing.|of the potatoes never produce a stem, 

I did not know myself which rows it|and if so, it is a weak one, and that 
‘| was on, I was sick when it was plant-|if the potato is cut, it should always 

ed. Along late in the summer I began|be cut the longest way, never cross 

j to see that there was a little difference, | wise, and that a large portion of the 

but when we came to dig the potatoes, | advantage gained by it is from what 

P it was so little that it was practically |is termed the seed end, while in other 

fi nothing. eases I am told that we get the largest 

Mr. Woodward—Don’t you think that| Potatoes from the eyes of the other 

: the application of stable manure tends | nd of the potato, and we should never 

to increase the blight that strikes the|Plant the seed end. 
crop and decreases the yield? Mr. Smith—We cut our potatoes so 

f Mr. Smith—I don’t think that it does,}@8 to be sure to have one good strong 
I seldom put fresh manure on my|¢eye upon each piece. We cut them 

| potatoes; generally we have used wood |t¢ward the stem end, because as our 
5 ashes. scientists tell us, the sap runs toward 

q Mr. Woodward—We dare not use the seed end. We plant in drills about 

stable manure in any form with pota- 30 to 32 inches apart, and 12 inches 
toes with us, or we would be troubled |#P@tt in the pred We have experi- 
with the blight. We put our manure mented some with potatoes, with large 
on the clover and grow corn, then Potatoes and with small. We experi- 
put on the fertilizers and grow wheat. mented last year with a lot of small 
I can’t afford to sacrifice the feeding potatoes, really not the smallest, but 
value. one size too small for the market, and 

Mr. Noyes—Is fresh manure likely then we put in large potatoes, cut as 
i to produce scab? I have spoken of, and the difference 

Mr. -Woodward—The worst scab that in the yield was about 25 bushels to 

i : I have had for twenty years was last the acre. We cut the small ones too; 
stmmer upon a piece of land entirely |W® Put in some of the very largest 
new. Most of it was manured with that we oonld get, and the yield of 
fresh manure, but I left a piece of it those was still larger, showing that 

t without any at all. the largest potatoes cut down to one 

Question—Wasn’t that filled with de-|°¥e did the best, and that has been 3 
caying wood? my experience for a good many years. 

Ei Mr. Woodward—It was ordinary pine The Early Ohios that I got very soon 

: forest, and I didn’t think it was very |fter they came out, did very nicely rich Dut the seab and blight almost| With me, and we have been sorting 
\ ruined the crop. them every year, picking out our best 

Mr. Allen—I have heard it said by |°@¢ and using them for seed. The 

men that they believed that the ocak result is, that we think, and in fact 
increased by leaving the potatoes in|W@ 2te sure that we have a finer strain 

| the ground after they were thoroughly of Early Ohio potatoes now than when 

ripe. we first got them. 
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. t Prof. Goff—The idea suggested by Mr. pieces in that potato you have cut. 
p Smith, that the eyes of the potato are | With seed at 75 cents and a dollar a 

, i connected as branches to a live portion | bushel, isn’t one of those pieces worth 
ey running See the center of the |just as much as the whole potato? 

f tuber is erronéous. The potato tuber| Mr. Smith—I would rather have one 
f is a modified stem, and as in other |of those pieces than to have a whole 
F stems of its class, the vital part is con- potato. 
f fined to the cambium and the buds.| Mr. Steele—If¢ you were to divide 

The central part of the potato tuber is | that potato in two equal parts, and 
| no more alive than the heart of a tree. |cut out all the eyes except one in one- 

; Fe It is not important whether we make | half of it, and then cut the other up 
t the cut toward the stem end or toward |into six parts, would the growth in 

Ef oo oukead has been fully ee od small piece equal 
t y ex os. at from the half? 
i Ba Hise ee oa harm ‘| Mr. Smith—I have never tried that 

a Ree Silt rf ana ee piece: | particular form of experiment. My 
= 3 F yes are not nice} impression would be that the half 
rf and strong we leave two eyes, and potato with all the eyes cut out, ex- t sometimes at the bloom end we would cept one, would do the best, but I am 

§ leave two or three eyes. We plant not positive. 

i them just as they go. I have tried) a. Steele—I have always thought t peeing oo ie are eu there was a great advantage in plant- 
Ee Sees peo that Hh makes any €T-/ing a larger proportion of the 

' histone ‘ % seed because there is a large amount 
Mr. Collins—In cutting potatoes, of nourishment to the new plant. 

t when you come to one end you have 
f four or five eyes in a very small piece Supt. Morrison—It always seems to me 

of potato; would you prefer to cut that the man who wants to plant a 

| them off or not? whole potato does not half prepare 

i Mr. Smith—In planting so’ many|}is_ seed-bed. If you prepare your 
' eyes, my experiment shows we get seed-bed as Mr. Smith does, you will : 

f about as large a crop of potatoes, but get just as good results from a single 
' a much larger proportion of small ones, | °Y¢ but if you do it as a great many 
t and the eyes on the blossom end being farmers do, merely drag it over, and 

f closer together, we have to cut them] b@ve it all lumps and clods, I would 
small. We sometimes see them com-|P¥ all means advise oe 2 3 

' ing up, three or four eyes have started , whole potato, and a big one at ee 
| and we pull off the weak ones. | Mr. Allen—Isn’t it a fact that in the 

; Mr. Thayer—Please cut that potato Whole potato there is only about so 
' you have in your hand just as you | many eyes that will germinate? Now, I 
I would for planting. | think that as a rule 75 per cent. of the 
} Mr. Smith—I commence to cut with | farmers cut two eyes to the piece. 
} the stem end; I cut with the grain.) Mr. Smith—The young sprout of the 

} At home we have knives on purpose, | potato needs food enough from its 
' with a little hollow in them. | parent to protect it and give it growth 

] Mr. Perkins—In what form do you | until it can get roots of its own. If 
apply ashes to your potatoes and | there is one good strong eye, that 

i strawberries? | piece will protect and give it food until 
f Mr. Smith—Sometimes we put it on the root grows. It is possible that a 

the ground after plowing, and harrow | large potato would give it a little more 
| it in, and sometimes put it in the/ food and a little longer, but whether 
i rows planted. | it will give it so much more as to make 
f Mr. Martin—I see there are thirteen | it a paying thing, I have my doubts. 
| ' 

: 
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4 ‘The crop that I spoke of, oe a oe rae have oe to but we ‘ 
436 bushels to the acre ha ie Si | have not noticed any effec! i 
cut in this way. | Mr. Allen—With the majority of far- 

Mr. Collins—In our part of the coun-| mers, down our way, they use land ; 

try we have some weeds to contend Daa on the cut seed to keep it 
wi and we plant our potatoes in| from ling. 

ns iy Would you advise us to plant| Mr. Munger—Mr. Smith, I heard your q 
only one eye and only one piece in a/ address two years ago at Waupaca, 

check? ey I went home and fixed up an acre 
Mr. .Smith—No, I would not. 1/as good as I could and planted part of | 

wouldn’t plant them that way; I would | them about fifteen inches apart in 
- plant them in rows and Grills. oo three feet apart, and part of it 

Mr. Collins—Most of our people have | two feet apart, and I harvested 50 
had good results from planting in | planted ree ee acre where I | 

checks. plan oO art. j 
: Mr. Smith—What would you call; Mr. Smith—What variety of potatoes? 7 

good results? Mr. Munger—The Peerless, the same 

Mr. Collins—Two hundred bushels. | amount of seed and cut the seed the j 
Mr. ‘Smith—I cannot afford to raise — aes Aisa foe ; 
tatoes that way; my land is too r. Smith—Tha’ as no’ nm my 

] a etitie. experience. The Peerless I would not 
Question—Do you drag your potatoes | ea ay aut eee ol =e 

after they are up? | early 5 ie ii seedling, 

Mr. Smith—Yes, just as soon as we which you raise so many at Waupaca, 
ean see them. We go over them once | I would plant farther apart. ’ 
and sometimes twice. We put in the} Mr. Woodward—I want to endorse : 
cultivator as Soon as the plants are | what Supt. Morrison said. It is merely - 

large enough so we can see the rows|a choice with the planter whether he 
nicely. | will manure his future crop with the 

Mr. Thayer—Do you plant your | amount of seed he puts in the ground 
potatoes as soon as they are cut? | or something else. The yield of pota- 

Mr. Smith—Yes. | toes does not depend so much on what 

Question—About how many stalks | you put in with the seed, as what you 

' would you have in a hill? | put under the seed. I remember when 
4 Smith— lant- | the early Rose came around years ago, 

j a aR Pee phe ae |I paid five dollars for five pounds, and 
Where {irds on four come up, we I Was offered twenty dollars for the 

Se a ee eee oe oe 
ms : 1 ¢ | divided the eyes, sometimes into as 

oad Sone ao no eo ape many as six pieces and planted them, 
“eS a = Pe Sues Boe Pieces Of ‘and the result was that I got over 
Re ne © eat ey ont | twenty bushels from the five pounds 

Mr. Smith—We plant them before | planted. It was not the question of 
the soil becomes dry and hot, with an |how much seed I put in, but the 

Aspinwall planter, which drops them | stuff to make potatoes get up and 
into a fresh made hole. I would not) grow. 4 

i leave them out in the sun. Our ex-| Mr, Culbertson—What did you put in 
Perience is entirely in favor of plant-| to make the potatoes get up and grow? 
ing as soon as they are cut. Mr. Woodward—Anything that I 3 

Mr. Merchant—Did you ever use thought they would eat. I made a 3 
anything after cutting to keep the seed |compdst of stable manure, potash and 
from bleeding? phosphoric acid. It was in very light,
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CB sandy soil. I dug big holes and put, menting in the amount of potatoes. 
N Bde in plenty of the fertilizer. that could be raised from one pound 
: Supt. Morrison—You must have been | of seed, and prizes were offered. The 

working for a prize. man who produced the most, I think 
: Mr. Woodward—I was working for | got something like 40 bushels, that he 

ep Potatoes worth twenty dollars for | produced from one pound, but he did 
: five pounds. I put in just one piece in| it by putting it into a hot-bed, dividing 

ee a hill. I took a very thin knife, and |it up, ete. Of course that is not practi- 
a wherever I could divide the little in-|¢al for the ordinary farmer, but the- 

| cipient eye I did it. I put them into | experiments made at that time were of 
a Eo the compost in a spent hot-bed. I used great benefit to the potato world. It 

a gentle heat, and if there were two| showed some of the possibilities that 
i plants came from one part I divided |lay in the potato and the great crops. ; 

them when they were about two or | that could be produced if you only gave 
: three inches high. I made the ground | them the proper kind of attention. 

k very rich and took care of them, and Mr. .Woodward—I wouldn’t recom- : 
there were some hills that yielded a | mend it for the ordinary potato grower, 

E half bushel of potatoes. but the shrewd potato grower is the 
{ Mr. Morrison—I am a little sorry that | man who is always looking after novel- 
BY this discussion has taken this turn, be- | ties. i 3 

f cause I dont think that it is practical.} The Chairman—You see from what 
i Mr. Woodward is giving you the ex-|Mr. Smith has said that he prepares 
k perience of men something like fifteen | his soil by the use of his compost heap 
| or sixteen years ago, when B. K.!and ashes, rich fertilizers, etc., and ' t Bliss first introduced the Early Rose | makes it all rich to feed this seed pota- 

te potato. I remember giving a dollar a/to that he puts in. A good point is 
‘ } peund for several pounds of those | made in that respect. Evidently nature 
i potatoes. Mr. Bliss had bought up p.ovides for that eye in a good sized 
fe} the entire product of the Early|potato, and if the fertility is there 
f } Rose potatoes from Mr. Breese of | where your roots can reach out and 

Vermont, who was the originator, | get it, you will produce a crop. 
Fi and there was a great deal of expert- 

ia 
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_ SELECTION OF SEED AND CULTIVATION OF THE 
| i} POTATO. 
} i GEO. MARTIN, Hudson, Wis. 

| | Potatoes for seed should be of one Size and Cutting of Seed. 
| ; kind,—mixed potatoes never command! Much has been said as to size and 
f best prices. They should be well pre- | cutting of seed. All potatoes for seed Ei served and not allowed to heat or| should be cut to one or two eyes, rot Ei sprout. Select one or two fashionalbe ; too small, and never allowed to stand 

ie} varieties such as are in demand in|in sacks or piles any length of time- pi leading markets and that command | after cutting. Much good seed is 
kt the greatest price. The Hebron and spoiled when cut, and then piled or f Burbank, being in demand, command | sacked. Potatoes stored in cold stor- 

the best prices at the present time. age are not safe to plant. Potatoes- 
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kept too warm, thereby wilting and;nearly as possible to its first God- 
sprouting lose much strength and | given state, as the brain and muscle of : 
vigor. Moving or turning the seed} man will permit. Fertilizers in abund- 

potatoes occasionally with the temper-|ance exist, both commercial and 
ature of the stere room about 35 de-|domestic——a proper application of 
grees will keep them in good condition. | which will solve the problem. I have 
When cutting discard all doubtful} had no experience with commercial 

seed, and never allow a piece to ¢o| manure, but believe it has been and can 

into the ground that has not a perfect | be used with good results. 

pe An Experiment. 

Sen A writer from Rensselaer Co.,N. ¥., 
The second part of my topic, though | says:—“T had a piece of sandy loam, 

hot second in importance, is fertiliza-| containing 175 rods, that had been 
tion, On our much exhausted farnis| mowed several years without manure. 
fertilizers must be used liberally to | 7 plowed, sowed broadcast, and drag- 

grow a good crop of potatoes or any | ged in $36 pounds of potato fertilizer, 
other crop. The average yield of pota- containing 4 per cent. ammonia, 4 per 
loes on our worn out land is 70 bushels, | cent phosphoric acid and potash 8 per 
while on land well fertilized 250 and | cent, 1 planted to potatoes, one eye 
300 bushels per acre are grown as a | to a piece, 18 inches apart in the drill, ‘ 

field crop, and 400, 500 or G00 bushels | and dug 170 bushels choice potatoes, 
are grown for premium crops. The | the cost of fertilizer being $13.70. That 
increase from the former to the latter | on two rods of ground where no fertili- 

is largely due to fertilization. zer was uSed was not one-half as 
i In 1850 to 1860 when land was low} go94.” On another piece, “one-half 

in Wisconsin large and profitable crops | acre” he sowed 400 pounds of another 
were easily obtainea. 1 remember my | kind of potato fertilizer, and harvested 

father planting prairie land,—dropping | 195 bushels from the half acre.,He 
the seed into the edge of the furrow} also planted several acres fertilized 
and covering with the next furrow,—|with stable manure, but did not get 
in the fall back-setting the furrows] half as many per acre. This surely 
and harvesting 150 bushels per acre of | shows a strong argument in favor of 

choice tubers. I also well remember | the commercial fertilizer. I do not be- 
assisting to fit brush land, planting it) }jeye that the results above given 
to potatoes and harvesting 350 bushels | would have been the same had the sta- 

per acre. The’ first was in what is/ ple manure been well handled and ap- 
now the city of Beloit, and the latter | plied. 
at Ifudson, my present home. Now 

en the same land without fertilization, Fare: Compests. 
70 bushels is an average yield. Does My experience has been confined to 

this not give us a practical lesson’?! clover, barnyard manure, and hard Ke 

Does it not show the complete work of | wood ashes. Of these I know some- 5 
the soil robber? Does it not tell us that | thing, and I think that no farmer ean 
‘our new soil was rich in potash, obtain- | afford to farm without them. These j 
ed from numberless years of burned | all work well with the potato erop. My : 
prairie grass and brush. Then we | best results have come from well rot- 
could and did grow not only 300 to|ted barnyard manure applied in early 
400 bushels of choice potatoes, but | fall, through the winter, spring, and 
40 bushels of wheat per acre, No. 1/late as July 1st.,the earlier the ap- 

| hard, against 10 bushels at the pres-/plication the better the result. Our 
ent time fit only for chicken feed. stubble land without the clover in 
How can you help yourself? By re-| several seasons has produced from 

turning your much exhausted soil, as |200 to 300 bushels per acre. Land 

|
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i handled in this manner will show pro-;I make in behalf of economy,—in be- a fitable returns for the next five years. | half of fertilization and cultivation, FT ° I do not know of any crop that fits | which is economy. 
; land for future crops as well as pota- 

toes. Hence use more domestic fertili- Thoro: gh Preparation. 
| E zers and grow more potatoes. Barn- Preparation is cultivation. Webster 
Bk yard manure and ashes are lasting, says, “to till—to prepare for crops,— 

f more practicable and more liable to be | to mapure,—to plow,—ete.” Cultiva- 
| used by the majority of farmers. | tion for the potato crop then, shoulé 4 Make all the manure you can on the| pe begun a year at least before plant- 
Lt farm. Haul all you can get within | ing, by sowing clover on land intended : five miles of your farm, and car it 30 for potatoesthen manured at your 

to 50 miles, which at fertilizer rates convenience. As before stated, during 
is not expensive. Ashes in many cases | fall and winter, plowed in this case late 
can be had at a nominal cost in this | as possible to allow a good growth of 

FI way. clover, you now have your land in a Ilive at North Wisconsin Junction sta- | ¢japle condition. After planting roll 
| tion, three miles from Hudson, 22 to firm the dirt, not only to benefit . 

miles from Union Stock yards, St. the potato, but to sprout the weed | Paul, 30 miles from a large belt of | seeds, Harrow and cross-harrow, con- 
i -hard wood timber, and say to you that | tinue harrewing, or weed killing, if 1 I have been getting fertilizers from all you please, as that is my object in \| these sources several years. I am in- harrowing, as well as to complete the 
I creasing the fertilizers and acres of seed bed and prevent washing on roll- 

H hoed crops from year to year, as ing land. When the plants are coming i high as eighty acres per year I have through the ground, turn the soil to 
{ handled in this manner, and would not | and onto them carefully, cross harrow 
i} know how to farm any other way. | and you have a clean start for a crop. i Those that have not manure should | Several years ago I harrowed and cross- 

| by it, apply it to potato land, and harrowed a 32 acre field when the | double and treble your crop the first plants were six inches high with good 
I season. Suecess. I now do all harrowing by 
t Cows, Manure, Rich Land, More Potatoes, | the time the plants are well above 
| The farmer who has not been fertiliz- | Stud. 
i ing can put 50 cows on his farm and if Surface Cultivation, 
i properly fed the fertilizer produced] uyltivation after the rows are plain 

i from the 50 cows applied to the pota-| to pe seen, should be done with smalt H to crop, will pay for feed of the cows. | seeth or small harrows. Thoroughly i Here is a direct income to be had by the stir the soil to a depth of two inches. 
i farmer who now is eking out 2 scanty | yp this manner repeat your work untit 
| existence. Cows, manure, potatoes, the tuber begins to form. Do not stir 

i money. Stock, more stock can be| the soil after the potato begins to set. | 4 grown on the farm with profit. Man-| ponq hoe or puil‘all remaining weeds, 
‘ ure, more manure, more potatoes. In- thereby giving all strength to your 
| crease by fertilization and cultivation, crops, lessening the cost of harvesting | your income from a smaller acreage. | and fitting your lands for future crops. 5 | Should all tillable land in the State of Therefore—plant pure seed, fertilize | Wisconsin be divided into farms of 100 heavily, cultivate thoroughly, and harv- 3 | acres the income from agricultural est abundantly. 

i pursuits would be double, and your 
; farms would sell for twice and three Clover Seed oni Barnyard Manure. 

times as much as you could realize| Necessary to the production of a pay- 
: from them now. All these statements (ing crop of potatoes or any other crop 

; 

| 
; 
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is a thorough and energetic application , hoe or pull all remaining weeds, which 
of good common sense. There is no | costs me about $1.25 per acre. 

crop grown in Wisconsin that is pay-| I cut the seed to one or more eyes, 
ing any better, nor I think as well as| but not too small. Potatoes for seed 
potatoes, with perhaps the exception of | should not be allowed to sprout. Move 
onions, cabbage and small fruits. or turn them, which will prevent heat- , 
Necessary to the production of a good | ing and sprouting. Cut the seed a day | 

potato crop is good soil, good seed, | °F two only before planting, as mueh 3 

good cultivation and good protection | seed fal ese oe | 
from bugs. I know of no erop that - - 
answers quicker to the application of | lar. The temperature for all vegetables 

fertilizers than the potato crop. Clover ae be tae oe to 35 oe cs 
sod is good, clover sod and barnyard | ie wi ie Hoover an ut dig- 

manure are better. Ashes are better | 8¢T, Which leaves the potatoes in rows 
than any other fertilizer that I know oe ae sone dN for ame 
of for any root crop. pickers. Do not plant unt e groun 

Land handled in this way. will yield] Nec vey ee uae oem 
an abundant crop for the next five bes v he ans ; gece —s 
years. 1t is better to follow the potato ge se ean riot ae nee 7 = 7 
crop with corn, as straw crops do not Fi se sess ae i. oe a 
stand up after manure and potatoes, | HOt UU ae ioe prices ae os 
Therefore I say, in order to grow a| eae a y the green si Sent to 
paying crop of potatoes we must use a | ~~“ —— 

liberal amount of fertilizer, and barn- Select one Variety. 

yard manure is the most feasible, and Farmers marketing at a station 

to get enough manure we must keep | should agree upon the one or two best 
more stock on the farm. All the coarse | varieties. No community can command 
grain, hay, stalks and straw should | post prices if there are as many kinds 
be fed on the farm. Manure we must | 4 joads. If of the same kind and well 
have for potatoes or any other pay- assorted, your buyer can and will pay 

ing crop. Barnyard manure should be you a good price for your good goods. f 

the aim first, last and all the time of |}; jg better to assort when picking 
the successful farmer. from the ground. Several years’ ex- 
The order of value of different kinds | perience permits of my saying that 

of manure is, first poultry, second hog, | about 1-5 should be culled, and that 
third cow or cattle and fourth horse. 45 will bring five cents per bushel 

I prefer to pile and rot before spread-| more and have the 1-5 left for feed 
ing. | and seed. We often hear it remarked 

that should we all grow potatoes that 4 
Decne ee Saae eet See | we would glut the market and ruin 

The potato crop must be free from! prices. Not so. Shovld all that are 

bugs. I use a six barrel tank, which situated to grow potatoes, grow good 
- sprinkles two rows at a_ time, two j varieties, our goods would be sought 

pounds of Paris green to the 6 barrels | for, and at remunerative prices. 

of water. Potatoes should be fee a aoe 
from weeds, but not be disturbed after mae, SEE SORE, 
the tubers begin to form. I plant Wisconsin is fast coming to the front 

with the Aspinwall planter in drills, ‘as a potato producing state, and 

30 inches apart, 10 to 12 inches apart | prices for Wisconsin potatoes are the 

in drills, 5 inches deep. Keep the! highest in leading markets. I have 
weeds down by repeated harrowing, t correspondents from many States ask- 

until the plant appears. I cultivate | ing for prices and invariably they ask 

thoroughly and level, and finally hand for Hebron and Burbanks. Therefore
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iH. grow Hebron and Burbanks. Cater to}ron, and I think the Hebron is fully 
i the demand. It is dollars that we|as good and a better yielder. 
1 want,—it is dollars per acre—the most} Mr. Hutchins—How many loads of 
Ht dollars per acre that we must strive| manure do you consider enough for 
He for. It costs no more to grow 300 | your land? ; i * bushels per acre than 100 bushels. It] Mr. Martin—Twenty good sized loads 
i costs no more to dig a bushel of pota-|of well rotted manure per acre. 
! toes than to thresh a bushel of] Mr. Olds—In planting your seed, do 

wheat. With a large yield of potatoes, | you consider the size of the Pieces of 
it ren at e a price, you can get pay | more important than the number of 

Ht ‘or your laber. *| eyes? ‘ 4 : I want to urge further the great ne-| Mr. Martin—I do. 
| cessity of better farming,—more brain Question—Did you ever use a potato : Ht work. How much money can we get | cutting machine? 
H from an acre? How much laborean we! Mr. Martin—No, but I have used a 
HT profitably employ? Reduce your num-| planter that cut the potatoes, and with 
H ber of acres and increase your income very good results. 
| from the lesser acres. Keep more! Mr. Hayes—Wouldn’t you prefer to 
; stock, make more manure. There is prepare your manure on the ground, 
} money in well fed stock, horses, hogs, |and save this piling,_feed it to the 

sheep, cattle and poultry, and they | clover? 
can all be kept with profit. Mr. Martin—I am inclined to think 

1 that well rotted manure if you have 
1 mie in time to spread it, and cultivate it in, 

| seria small farm of G00 acres, and'T haven't i Seg Smith—What kind of soil have time to do things just for pastime. I 
; : > se am not in clover raising as a crop. I 

5 Mr. Martin have as pias ar believe in it as a fertilizer. ; 
‘oam, with clayey subsoil—a go Mr. Noyes—Is there any other rea- 

! Soil oe Dotntnes. >  |Son why you rot the manure? } Question—How deep do you plant? Mr. Martin—I think the rotted man- } Mr. =e deep as IT can get| ure is less liable to scab the petatoes H them in with the Aspinwall planter. and the rotting kills weed seeds, ete. 
I should judge about four inches. 1 - i would put them in five inches if [| Mt- Goodrich—Do you practice abso- | could. I use smaller potatoes than lute level culture, or do you believe it is 

i Mr. Smith. better to hill some? I heard a man 
: The Chairman—-You would be apt to talking about it and I tried absolute have more eyes then? level culture and I had a great many 
| Mr. Martin—No, excepting in very | S¥nburned potatoes. Since then I 4 small potatoes. Occasionally I plant | ®ve covered them up from the sun. 
; whole potatoes, and from that I get} Mr. Martin—If you would plow your . | my theory that cne or two shoots | land six inches deep, and put the po- 

H will come only from the whole potato. | tatoes in the ground five or six inch- i Mr. Beck—How late do you recom-| es, you would mete Oe see 
‘i mend planting? tatoes, and you wo get a quarter 

| Mr. Martin—For a field crop I have | more yield than you will to plant them ! had the best resvlts with the Hebron | in hills. 
! and Early Rose in planting as late} Mr. Goodrich—I wouldn’t want te 
? as from the 15th te the 20th of June; | dig out potatoes from six inches. 
i of course, in planting late crops you] Mr. Martin—The best crop I ever 

i would have to use all early potatoes. I planted in St. Croix county, which was 
| have used the Early Ohio and the Heb- | on pasture, I plowed and attempted 
| 

‘ 
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to fit for onions, but found I could not, to whom I have recommended level ‘ 
do it. I made the drills with a two-|ctlture, and whom I had furnished 1 
horse plow and I got them six inches |some seed, planted on a very heavy, 
deep. I dropped the potatoes by hand | stiff clay and his potatoes grew out of 
and covered them about two inches, | the ground, and they were badly dam- ; 
and I dug 425 bushels to the acre off |aged by being sunburned, and experi- 
that piece of grcund, and I have al-| ence has told me that if I were plant- 

ways felt that the depth had a good jing upon heavy clay soil, I would hill 

deal to do with it. Another thing, I | some, while I do not hill at all myself. 
have a theory that a well fertilized| Mr. Martin—That is right. Another 

piece of land will throw a foliage that | thing. On level clay, in a wet  sea- 
will keep your potatoes from sunburn-| son, I believe they do better slightly i 

ing. | | *')#H| billed than level, but on what I con- 
Mr. Goodrich—Potatoes grow deep in| sider good potato soil, I prefer the q 

the ground because they are planted | level cultivation. 4 
deep, but there is a difference in the| The Chairman—You have seen that 4 
variety. I had a variety that I planted | Mr. Martin, like the rest, recommends 
deep down, and they grew on the | fertilization, feeding the land that the 
stalk six inches above the ground. jJand may feed the potato. He ad- 

Mr. Allen—I think Mr. Goodrich ie oes the cutting the seed as much 3 
right in hilling slightly. His soil is|as Mr. Smith does, and he advocates q 
different from Mr. Martin’s,—more lia- | thorough cultivation on his soil with j 
ble to crack. | level culture, although we see we must 

Mr. Smith—There is a point here that | use our best judgment in following out 
we have not touched. On my ground these suggestions, as we deal with 
which we keep very mellow, we different soils. 
pursue level culture. A friend of mine) The institute adjourned to 1:30 P. M. 
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i AFTERNOON SESSION, 
HY 

The Institute met at 1:30 P.M. Mr. Favill in the Chair. 

i Music. Singing by Mrs. Bishop. i 

tT 
—__—___ 

i 

HARVESTING, MARKETING AND STORING 
| POTATOES. 

| By M. T. ALLEN, Waupaca, Wis. *‘ 

In as much as we have prepared the Digging 
ground, selected our seed, planted and 
cultivated the potato thoroughly from} We are supposed to be digging with 
Start to finish, it is high time that we| the soil not too wet, and would have 
begin to harvest the crop, providing | the pickers follow the diggers, in 
it is ripe. The potato harvest should | from thirty minutes to an hour after ; never begin until the tubers are thor-| digging was begun, providing we have 
oughly ripened. Early frosts quite|a breezy sunshine. If we are digging 

; often catch the whole or a portion of by hand, each man digs two rows, go- 
our crop, before it is matured, and upon |ing backward as he digs, depositing 

. examination of the tubers we find the| the potatoes of both rows, in a row 
skin will slip easily, hence the ne-| between the rows dug. Now we begin 
cessity of letting the crop remain in picking, using boxes or crates like 
the ground until the potatoes get well | this. Having brought and scattered 
hardened, and the skin is solid and| what we wish to use in the field, con- 
firm,—then we can begin the harvest veniently close to our work, now take | 
With safety. Potatoes removed from | the family horse, hitch it to the stone- 
the ground while green, will shrink boat, remembering to cover the horse 
much more, and faster than when | with a sheet or light blanket, to protect 
ripe besides do not attract the eye of '!him from the flies that seem to be on { 
the buyer as we would like. If we are | the verge of starvation at this particu- 
to dig by hand, we should use the six | lar time. 
tined fork, being careful not to stab} With six or eight boxes upon your 
the potatoes with the fork. Tubers stone-boat, start your horse between 
that have been forked while digging, | two rows of dug potatoes, picking 
unless marketed at once, are per-|from either side into the boxes, and 7 manently spoiled, for the market. We | when your boxes are full, set them off 
have seen men who would ruin pota- | together, filling your boat again with 
toes to the value of their wages every |empty boxes, and proceed as before. i day. Such help should be allowed to| At this particular time, we would ad- tramp. | | 

|
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vise sorting, leaving all small, sunburnt, ; which is a very particular job, if car- 3 
scabby, infected and unmerchantable | ried out successfully. 
stock upon the ground until the salable : 
portion of the crop is secured, then Suggestions about Storing. ; 
take care of the culls. If you have a a | 
starch factory reasonabiy near, you a store DOO siccces a ‘ 
ean get for good sound culls fifteen | Tes skill = ee sence ag 
cents per bushel, which is more than jay oid the losses that = = ula tees 
you can realize from them by feeding. vad = Baas - pee oe . ie 2 aiovine th eee on th fieia | Car toa shallow one. ep cellars 

eee ee sees sae te are warmer in cold weather, and cooler 
to the cellar should be done as fast as lin warm weather, consequently ean . 
there is enough picked up for a load. be kept at a more even temperature. ; 

= econ without a box, using = plank | We would aim to keep the thermo- 
instead, is generally used, setting the | meter between 35 degrees and 40 de- ¥ 

filed boxes upon the plank, and if your | wees, if possible. I think the depth of 
boxes are not too full they can be/ 2 cenar should be ten feet in the clear, 4 

Diled two or three deep, making a load then do not fill deeper than seven feet, 3 
of nearly two tons in weight. We have ly leaving three feet between the pota- 
drawn seventy well filled boxes at a | toes and ceiling. ‘Three feet is ample 

ee ae Sor iors low wheels, | Space to get about over the different 
iSeah nog Siete tact aetan aa | bins, noting the condition of the crop 

: \in store. As to the size of the bins, 
potato harvest. aid you have a low | 500 bushels capacity is plenty large, 
et wagon you can make a wide lana I prefer a smaller, say 300 bushels : 

on 7 draw east Aveid piling the capacity. Partitions between bins 
boxes, which makes it much easier at | should be constructed with an air 
both ends of the route. space between, which is a very essen- 

If Prices Suit, Market from the Field. La psovaemigarl scent oe ee an 

If you are near a potato market, | partitions should be made in the fol- 
and the price is up to a paying basis, |lowing manner:—Take 2x6 inch stud- 
we would advise marketing a goodly | ding set up flat ways for your posts, 

portion of the crop, if not all we had | using 1x6 inch boards upon either side, 
to spare, directly from the field,—|leaving an inch space between the 

for there is certainly a great amount | boards. Potatoes stored in bins built 4 
saved which would be lost by shrink- |in this manner will dry out nicely, even 
age, while lying in store. The mar-|if they are put in wet, which we are 

keting from the field is generally made | compelled to do sometimes. They can 
with the potatoes in bulk, and the |be harvested and put directly into the 

man who goes upon the market with | cellar if thoroughly ripe, in very warm 
bright, clean stock, and all alike, from | weather, if they have proper ventilation,, 

top to bottom, will not have to go bez-| after being placed in store, and great 
ging for a buyer. If the price year|care should be exercised to avoid alt 

after year would be as uniferm as it | infected stock, which, if allowed to go 

has been the present year, no potato | into the cellar, will decay more rapid- 

grower would be reckless enough to |ly by being set going by the sweating 
hold his crop through the winter , process, which always takes place soon 

months, for he would be sure to save | etter being placed in store. Another 
25 per cent. by marketing early, which | point of very great importance, should 
would be lost by shrinkage, ete. If,|not be lost sight of— and that is,— 

however, a grower lives too far away eae your cellars well darkened, for 
to make it pay to market while harvest- | the light will surely get the potatoes 
ing, he can resort to storing the crop, exposed to it, off in color, and strong
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| in flavor. For seed I would not care stays are broken, they can’t be mended, i = oar ee — really I believe it je a use them up very quickly. - nil vement. | B — 
; r Advice to Purchasers, |eost? — ae ! “In drawing my paper to a close | Mr. Allen—To make them at home,’ [ wish to say that if every hotel land- | they will cost about six cents apiece, y if lord in the good state of Wisconsin | and we buy them for twenty cents. were present, it would give me pleasure| Mr. McKerrow—How do you keep | to give them all advice well worth your seed potatoes from starting? heeding, and that is—when you pur-|| Mr Allen—I keep them at a low t chase potatoes for your table do not | temperature and if it was getting along ee accept those from a light cellar or | towards spring I move. them about. 

warehouse, and after getting them| mr MartinWe pick our potatoes in 
under your own care, keep them dark baskets, and we use centals, one hun- and cool, thereby retaining their good | dred pounds to a cental. Our centals : quality, and avoid remarks of guests, are good for that crop or any other, one of whom we heard say to a com- crop,—and it seems to me that in hand- 
panion at the table, “that was a good ling large crops it is much more prac ~ potato once but it had gotten bravely ticable than these boxes. 
over it. It has been kept where it Mr Stevenson—How do you get your ‘i was light and warm giving it the potatoes down cellar? 

4 strong flavor it now has.” This is the Mr. Allen—Pour them down through ft reason for the poor quality of the po- |, spout. I have plenty of windows,—a 
| tatoes we so often get when away | window for each bin, and that is good I from home. also for the ventilation. To .answer i rice 7 Mr. Martin, I don’t see why you can’t 

| Mr. McKerrow—How do you ven- avoid bruising and thumping about in 
} eae a the box just as well as in the basket, i tilate your potato cellars? i Kk a { Mr. Allen—There are three venti- enero on = bie: eee or | lators in the partition, taking off the throw your sacks oon Nee 

moisture and odor from the stored| Mr. Smith—What is the p mage ; ‘etock. of shrinkage between fall and spring? } Mr. Thayer—Isn’t it more difficult ae Allen—I can’t answer that oe 
} to preserve your potatoes in a cellar tion fairly. There are various te ue : than in a regular warehouse? in regard to that. We can ae oe } Mr. Allen—I think not the season |titces which have been kept in s mri | | through. I think they need more venti-| through the winter and marketed a , lation than they generally get. I keep|April, that will be shrunk so muc } my cellar between 35 and 40 degrees. | they were hardly marketable. They 

{ , Question—Will you describe your po- | Will accept smaller potatoes in the fall | tato box? than in the spring. 
; My boxes are twelve inches in height, | Prof. Goff—When I was connected 

twelve in width and twenty in length | with the New York See ae 
‘ on the inside, and they hold a good|we made an experiment to d out 

strong bushel when not filled so full| how much potatoes lose by storing in 
| but what you can set one box on anoth-|in the cellar. I can’t give the exact 
| er without bruising the potatoes—2,880 | figures, but it was very close to 12 per- 

‘ cubic inches, I think the box contains.|cent. Our cellar was dark and the 
Our planing mill at Waupaca keeps | walls were very damp. Undoubtedly in 

{ these heads in stock just as much as|a warehouse it would be more than 
it does doors and windows. The bas- | this. 
kets can be had from 15 to 18 cents} Mr. Allen—In marketing potatoes di- 

j apiece by the hundred, but when their rectly from the field, small and spotted 

; 

EE ee
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Potatoes are seldom noticed; they can pick the potatoes, sort them, and I get 

go in with the rest, but when you leave a pretty clean, sound, straight potato 

them in the cellar till the month of; to put into my cellar. I believe it is 

March they become mouldy and black |a strong point to pick all potatoes and 
in spots, you can’t do anything with Jet them cure, before putting them into 

them, and the same potatoes will be ja warehouse. Of course, you .have to 

refused. | handle them that much extra. 
Mr. Goodrich—I understand Mr.| Mr. Terry—My practice is to put 

Allen to advise the farmers to market | them in the cellar when I dig them, be- 
their potatoes in the fall. At the same cause the cellar is cooler than: the 
time I understand you can keep your earth, and I keep them there until the 4 
potatoes with less shrinking in the cel- | earth is cooler than the cellar, about 

iar than in the warehouse, so that the the first of November, when I pit them 

dealer is going to lose, isn’t he? {out doors. ‘Then when the ground is 

Mr. Allen—There are tricks in all | frozen solidly, I cover the pile all over, 

trades, and the farmers, as well as two or three feet, with straw. I keep 

other people are obliged to save them- | that ground frozen until the 10th of 
selves. | April, with us a month later than the 

Mr. Convey—Suppose I were as lazy frost is out of the ground. I will keep 
as our friend Martin, here and didn’t them until the first of May without a 
plant my potatoes till about the 15th of sprout starting on them, and.I cannot 

June, how could I keep them without do that in the cellar. 
sprouting until that time? | Mr. Martin—I don’t believe that is 

Mr. Martin—I keep my potatoes in practicable in our Northern latitudes. 
the cellar and along in February, when | Mr. Hayes—I don’t live very far from 

they begin to show signs of sprouting, | here and I have done it; and it is 

I keep my temperature five degrees no trouble at all. If you are afraid of 
lower than he does, and watch it every | the frost, sink them a little deeper, and 

day, if I am lazy. Then I turn them potatoes kept that way are a good deal 

and keep turning them until I dare better to eat. 
take them out, and then I take them| Mr. Terry—We cover them so that 
out and store them in sheds. | they are perfectly safe under any cir- 
Mr. Hayes—Couldn’t you put potatoes | cumstance. We put on first a layer 

in a pit out of doors, cover them with ,or straw, and then about four or five 

dirt well, and let it freeze. Then cover inches, of earth, and we leave that 

with straw, wouldn’t they keep better | earth until we have had quite a cold 

without sprouting? snap and it freezes. Then we put on 
Mr. Martin—That would have to be another foot of straw and 18 inches y 

in the season when there was no rot, lot earth on top of that, and with the 
or infection of any kind. I have seen | two air spaces of straw they are abso- 

them this last season where one-half of |lutely safe, and there is no change of 
them went right down inside of two | temperature. We get the ground near- 

weeks after they were put in the pit, |ly to the freezing point before we put 

and they had ventilation, but evidently | them out. We put them in the cellar 
not sufficient ventilation. and get them ventilated first, and get 

Mr. Hayes—When they are put into| them into a dry place and cover them 
the pit after the frost comes, I never | all up. 
knew them to rot. Mr. Hatch—How are you going to get 

Mr. Martin—This was in the very lat-|the second layer of dirt when the 
ter part of October. I pit all my pota- bay is frozen six inches deep? 
toes that I want to winter and let them| Mr. Terry—We haul the straw out 
lay there till it freezes quite thoroughly | tere and when we put the first earth 
Then when I get a comfortable day I' on, spread it all around; that will keep 

.
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the frost off from the earth that weyjin any man putting them in a pile want to throw on later. where he don’t know what is happen- 
Mr. Woodward—I have a way of keep-|ing to them from fall to spring; put 

ing potatoes for seed purposes, when|them in your cellar, put a thermome- 
I have new varieties that I am choice |ter in your cellar and watch them. I 
abcut, but it requires a knoll where|believe that is profitable business for ; there is no danger of water. I dig a|the farmer. 
hole six or seven feet deep, and I take! A Member—I would like to know 
my potatoes when they are thoroughly | how Mr. Allen gets his potatoes down 
dried, and put them into that pit and lat the bottom of a ten foot cellar with- 

: do not have them so that the top of | out bruising them. 
them comes nearer than three or three | Mr. Allen—We carry down a few 
and a half feet from the surface of the | bushels to start with, then put the rest 
ground. I fill in with a small layer of | though the window. Of course the 

; straw and cover with soil, and pile a [Spout must be set at the proper pitch. 
i big amount of soil on top. When the} Question—Why don’t you slide your 

ground is thoroughly frozen I cover’ boxes down on the chute? 
| tkat with straw or manure, and I have | Mr. Allen—It takes another man to 

taken potatoes out of those places in do that. | 
July that no one could tell whether; A Member—How many men does it 
they came fresh from the hill, or take out in the field to bury them. I 

{ whether they had been kept over. I should think it would take the price of 
have also kept my seed in the same the potatoes at 50 cents a bushel to 
way, and it will keep through July pay for that. 

; without a sprout. Mr. Martin—We are only talking 
Mr. Allen—I do not criticise any of about keeping for seed. 

b these methods, but the point is where Mr. Collins—If potatoes are dug be- 
} there are so many farmers as there are fore they are fairly ripe so that the 
t in our country, who have from three to skins slips off, are they as good for 

seven thousand bushels of potatoes, seed? 
: the idea of their going to work and Mr. Allen—No. We are not particular 

f digging a hole and putting them all in, about digging immediately after the 
i when they can hitch up and carry them frost strikes them. Let them lay in 
' to- market, seems absurd. the ground until the skin is firm on the 

Mr. Martin—I want to see what my potato. 
seed potatoes are doing. I don’t believe , 

| 
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HOW TO GROW THE CHEAPEST BUSHEL OF 
POTATOES. 

Mr. T. B. TERRY, Hudson, Ohio. 

I suppose that means how to reduce |ing in the line of growing clover as a 
the cost of production. There are two | fertilizer for potatoes, was in this first 
ways of doing this, one is to grow] direction of growing more potatoes to 

more per acre, the other is to reduce|the acre. That is going to help us 
the cost of the crop by better methods!make more money just as much as 

all along the line. Our talk this morn-| these better methods.
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More Bushels to the Acre. ing more per acre, I would plant in 
In order to grow more bushels to the ;drills, for I can get better results in 

acre we ought to have our land well/drills than I can in hills, and I have 4 
drained and suitable for growing pota-|been growing potatoes for twenty-three 
toes; if it is not well drained naturally, |years and have tried all these points 
it ought to be tile-drained, and the soil|year after year, so that I feel that I 

ought to be suitable. Perhaps you can|kncw what 1 am talking about for my 
grow potatoes on heavy clay soil, but|farm at least. There has been a good , 

I don’t think you can make much |deal said about planting whole potatoes 
money out of it. The matter of fertil-|or pieces with several eyes here. Sup- . 

ity comes in next to the soil and drain-| pose you put three or four eyes in a 

ing. Get fertility enough to grow a/hill three feet apart. Divide them up, | 
good large crop, and get the right vari-|make three one-eyes pieces, scatter | 

ety for your soil. The early Ohio is the|them along the row, you will have 
best variety for my friend Mr. Smith |three or four pieces with one eye and 
with his excessively cultivated soil; |they will not crack the ground so much oa 
it is not all right on my soil. I have|and you can raise a better quality. 

had new seedings right side by side |The tendency is to set too many tubers, 
with some older variety, produce 100 |if there are many eyes, and they are 

bushels to the acre more potatoes with |small if they are planted too close to- 
exactly the same conditions. I would|gether. Late potatoes I would put far- 

plow the clover sod for the potatoes|ther apart than the early ones. I 
deep, not all at once, if I had not been | would put the early Ohio perhaps eight 
in the habit of plowing more than six|or nine inches apart on my farm. The 

inches deep, I would increase it but |Fmpire State I would put sixteen in- 

very little at once. ches, perhaps. I would practice nearly 

level culture in the same line of grow- 

Increase the Depth of Seed Bed. ing more per acre, scattering the pota- = 

To accomplish this I have grad-| toes along in the drill, and I can get 

ually increased the depth of plowing|more per acre, and they will run a 
on my farm from four to eight and ten | more uniform size. The rainfall is not 

inches. I would like for potatoes a/|let off from the land by making little 
deep soil, fully fertilized, where the ditches between the rows. If your 

potatoes will like it best. Potatoes |land is a little rolling and your pota- 
are not a surface feeding plant like |toes are hilled up, the water runs rap- 

corn; they like to have their roots down. idly off the high places, and they are 
where it is cool and moist. I should thirsty, while the low places get too 
work my land until I got it as deep much. It is a good thing to have the 

as I could turn it over with the plow | water soak right down where it falls, 

and I use the largest plow made. I ae that is the reason for level culture. 

would have a joint on the plow so as | Another reason is that every summer 

to turn all the clover and the sod un-| shower brings more or less of ammo- 
der, clean out of the way to get the |nia, which you want to save very care- 

fertility down in the soil, and the crop fully. On clay land, of course, you 
can make very good use of it. Have | would do better to hill up, or probably 

a perfectly clean, mellow soil on the | not to grow potatoes largely at all. 
surface when you get through plowing.| I do not believe in perfectly level 
Of course you want the wheel along | culture. Practically when we drill, the 
with your jointer to regulate the depth. |rows are two or three inches higher 

than between the rows. About the time 
Soneh a eea. the tubers begin to crack the ground, 

Right in this same direction of grow- jwe throw a little earth on the row.
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{ Clean Culture, tion and keep down the weeds an@ q 
i Of course we would not have any |then let the potatoes grow. 
j weeds, if we want to grow as many 

as we can per acre. The weeds use up Reduce the Cost by Better Methods. 
i the fertility and the moisture, those] Now, I will speak along the line of i two things that we are trying to save|reducing the cost by better methods by level culture. There is only a cer-| pil along the line. My friend Mr. 

tain amount of fertility available in Smith told you about preparing the 
4 your soil, and if the weeds get in there | ground thoroughly before planting. I er will be that much less for the potatoes. | used to do that years ago, but practi- 
1 Then the-weeds pump up a vast a-|eally on my farm now, I think better a mount of moisture. If you knew how|not to do a great deal of work before 
: t much moisture goes out of the leaves of planting. We harrow once on our cloy- k the weeds you would be astonished, |er sod with a smoothing harrow, then and your potatoes cannot spare it. go over it with a roller. That saves Right in this same line I would have | much tramping over the soil with the e 

| the surface of the soil very fine at all horses, and we plant with as little 
; tines, not merely broken up with the| cultivation as possible. Then we har- 

cultivator, but fine as dust, if you can | row about once in five or six days after 
; get it, and this is particularly true with! that. With the implements we have 

| land not 50 rich as Mr. Smth’s for in-| now, we can keep out the weeds with- 
f stance. Never let a weed see the day-| out any trouble. We use Breed’s weed- 
I light. er, and then cultivate, and go over our +} Cultivate Often. six acres in the morning, and that 
i I would go on the land and break Keeps the weeds down. 

PT the surface of the ground just as soon 
Ft as it is dry enough after a shower, no Long, Straight Drills, 

i matter if I cultivated the day before;} Straight rows help in the reduction 
after that it may rain again, and you,°f the cost of production. We culti- 
will lose your time, and it may not} vate the field with once passing over 
rain again for months, but I consider|®nd do it with less than half the work . 

| it very important to break up. that|that we used to, because we can go the 
t surface at the right time. About once|long way of the field. I can cultivate 
} in three or four years you make a big| ten acres when the rows are eighty rods F profit that pays. I have sold potatoes|!ong in considerable less time than 

where the net profit paid for the land.| Where they are forty rods long, on ac- 
That comes from checking the evapora-| ¢cunt. of the time wasted in turning 
tion at the right time, and it needs ex-|arcund. The rows should be straight. ee 

i tra care. I would have the cultivation| We make money by cutting our pota- | { shallow. If we get any deeper than | toes to one eye; we save money to start 
} an inch and a half, we will destroy | with and I can grow just as many dol- | 

the roots and injure the plant some. |lars per acre from one eye seed as you 
I would rather have my potatoes busy|can grow from any quantity of seed i forming tubers than making over roots |you could put on my land. If the land 
that I had carelessly torn off by deep|is poor, coarse and cloddy, and the 
cultivation. Potato roots occupy the/farmer is somewhat like the land, 
whole ground between the rows before|he had better plant whole pota- 

i they are six inches high on the soil.| toes, or halves or quarters, or one eye 
| After the first cultivation I do not| pieces, just in proportion as these con- 

want any work done on my soil more/|ditions are present or absent. Mr. 
than an inch and a half deep. Keep | Smith is perfectly safe in planting one 
the surface stirred to check evapora-|eye pieces on his land, a record of four
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or five hundred bushels per acre is | the acre, it is quite a saving with pota- . high enough. es at a dollar a bushel, but do not ex- 
pect it unless you have rich soil, fine . Possibilities. culture and good, sound seed. It is all A year ago last summer I was sent |risne saving your potatoes in the cellar a barrel of the Freeman potato in the /if your latitude is right so you can spring, and told, “I want you to grow keep the temperature down below 35 for me as many bushels as you can degrees so they won’t sprout. As long ] from that barrel, at $1 a bushel.” I as they don’t freeze they won’t hurt. cut the potatoes first into one eye If your land is light and sandy and 4 pieces, and then I took a thin knife and especially if it is dry, you can use the split the one eye pieces right through planter with the best results, but if the eyes. I planted those thirty-two your land is a little heavy or wet, inches apart each way. That was too then you cannot get the best results far for the greatest yield per acte, but from the use of the planter. I know I was after the bushels and the dollars what I am talking about, because I and I got 188 bushels per acre. If I |have made experiments on this line for had put them sixteen inches apart, years. I can plow out the furrow with I think I would have had 250 bushels an old-fashioned plow, and drop the 3 per acre. If any of you want to pay seed in, and grow from twenty to forty me a thousand dollars for doing it I bushels more per acre than to plant will guarantee to grow 1,000 bushels with the planter. You are sure to pack from a barrel of potatoes. I know it the ground if it is a little moist and it can be done. The first year that we injures the crop. There is no imple- got the early Rose at one dollar a ment that I know of today that will pound, I cut them up in that way, and put the ground inso good shape for I was so taken with the results that planting as the plow. I have continuéd that pratice from that time, and we have got as high as 200 Rural New Yorker’s Trench System. 

bushels in this way in a single season. Doubtless a good many of you have I would rather have a moderate sized noticed the Rural New Yorker's trench 
potato to cut up for seed. The parties system of planting. It is simply the that I sell to prefer that the potato | old fashion plowing out of the furrow. shall not be to large. I cut one into I used the single plow for some years, one-eye pieces and have ten pieces all |and then I attached two plows under about one size. I think you will find | the sulky, one a right-hand plow the 
that the eye inthestem end is pretty | other a left-hand, and it worked first feeble, so I leave two eyes on that first rate, and it is a good deal easier. I al- 

piece. ways like to ride, I don’t want to get so 
‘ Ss tired I can’t think;—it is the thinking Seed End, Small Potatoes, farmer who gets ahead. When we 

I find in digging hills of pota-|come to haul in the potatoes, we have toes every little while, there are thirty, |a twelve foot wagon box that we can forty or fifty little ones, and I have ; put twenty boxes on the bottom. We 
looked into that, and found out that | have a tight box so we can leave them 
it was where the seed end was planted | out in the field and they are not ex- with three or four little sprouts. Now posed to the light, and they are not so I take the knife and cut off that little | high but what a man can take a bushel 
cluster of eyes on top. There is one|box and empty it without trouble. good eye left on each side, and we | The small wagon holds sixty-six bush- 
simply cut that pieee in two and have els in bulk, and the larger eighty, and 
two good one eye pieces. If you can | this is the way we fix them to draw 
save five or six bushels in cutting to|to market. In drawing to the cellar 

5—B
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we draw in the boxes and empty them, | good crop. How much will it cost per 
but for market, we dig every other | bushel to dig them and put them into 

row. My men will pick up the potatoes| your sacks and load them in the 

F with each hand as they go between | wagons? 

the rows. After they have a load pick-| Mr. Terry—I have not kept track of 

_ ed, I go to the barn and get a load of| it in that way. All it costs me with * 

boxes and scatter them along where} the digger is simply nothing, because 
FE they want to use them, then I turn|if I did not use the horses they would 

around and drive back slowly. Those} be standing in the barn, while I hired 

two men will set the boxes into the|}somebody to do the forking. Of 
back end of the wagon as fast as I| course, if I had to hire the team there 
ean set them up, and in ten or fifteen| wouldn’t be so much difference. I 

P minutes we will have fifty bushels | used to pay out a good deal of money 
on there and drive to the barn. to dig potatoes, and now I don’t pay 

S out a cent, and it is a nice easy job. 
A Good Potato Digger. Mr. Martin—I have had them dug, a 

. I used to think we never would have a/:whole crop, and sorted and put in the 
digger that was practical, but the ele-| car for four cents a bushel, with the 

| vator diggers that are made to raise the | digger, and I charged a reasonable 

diggers that are made to raise the| price for the team. 

. potatoes right up in the air on an end-| Mr. Smith—t have had my potatoes, 
less chain are reasonably successful| dug repeatedly with six tine manure 

on moderately level ground, and that| forks; when I have counted up the po- ‘ 

f not too heavy. On the side hill, or|tatoes at night, and figured all the ex- 

rough, stony land, I would not advise | penses that I could possibly think of, 

them, but with four horses on my dig-| the cost has been three cents per busB- 

ger, I can dig every single potato in my | el. Of course, this is where we had 

ground and not cut them, and leayve/|a big crop and large potatoes. 

them all nice and clean on top of the| Mr. Terry—Last fall, when ve were 

ground, so you can pick up after it) digging, we watched my next neighbor, 

much better than you can by hand dig-| who grows potatoes, but not largely 

| ging. You have got to get power| enough so that he can afford a digger. 

enough on the head of the machine, | He hired two men from town who were 
so as to get way under all of them,| not experts, and had to pay them at 

| and if the ground is good it will work|least ten shillings a day and their 
splendidly. Sitting on that digger I| board. We were diggizg the potatoes 
can do the work of twenty men.|right side by side, with only a fence 

between us. I said to my son, “let us 

keep watch how many times faster we 
Discussion. dig than these men do,” and I know I 

Mr. Smith—Can’t you reduce that last | dug thirty bushels in the same time 
assertion of yours a little bit? those men did one. 

Mr. Martin—He don’t have to take a| Mr. Hayes—Don’t you make a 

bit off it; he can do it. practice in selecting your seed, of its : 

Mr. Terry—I mean common men, such | being a uniform quality of potato? 
as you employ. I want a long field,| Mr. Terry—We have done that for h 
and you bring on your twenty ordinary | years, and it is the proper way to do. 
men and if I don’t dig as fast as they | When we dug by hand I always follow- 
can, I will give up. ed the diggers and selected the seed. . 

Mr. Martin—The gentleman’s asser-| Mr. Goodrich—How do you destroy 
tion is not too high. He can dig them | the potato bug? 

as fast as twenty men, and when he has| Mr. Terry—We pick them by hand. 
them dug they are not cut or speared. | When we get a can full we pour in a 

Mr. Smith—Suppose you have a real |lot of boiling water and put on the
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cover. We don’t use Paris green; I) you take it in our state, the beetles are 
can’t afford to do that. I am perfectly | numerous, and I don’t believe it is 
sure that we cannot use Paris Green | practicable for a man to piek twenty 4 
without some injury to the vines. We | or thirty bushels of potato bugs. I 
Dick the beetles just as we do straw- | sprinkle my potatoes with Paris green 
berries. - from a cart, two rows at a time. With 

Mr. Miller—How often ought potatoes ;a cart that will hold seven or eight 9 
to be cultivated after being planted—| barrels of water and about two pounds 
Is every day too much? jot Paris green to the barrel, I can get 

Mr. Terry—It wouldn’t hurt them, | over about fifteen acres a day, and it 
but it will cost too much to do it. It/ finishes them every time. 
would be necessary, I think once in Mr Terry—I have asked a good many 

three, four or five days, especially in professors of agricultural colleges 
a dry time. whether they did not agree with me 3 Mr. MeMaster—How many acres of | that there was injury enough to the ’ 
beetles can a man pick in a day? | vine to more than pay to pick them off, Mr. Terry—That all depends upon | and they said there was. 

Ey Sener ee Pee Domne 18) Goniviah “Mi J. Wt Suaneeee | picking by hand, you must pick the Paris 8 green at the time he raised 1,700 
beetles as soon as they come. In a bushels and over on four acres. large patch it pays, but it would not ; 4 in a small patch. The thing is to| Question—What do you do to prevent ‘ 
eatch them when they first come and | Scab on potatoes? i prevent their laying eggs. Mr. Terry—I will tell you one thing. ’ 

Mr. Allen—We take Paris Green and | We can control scab as far as the seed 
a man goes over the ground as fast |is concerned. If the germs are on the ‘ 
as he can walk. seed, we can destroy those by soaking 4 

Mr. Olds—Do you do all your work | the seed in a solution of corrosive sub- : 
with the fourteen-toothed cultivator? |limate, a one-thousandth solution, and ; 
Mr. Terry—We use the Planet Junior | soak them an hour and a half. If you 

cultivator aiso? treat the seed with this corrosive sub- 
Mr. Martin—It seems to me that Mr. | limate and plant on clean land, you will ‘ 

Terry is a litle bit behind in this po- i have clean potatoes. You use two 3 tato bug business. Maybe he has the | ounces of corrosive sublimate to fifteen 
bugs fixed down in his country, but | gallons of water. 

en 

HOW TO GROW POTATOES OF SUPERIOR | 
QUALITY. ’ 

F. A. HUEBNER, Manitowoc, Wis. / 

It has afforded me much pleasure to ; and last, how to do all this at the least ; 
listen to the able discussions on potato | possible cost. What is desired now, is 
growing. I am very much pleased with | to procure a potato crop of superior : 
the methods presented,—preparation of quality, and I am here to tell you how 
the soil, mode of planting, cultivation | I grow them. I will do so on condition 
of the crop, harvesting and storing,—| that Secretary Rusk will furnish us
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moist weather, and not too much rain, | Sarnes= Superior? These three sorts. 

and my second request is that Profes-! are worth a trial, as they are hand- 

sor Goff will keep away every particle |some and all have all the bearings of 

of blight from our potato patch. good quality potatoes, and it is a step. 
- 2 with the stride of progress to procure 

ea asavince novelties and give each a patch of 
To grow a superior quality potato | Jand and proper care. It was through 

crop we must have a superior quality | 4 spirit of experiment and devotion 
; seed stock, to begin with. We must | to novelties that our old Harly Rose ; 

: have pure seed and not a mixed lot of | and Early Ohio found their way into- 
F different varieties. We should not | 1 the different states of the Union 

plant a rose-colored seed stock in | and nearly every part of Europe. The 
which Early Rose, Early Maine, Clark’s | Early Ohio is to-day the leading potato 

No. 1, Pearl of Savoy, Everett, Summit, tee early market. But is it necessary 
Watson Seedling and many more rose- | to plant 1 1-2 to 2 pounds of tubers, 

colored potatoes are represented, but | oy such samples as we exhibit at coun- 

have been housed and stored together, li and state fairs to procure superior 

and come all from one bin or pile, and | quality seed, or must they be trans- 

then expect to grow a superior quali- | ferred from North to South, or from 
ty potato for the next crop in 1893. | one climate to another? 1 say, No Sir,— 
Such a mixture is often carried to the | that is not the secret. My experience- 

potato patch at planting time for seed as peen that novelties prove worth- 

stock, and by well-to-do farmers at | jess 90 times out of a hundred. Your 
E that, who claim they have pure stock | packet of exhibitors’ potatoes gave you : 

because they bought the seed of one | more miss hills than your plain home 

of the most noted seed houses iM | grown stock;—your two pound tuber 

America, and is represented to be | nas at least 30 per cent. dormant eyes; 
; pure. That may be so, but if the seed |_your imported potato from distant 

is mixed, containing different sorts to | states suffered in transportation and 

be cooked in one pot or baked in one gaye you weak plants to start;—your 
oven, we cannot expect a dish Of | imported potatoes from Scotland 

superior quality potato, because some | proved worthless along side of the- 

sorts cook quicker, others fall to pieces | ‘American stock. My experience has 

quicker after they are cooked, and some | tayght me that an over-grown speci- 

need three or four minutes more time to | men of vegetable or animal is not to 
be done for the table. Any one of the | he preferred for reproduction, and its 
rose-colored varieties I mentioned is | progeny is not of superior quality. 

superior quality when used alone, but 

f not when mixed. I will advise you to The Idea! Seed Potato. 

resort to the same practice that has | My ideal seed is a smooth, shapely 

done me more good than any thing | tuber, free from prongs, knobs or 

| else to build up a reputation for good | scab, and perfectly sound throughout, 

. quality potatoes, and that is to start neither soft nor wilted, and it should be- 

seed stock from a single tuber for one j fully ripe. Select tubers with few and 

kind, and keep very close watch over | strong eyes. Tubers for seed should 

it. In this way I have been able to | range from 3 to'12 ounces in size, and 

serve my customers with a pure and | I would rather plant a 2 ounce than a2 

superior quality pctato. | pound tuber. Plant a special tract of 
‘land for seed only, the first week in 

Shall We Buy Novelties ? | May. Select a clover sod, or better, 

The question arises,—shall we get a timber land, and dig the crop not 

all the novelties advertised in the | sooner than October i5. I use the ut- 

various seed catalogues of 1893—the | most care to keep off the bugs, and 1 

World's Fair potato, the Freeman, or | have a preparation which it seems to-
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ame has done something in keeping off | posts and a brick front made of a so- 

ithe blight. This is common sulphur, | called hollow wall. It has a plank eeil- 
10 pounds, and sulphate of iron or ing covered with 4 inches of sawdust e 
-copperas one pound, boiled in a large | to keep cut frost in extreme cold a 
kettle containing two pails of water | weather. Over this ceiling is a shingled 

in order to mix the sulphur with the | roof. This cellar the boys call “Hueb- ; 

water, as it is hard to dissolve without |ner’s potato magazine.” It is a good 3 

boiling. ae is enough for a barrel | building in which to store seed pota- 

of 50 gallons of water, which I spray | toes. We bring our seed here direct 

-on the potato tops in hot weather, and | from the field and pile up in 20 or 25 

I consider it a means through which | bushel piles, giving each pile a good 

I have saved small fields of valuable | dusting of land plaster, charcoal and ' 

seedlings in bad years of blight. some cement mixed, and put on sheets 

or burlap. Then cover at once with 
Superior Varieties. | Sosee to four inches of moist sand 

Thorburn, Sunlit Star, Lee’s Favorite, [pete he siabomdye maak ae ae bee 

Hampden Beauty, Summit, and Ohio the eae comes out front “i to 
Jr., are all superior quality potatoes, epee y 

z a ~’ June without any damage of sprout- 
and satisfy a wide range of customers, <i ee 
besid ing, molding or shrinking. These pota- 

les containing the most popular : 
caring . z . toes are not disturbed from October to 

flavors. Sunlit Star is the earliest po- | May or June, and they are just as hard 
tato I know of and cooks quicker than wie co out s an thes Say 
any other. The Thorburn is heavy, 4g, is Gokshes = 7 
firm, crisp, and remarkably fine flavor- | ug q 

Gan sine ante eee | ise" nse al "a | ve thus far explain 
0. K. The Ohio Jr. is the best keep- | scribed my ideal seed of aahereageate 
er late in spring. But let me impress | ty, and would like to say a word re- 
on your mind that I have tried nearly | garding my superior table potato, the 
all the varieties the country has in- | so-called good cooker. The description 
troduced in the last 20 years, besides | I gave in size, shape and way of / 

several hundred seedlings that I prop- | housing of my seed is such that what | 
see yearly, but the varieties I have | is good for seed would be my choice 

nam I selected for friends and | for eating. But I have treated the 
customers, and they gave such general aunenene differently in so far that ‘ 
satisfaction that I recommend them to|I do not allow my household potatoes 
you to plant. [to get fully ripe, but harvest them 

earlier. A good eating potato should | 

Case et Dandt Eutoreee- | be dug just as soon as the foliage 3 
Seed potatoes when dug should be turns yellow,—before the stalks are : 

taken to the cellar at once, with as little | dead, for as soon as the stalks die 

air and sunshine as possible. The less | down the roots will die also, and this 
chance they get to dry the better they | decay has a tendency to impart a de- 

will keep. Dig in dry weather, and let | caying odor to the tuber which de- 3 
the tubers retain all the ground that | creases the fine flavor of the good 
may adhere to them, and house them | cooker. I will call your attention to 

with this ground. This is natural for | one fact, and that is that in a season 
= ‘eye ot wort the aes to preserve | free from blight a potato tastes best 

ity an rdiness. ave provided |in the month of September. I think 
for my household and seed potatoes a| the potato flavor is prime just when . 
vault or out of door cellar, built in| the foliage begins to turn yellow and 4 
a hillside. This vault is 24x44 feet, 10 | this fact led me to dig some early and 
feet high inside, set out with cedar|some late. The testing later on prov- 

| 
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ed that those dug the earlier had the | ers, but with the average farmer not | 
superior quality. one out of 200 will accept this theory, 

or admit that it is possible to raise a =, @ The Soil and Preparation. good crop of potatoes without hilling 
( To have a superior quality cooker we them in the old style, as high as he can 

must have a superior soil to grow get ground in three feet wide rows, 
it in, and such a soil must,be well | while 150 out of 200 I would not advise 
Prepared. A sandy mellow loam is| ty resort to level culture because they 
good, but a clayey subsoil beneath it is | nave not the tools nor the soil, nor do better to retain the manure and moist- they feel inclined to work the lan@ 
ure. To obtain a clean, sound, smooth | right, to insure successful level culture. - well-shaped tuber we must have a new 
piece of clover sod, well enriched in Tepnt-ene = sonpnento Opie 

P the fall or early spring. Two, three| To raise a superior crop of superior 
or more showers drench the soil with | @vality potatoes for the seed trade, 

} the dissolved manure. Before we| the commissio1 market, or our house- 
plant the seed or prepare. for planting, | hold, we need a superior brain and a 
I like to haul the manure on well-work- | disposition to learn. We must be open 
ed land broadcast, and incorporate it| to conviction and willing to accept 
with the soil by means of a disc har- | 24vice and the theory of others who 
row. I do not like fresh manure just |@?e blessed with brains. We must ; at planting time. I find that it im-|Study nature by experimenting. We 
parts to the skin of the potato a thin, | Must work with note-book and pencil, 

F brown scab, and reduces the quality|te gather superiom knowledge direct 
to some extent. To insure superior | ftom our own practice in the field. We 
quality we need a superior shape for | 1-uSt thus store up facts which will en- 

i our tuber. A prongy or disfigured | ®ble us to propagate, grow, cultivate, 
twin-shaped, crooked potato is never | harvest, store and market a superior 
@ good cooker, because the hired girl| quality crop of potatoes to advantage 

It will surely remove all prongs and |£0d at a superior paying price. 
knobs on her peeling knife, to im- ae 

. part shape to her job, at the expense Discusion. 
of the best part of the potato, which ‘ 
lies right below the aie has re- Question—When did you plow up 
moved the starchy part to the garb- a in the fall or in the 

tacitly a oo the Beet a tet toe Mr Huebner—I start the plow as soon 
as the hay is taken off from the 

Prevent Prongs and Knobs. meadow, and keep on plowing when- 
To prevent prongs, knobs and de-|eVer it is necessary until late, and then 

formities we must work our land|! distribute this manure broadcast and ‘ 
deep. Plow deep, and replow deeper. | Work in the manure with a disc har- 
Pulverize thoroughly, and plant deep, |Tow three or four inches, I plow three 
8o we can expect our tubers to have |or four times. We take only one crop 
a chance to grow in any direction they | of hay. 
please without being interferred with | Mr. Cole—Will the different varieties 
by clods or hard pan bottom. It is | planted side by side in the same field 
the shallow working of land, the shal- | mix? 
low planting, and the hilling up| Mr Huebner—No, you can plant them 
culture that brings on prongs, knobs,|in the same row and you can’t mix 
deformities, green tips, bad flavors,|them. There is a great deal of talk 
low prices and discomfort all around. | about grafting potatoes, but that ean’t 
Deep and level culture is on the pro-|be done. I have tried it over and over | 

gram of the progressive potato farm- | again.
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH POTATOES. 

L. SPAULDING, River Falls, Wis. § 

It has been three hundred years;to pay such high prices for a good new 3 
since the potato was first introduced | variety, as there are so many that are 

into England by Sir Walter Raleigh,| worthless which took just as much 
who took it from Virginia. But it has| time and care as the good variety did. ‘ 
been fertilized and hybridized so much | Therefore don’t complain if you do 

since, that I suppose it would be as|have to pay a high price for a good 
, hard to find the original potato as it|thing. For good seed is what you must 

is to find some of our good old-fash-|have if you expect to be successful in 3 

joned roses that have been crowded out | raising any kind of grain or vegetable; a 

of existence by the florist. few extra cents paid for good seed is 

The potato is a native of most of | well expended. 

the warmer portions of the world, es-| The potato is a heavy and dirty arti- 

pecially the tropics. When raised |cle to handle, and the farmer who wish- 4 

from the seed no permanency in form, |es to be successful must not be afraid 7 

color, general characteristics or quali-|of soiling his hands with mother earth. 

ties ean be anticipated. A good variety |Take the best of care of her, keep her 

having been originated it can only be | Well clothed and fed, for on her con- 

secured by propagation in some other | dition depends our success. 4 

way. Instances are onrecord where, 
out of several hundred seedlings not The Importance of the Potato Crop. 4 

one was like the parent, and only three| The potato, until within the last few 

or four worth perpetuation. years has been a very much abused } 

vegetable, considering its value, in our , 

Potato Seed. State. Only think what a poor chance 

In order to procure the seed for sow-|the average farmer has given it. If A 

ing, the seed ball should be gathered | there was some out of the way place, 

when it is quite ripe and dried, and or a three cornered piece of land that 

the seeds rubbed out with the hands.|could not be cultivated to advantage 
They should be kept in some dry place| with any other erop, there was where 

until the next spring, then sown in/he stuck in a few potatoes, thinking 

shallow boxes of well pulverized earth. |that would raise all the potatoes he 

When the plants are four or five inches ‘wanted, and nine cases out of ten he 

high they should be transplanted into | would have to run his mower over the 

well prepared beds, allowing about six ground before he could dig what few 

inches space between the plants. Keep |summered through. Some thought they 

the beds free of weeds and give| gave it an exalted position when they 

give them good culture, and in the fall | allowed it a narrow space around their 

you will find at the ends of the roots | corn fields for the horse to tread down ; 

small tubers. These want to be kept|when they were cultivating their corn. 4 

until the next spring and planted. At|Perkaps this was their idea of mixed 

the end of the second year some idea |husbandry, little thinking that one 

of their value can be obtained. This | good hill of potatoes was worth several 

is the way new varieties are obtained, | spears of corn. I am glad to say that 

and you can readily see why we have within the last few years the farmers
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are giving the potatoes a chance with | mer to keep the weeds down, and just their other crops which it should have,}as soon as it is in good condition to ; for it forms a very important factor in | work in the following spring, I work it our agricultural products, as a few!up thoroughly, for the potato is not an : figures will illustrate. It is estimated exception to any other crop, and you that the yield of potatoes in the United | want a good seed bed, ear of lumps. States in 1892 was 150,000,000 bushels, |Do not think that you must have just with an average price of 67.3 cents|such land or you cannot raise potatoes, per bushel. There were imported from | for a potato will grow on any land that foreign markets from Oct. 1 to Dec. 10, | will raise a good crop of grain, giving 
1892, 130,000 bushels. It is one of the|it the same chance you would give the 

; best paying crops that we raise. Only! grain in order to expect a good crop. 
see how remunerative it has been to| If your land is a heavy clay plow un- 
farmers who gave it thorough culture | der to prevent its baking, toa great ex- the past season. I can name several|tent. Don’t be afraid of manuring 
farmers in St. Croix county even, who your ground with any kind of rough, 

i raised 300 and 400 bushels pcr acre, strawy barnyard manure,—old rotten and others that raised 200 to 250 per straw,—for there is no crop that will 
acre that sold their merchantable pota- respond more liberally to good treat- 

a toes from 40 to 50 cents per bushel ment than the potato. Some will tell you . drawn right from their fields to mark- | that manure will make them scabby. 
et, and realized from 18 to 25 cents |1]¢ will if you use strong stable manure, 

} per bushel for their culls at the starch but when you use the kind I have men- 
factory. I will admit that we received tioned it never will. Ashes are a good 
exceptionally high prices this year, | fertilizer as Mr. Smith has proved to 
but they have been a paying crop when | oyr satisfaction. In selecting your 
rigltly handled for several years. ground have the rows as long as you 

can, for you can work them so much 
The Seed. better and faster, and at less expense. 

The question now is, how shall we|After you have your ground plowed 
raise them. First of all, be sure of|and thoroughly pulverized start your 
having seed that you know will grow. | Planters and cutters. I plant from 30 
Seed potatoes should be kept in a dark, |to 33 inches apart between rows and 
cool place to prevent sprouting. We/|from 13 to 16 inches apart in the row. 
hear that the very best results with|The distance is regulated by the size 
seed potatoes are obtained where the|0f the top of the variety planted. My 
Seed is carried over in cold storage | object is to have the tops cover the 
from fall until planting time, for there |stound when they have acquired their 
is less loss of seed and it germinates|srowth, to form a mulch. The richer 
better after planting. Potatoes kept |Your ground the thicker you can plant 
in cold storage are also far better|them. I plant about 12 bushels per 
for family use. acre from 4 ‘to 5 inches deep. 

Soil ana Preparation. Preparation of Seed. 

Wat kind of ground produces the best} And now about preparing the seed. 
potatoes? The best results are uni-|I do not expect to agree with all of 
formly obtained both in quality and| you on this point for there are a great : 
quantity from well drained, deeply |many different opinions as to the best 
plowed land. The potato likes a sandy | way. I cut my seed into chunky pieces, 
loam. I consider a clover sod best, plow-| without regard to the number of eyes, 

ed just after the clover gets a good start|aiming to have one or two in each 
after mowing in the last of June.|piece I want them large enough to 
Harrow several times during the sum-|contain nourishment for the sprout, be-
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fore it takes its sustenance from the White Elephant, Garnet Chilli, fer- 4 
soil Don’t cut your seed into thin slices, tilized with the White Peachblow, ’ 

for if the weather is dry there is dan-| parents good. i 
ger of drying up before it germinates. (Pmpire ‘State, seedling of White 

In the experiments at the Experiment | Blephant, good. 7 
Station with cut and uncut seed I will| White Star, cross between Excelsior j 
leave to Prof. Goff to explain. I have} and White Peachblow. 4 

no doubt you may receive more pounds| 1. L. Olds Tarly Wisconsin. cross be- 
from whole seed, but you will not re-| tween Early Ohio and Snowflake; the 
ceive as many pounds of uniform) best of parentage, and it is bound to 
salable potatoes as you will from pota-| take a first place among our table pota- 
toes cut as I have described. I like to | toes. 
to plant just as fast as I cut, but have j 

had just as good results when they Compacting the Soil. 
hhave been cut a day or two in advance.| After I have my potatoes planted I 

When you cut in advance sprinkle the|run a plank or roller over them length- i 

pieces with land plaster. This takes| wise of the rows. I do this in order 
up the moisture and thus prevents | to press the earth around the seed to 
them heating and it is a good fertilizer | help germination, and also to hold the 

also. The result of Indiana trials show! moisture. I harrow every few days un- : 
that the number of eyes is of little|til the potatoes appear above ground, 

consequence, but the weight of the} harrowing both ways of the field, and 4 
piece is a very important factor. The|as soon as I can see the rows I start 
indicated manner of cutting for plant-|the cultivator and keep it going as long 
ing, is to divide them into suitable| as I can without injury to vines. q 

weight and size, wthout regard to the} After these get 5 or 6 inches high, run 
dstribution of the eyes, instead of try-| your cuitivator shallow so as not to in- 4 
ing to have 1, 2, or 3 eyed pieces as|terfere with the small roots. I believe 4 
the case may be. The approximation} jn level culture when my land is well 
should be 1, 2, or 3 oz. pieces or some/drained. If inclined to be wet I hill. 
other defined weight. The larger the | I hill slightly the last time I go through 

size the greater will be the proportional |the potatoes that I have given level 
yield. culture. 

Pedigree Seed. Fighting the Bugs. q 

There is one kind of seed that I al-| Now that the potato is growing we 
ways like to plant, and that is pedi-|have to make war on its greatest 
greed seed, as I believe in a good pedi-| enemy, the Colorado potato bug. I 
gree for a potato just as much as| have used Paris green with land plas- 
you who raise stock believe in|ter when the vines are small, using 1 
the pedigree of a horse, cow, sheep or| pound of Paris green to 200 pounds 
hog. If I hear of a new variety of pota-|of plaster, and putting a little on each 

to that promises well, the first thing] hill. I like this the best for the plaster 
I do is to try and find out what it| acts asa fertilizer, and the ranker your 

sprang from. I want to know whether| vires the less trouble with bugs. I 

either or both of its parents were| have also used water, putting in one- 
good stock. I will name over a few) half pound of Paris green to one bar- 

varieties and tell you thier parents,|rel of water. Then spray the vines 
which I think is a sufficient guarantee|with that. Either will do the work. 
for their good qualities You must keep the bugs off or your 
Pearl of Savoy, Cross between Clark’s| crop will be ruined. When you go to 
No. 1 and Early Vermont, both parents | the field to see if there are any bugs _ 

good. don’t look in the nearest corner and 

- J
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say there are none, and go back to the; remunerative prices, in order to save 
house happy, but go all over your field, | handling them, for it costs every time, 
for if you do not you may be suprised | thereby cutting off the profits. Anyone 
in a few days to find certain sections | who keeps. his potatoes over until 

of your field devoured. spring has to realize a great deal more 
stecnestbag for them in the spring in order to come 

; out whole, for the shrinkage is large. 
When your potatoes are ripe, dig|‘paking those that rot and are other- 

them. I use the Hoover and Prout | wise lost, together with the shrinkage 

digger, and when I start the digger I | in weight, there is but little doubt that, 
start a man with potato sacks and | between Oct. and June the loss to the 
have him drop them all along the | polder is not much less than 33 per 

: field, and then I station my pickers the cent. on the basis of interest at 7 per 
same way aS I used to after the| cent, 
reaper. When a man _ has a_ bushel 

picked up he empties them into a bag, winiat arty. 
putting only one basketful ina bag, and | Always plant as early as possible 
after there is enough bags for a load, | after the ground is in good order to 

a man drives along and puts them into | work. What varieties shall we plant? 
the wagon, and hauls them direct to | Every one must be his own judge. Al- 

. market or place of storage. If I am | ways plant what your market calls for, 
selling merchantable potatoes the pick- | and the ones that do the best on your 

| ers pick up only that kind, and the | soil, everything considered. Never 
culls are picked up afterwards and_| plant mixed potatoes, for straight goods 

; hauled to the starch factory. If I am; always bring the highest prices. I 

{ obliged to aig before I sell, I pick up | think I have said enough to bring this 
everything and put them in piles in the | subject before the Institute and have 
field, and sort them when I haul them | occupied my share of the time, so I 

off. I never put any in the cellar un-| will leave it in other hands for dis- 
less they are assorted. I believe in cussion. 
selling when I dig, if I can receive! 

° 

THE BORDEAUX MIXTURE FOR POTATO 
BLIGHT. 

Prof. E. S. GOFF, Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 

Important discoveries are sometimes them. Findiug moral suasion unavail- 
the result of accident. About the year | ing, they went to work and mixed up 
1883, Some grape growers living near Ja mass of whitewash, which they color- 
the city of Bordeaux in the south of | ed blue with sulphate of copper. Their 
France, whose vineyards were by the | idea was to put something on the vines 

side of a road, discovered that the;that would scare the children off so 
boys and girls going to and from school | mat they would be afraid of being 
were accustomed to help themselves | poisoned and so would let them alone. ; 

to the grapes. They didn’t like that, | They killed two birds with one stone. 
so they tried to stop it by talking to’ The mixture frightened off the child-
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ren, but it also had the effect of keep- early in July and continued the treat- 

ing the grapes on the vines that had it ments until about the middle of Au- i 

on from decaying, while the grapes on gust, making six sprays in all. Soon 

other vines were destroyed by rot. Of after we kad commenced to spray, it 

course, this fact was published through | was observed that the sprayed pota- 4 

the French papers and our students toes retaired their green color better 

at the Department of Agriculture at | than those that had not been sprayed. 4 

Washington, read of it, and in the 3 

year 1886 our Section of Vegetable A Complete Success. q 

aon. sixes. It ae aaa This result berame more conspicuous i 

soon that it did protect the grapes from |#® the season advanced, and by the 
rot in this country as well as in France, | early days of September that field be- 4 

and of course was announced as an came an advertisement for the Bordeaux 

important discovery. mixture, beeause wherever it could be 

seen by passers-by in the road, the in- 

An Experiment. i of the spraying was very per- 

In 1889, Prof. Weed, of Ohio, who ceptible. When we came to dig the \ 

knew that our potato rot is a disease |crop, which was on the 27th. of q 

caused by a fungus of the same nature | September, it appeared that the spray- 

as that which affects the grape, asked |ed parts yielded 54 and a fraction 

himself whether this mixture might | bushels per acre more than the other 

not also prevent the potato from rot- | part, In this case we had no rot. 

ting, and he made the experiment on a {This introduced an interesting question 

small plantation. His results were | which puzzled us; we had supposed 

published, and he found that the potato | that the potato blight was eonnected 

rot was less where he used the mixture, | with the pctato rot, but these results 

and also that the yield of potatoes was | seemed to indicate that there is more 

larger independent of the rot. His i one kind of blight that injures 

experiments showed that the part that | potatoes. In 1891 the experiment was 

had been sprayed with the Bordeaux | made in other places, among them in 

mixture yielded 67.2 bushels more per | Rhode Island, where five sprayings 
acre than the other part that had not | resulted in saving 53 and a fraction 

Sn crores ——— pota- | bushels oe on — = = ~ 

ee times during the season. | was made in the old country also. 

This result, while it could not, of | England the experiments were very 

course, be considered conclusive, was | carefully conducted by the same man q 

regarded as very promising. In the | on different plats, showing different 

same year I have understood that | degrees of benefits from the treatment, 

there was a small experiment perform- | but the average of the whole was that 

ed in New Jersey with this same | the sprayed plants yielded 56.1 bushels 
material, but the results were not|per acre more than the balance that 
published. The next year (1890) it was | had not been sprayed. 

tested elsewhere, and among mot This last season the experiment has : 
places in Wisconsin, at our Experi-| been made in many sections and the 
ment Station. We made experiments | results have been uniformly to the 
o a me so of eins psa ae as | tent that the Bordeaux mixture has ; 

is 01 o Your parts selecting | proved decidedly beneficial even in 
five rows through the centre each way localities where no rot appeared. I 4 
Aiea we did a ra = all. That | have one report which shows that a 

‘our corner pl we spray-|spraying three times caused a differ- 

ed six times with the Bordeaux mix- j ence of 160 bushels per acre in favor 
ture. The potatoes were planted in|of the sprayed portion. This experi- q 
June, and we put on our first spray | ment was made in Vermont, and the
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q .plats were photographed, and through ; over the leaves, as shown on the lower 
the kindness of my friend Mr. Jones, | leaves in Fig. 1. These spots gradually 
who conducted the experiment, I have enlarge and merge together, as shown 
been presented with a photograph 
shewing these two plats. The portion 9 
not sprayed yielded 97 bushels per acre; D ni ‘ 

‘ the portion that was sprayed three ') Alf ‘i 
times yielded 257 bushels per acre. G ‘\ ( ja 
The sprayings were made on July 30, Wi UR s rl He r 
August 13, and August 25. A copy of iw ee P_ 
this photograph is shown on a preced- \ se yy 
ing page of this volume. Na [ee ; What is Blight? o VEL 

Now, what do I mean by blight some AR We ow 
of you are ready to ask. It is not  @ aA” 

aN necessarily the potato rot disease; as > ) 
| a matter of fact there are two diseases 5 Oa Y 

y which have been confounded as blight. wy XL I E m9 
‘They both do blight the potato,—one of ® Ti s)\ ree 
them causes the dreaded potato rot A+R f\ 
that we have read so much of in the I~ 
old country. The other is a disease \\ EPS 
that does not appear to be in the least FR . 
connected with the potato rot, but Zp) 
that nevertheless often causes the pota- | . 
to tops to die about mid-summer. You \ 

| have all read of the symptoms of the \ 
blight that causes potato rot. It 

| flourishes in not, wet weather mainly, FIGS THE MARE MESSE OF TOTS TInt 7 
| = it amare 216 foliage as well as the on the upper leaves. ‘The tips and e 
{ ers, appearing on the foliage as edges 

black spots of a soft texture, and often ete leaf are especially attacked. 
emitting a bad odor, and around these ‘The progress of this disease is com- 
spots there is a whitish ring. The | Paratively slow. Owing to this slow 

| other potato blight appears in dry | Progress and to the drier weather the 
weather, and it attacks the foliage | Miseased portions of the leaf dry and 
mainly. It generally comes on in very | become crisp as fast as they die, and i hot, dry weather, succeeding a wet | the dead tips and edges of the leaves 

| period. curl up, as shown in the upper leaves 4 
I quote here a description of this | 0f Fig. 1. No such mildew as occurs 

kind of blight writen by Prof. L. R.|0n leaves suffering from the late 
Jones, ct the Vermont Experiment | blight is ever found about these dead 
Station, and published from that Sta-| spots, but a careful examination does 
tion as “Newspaper Bulletin No. 9.” |show peculiar and very characteristic 

“As a result of its attack the field| marks. These are faint, thickened 
as a whole has a sickly yellowish tint | lines or rings in the dead spots, one 
instead of the rich, dark green of | ring outside the other, like the rings on 
the healthy potato foliage. The gener-|a target board. In order to show this 
al appearance of the affected leaves is|fact more clearly one of the lower 
sbown in Fig. 1. In contrast with the |right hand leaves from Fig. 1 is re- 
single large spots of the late blight we | produced in Fig. 2 more enlarged and 
have here many smali spots scattered! with these lines traced more clearly.
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cool, stir up the lime and water and 

=>, pour the mixture into the barrel, Then ; 
ao sad add 14 more gallons of water. J 
© tse | Care should be taken to procure fresh j 

LSS : yy | lime as that which is wholly or in part 
* ZA YP — Ue WY air-slacked will not answer so well. It j 

A se) is important also to use the mixture 
. es freshly made, as it soon loses much of 4 
Za Gy its fungicidal properties on exposure 

~ ae to the air. When the mixture is ap- 

FIG. Il. plied witha spraying pump, it should 

They are of course shown much more | be strained through two thicknesses of 
clearly here than they can be seen | Cheese cloth, tu take out the coarser 
in the actual leaf. lime particles, which would otherwise 

“This early blight, like the other dis-|C@use trouble by clogging the spray- | 
ease, is caused by the attack of a fun- ing nozzle. The mixture will require 
gus, but one of quite different appear- occasional stirring during the spray- 

ance and habits than that which causes ing process to prevent the settling of 

the late blight. Another most import- | te me. 
z ant differene is that this early blight The Cost J 

fungus does not attack the tubers. We} Ip regard to the cost of tbis, the sul- 
have seen acres of potatoes where the phate of copper costs in different drug 
vines were entirly killed by this dis-| stores all the way from six to twelve 

ease and not a rotten tuber found in| cents a pound. In round aumbers, in i 

the field. The great injury results from | four sprays, about 20 pounds of this ; 
the premature killing of the vines, | mixture will be required for an acre. q 
leaving a small crop of immature | Fifty cents will pay for the lime; the 
tubers.” labor has been variously estimated at 

Fortunately the Bordeaux mixture | from 25 cents to two dollars. In round ( 
appears to be a remedy for both these | numbers five dollars per acre would be 
diseases. a large estimate of the cost of protect- 

Of course, the practical question /ing the plants from blight by this 

whether or not the farmer should use | method, hence a gain of fifty bushels 

Bordeaux mixture on his potatoes, | per acre at 10 cents a bushel will pay ‘ 

hinges somewhat on the cost, hence I| the cost. There is not the slightest : 

have gathered some figures on this | objection to adding Paris green to this 

point. mixture, because they are not affected 
The recipe for Bordeaux mixture, | by each other, so that when it is ne i 

which was given very fully in Bulletin cessary to use Paris green for the x 

No. 34, of our Experiment Station, is | beetle, we can put it on in this form 2 

as follows:— with very ..tle extra labor. It is real- 
ie en ly safer to use them together than 

ee sefarate, because the Bordeaux mix- 
To prepare this mixture, a barrel ture has a tendency to prevent injury 

that will hold water and another wood | from the Paris green, and this mix- 

vessel of at least five gallons capacity | ture sticks te the foliage for a very , 
are needed. In the barrel dissolve 6 | long time. 7 
pounds sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) 
in 4 gallons of hot water. In the oth- 
er vessel slack 4 pounds of fresh lime Pace 
in 4 gallons of water. After the sul-| Question—Can it be put on with a reg- 

phate of copper is dissolved and the|ular Paris green sprinkler, such as 
lime is slacked, and both have become | potato growers now have?
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Prof. Goff—I dont’ know, I never. Mr. Thayer—From your experience 
tried it, but I should think so. It with the Bordeaux mixture would you 
ought to be strained in any case. |recommend its use by the ordinary 

Mr. Convey—Does it require as much potato grower of Wisonsin? 
Pais green when used with this mix-| prof, Goff—I think the results are x 

P ture as if used separately? such as to warrant one at least in 
Prof. Goff—I think not quite so making the experiment for one or two 

much, because we find that this mix-| years. I should leave at least a few 
ture keeps off the beetles to a consid- | rows unsprayed, as an experiment, and 
erable extent. right here, it is not well to wait until Question—Does the Bordeaux mixture | we see our plants dying, before we do 
injure the quality of potatoes? the spraying. Of course it is rather 

Prof. Goff—We found a decided im- | discouraging work to commence to f 
provement in the quality of the pota- | spray or plants that show no indica- 
toes where we used the mixture, as! tion of disease whatever, and yet it ; well as an increase in the crop. has been shown to be the wise thing 

3 Mr. Convey—Don’t you think the| to do, as we cannot get the full bene- treatment with the Bordeaux mixture! gt of our treatment after the disease 
will be calculated to produce a better | appears. If the disease once gets pos- 
quality of seed? session of our plants, we never can Prof. Goff—On general prineiples, | eradicate it. 1 should recommend you 
anything that tends to improve the ‘to begin spraying when the plant is 
quality of the potato would tend to/six or eight inches high. Late pota- improve them for seed. Right here I | toes seem to be much more subject to want to say that it seems to me that | the disease than early ones. : 

, Mr. Terry’s fear with respect to Pas Mr. Hatch—I used some of this Bor- 
j green is unfounded. If it is used in deaux mixture last year on my pota- 

the right proportion it will not hurt poe! ail mito paris green with i 
: the foliage. I do not think it necessary and it cost me no more to s : put the two to use a quantity of Paris green that t . 

ogether. I considered the experiment will endanger the health of the plant of quite enough value to me to continue 
in any way. lo 

an oe, you know of any Prof. Goff—You can easily see that remedy for scab? 
Prof. Goff—I do not know of any oe reason why we need new applica- < q & s frequently is that new shoots satisfactory remedy. We have tried : 

rolling potatoes in sulphur and sprink- are continually coming on aud: the se old ones are increasing in size, and ling sulphur on them after they are every time a leaf forms that is not 
: in the ground. The result was per- protected by this mixture the fungus 

ceptible, but there was still scab, and in liable de atin it 

zu sonie cases “enough to injure che Ge Mr. Woodward—In western New York 
tatoes materially. lest year I sprayed my potatoes three Question—Do you consider that | times with the Bordeaux mixture. I scab remains in the ground and that have an apparatus that goes with a 
there is danger of planting in the herse for spraying my orchards, and 
same place next year? I fixed on an arrangement of my own 

Prof. Goff—That is the opinion that | so that I could easily spray three rows 
is given by the micologists who have | at a time, straddling one row and 
investigated the problem. The way spraying that and one row on each 7 
to avoid scab is to use new land, is| side. 1 could easily spray ten acres 
what we have been taught, but there|a day. I think I paid four and one 
is much to be learned about this dis-| half cents a pound for blue vitriol by 

ease. | the barrel, and it had one application
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mixed with Paris green. I was so tion of ferrocyanide of potassium. 
well satisfied that I shall hereafter This will enable me to tell exactly when 4 
never omit spraying my potatoes. My I have added enough lime to combine 

: recollection is that I used one and a with the sulphate of copper, and if 
half ozs. of lime and one and a half of the lime is fresh, all of the coarser part 7 
blue vitriol to a gallon of water. The can be left out. Pour in the lime ana 
trouble with this Kordeaux mixture is water slowly, keeping the mixture 

you get the lime very fine and keep it stirred, and add occasionally a drop or 

in suspension, no matter if you strain two of the ferrocyanide solution from 4 
it, if you stop your machine for a few a smal] necked bottle. So long as there | 
minutes, it will settle in the butts of is a deficiency of lime, the drops will 

the nozzles and they will become clog- change to a dark brown, but as soon 
ged. In order to overcome that I as there is enough lime added, they 
slack my lime with boiling water and will retain their normal lemon-eolor. 
make it weak. I used old fashioned Be careful to procure the ferrocyanide 4 

gas burners, with two holes. I en- of potassium, and not the cyanide of 
larged those and as they came out of potassium. The latter is a deadly 

the two together it came out like a fog.’ poison, that would not answer the 3 

Whenever one of the nozzles was ob-, Purpose at all. 
structed I would strike on the pipe | Mr. Smith—Professor is there any 
quick, and that generally released it. | fertilizer in this mixture? 4 

Prof. Goff—There is another way of | Prof. Goff—I don’t know that there 
avoiding much of the trouble due to; is. On some soils there might be a 

the settling of the lime, that I now in-/| little benefit from the lime. The in- 
variably use myself, but as it makes} crease in the crop, of course, is due 
the recipe a little more complicated, Ij to the fact that the blight was destroy- 

did not mention it. It is to test the|ed, and the potatoes grew in a natural 1 

mixture, as you are adding the lime | manner. 

and water, with a few drops of solu-! Adjourned to 7:30 P. M. 

POTATO CULTURE IN A NUTSHELL. 

E. S. GOFF, Madison, Wis. 

: Soil. other crop. The soil should be fine and 
The best soil for potatoes is a rich, | loose at the time of planting, a condi- 

well-drained, rather light loam. For | tion that may be secured bya moderate 
family use, potatoes may be grown|use of the smoothing harrow shortly 

upon almost any soil capable of produc- | after a thorough plowing. 

ing grain or grass, but in market cul- am 

tare, the most satisfactory results in Manure for potatoes should be thor- : 
yield and quality can hardly be expected a a 7 
fran eal ditring ti character foom(Ce Toc 2s 8 well worked 
ia cae deel? the soil that eVery portion receives 

some of it. Fresh manure tends to = 
Soil Preparation, produce scab and rot and to injure the 

A thorough preparation of the soil | quality of potatoes. Commercial ferti- 
will pay as well for potatoes as for any | lizers appear of doubtful favor in Wis-
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consin. Clover sod grown on land pre- | are sufficient and probably are prefer- 
: viously enriched by stable mznure is | able. The size of the cutting should 

perhaps the best condition for a potato | be increased in proportion to the 
crop. ee or lack of proper preparation 

Planting. of the soil. ‘The weight of the cutting 
; The average results of early planting | jy of greater importance than the num- 
E are probably best. Let the plow be | ber of its eyes, provided only that it 

started as soon as the ground will work | has one uninjured eye. To those who 

t well and the planting be done as soon | gre growing potatoes to secure the 

r as the ground is ready. Early planted ne os returns, hand cutting with care- 

potatoes are more likely to escape ful selection of the pieces will pay in 
} blight. the long run. The cuttings should be 

Next to early planting very late planted as fast as made. 
planting is preferable, in order that the Cultivation. 

potatoes may ripen during the cool) wWitnin a week after planting, har- 
5 weather of fall. Plant in drills running row the potato ground with the smooth- 

the long way of the field and aim to ing harrow, driving-lengthwise of the 

plant the seed at such distances apart | Repeat the harrowing in four or 

that the tops when fully grown shall |, gays, and after as many more days, i 
shade the ground like a crop of clover. ‘harrow again crosswise of the rows. 
For the medium early varieties, seed | ‘After the potato shoots appear, culti- 
pieces 13 to 16 inches apart in drills | vate between the rows with a harrow 

32 inches apart will answer well for | sooth cultivator, and repeat this culti- 

} peed prepared 23 2 800ye see | vation as often as weeds appear 
' Strong growing late varieties would| (the surface or the soil is puddled 

better be planted 16 to 18 inches apart | by rains until nearly time for the 

in drills 36 inches apart. ‘he poorer | sors to begin to set. Then cultivate 
t the land, the farther apart should | one with a tool that makes a slight 
{ seed be planted within certain limits. ridge about the plants without going 
{ Moderately deep planting, (about). inan two inches deep. 

four inches) with very slight hilling ‘S| “Watch for the appearance of potato 
i ieee for: kood peeato: soli beetles, -end destroy them with Paris 
} Plant varieties that sell well in mar- green . ‘used dry with land plaster at 
i ket and that yield well. The latter the veloc Gas pound to a hundred, or 
} point must generally be settled by ex- with water at the rate of an ounce to 

eriment. 

2 Plant only smooth, well shaped, well ed sae Harvesting. 
} maturer tubers of medium to large Dig when fully ripe, and insist that 
| size that have not formed sprouts. the tubers be not injured in digging. 
| The best tubers from the best hills is ‘Assort in the fleld, and if prices are- 
j the ideal potato seed. Mixed seed fair, sell at once. Do not allow pota- 
| should never be used. toes to lie exposed to the sun in hot 

Care of Seed. weather. 

Potatoes intended for seed should be Storage. 

kept in a cellar in which the tempera- Deep cellars are preferable for stor- 
+ ture is maintained during winter at ing potatoes. Store in bins holding 300 
} as near the freezing point as possible. |pyshels each, separated by double 
{ They should be kept in tight barrels | poarded partitions with an air spare 

and should not be disturbed until] petween the sides. Keep the cellar 
i planting time. dark and the temperature at 32 to 35- 

| Cutting Seed degrees. Ventilate we cellar occasion- 
In land well enriched and prepared | ally, at times when the outside temper- 

{ in the best manner, single eye cuttings | ature is suitable.
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i EVENING SESSION. 
3 

The Institute met at 7-30 P.M. Mr. Thayer in the Chair. 
Music. ‘Bells of Seville’ by Miss Watson. 

4 eee ie 
i A WHACK WITH THE SHILLALAH. 

T. J. VANMATRE, Fayette, Wis. 

A Congregational minister who had |preparing a paper for the Farmers’ been conducting a series of revival | Institute.” Said she, “What is your 
meetings with very indifferent success, | subject?” Said I, “I have no subject, z said to a Methodist brother who was)I am going to write my paper and name 4 a very successful revivalist, “How is it, |it afterward.” “Well,” said she, “that brother, that your meetings are attend-| is precisely the way I courted. I court- ed with so much success, while mine| ed without a subject, and when I got q are so indifferently attended?” “Well,” |married I got nothing worth naming.” 4 said the Methodist brother, “I'll tell| I suppose she was thinking of the you. When you get up into the pulpit | number of cows she would have to milk ] to preach you have your sermons all/and how she would be obliged to dig 7 written down and the devil stands be-| the wood out from under the snow to } hind you and looks over your shoulder keep the kitchen stove Tunning while 1 and hardens the hearts of your con-/I was off talking improved methods gregation against what you are going of agriculture to the farmers of this £ to say, but when I get up to preach I | state. Now, I never thought it neces- - have neither manuscript nor notes and sary for a man with a strong, healthy 7 the devil himself don’t know what I| wife to build a wood-house. I always q am going to say.” Now, that just supposed it would be an easier matter about expresses my condition here to-|to marry a second wife than it would 
night. I have neither manuscript nor | be to build a wood-house. I never tried 
notes, and I scarcely know what I am either, I am simply waiting for an going to say, and I don’t believe the opportunity to present itself when I old nick himself knows. may do both. Z 

* Have an Object. Fret not thy Gizzard. 
Last fall when I received a communi-| I remember to have read a great cation from Superintendent Morrison, | many years ago in Roman history this “| saying my services would be required | statement. Agricola came into Italy in the Institute work this winter. I/at a very remote period, and first went off by myself and wrote for taught the people agriculture. I have ; three weeks. One day my wife came | often wondered what system of agricul- into the room all strewn with books | ture Agricola taught the Romans, for ani. papers, and said she, “What on|ages later we find agriculture in all 7 earth are you doing?” Said I, “I am| continental Europe in a very primitive 6—B
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state. And still later we find the Eng-|to say to you people assembled here to- 
lishmen the most advanced agricul-| night, that I have never had the least 

; tural people on earth, hacking in their| occasion to regret my chosen profes- 
nheat and barley with the mattock, | sion, because I believe there is no busi- 

; and the women dibbling in the mangles|ness on earth which affords the same 

and turnips, the internal commerce amount of pleasure and independence 

being carried on alone by pack horses, | that may be found in sensible, system- 

§ wheeled vehicles being unknown, and atic farming. 
the external commerce by paddle boats} In this day and age of progression it 

and sail vessels of only a few tons |is expected if a man presumes to stand 

burden. And still later we find our before the people and demand the at- 

own fore-fathers turning over the stub-|tention of the public ear that he has 

born glebe with the wooden mould-|something interesting, if not entirely 

board and gathering their harvests new, to communicate, and although 

with a hook. And I have a distinct the subject of agriculture is as broad 

recollection of having plowed corn with as the universe, and the people affected 

| an old single shovel plow that would thereby as numerous as the stars which 

| no more scour than a wheel-barrow|pbedeck the night heavens, still the 

propelled by an old grey mule, who|agricultural press, the agricultural col- 

; held rigidly to the eleventh command- |lege and the Farmers’ Institutes have 

} ment, “Fret not thy gizzard in the heat | made it very difficult to say anything 

of the day.” And after mature delib-| new upon this subject, broad as it may 

j eration I have come to the conclusion |be,—and the most that we Institute 

that one of the great drawbacks of| workers can hope to do is to retouch 

American agriculture to-day is the this subject as the artist retouches his 

great number of men and mules who | Picture, for the purpose of bringing out 

; keep this commandment. I have|and making more prominent some par- 

known whole families who had an en-| tially concealed feature. Last winter 

tire disregard for the whole decalogue in travelling over the state we often 

who could keep this commandment|heard it said that if the legislature 

with pious zeal. would enact a law. compelling the 

farmer to doas well as he knew how 

What are You Going to Do? there would be a great advance along 

In 1865, after I had reached my |agricultural lines. This is, of course, 

majority I found myself confronted | entirely beyond the province of legis- 

with this question.—What are you go-/|lation. You may lead a horse to water, 

ing to do? This is a question which but you can’t make him drink. So the 

everyone has to meet and settle for legislature may provide for our educa- 

himself sooner or later in life, and I|tion, but it cannot compel us to avail 

believe the sooner the better, for I| ourselves of the opportunities offered. 

have known many young men to ay we, like other men, are the archi- 

much valuable time and money in the| tects of our own respective fortunes. 

pursuit of studies which they never | But if the state in its munificence has 

made use of in their business opera- | seen fit to provide for our education, it 

tions. I learned from history and tra-|is our bounden duty to avail ourselves 

dition that my ancestry for generations |of the opportunities offered. 

had been tillers of the soil, my great 

grandfather haying been a pioneer| - Exalt Agriculture. 

farmer in Virginia, my grandfather a| I wish I could disabuse the minds of 

pioneer farmer in Ohio, and my father | the people of this one thought, that 

a pioneer farmer in Wisconsin, and I anybody knows enough to farm. If we 

found myself predisposed to follow the|shall ever take our place among the 

occupation of my ancestry, and I wish | business men of earth to which the
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{mportance of our calling entitles us, /a mother for her dying child;—that old it will be after we have exhausted farm which has so often responded to every means within our reach for a every demand upon it, and has never complete understanding of our work.| once turned me away empty handed A very small percent of the money now|and unrequited. So, you see, I have. wasted annually by agricultural igno-/ not been migratory in my habits and I rance would suffice to remove such | assure you I have never been seden- ignorance, if properly directed. The/tary. I never had any patience with people must eventually discover that|a sedentary farmer. I mean~-a farmer labor and capital employed in tillage|who would sit around the streets on and husbandry is as worthy of legis-|dry-goods boxes in summer time and lative consideration as labor and capi-| tell long stories, while the weeds were tal employed in mining, commerce and | devouring his crops, and who would sit manufacture. And the sooner this fact | around the saloon in winter time and shall be fully established in the minds drink beer and munch tobacco, while of the people the sooner will the strug-| poverty and cold were devouring his gle of the friends of improvement be| stock. Of course you have no such crowned with success, and the victory |farners in this part of the state, but won over ignorance and its traditions. | they are legion up in the northern part i There is a grand principle involved in| of Wisconsin, and you will always { the science of agriculture which |find this class dead set against agricul- . affects not only this generation, but all| tural colleges, and Farmers’ Institutes. . Succeeding generations and forms the They are always complaining against basis of all permanent improvement | unjust legislation, high taxation and and the highest hopes of an intelligent | discrimination, You will find this class and progressive people. Until quite |in favor of the organizaton of a politi- recenty the farmers of Wisconsin |cal party which shall give them their j have had few facilities for becoming | rights. Now, brother farmers, I wish well informed in regard to the econom-|to say parenthetically, that I don’t be- ical improvements of soils, cultivated |lieve there is any legislation on earth q plants, and balanced rations for stock, | that will ever improve our condition and time will vindicate the wisdom of | until we fertilize our exhausted soils the grand old man, now gone, who was|/and jmprove upon our slipshod instrumental in giving us these exten- methods of farming. We have relied 7 sions to our agricultural college which | entirely too much upon the virgin have brought this much needed infor-| strength of our soil, and too little upon mation to our very doors, and no more the rotation of crops and the excellent fitting monument could have been | use of clover. It is the careful, pains- erected to his memory than Hiram taking farmer of to-day, who is blazing Smith Hall, which stands on college | the path along which agriculture must ‘hill, and from whose classes must even-/eventually build the highway to suc- tually spring young men who will sur-| cess, 

i eae ae ct ncn Poor Farming Makes Poor Citizens, 
will stand as added monuments to his} Mr.C. R. Beach, of Whitewater, one of goodness and greatness. the most success{ul farmers in south- 

eastern Wisconsin, says it is never Pe Tenth 06 the Rasne Sarat. necessarily hard times for good farm- For more than half a century I have ers, and my observation and experi- lived upon and cultivated the same|ence in life corroborates this state- farm, and often have I thrown myself ment. I never knew a man to bring to prone upon the ground and kissed the bear upon the farm a_ reasonable earth with the passionate fondness of amount of intelligence, industry and 

ES ee
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economy, but what succeeded. I amj|same store and buy twenty-five cents é 

glad to note the growing tendency to-| worth of brown sugar and fifty cents 
wards smaller farms and larger brains. | worth of tobacco,—she and her hus- , 

Poor farming makes poor farmers. | band both smoked, and he chewed. . 

Conversely, good farming makes well-|Like parents like children, again. I 
to-do and irdependent farmers. Over|saw a neighbor step into a hotel at 

fifty years residence upon the same | Mineral Point, throw down fifty cents 

farm has given me a splendid op- and order the clerk to hand out the 

portunity for makirg observations. I| cigars. Ten men sat down, and in ten 

have seen young men start in life | minutes this fifty cents had vanished in 
with an inherited fortune under the |smoke. Thirty minutes before I had 
most favorable circumstances, who, in | importuned this same neighbor to sub- 

twenty-five years were not worth a/scribe for an agricultural paper which 
dollar, while on the other hand I have | would assist him in the successful 
seen young men start in life without | management of his farm. Said he, “I 

a dollar and under the most unfavor- | have no money to spend for books and 

able circumstances, who, at the end | Papers, and I don’t believe much in 

of twenty-five years, were worth thous- | book farming, anyhow.” He belongeé 

ands, not made by speculaton, but by | to that sedentary class to which I have 
honest industry. This simply shows | already alluded. 

the capacity of different men to do| Now, there is but little difference be- 
business. You say this is luck. I don’t) tween success and failure in this life. 

believe in luck, but I have unbounded |The yalue of three five cent cigars 

faith in indomitable pluck and energy.|qaily deposited in a savings bank, 

I would not give one red cent for the | which pays a small rate of interest on 
powdered dude who would sit around | deposits would hand over to the de- 
waiting for a job to turn up, but I/ positor at the end of twenty-five years, . 
would bank thousands on the young| three thousand, one hundred and ten 
man who will draw on his cowhide] ollars, and the value of three ten 

boots and blue drilling overalls and go | cent cigars daily deposited in the same 

out and turn up a job. To be run) pank would leave the depositor at the 
against is simply a proof of position | end of twenty-five years the happy 

and existence. To run against some-| possessor of between five and six 

thing is proof of motion. thousand dollars. This simple state- 
“In battle, or business, whatever the | ment will enable any young man pres- 

game, ent here to-night to compute the finan- 
In law or in love, it is ever the same; | cial difference in the standing of two 
In the struggle for power, or the|men at the age of forty-five, one who 

scramble for pelf, Smokes and one who does not. 

Let this be your motto, ‘Rely on| There are no battles to be fought 
yourself.’” for our country to-day against hostile 

armies at home or abroad, but there 
Like Parents, Like Children. are still battles to be fought against 

I care not for a man’s profession, |ignerance and  prejudice,—bloodless 
but I will judge of his principles by his | battles but none the less decisive. 
conduct. I saw a boy pass my place| You and I are the soldiers. Let us 
one cold frosty morning before sun | gird on our armor, and inscribe upom 

up, last fall, barefoot, going two miles | our banner “No quarters but unecondi- 
to the country store with a dozen of | tional surrender.” Agriculture is the 
eggs tied up in an old bandanna | basis of all industry, and education is 
handkerchief to buy his father a pack-| the foundation upon which the super- 
age of smoking tobacco. Like father | structure must be reared to success. I 
like son. 1 saw a mother come into the | like this thought. The desire to soar
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gave the eagle wings. A kindred pure life and a good name, which is 
thought is our desire for an advanced | far more desirable than great riches. 
agricultural education, which has given! History tells us that more than four us our grand agricultural college, our hundred years ago a German duke 
dairy school, and our Farmers’ Insti-| married a peasant girl whose strong : tutes,—monuments to which succeed-| will and love of truth may be traced ing generations shall point and ex- through all her royal descendants, ; <laim, “Alas! behold the benefactors of | and in our own colonial times the wife mankind.” of a Virginia farmer taught to her son 
Don’t be in a Hurry to Leave the Farm, | the courage, oe aan ae the 
In condlusion let me. say to the|Teverence for God and for ee 

Young ladies and gentlemen present which, through him. gave to our 7 % who are daughters and sons of farm- | '¢PUblic a strong and noble life. These ers, Don’t be in a hurry to leave the | Women kindled lamps, not of brass and 
old farm, for city dissipation is swal- |, which shall continue to burn as Jowing up more people annually in long as time endures, and any man or 
the United States than all the monsters eta I care ae how eee ‘whose whieh lurk in the turbulent waters of | fe is pure, whose words are true, the east. In the city you may see whose efforts are directed to the up- 
costly pictures, luxurious carpets and ee aan analy kindles a : silken curtains, but remember that it |!®™P Whose lambent flame can never ; takes wealth to secure them, and if |%° ut. The stream which guides our you haye the wealth you may enjoy children into the haven of eternal rest 3 all of the comforts in the country as |™USt have its rise in the fountain of 
well as in the city. Don’t conclude | Purity. 4 that happiness and moral worth are 4 4 alone confined to marble palaces and big atirs as not reached at a single gilded interiors, for a large majority of Pa 
the noble, self-sacriticing men and Pee the ladder by which women who have blessed all ages : sprung from humble homes, and by oS the lowly earth to the vaulted their own efforts have achieved dis- eri tt tinction and bequeathed to their chil.| And we mount to Its summit, round 
dren and the world the example of a by round. % 

DOING THE TWENTIETH THING. 
Mrs. J. M. SMITH, Green Bay, Wis. oe 

I heard a woman many years ago, | to go to sleep in the day time, with : who had a large family and was bur-|so much work waiting to be done, qt dened with many cares, who said to a | With all such I must most decidedly dif- 
“ friend on one of her specially busy |fer,and say justhers, that I believe days, “I have just twenty things to do; | many women who have been laid away I think I will lie down and take a nap, | in their graves, leaving their children to J and then I shall have but nineteen.” be cared for by strangers, might have I fancy some of you may say that she | been now living happily surrounded by, must have been a very shiftless woman, | their families, if they had been wilk
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Ing often, to do the twentieth thing; when I told him of the things he loved 7 
first—when tired nature called plainly | to hear he would sometimes say, “that 
for a rest, thereby gathering strength | was not a very long story, mamma, 

; to do the other nineteen. Let anyone | please tell us just another little one, 
notice the difference between the way | just to make that long enough.” These 
@ hard working, sensible man rests, | memories of the little ones come often 3 
and the way many women manage /|to me, and are very precious. I have 
their resting time. The man stretches | always thought the evening hour the * 
himself at full length, relieving every | most impressible to the little ones, and 
part of his body from all strain, and | however much help I may have had at 
@ half hour thus spent so restores his | different times, when my children were . 

; wasted strength that he goes to his| young I always preferred t6 undress 
work with new energy. The woman |and lay them away for the night, with 
is very weary, but instead, of lying | always some pleasant thought for their : 
down, she says “I think I will rest} last waking moments, 
awhile, and while I am sitting I will]! The memories of my own child life 
just mend these stockings and have|are very distinct, and all are more or 
them off my mind.” Anyone can |less connected with my mother. These 
appreciate the man’s advantage. may seem very small matters, but all 

Childhood Memories. my life has been so interwoven with 

Many women have very positive rules the young lives arourd me, that I can 

‘to do certain things on each particular not help caring for the things that day of the week, and if anything oc-| Wil help to develop them in the right y 0! ” y is curs to prevent them from carrying direction, and help to make of them 

out their regular plans, are very much such men and women as our country 
needs to make her queen among the annoyed, and I am sorry to say are 

sometimes decidedly cross in conse- | 24tions of the earth. 
quence, thus making their husband Little Things Make Up Life, 
and children very uncomfortable, and| Do you think I am making too much 

the little ones, who love sunshine and | of little things? Suppose a farmer or 
pleasant words creep away and do|a gardener should plow his land, ma- 
something which they ought not, in-| nure it heavily, and plant it with the 
stead of coming to mother for the| best of seed, and then say, “I am alk 
story or song which they wonld have | right for a big crop, now I shall go 
enjoyed, and which would have helped | hunting and fishing, and have lots of 
to develop them in the right direc-| good times until my crops are grown,” 
tion. I never had time to prepare] never considering that the weeds would 
elaborate garments for my children,) grow faster than his corn, potatoes or 
but always had time to tell them a| strawberries, ~ and when he had had 
story or to sing them a song;—and if| his good times, should come around 
it should be necessary for me again to| looking for the big crops he had ex- 

have the care of little children I think | pected. He might fiud, perhaps, some i 
I should sing again to them some of| signs of the things he had planted, 

the songs my own children loved to| but principally weeds, or the wild oats 5 
hear. The habit early acquired, of al-| we sometimes hear of young people 
ways reading and storing in my] sowing. Just as much reason have 
memory pleasant things for the little | parents to expect their children to be 
ones, has clung to me through life. A| strong upright and noble, who fail to 
Gear little boy whose presence brighten-| throw around them the strengthening a 
ed our life for four short years used | and helpful influences of a pure and hap- 
often to say to me as it neared his|py home life. A few may overcome 
bed-time, “don’t you think, mamma,|the unfavorable conditions, but the 
M% is time for our night story?’ and} many weaker ones will fail to reach
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the high standard to which they might, Do you ask what about the education 
have attained, if all this help and en- | of the children? They must be sent ta 

couragement had been given them. school, of course, but the home is also 
Many mothers seem to think that if|a school, and the help which quiw 

they look after the daughters, the| young children can give, if rightly 

fathers should look after the sons. | managed, will be as good to them as 
The fathers should look after the sons) play, and often quite as enjoyable, 
truly, and the daughters as well;—but | even to the litle ones. The educationn} 

if the sons are in any trouble I be-| wheel is making great revolutions, and 

lieve they will be more likely to go to|I believe the time is not far distant : 
the mothers for comfort than to the|when a very important part of tbe 
fathers. I once heard a young man | children’s education will be accomplish- 
say, when speaking of women general-|ed by their bearing some responsibility 

ly, “I never think of comparing myj|at home. Such an arrangement will 
mother with any other woman. To me|lighten the mother’s burdens, giving 
she stands alone,” and to that moth-/her more time for rest and recreation, 

er he went for comfort in many a wor-}—time to keep up with the current 

ry and for sympathy in many a joy. | literature of the day, and make herself / 
Even his love affairs were confided| more companionable to her sons and 
first to her. The sons of such mothers | daughters, and better able to enter 

are not apt to go very far aStray. heartily into their plans and pleasures. 
P It is a sad day in the home when the 

Farm Homes Teach Sympathy and Co-op- young people, as they gather around 
eration, - 

them in their homes their young 
Then there are many things | friends for a good time, would prefer 

which the young of both sexes must|that the parents should keep in the 
learn early in life;—and who so fitting | background, lest their lack of intelli- 
to give them such instruction as their | gence and culture should elicit unfavor- 
mother, and to give it in such a manner | able remarks from their guests. If 

that they may see that the laws of our | more of the daughters would take up 
being, ordained by the Creator, are all|the home burdens when the mothers 
pure and right, when carried out ac-|are worn and weary, there would be 3 
cording to his will. But the mothers|more happy, sunshiny old ladies 
need the sons as much as the sons /|found in our homes. But it is not al- 
need her. Especially in farm homes,| ways the davghter's fault that the 
where the inmates are more isolated | mothers work too hard. These changes 
than in the towns, the closer the if théy come at all, must come by care 
sympathy between the parents andj ful and systematic training and they 
children, the easier it will be for each | must come so gradually and naturally 

to carry without stooping, the home| that it will seem to both parties just 
burdens which are often hard to bear. | the right thing to do. 
Good house help is the exception rather} If all the homes were run on the 

ce than the rule and in many farming} mutual benefit principle, each member 
districts such help can scarcely be ob-| of the family striving to scatter all 
tained at any price, and the mother’s/the sunshine possible for the benefit 
share is often too heavy without any | of those around them, we should have 
wrong being intended by any one. If| much less of the terrible drudging to 4 

‘ there is one place more than another | be endured in our farm homes. Final- 
where co-operative housekeeping should | ly let us each strive tv work out in our 
be practiced I think it should be in | daily lives the perfect law of love, and 
farm honies. Not only the able bodied | all shall be well. 
members of the family, but even the | Se 
ehildren should have a share. Violin Solo, Miss Aurora Matteson, 

a
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THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITY IN AGRI- 
CULTURE. 

CHAS. K. ADAMS, LL. D., President of University of Wisconsin. 

It is my purpose to speak to you in| bewilderment at this time as to how . plain words of certain of the tenden-| these schools should be organized. In 
cies of education in agriculture, and | the Process of organization they fell 
then to speak a little more in detail of naturally, in the course of time, into j what is accomplished in the College of | three more or less distinct groups. : Agriculture in the University of Wis-| In almost all the states of the Union consin. schools were established having four Scientifie Agriculture, year courses. Gradually the colleges The first struggle of any people, as| found themselves inclined to adopt dif- you know, is simply to overcome ob-|ferent methods in order to adapt them- stacles, and during the early history of|selves to the wants of their environ- this country, the opportunities for any-| ments. They naturally fell apart into thing like scientific agriculture were groups. These may be described by 3 very few. The inhabitants at that giving typical examples. 
early day had to struggle with the First, there were the colleges which conditions of soil, climate, ete. They | relied upon the general training they regarded the trees as their natural|should give to the sons of farmers enemies, and the trees first had to be| without giving a special training in removed. For a long time nothing|agriculture. But in regard to this class more was accomplished than could be|the general complaint was raised all done by simple tillage of the soil with|over the country that the agricultural ‘ a view of exacting from it the largest | college was educating the boys away 
Possible returns. The first half of ree aoe the farm;—for it was found that 
present century had hardly passed be-!a very large proportion of the farmers’ \ fore it came to be known that some | boys instead of going back to the farm thing more than this was absolutely | drifted into other vocations. 
necessary, if we were to take any rank| The second class of institutions to as an agricultural nation; and it was|which I referred were those in which 
thought by a few, at least, that we/an effort was made primarily to give a 
might establish a system of education | most thorough education in agriculture 
which would enable us to improve or/and allied branches, for the purpose of agriculture. It was this thought tat making at once intelligent farmers and ‘was in the minds of those who brought | professors of agriculture. ‘Cornell Uni- 
forward in 1859 and 1860 the measure | versity is an example of this kind of 
that afterwards took definite form in jinstitution, and many of the best agri- 
what we know as the Morrill bill;—a jeuttural professors in the country have bill by which it was provided that in|been educated at that school. 
all the states there should be establish-| It is true that the number of farmers’ 
ed at least one institution where the|sons who can afford to go there and re- 
leading object should be the teaching |main four years for an education of ‘ of the branches which relate to agri-/that kind is very small; and conse- 
eulture and the mechanic arts. Pro- quently a complaint has arisen against 
vision was made for the establishment! that method, the complaint namely, 
of institutions of this kind in every that that college is not doing the work 
state in the Union. Now, it was not|which it ought to do for the farmer. It 
strange that there was a great deal of'is in answer to this complaint that
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there has come to be established a) three or four lessons a day besides ‘ 
short course where the teaching is| several hours daily of work in the 7 
much more closely confined to agricul-|barns and laboratories. Connected 
ture, and where an effort is made to| with this instruction is the work of the 4 
give that education to farmers’ sons University as an agricultural exper- Z 
which they most especially need. ment station. The results of exper- =: 
Now, the third class is one where the |iments are published and distributed 4 

belief is prevalent that the instruction | broadcast to the farmers of the state 
afforded by such a college should be|and country. 

. exclusively of a technical nature. It} Then there is the dairy school. It is 
should be of such nature that the far-|the hope of our professors that a pro- 
mer’s boy who is to be a farmer, ought fessorship may be established and that 
to be taught simply those things that |such professor, during some months of 
will interest him and improve him as|the year may be at liberty to go out 

‘ a farmer. It is upon this plan that the|and superintend wherever it is desir 
college of agriculture in the University |ed, the erection of creameries or dairy. 
of Wisconsin has been established. houses throughout the state. 4 

Another direction in which work is Short Course in Agriculture. done is through these Institutes. Of 
; The University of Wisconsin offers|them I need not speak further than to 

what we know as the short course in|say that in the course of the winter as ' 
: agriculture, especially planned to oar many as a hundred Institutes are held 

ply the wants of farmer’s sons. The six|in which the farmers meet to hear 
professors offer just the instruction| what is to be said on the subjects 
which they believe will be of the great-| great and small upon which their pros- 
est benefit to those whom they instruct. | perity depends. 
They teach no modern languages, no| I believe the farmers of this state, as 
history, no mathematics. But they| well as of others, are coming to see 
teach everything possible that a farmer | that the time is past when farming is 
‘should know. Here are six experts,|considered to be a matter that can be 
employed because of their exceptional | accomplished without skill. Successful 
knowledge of the subjects which they | farming is the application of brains to 
are to teach. The students receive}the laws of agrculture. 

ADDRESS. 

HENRY WALLACE, Editor Iowa Homestead. 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—I have been | they often grope in the dark, and feel 
for more than 24 honrs trying to get to| their way into the secrets of nature, i 

. the Wisconsin Institute for the grand |and ask what she has to teach. The 
round-up of which we hear so much, | business of the agricultural professor 
so favorably and deservedly. is to teach the known, first thoroughly 

: The remark has been made here to| understand it himself, and drill it into 
Ba the effect that the College, the Institute | the minds of the students. 

and the agricultural newspaper are| The agricultural newspaper studies { 
the three great co-workers in develop-| carefully the known, marks the dis- 
ing the agriculture of the state @md na-| covery of the unknown and interprets 
tion. That, of course, includes the/|it to the farmer on his farm. It is its | 
Experiment Station, where the business | business to be a teacher, to give 4 
is to find out the unknown, though | counsel and advice, to get behind every, f 

: 
; 

i 
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good movement, and the Institute, be an Institute hall, a farmers’ build- 
ermes in not as an experiment station,}ing at a convenient place in every = 
but as an experience station, where, | township, that would be a place for 

all over the state your inteliigent, pro-| the Institutes to meet, and Yor any 
gressive, inquiring farmers .meet to-|kind of agricultural organizations to 
gether, compare experiences and tell| meet. Why it would be a kind of 
what they have learned, discuss with-] Methodist prayer meeting, a Presbyte- 
out disputing, earnestly inquire, and in| rian presbytery, and a Congregational 

 . Semght to unquity a alien’ Wap [eaomel aigiesene-teae oeaete taug’ o magnify their office. Why, | c eadquarters,—there 
ladies and gentlemen, when the farm-|a library, and magic lantern and an 

; ers of any state in the union, Jearn to| outfit for giving experiments, and 
magnify their office, to stand upon their} there would be flowers and a piano 

FE feet, their slightest wish is kprown.|and it would be a grand centre in 
Politicians keep their ears very close} which farmers would meet and learn 
to the rail to get the first sound of {to understand and prize each other, 
the coming train before it is even tele- | learn to recognize each other’s opinions 
graphed, and they understand that if’ and rights. Do you eas oy far 
the farmers magnify their office and | that would go in making farm life an 
respect themselves, they will demand | ideal life, where there would be not 

what is due to them, and will have it. | only love for the Tey. Ase eerie 

Now, we all understand that Wis-| farming, but a real love for the e 

consin is way ahead in the Institute | of the farm, because after all we are 

idea, but, let me tell you, we a ye - in nS oe eee 
carried this Institute idea far enough. | Life on the farm e ide: si 

“ takes too aE to get around, es | is the place where Pocepetas| eae ie 
long a time elapses between the - | Women grow up. Tr: 

stitutes. A county cannot afford to I tives of those who are leaders in, our 
have a piece only once a year. This | great institutions and enterprises, and 
Institute idea ought to be carried into |find out where they came from, and 
every township and carried on twelve | you will find in a great majority of 

months in the year, meeting at least cases that they were born upon a 

once a month or two. The result would ' farm. 

ADDRESS. 

THOMAS BLACKSTOCK, Sheboygan, Wis. 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—It is very; ty and confidence in nis own work, 
much of a surprise to me to be called | whatever it may be, is what we want. . 
upon to speak to you. |I do not wish to reflect upon higher z 
The question of to-night seems to be | education, for there is no one has a 

one of education. I agree with every- | higher wish than I have to have our \ 
thing that has been said here; it is all young people get the benefit - *,- = 
true; it is all good, but after all this| have longed for it myself, but it was 

talk, I feel as if I want to rub the oth | too late. I have always felt when in 
er way alittle bit. It all simmers right | the présence of educated men that 
down to this:—Farming is like any | there was something lacking, that I 
other business in life, the kind of | was Placed at a disadvantage, so I 
education that gives a man individuali-| have been sorry that I didn’t have it, 

q
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but all the same I asked this question, | they are a little inclined to think that 

bow does it happen,—and it certainiy | all the rest of the world is against 
does happen,—that in a very large| them, and that they are doing the hard- 4 
majority of cases our young men|est work in the world and having the 

graduate at colleges and high uni-| hardest life. You are entirely mis- 4 
versities, and go back home and are | taken, and you would soon see it if you 
never heard of again,—they never| would go into the large cities, or great 4 
amount to anything. It is not the| factories and see the way men have to 
fault of the colleges, it is not the fault, | work there, and all the time are shut 
Iwas going tosay, of the educa-|away from the fresh air and sunshine 
tion, and yet I won’t say just that, but | and proper exercise. . 
I do say it is not the fault of the| I don’t mean to say that the farmers ; 

= , professors. There is no class of men in | don’t Fave to do any hard work. They 

the world who work harder than the |40 a great deal of it, and they doa 
teachers in our schools and universi-| great deal more of it than there is any 

ties. Imecc&ssity of their deing. They make 
There seems to be an ‘dea in the]it hard and they make it harder not 

minds of a great many of our young|°Dly for themselves, but for their 

men that when they have gotten|families. Then the boys go away to 3 

through college that is the end of it.| the city and you complain. You can’t 
They forget that they must go to work, | Make farmers of everybody, and if a 4 

that after they have gone through an|™an brings up seven or eight children, J 

institution like that they have to go to| he can’t expect a forty acre farm to : 
work and forget a good deal that they | Support them all. 
have learned. Theory and practice| I think that the farmers’ Institutes 
never go exactly together. There is| have done more good, and have been 
enly one thing that will insure the|0°f more benefit to the farmers of the 
success of any man in any business,| State of Wisconsin than anything else 
and that is beginning right down at| that has ever been done for them, and a 
the bottom and working rp. If you|! hope that the legislature of the state 

begin at the top you are likely to| Will appreciate all this that has been 
tumble and break your neck. done, and be liberal in their appro- 

I don’t think that farmers ought to| Priation for the University work in all 

consider themselves in the same light| its branches. 
that they generally do. Your chance] Song, Miss Agnes Watson. 

- in the world has been just as good as| The Institute adjourned to 9:30 next a 
anybody’s. When farmers get together | day. 

| 
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SHEEP DAY. 
Morning Session---Supt. Morrison in the Chair. 

The Institute met at 9:30, March 2,|upon our land. We ask that Thom | 1893. wilt bless our rulers, and that Thou Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Holbrook—| wilt grant that they be men who fear “Our Father, and Our God, we lift |God and keep his commandments. May “ our hearts in praise to Thee for Thy |all the laws and institutions and 
infinite majesty, Oh, our Maker and customs of our land be founded on the 
our Preserver. We acknowledge Thee |law of God. We pray for Thy bless- 4 as the Giver of ail good and perfect ing upon the exercises of this day, 
things. We offer our thanks to Thee and beseech that Thou wilt give 
this morning that Thou hast made this wisdom and grace to those who are to 
world for our temporary dwelling | speak to us this day. Bless us all 
house, and that Thou dost place us| that we may learn wisdom in this 
in the use of it We thank Thee for world, so that we may be ever prepared 
the blessings of the people of our | to live with Thee in our home above, 

| happy land. We pray for Thy blessing | Amen.” 

SELECTION OF BREEDING SHEEP. 
A. O. FOX, Oregon, Wis. 

p My topic, “The selection of Breeding] made as cheaply as a pound of beef, r 
Sheep,” might properly be made to] All interested in sheep breeding, are 
cover so wide a field as to monopolize|no doubt fully convinced ere this, 
too much time—I might discuss the | that the demand of to-day is for an ear- 
various breeds and their characteristics; |1y maturing mutton carcass. It is for 
but the vital question is what are the | a sheep that is ready for market at any 
best kinds of sheep with which to|time from eight to twenty months of 
build the most profitable flocks, for|age. This characteristic we must have, 
Wisconsin to-day. —all others are secondary. The most 

west vasdintion desirable secondary qualification is a 
a i fleece that will sell for a maximum 

It seems scarcely necessary to take | price. To-day, and for some years 
time to discuss before this audience the | back, the highest priced wool is 
question as to whether mutton or wool | classed as medium,—a staple three to 
pays best. Prime mutton is today | five inches in length, of close texture, 
worth $6.25 per cwt.; wool from 15 to| fine fibre, good strength and lustre, 
30 cts. per Ib. It is being demonstrat-| and free from gum or heavy grease. 
ed that a pound of mutton can be This class of wool enters largely into 

.
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the manufacture of our most durable | perfect staple of 7-8 medium, always 4 
and fashionable clothing. Its shrink-| worth the top of the market. 
age is light in the hands of the manu- 2 
facturer, and its freedom from oils Repeceen of eee: ; 
renders it easily worked. It is alike| There are already in the northwest j 
Popular with the manufacturer and |™any flocks of Dowa-Merino grades, e 
consumer. This wool is worth to-day |¢™Mbodying to a great degree the ] 
22 to 30 cents, unwashed, according to | desirable characteristics I have been } 
conditon, while the shorter fine wools | describing, so that it is not now diffi- { 
and the longer, coarser carpet and|Cult to get good grade ewes to start i 
braid wools are worth 15 to 20 cts. | With in the establishing of a desirable 

Mutton flock. There will always be 
The Most Profitable Sheep. fovnd in every flock some ewes more | 

The most practical sheep for to-day is | nearly perfect than others. I believe | 
therefore one that embodies in tlie |it is generally cheapest to pay a fair 1 
greatest degree these characteristics | Price for the privilege of picking if 
of early mutton development and_| Possible, cr for throwing back a few 
growing of medium wool. As a basis | 0f the plainest or oldest. j 
for building up such a combination} Before selecting a flock of ewes one ; 
sheep, experience has taught us that | Ought to have a very distinct type in , 
there is nothing better within our|his mind, and pick carefully to this { 
reach than the common American /|type. The ewe, being a female, should i 
Merino ewe and for use ‘as a sire, a|embody decided characteristics of i 
ram of any of the improved British | femininity. Size is a valuable charac- 
mutton breeds,—the Shropshire, Ox-| teristic, but a big coarse boned ewe, 
ford, Hampshire, South-down, Cotswold | with a strong head and thick neck, is { 

| and Leicester,—my preference being in | not the right sort to raise a good strong 
the order named. But all these breeds |lamb, and to suckle it well for four 4 
have merit, and each has its devout |months. The novice will always pick f 
advocates. Location and j oil, no|for extreme size, but the experienced i 
doubt, have much to do with the | breeder seldom, unless he finds it com- 4 
question as to which breed. This is | bined with excellent quality. It is safe | 
well instanced in England, where all | to assume that the novice will generally ; 
the above breeds originated, and each | select with size in view. The ewe of : 
now flourishes in marvelous perfection | right type should be of medium size, { 
in its particular locality. weighing in moderate flesh as @ { 

I much prefer any of the Down | yearling at least 150 Ibs. Her bone i 
breeds to the white faced Cotswold or | should be medium sized, and she should | 
Leicester cross. The Downs are pos-|stand with her pins well under her. i 

sessed of much stronger constitution, | The first thing to examine is her head, ; 

are better feeders, better sucklers:|the index of the whole nervous sys- ‘ 
they will wean a greater percentage |tem. Her head should be medium sized i 
of live lambs; their mutton is better | with a finely chisled nose and a wide ‘ 

when dressed, and last, but by no/| nostril. Her eyes should be bright and i 
means least, they are covered with | full; they should light up her whole f 
thick, close coats of wool, which af-| countenance with a lively and yet 
ford ample protection for their bodies | serene expression. Her ears should be { 
in the most severe weather, and which | small cr medium, thin, and well prick- j 
when shorn, is worth considerably more |ed up. Her jaw and throttle must be | 
in the market. The Down wool nicks | free from meat or chuckiness under- ; 

b admirably with that of the Merino in|neath. These characteristics play an { 

the cross, producing a wonderfully |important part in establishing the ex- j 
} 
: 
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. pression of the countenance upon which | from the base of the head to the Ke 
we must base our judgment in selecting | shoulders. It should be short and deep, 

yy for a strong nervous temperament and | but should line up well from the shoul- 
good disposition. Her neck should | der, so as to give style and graceful 
have good strength at the shoulder,—|earriage to the head. The shoulders 

! good medium iength, not too short—|should be deep and broad, but should 
and should taper in good proportion to| not roll out so as to bring the fore 
the head. Her back should be strong|arm out o7 proper alignment with the 
and well sprung in the ribs. She will] body, and thus cause the animal to i 
admit of a looser co1pling at the loin spraddle in front, especially if carry- 
than would be admissible in a ram.|ing heavy flesh. This formation is 
She must be of good width over the] often attended by roughness on top 

; hips and they should extend well out} of shculders through the heart. The 
in length. She must have a good bar-| proper alignment should exist with 
rel, but be careful that she is not| reference to the spine, the shoulder and 

: paunchy. She should be deep and full| the base of the neck. There ought to 
through heart and lungs. Her skin} be a gradual rise from the top of the 

: should be as near a bright pink color as | girt above the heart to the base of the 
possible, a very dull lead color being ob- | head, with little or no depression for- 
Jectionable. Her coat should be|ward of the shoulders. He should be 
lustrous, close and even, to afford a strongly myscled in his forearms, and 
good covering and conform as nearly | his front legs should stand well under 
a8 possible to the medium classification. |him, and he should stand perfectly 

Selection of Ram. Sanare on: iiesteet. 

The ram to head our mutton flock Benes es Commeccnees subd 2t716- 
should be the embodiment of strong} The above formation of shoulders and 
masculinity in every place. Beginning |neck tend to throwthe points ofthe 
with the head, as in the case of the|shoulders back, andthe brisket is 
ewe;—we must form an opinion of| broughtdown prominently in front, all 

his strength, vigor and life from what|of which tends to give strength, com- 

we see in his face. If long in his| pactmess and style. He should be well 

head and face, narrow at and below!sprung in the ribs, and closely 

the eyes, small in the nostrils, with|coupled at the loins. His back 
sunken or sour eyes and thick, long|should be level, and his back bone 
ears,—if with these characteristics,|well covered with flesh, so as 
surmourted as they are likely to be,|not to be prominent to the eye 
upon a plain, thin ewe’s neck,—con-|or touch. He should have good length 

demn him at once, without further ex-|of body, but not too long in his sides. 
amination. The true ram’s head should | Much of his strength should be attain- 
be deep and broad through the fore-|ed through a long, deep hip. If he is 

head; the nose thick and inclined to | long in his sides and short in the hips, 
coarseness, the nostrils large and|/he is badly out of proportion. His 
clearly defined; the eyes prominent, |hips should be of good breadth, well 

bright and full, with plenty of breadth | carried out to the tail. His thighs j 
between them; the ears medium size}should be well stored with mutton. 
and carried well back. The jaw should |Great care should be taken that he 
be strong, rather short and deep, but|stands square behind, and that he is 
should be free as possible from exces-| well filled down in the crotch, carry- 
sive folds of loose skin under the jaw,|ing his meat near the hock. His coat 
commonly called throatiness. The neck | should be close and even, with a fine ye 
should be broad, and heavily muscled |lustre and a bright pink. He should
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i 
be well covered over head, belly, and water of the purest crystal, only re ; 

scrotum. A shade of coarseness in the ' quiring the magic tread of the sheep’s ; 
fibre of the ram’s fleece, is not ob-| golden hoof and the sturdy husband- { 
jectionable, as it indicates constitution-] man’s hand to cause it to respond i 
al vigor. He should have strong bone, | Senerously, with a greater diversity of Bf 
even bcrdering on coarseness rather | crops than ean be found in almost any. 4 
than too fine, and should be short be- | other country. ;. 
tween the joints in his limbs. It is] Population is rapidly increasing, and : 
very important that he have a quick, | with it the demand for food, from our 
elastic gait, showing an ability to/|farms. Our cities are spreading in i 

ms carry his weight well, and also indicat-|every direction. Within the lives of j 
ing that his usefulness has not been|many here present, we shall see the i 
impaired by high feeding. In general, | entire shore of Lake Michigan, from } 
avoid the use of highly fitted, stable|Milwaukee to Chicago, one solid | 
fed show rams. Field rams will al-|phalanx of city. Our educational in- i 
ways give the farmer the best results | stitutions are to-day, not only exciting ¥ 
in produce. : the envious rivalry of our sister } 

states, but the attention of the entir 4 
Releet ana Brood. Up. nation is turned to the schieverccae 4 

Suppose the buyer now starts out to|and the advantages of our splendid 3 
buy his flock. He is at once confronted | University. ; 
with this dilemma;—the sheep he finds , 

on the market do not fill the descrip- A Plea for Progress. | 
tion. Here is his opportunity for| Fellow farmers,—and I speak partic. i 
selection. He must have his eye train- | Wlarly to the young farmers—let us ad- 47 
ed to the type most desired; pick to | Vance and keep abreast with the times; q 
that as closely as possible; take the|—Let us develop our opportunities;—| 
best, leave the culls. Then select the | let us seek the University;—let us seek 
rams carefully, and breed up. Cull|the Farmers’ Institutes;—let us par- a. 
annually and continue to breed up;—| take of the free and liberal education 
the flock will respond promptly to the | Offered at our very doors. Let us then N 

effort. ea ee farms to appreciate them;— 7 
0 yy — r 

Wisconsin, as a State for Sheep. social Same, ce ce —— , 4 

There i8 a large and lucrative field | roads suitable to the age we live in,— ' 
for this business in Wisconsin. We | such roads as will enable us to trans- ; 
need have no fears of the business be-| act business like business men in all 
ing overdone. Our latest statistics | other pursuits,—roads that will enable 
show that there are only a million or | us to deliver our produce and stock at 
Jess mutton sheep in our entire state, |all times of the year like business : 
while some of our sister states not| men, with promptness and dispatch;— 
nearly so well adapted to sheep, are|roads that will enable us to take our i 
carrying four to six millions. Wiscon-| wives, dauglters and sweethearts to 5 
sin lies in the gateway of the North-|the neighboring cities to scenes of ; 
west, tributary alike to the eastern|pleasure and diversity,—roads that i. 
and western markets. Wisconsin has | will daily bring the best buyers to our 
the most magnificently rolling surface | doors. Such roads will add thousands i 
to be found in any state in the Union. | of dollars to the value of our farms;— i 
Nearly every farm has its dry, sunny | will bring comfort and sunlight to our 
hillside, sheltered with a strong belt | homes, ard will tend to make of the : 
of natural timber, while next below it| Wisconsin farmer’s home a place of 

lies the beautiful fertile valley with comfort and intelligent delight to the 

EE }
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c soul,—the place pre-eminent, in which |seen some second cross flocks that 
to raise the best of men and the noblest | were very fine. 
of women. Mr. Cole—I find that it is necessary 

plas also to urge upon farmers going in to 
Discussion, ‘ the sheep industry, that it is well to 

Mr. Chadwick—You recommend se-|*!¥e their sheep good feed and good : i care also. 1 ting ewe: nting from 100 to , tee pene Tce tt | ee ae nen ee tee 
Gnd Buch Bee for mutton and wool. merino blood which remains in these 

Mr. Fox—I was speaking of the |‘T0SSeS makes itself evident in the 

grade, not of Merinos. You will find | feeve, affecting it longer than the mut- 
meny of those grades in the state, and eet maniacs a: syd re pela aes * Mr. Fox—I ean nardly say that it . } you will find plenty of them that will I deli fit tho Mesing heed 

| weigh over what I have named. Of |4es- I believe cx cides pera “ 
} course you could not apply that to a | fleece is ayes m any a he 
| flock of Merinos. I suppose only a wane ee oe oe a 

} small percentage of the breeding ewes e es SIaGen 16 88 ats ae . ieee 
| of this state will weigh that much, |#8 You can find anywhere, except pro 

i because the majority of flocks have ably some of the Australian sheep. 

| been fine wools. I suppose that the} Mr. Craig—I wish to say a word in } Merinos predominate. regard to what we have done in cross 
+ Mr. Hatch—In Richland County breeding. We started some years ago 

{ where they have bred largely from with Merinos, perhaps an average welght 
eoarse rams I think 50 per cent. of the | f about 130 Ibs. and ee me: Se 
sheep will average 150 pounds when | With Shropshires. We have continu 
they are fattened. crossing these with Shropshires, and 

Mr. Noyes—How many crosses would | Some of the second cross can hardly 
you have before yeu would haye|be distinguished from the pure bred 

I practically the same mutton sheep as | Shropshire. I feel justified in Sere 
is ordinarily bred? that you could in four crosses get a 

| Mr. Fox—That depends upon the|typical Shropshire sheep, with ee 
Judgment of the man who makes the | form and markings and perhaps a little 
€rosses, but with good judgment the better fleece than the average Shrop- \ 

@ross makes a perfect sheep. I haye | Shire. ° 
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F MANAGEMENT OF BREEDING SHEEP. 
ROBERT MILLER, Brougham, Ontario, Canada. 

I think it will not be considered out | something else, as they often must, of place on my part, coming from a|in order to keep in good condition. It long distance, and speaking as perhaps |does not do to wait until your flock ig the only foreigner in this room, if I| failing before you get your change of say to you that the work of your Ex- | pasture or surroundings so as to make periment Station and your Farmers’ | them improve again. What they have Institutes are carefully watched by our | Jost is not only lost in itself, but it people in Canada. I have never in my | takes Some time before you get them short life, and in the short life of the recovered from that and going in the ; Farmers’ Institute in Canada, been at right direction again. & meetitg where the Wisconsin Ex- 
periment Station and the Wisconsin Sorting the Flock Farmers’ Institute were not mentioned, Flocks should not be too large. Each and mentioned greatly to the credit man must be the judge of this of those two institutions. I have heard for himself, I believe it may be extracts from your bulletins read by admitted on all hands that any speakers, and they were certainly most | breed of sheep will give better attractive parts of the meetings: results when flocked together in small é , numbers. In dividing your flocks, a Study Your Sheep. great deal of attention should be paid | In the first place before you can tend | to tne way in which you do your sort- your sheep well, they have to be seen. ing with respect to age, size and condi- j Sheep should be seen no ma‘ter where | tion. If you have sheep for sale, they are, or what time of the year it | Customers are coming and looking them 4 is, at least once every day, and if pos- | Over every day, » and you will very soon * sible twice. When a person rides along | earn that it will be greatly to your ad- beside his field, or walks carelessly | Vantage to have your flock of uniform by the field in which his flock of | Size, age and condition. A good sheep sheep is grazing, and sees them at a|oes not look nearly so well when distance of perhaps forty or fifty rods, | Surrounded by inferior sheep, and vice that is not what I call seeing them. A| Versa. If you have two or three sheep man to be successful in raising and | that are rather out of condition, put caring for sheep, must not only see| them with a few lambs, that are in them and know that there is the right | Somewhat the same shape, give them number in the field, but he should|a little extra care, and try to bring watch tem carefully very day, and get | them up to a uniform condition with to know their habits and their require-| the rest. At this stage of advanced ments, and he should know when any | ideas in regard to the breeding of member of a flock fails to show that | animals it would be ridiculous to say it is thriving as well as its mates. He| that pedigree amounts to nothing. It should watch them carefully so as to| certainly does amount to a great deal, f be sure that some change is not re-|but it would be just as ridiculous to } quired with reference to the feed or say that feed and care amounted to 
7—B
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i nothing. We all know they are both; you come ‘o it the nearer we are 
i important. It requires a ‘man bred | feeding in a perfect way. In place 
| up at this kind of business to do it|of water they should have a lib- 
| right; he should be born and live all| eral supply of roots. In our country 
i his life among them, and make them | we grow turnips, and our sheep do 

| a special study before he can give | splendidly on our Swedish and white 
i them the care and feed that is re-| turnips, and they don’t look at the 

) quired by them in order to bring them | water at all in cold weather. It is 
f anywhere near a state of perfection. perhaps most important to have our 

i ecial Care Needed in the Spring sheep thriving in the autumn, not only 
i, 23 E ae a because we are selling them, toa great 

i I will endeavor to give you what my | extent, but they are being prepared to 
\ own experience has taught pee to | stand the rigorous cold weather and 

the Proper ways to handle sheep at will want to be in good condition when 

| different times of the year. In_ the}... nonse them in the fall. 
4 Spring, when our long winters have ‘A great many of these things seem 

H gone, our sheep have to be surrounded of small account, but the day will come 

Ik by changed conditions. We Hoes to) wLen the man who pays attention to 
take them from comfortable quarters | 51) these details will be well repaid for 

i and put them in the fields. In doing his trouble. I believe the men who 
i this it is very important that the can take a leading position in this 

changes are not made too abruptly and country as sheep breeders, have the 

| that they have some special attention. brightest future before them of any 

When they are turned out in the spring, | Gass of people. 
after having had a roof over them, and 

being protected from storms through Influences ot Sheep Hreeding. 

the winter, it is important that they| ‘There is another thing thatI wish to 
are not exposed to any rough weather | say that I have never heard mentioned 
at first. I do not mean to say that|by any other person, and that is the 

they have to be protected from every |influence of sheep breeding on those 

shower of rain, or from every Snow | who pursue it. You have noticed that 
fall that comes, but when they arela man who is a great talker very 

turned into the fields, you should not/seldom uses that gift in connection 
allow them to depend on the soft,| with the breeding of sheep. They are 
washy grasses all at once, but should| known notoriously throughout the 
gradvally change their food until the | whole world, as the most modest, and 
grass gets a certain amount of sub-|having the least pretentions of any 
stance. class of people on the face of the 

The Flock in Summer, earth. If a man is of a speculative ‘ 

The change from spring to summer | SPirit, he never thinks of entering into 

is moderate and natural in this coun- | the Sheep business, it is altogether too 4 
- try, but there is a great deal to be|ertain for him. Seriously speaking, in Pe 

learned about the care of sheep in| Coming in contact with the breeders | 
very hot weather, They should of the different classes of animals in § 
have plenty of feed, plenty of | Great Britian I have always felt dif- 

salt once or twice a week, and plenty | ferent altogether in dealing with sheep { 
of water. I have noticed that wherever | men than with any one else. I do not 
sheep are fed so that they will not | Pretend to account for it, but you will 
drink water, they are fed in nearly | #8ree with me that it is certainly very j 

the proper way. In this country |Creditable to the class of animals 
where we have such warm summers | which we have met here to discuss to- 

it is hard to do that, but the nearer day. , 

q
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J Crops To Grow For SHEEP. . 99 
Discussion. and they need a very small grain ra- ~ Dr. Smead—Give us the regular | tion. If we give them too heavy a regime of feeding that you give your | grain ration they get too fat, and we breeding ewes during the winter, find that is one of the things that , Mr. Miller—We have a different class should be guarded against more care- , ef food in Canada from what you have | fully than anything else in improved here. We have Plenty of Swedish | breeds. p turnips and we feed them just as many | Question—How many do you put in as they will eat. We feed our turnips |a flock? whole. They are very hard, harder| Mr. Miller—t would divide them as than any other root, and we feed |small as Possible, say twenty in a ’ 

them whole on Purpose, so that the | flock in some cases, Others give bet- sheep, in order to get enough of them, | ter results with thirty or forty, has to work hard at least ten hours a Question—How do you fecd them in day. We think we cannot sive them |the summer so that they won't take enough exercise in any other way. | water? We feed oats and bran together as a| Mr. Miller—r¢ you should ask me how A grain ration, about half and half. to take care of a Scotchman so he Mr. Hatch—How do you keep your | wouldn’t need any water, it would be turnips from freezing? They would very much easier ansy ered, but that freeze in Wisconsin in an hour. is a difficult question to answer, I will ‘ Mr. Miller—We have cellars to keep ;admit. I can only say that the nearer them from freezing. you come to that state of things the Mr. Hatch—I mean while the sheep {better it is. We have a very heavy . are working those ten hours on them? | dew fall in Canada. Mr. Miller—There isn’t much frost in Mr. McKerrow—I do not understand the pens where they are. There are that you forbid your flock having ‘water, ; 7 some of them eating about all the but you prefer that they should have a time, so they keep up a little heat |it through the succulent food. Do you E there. We feed a very small quantity | feed your breeding ewes grain in the 4 of grain, not over half a pound of |} summer time? 
both per head to our breeding ewes. Mr. Miller—No, our chief trouble is : They get plenty of hay, besides that, ,in keeping them thin enough. 

CROPS TO GROW FOR SHEEP. 
GEORGE McKERROW, Sussex. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle kept, properly fed on the right kind ; men:—There is an old adage quoted | of feeds, would rot have a great deal among sheep men which I believe is | of need of our veterinary friend from a good pointer to us all, and that is New York. ' that a sheep well wintered is half sum- The Need of Variety. | mered, and aisheep well summered is 
; half wintered, which means keep them | While I believe in the principles of a in good, plump condition all the year | feeding stock that our friend Mr. Fox j : round, and I believe that a sheep so! has laid down to us, and while I be- 

i 

i
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i lieve in the special care that Mr. Mill-{times sowed oats and tares mixed, 
i er has spoken about, and all the rest] which make a very gvod food. I 

of the things that friends will tell us|have grown white turnips and rape 
t about later, I believe, in addition, that| for later fall feeding. Rape is quite 

{ a good part of the success of the rear-| new to the Wisconsin farmer, but we 
ing of mutton sheep in the state of | are satisfied with the results. In grow- 

{ Wisconsin or any other state or coun-|ing turnips or mangolds, I find it suits 
try depends upon their feeding. There-| best to prepar2 the soil previously, 

; fore it gives me pleasure this morning | having fed with clover the year before, 
to talk to you a few minutes on the | plowing either jate in the fall, or early 

% subject of feeds. In «he first place,|in the spring and making the land 
} the scientific investigator, and the ex-/ very rich, working thoroughly with the 

{ perienced thinker knows that, to s|a0 harrrw, spring tooth harrow or 
certain extent he must nave what is|any kind that will work the surface 

; | termed a balanced ration to get the|two inches nicely, then I am ready to 
i best returns for the feeds-expended on {pee in this crop of rape. 

{ the animals. If he feeds all one class ; 

a of feeds, a certain amount of it goes Preparing fur the Rape Crop. 

to waste, but by combining two classes| We drill it in with a planet 
} of feeds, which the scientists tell us|Junior drill, the same as you 

| are protein and carbo-hydrates, then the | would dri in turnip seed, then 

j major portion of the food is utilized | cultivate with a fine toothed cultivator, 
; and assimilated by the animal and we | keeping it clean and moist by keeping 
f get paid for it. a dust blanket on it. Keep it fine in 

'A Variety of Feeds Necessary. this way until the rape is large enough 
So I would say to the Wisconsin to cover the ground so you can’t get 

} sheep breeder, have a variety of feeds through. We generally put it in two 
f so that you can balance them up. We and a half feet apart in a good grow- 

should have a variety, daily, and in|'28 Season. Allow it to grow until 
making such changes as we have to along in October, and then when — 

; make, make them gradually. begin to feed your stock on it, take 7 

| In the summer season, I have never | SPecial care not to allow them to gorge | 
| had as good results with a pasture of themselves, and not to go onto 

one kind of grass as I have with mix- it on an empty stomach. I believe I 
j ed pastures. We have pasture on our have made the ee gains on my : 

farm in which there is some clover, farm in feeding that eane- It answers 

some June grass, some Alsike clover, nicely too, for fattening lambs. 

and the sheep like the mixture. We also raise turnips, mangolds, and 

I find that my stock always does |S0me sweet turnips, although they 
| better when they can have access to | #2ve not done as well with us as ae 

a permanent pasture, the more grasses | CUT friend Foon Oa: I ees pines 
the better,and to a clover pasture,|¢d upon Mr. Miller’s farm, and upon 
and they drink less water when on other farms in Canada, that they raise 

these pastures. Then I find it a good turnips in ten, fifteen and twenty acre 

plan to change from one pasture to | Pastures, by the thousand bushels, and 
another, every week or ten days. feed them to their stock. . f 

Supplement the Pastures. Grain Foods for Sheep. 

Then later in the season, in the dry| The grain foods that we raise on our 

times in this state, when we don’t get | farm mainly for thin sheep are corn, 
dew for four weeks, I find that my | oats and wheat; we alsoraise oats, and 

pastures have to be supplemented | spring wheat as one crop, by putting in 
with some other food. I have some-|about one quater wheat and three 

rr
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quarters oats. We use some bran, a] been imposed wi a ipon by foreign sellers, 
oe otk ee ue ek oe — a lot oe was sent out into 

‘arm. . is count 
although they have not flourished very | The — cor a yorday ee 
ve ie hope aim Sore se gpl ae only pee I know of in Wisconsin 
Miller, 5 Ww sells it is Curry 5 Mi 
clover for the benefit it does our farm, although I belies ppg 
Ags especially for the good food that | handling it. 

makes for the sheep; and in rais-| Mr. Ed; — 
ing clover for sheep, as well as for any | bird Sie en ee 
other class of stock, there is one thing] Mr. McKerrow—That is the name 
I ve found which is very important, they use for it. I think the seed is 

such a way that it wil be tn the bert [eos faked ayia aenca he see 3 nm ask me in rega to ensilage. 
food form; I mean most digestible. I have not fed any 1yself, but a friend 

Curing Clover‘for Sheep. of mine who has a flock of a hundred 
ide Cotswolds fed them four pounds I fin Z amy ’ Dor 

aes aoe a ton of clover put up| of corn ensilage morning and evening, 
| e right way will come out green,|and he considered it good food f | 

and in nice shape, and is worth two, them. Hi: SS Gee oe } 
and in some cases three tons of clover ne ae aa aoe in ee 
put up so that it will come out in bad ie ihe his a = sere ve ae 
condition. The digestibility of clover aes on sbi poh pa See 

is seriously injured either by standing BERG ae . a ae oe sss 
upon the ground until it is very ripe, or ae = ta ese Me . a 
by curing and cutting entirely in the sun Bp eee: Hay cee are Ue eae ° 
so that the leaves dry off. The stock nee eed, Ane 8 Fery Sma eae 
cannot possibly get the best out of it. Haare os ee a on nee ae 
I have found the best satisfaction in | ; = sere Saar 
clover for sheep feeding to cut it just eevee vera i) on 
as it comes to full bloom, putting it up ot ES Re 
in cocks, leaving it to sweat a short silage for the sixth winter, and I { 

time, then airing it out to allow the find that if properly fed, as you would 
sweat to pass off, and putting it into feed roots or any other succulent feed, 
the house quite green. Such a crop of it is one of the most valuable feeds for 

hay as that will winter my flock in sheep, for the reason that it is easy to 

good shape, until nearly the time that | }20dle, and the sheep oa 
the ewes begin to drop the lambs, with- | AvYone who has made a study of 

out any grain, although for the sake of | P@lanced ration knows that the trou- 
variety I like to feed a very small ra-|ble experienced by Mr. McKerrows’s 

tion of grain. Our breeding ewes this | friend was due not on account of the 

winter are not getting over a quarter | Usilage, but because he was feeding a 
of a pound of grain, consisting of a ration that was entirely deficient in ni- 

mixture of oats, bran, aad a very small | *T0Senous compound. I think the re- 
percentage of oil meal. sult would have been the same if he 

had fed corn fodder and straw. TI can- j 
Malawian: not wed too _— Ls favor oh ries 

2 as a sheep : a man has g 
ca Hayes—What kind of rape do you | clover hay and good corn ensilage, he 3 
sow? = has a perfect ration for sheep. 

Mr. McKerrow—The dwarf Essex I| Mr. Fox—I was fooled last year on 
believe is the best kind of seed. Some} my rape the same as a good many 
of our seed men tell me they have jothers were. I applied last fall to 

' 

'
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‘ Prof. Thos. Shaw of Guelph, to assist Mr. Chadwick—When you sow AL 7 
sf ine in getting some reliable Seed, and | sike and white clover to renew your ia he directed me to a seedman in On- pasture, how much do you sow per acre 

HE tario, whose seed they have tested. | and at what time of year? ‘That is the only way to be safe—get| Mr. McKerrow—t top dress these per- | tested seed. manent pastures with manure in the et Mr. Morrison—Curry Bros., of Mil- fall and in the winter.. I sow this seed | waukee, will have tested seed this year. at the rate of two pounds of Alsike and iE Mr. McKerrow—I want to warn you | a pound of white clover, and harrow it hE of one thing about rape. There is a over, very early in the spring, two or yt great deal of danger from bloat in | three times, just as soon as it is dry | feeding this crop. enough to get the harrows and the Mr. Miller—Every year we grow | team on it, sowing the seed just be from ten to fifteen or twenty acres of | fore I harrow. rape, and every year we put every| Mr. Fox—I wish Mr. Miller would ; sheep in that rape to pasture, and we | tell us a little more about this rape tt never remove them till they are sold culture. If he is correct in sowing | or removed for some special cause. broadeast it means a difference of £ The trouble in regard to bloat is only | fifty per cent. in putting it in. Is there I when they are put in the field when |a particular period at the growth of | they are about famished and eat very |the plant when it is just right for : | | greedily. turning in the flock? | Mr. Kingman—Do you know of any | Mr. Miller—My experience has been | better grass to sow with clover than! when I had a field of rape ready so tY timothy? that it will stand a little feeding, I HM Mr. McKerrow—No sir, not to take would put in a few small lambs, the place of timothy. something that I wanted to give the | } Mr. Miller—We always sow our rape best care to, or a few lambs that I P| broadcast, and as nearly as possible | wanted to push very fast that would I six pounds to the acre, after thorough- receive a lot of benefit from it, and I a ly preparing the ground. We clean would add the sheep as the crop would | { our land with the turnip crop, and plow carry them, but rape is pot at its best iy enough so that there is no danger from till it gets a strong growth. If proper- { weeds. I have heard it said that the ly sown it never will get woody, and : sheep will go between the rows and eat |] think the chief reason for sowing it f the rape without tramping it, if it is broadcast is that it keeps the ground sownin drills. This last year we had a clean, if it is comparatively clean to rather better crop than usual, and I | start with. To have rape just right, noticed that the sheep would eat it ; you want it quite thick on the land, | I in front of them just as clean as you want it so sappy and juicy that | though it was mowed and raked by | when you cut it it will all break up, | hand. They would not Step inside of | almost go to pieces like an icicle. If it it. You could not tell by the fiock of | is in that conditon it will give you the sheep that they had been in the rape | pest results, I believe the time to sow field at all, the fleece was perfectly differs in different localities. We have | clean. a turnip fly that would eat our rape Mr. McKerrow—I found that true | i¢ it come up before the 20th of June, , ; when I sowed in drills; they worked So that we must not sow it before that altogether on one side of the crop, time. 
The rape takes possession of all the | Mr. McKerrow—I like to sow it about | ground, and they would just work on!two or three different times,—the
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and that comes in for earlier feeding. | of the other varieties. About the mid- 
Last year I sewed some broadcast | dle of August I visited a friend of mine 
about the 15th of July, and it made|}in Waukesha county. I discovered his 
a good stand. rape was bird rape. It grew up about 

Mr. Chadwick—I see in England they | two feet high, resembling that of wild 
sow turnips and let the sheep harvest | mustard, with the yellow flower on 
them. Did you try that? top. ‘This is the effect of procuring 

Mr. McKerrow—Yes, I often sow | rape not true to name. 

turnips in the cornfield and feed them is 
off on the ground. I sow at tbe last Groming the Crop. 
cultivation which comes pretty early| About the first of July, I prepared 
in July. a piece of land very nicely, and drilled 

Mr. Wallace—Tke Iowa Agricultural | to rape, using Planet Junior seed drill, 

College last year sowed quite an/| using about two and a half pounds seed 

amount of rape in May. It made a/per acre; drills. three feet apart. 
splendid growth, but it seemed that | Would not advise drilling any closer on 
every cabbage worm and fiy and | account of giving sheep more room be- 

everything of that kind was made for| tween rows when feeding upon it, as 

that catch. It was so good that along] it grows very rank and spreads out be- 

in July it was burned perfectly black. | tween rows. The seed germinates very 

: The late sowing did better. rapidly, if there is sufficient moisture 

Mr. Woodward—I have been raising | in the ground. One week after I drilled 
rape some four years. I commenced by |it I could see the rows clear across 

sowing it in drills, and I found that it|the piece, (eighty rods long), resemb- 

needed a great deal of cultivation.|ling turnips very much. I then went 

Then I adopted this plan. I plow my|onto it with a Planet Jr. drag tooth 
ground early in the spring, and pre-| cultivator, and ran very close to the 
pare it just as I would for a crop of | rows, thus killing all weeds and grass. ; 
eabbages. About the 15th of June, I 4 
sow a plat of rape, and about a week The Nature of the Plant. 

or ten days after, I sow another, and|It seemed to grow very rapidly and 

then later on the third crop. When| then a week later 1 went through it y: 

the first crop has grown up about a|again in the same way, and finally / 
foot or so high, I put some lambs into | finished by using Planet cultivator 
that, and they eat it off clean. By the| with side shovels, throwing the drill 
time that is gone, I am ready to turn/toward the plant. By the last of 
them into the other, and so on, and by | september it had grown up so rank . : 
the time I have gotten through with | that it covered the whole ground, af- 
the three the first one is ready again. | fording large quantities of very valu- 

—— able food for the sheep or lambs. It 
On the subject of rape, Mr. S. W.|seems to be a plant that makes the 

Hays, a practical breeder and feeder |jarger portion of its growth when the 
of Oxford. Down sheep at Alderly, | days and nights are getting cold, and I 
Wis., says:— would caution all desirous of growing 
Ihave had some experience with this | rape not to drill toc early in the season 

valuable plant, and know that the day |—not earlier than July first, or any 
is not far off when most of our pros-| time during that month. 

Y perous sheep raisers will have acres! A good plan is to grow a piece of rape 
of it. The greatest difficutly seems to|in several of your fields, so that when 
lie in procuring the seed true to name. | your grain or hay is cut you can put 
The Dwarf Essex, or Fodder rape, is | in a flock of sheep, as they should have 
the kind to raise, not bird rape, or any | access to both grass and rape. By so
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I doing very favorable results will be} heavy frost, as it has a tendency to i obtained, far more so than by feeding | bloat. I would caution those having i} grain, and the cost will be much less. valuable sheep to look out for them {| when at first turned on, although I Ht Care in Feeding the Crop. have not lost a single sheep in that i When lambs are first turned upon|Way yet. My breeding ewes had to be | rape they should have a little bran at | taken off as I discovered them getting i first, as the rape has a tendency to| too fat. To those who have flocks IE | loosen the bowels, especially when the | Would say try rape,—The Dwarf Essex i lambs have been turned upon it be-| Vetiety,—and you will never regret i fore the rape has been frosted. Far |rilling acres of it upon your farms, | better results with rape have been got-| as it affords an excellent food for } ten when flocks have been turned onto | Sheep, and it is a very good method of } it after a heavy frost in the fall of the | manuring the land it grows upon. | year, as the frost seems to nourish or eo | ripen it, and they will eat more of it.| Music, Swiss Song, Mrs. Blanken- Care should be taken when the flock | burg. 
is first turned on, especially after a| The Institute adjourned to 1:30 P. M. 

! SSS 
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FEEDING SHEEP. 

Prof. J. A. CRAIG, Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. | 
The feeding of fattening sheep is} Methoa of Feeding Generally Adopted. i the leading interest covered by this ; F topic, and as it of itself affords suffi- feosanhccoc fol ue | I cient scope for a liberal discussion, I i shall accept it as the best subject to/after this plan: ‘The lambs after being present to you. dropped, get no’ grain until late in the Fi ! Of recent years the greatest progress |fall, when they are penned and that has takep place in the improve-| the fattening process begins. It is the E. ment of fattening stock has occurred general belief that lambs fed in this in the shortening of the time they take way will have gained as much and . in reaching maturity. Early maturity weigh as heavy when marketed in the and profit are so closely associated spring as those that have been fed that every feeder now realizes the grain. judiciously since the time they necessity of securing the former to were able to eat it. The common get the latter. In sheep feeding this|theory is to the effect that it is better has become evident in the extent to|to only give the lambs good pasture, which lambs are fattened, instead of|so that they may grow large frames yearlings and aged sheep as in earlier and then when they receive grain later times. In treating of the fattening of they will make more rapid progress. sheep I shall limit the facts I have, The facts that I have collected bearing to hand to those that bear on the feed-'on this practice, show clearly that it ing of lambs, for this is certainly the,is not right, and to present those to most profitable line of sheep feeding | you in the best and plainest manner, ‘ that may be carried on the majority |let me outline the experiments that I of our farms. huve made.
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Experiments with New Methods. period, one part bran, one part corn 
¢ The data so far collected at our sta- | meal and one-fourth part oilmeal. The 

tion covers two years, and includes | following year, when experiment No. 
all the facts we could gather from |2 ‘was conducted, they received dur- 
the time the lambs were dropped in/ing this period three parts bran and 
March and April until they were ready|02¢ part oilmeal. A lamb creep was 
for the butcher the following February. |USed to enable the lambs to get their 

In both experiments—they are about| grain without being disturbed by the 
exact duplicates of each other—the| Wes. 
lambs experimented with were taken| In the second period, after the lambs 
as young as it was possible to get them | Were weaned in both experiments, those 
to eat grain. The first periods of the|that were given grain received oats 
experiments extend up to the time of | until the fattening period arrived. Dur- 
weening, which was in July. The sec-|ing this second period the lambs had 
ond periods extend from the time of|Similar pasturage, and received like 
weaning in July, until the fattening|management in every way. 

; begins, generally in November. The| When the fattening or third period 
third period began with November and|began in November, both lots of 
ended when the lambs were matured |l«mbs, those that had received grain 
for the butcher in February. | previously and those that had not, 
During these periods, there were two| Were fed exactly the same rations, 

lots of lambs on experiment; Lot I, re-| the object being to Study the effects 
ceiving grain during them all, and|f the previous feeding of the lambs 
Lot II, receiving no grain from the first}0mn their gain during the fattening 
until the beginning of the third period. | Period, and further prove the truth or 
During the third or fattening period,| falsity of the common practice. | 
they received exactly the same grain' In both the experiments of 1891 and 
and management as the lambs in the | 1892 the rations fed during the fatten- . 
lot that received grain during all the! ing period were the same. The lambs 
periods. were started on this period by feeding 

At the end of the first period the| them lightly on oats and then adding 
lambs were about 3 1-2 to 4 months] Whole corn and finally some oilmeal. 
old. At the end of the second, in both!All the lots received these as grain experiments, they were 7 1-2 to 8, rations. The fodders used were the 
months old, and at the end of the | Same for all, consisting for the most 
third period when ready for market Part of corn fodder and mixed hay 
they were in all cases about 10 months, With roots as succulent food. 

old. | The table which is appended on the 
|next page will present the positions 

The Feeding of the Lambs. ‘of these lambs in a condensed form. t 
| In this table the data has been re- 

The lambs were weighed weekly,’ duced to apply to a sing’e animal, so 
and those that received grain were that the facts may be readily com- 
fed what they would eat with a relish. pared. For this reason the differences 
‘They were never forced, but fed a full may not be striking enough to attract j 
ration. During the first periods of the notice: whereas, if applied to the num- 
two experiments, the lambs receiving ber of sheep that many feeders fatten 
grain were fed a mixture of bran and they would more effectively indicate 
oilmeal. In the experiment called the differences in the profit of the 
No. 1, the lambs received in the first two practices.
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z FEEDING SHEEP. "OE 

The cost of the feed has been caleu-|there was a clear balance in favor 
lated on the basis of the prices cur-| of grain feeding. During the third 
rent at the time of the experiment,| period the differences in the gain and 
and the same is true of the valuation | the costof the grain of the two lots is 
of the products. The prices of aes very similar, the balance being slightly 
fed have been considered as follows:—| more favorable to the lot that had not 
Mixed hay, $8 per ton; corn fodder,|received grain previously. As those 

$4 per ton; corn, 71 cents per hundred | grains are charged to the lambs at fair 
pounds; oats, 90 cents per hundredjmarket prices and as the labor of 
pounds; oilmeal, $25 per ton; wheat|feeding is not sufficient to turn the 
bran, $12 and $13 per ton. balance, it seems clear that it paid 

Valuation of the Lambs. to feed the a ise i as 
é periods; and that in comparison is 

In the credits that are given the| unprofitable to follow the common ; 
lambs the prices current on Chicago practice of feeding grain only when market for these lambs have been used. the lambs are being prepared for mar- 
These are high, but they do not affect ket. 
the comparison of the lambs and they 8 :. you LA a + gy Mg igen Ra ae ee Sune ereltenie ts tee Gaeee e 
Robinson & Co., of Chicago, I have ar-| A fact made evident from the fore- 
ranged the following table to show|S0ing figures is that the younger the 
the variation in the prices of lambs|!amb the greater the gain, and the 3 
at the three months of the year when|less the cost of gain. In both experi- 
lambs are sold. These are figures for} ™ents, when the lambs were with 
the years 1891 and 1892. their dams the rate of gain was the 
SSS — | highest of all the periods, being 4.48 

= Price | Povnds and 3 pounds per head in the 
Monrtus. ee Avinscr| PER |respective experiments. This is made 

HT.) 100 Las. |at a cheap rate even when the cost of 
|_| — | ——_ | maintaining the ewe is considered; for 

a fair estimate for the pasturage of 
ae ae 9.4 Ibs a a ewe when suckling her lamb would 

Marech,...| 286...... (103.5 | 623 |be about 15 cents per month. If i 
heavily fed on grain and pasturage 

———xo—————| the cost might approach 30 cents per 
It will be noted that the average|month, but even if the latter is al- 

weights of the lambs given in this quo-|lowed it will be found that the gain 
tation are very near those in the lots|of the lambs during the first period of 
at the different periods of the experi-| eajch experiment was the cheapest 
ment. It should be noted that the| made during the experiments. 
difference in the conditions of the 
jambs has not been given enough con- eee ee r eS ee sideration in the statement of the| I the comparison of the lambs at a 
position of the grain fed lambs com-| ‘te end of the final period the lambs 
pared with those that are not grain| 27° considered to be disposed of shorn. 
fed. But as this could not be exactly On Chicago market the differences in 
determined the lambs were placed lambs shorn and unshorn varies from 
nearly on the same footing as to their 75 cents 0 ses a 
valuation per pound. been adopted in the estimate. By this 

means the differences in the growth of q 
Grain Feeding Pays. the wool is also made evident for the 

It may be noticed that at the end| grain fed lambs in the first experiment 
of each period in both experiments| averaged about one-half pound more
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. Wool per head than those in the other) they will eat 1-2 to 34 of a pound per 

4 lot, and in the second experiment the | head per day and on this I have had difference was one-fifth of a pound|lambs make an average gain of 3 to 4 in favor of continuous grain feeding.|4 1-2 pounds per week, according to i Grain Feeding Specially Beneficial at | ‘Beit quality. iE Weaning Time Ration After Weaning =, It was made evident during the| After weaning the lambs, and when f course of the first experiment that| they are on fair pasture, they should the lambs in the grain fed lot received |be fed some grain,—about 1-2 pound much benefit from the grain they re|per head, according to the condition ceived when the ‘weaning process was|of their pasture. About the middle progressing. From July 9 to Sept. 3|of November when the fattening actu- the five grain fed lambs gained 1443 ally begins the lambs should get a pounds, which is over one-half the total heavier ration. At this time they | gain of the second half period, while} ought to be getting about one pound those, without grain, on the same pas-/of grain per head daily. On such a turage ‘gained less than one-half of | ration they will make an average gain their total gain in the same time. To|of 2 12 pounds per head weekly. eo ae = ae ae ae Ration for Fattening. e total quanti ‘ain tha 
‘ 

ate anie ine a ie a = When fattening sheep in the winter Gicates that it is speciaily advisable to| Months we generally include as part of 
‘ feed the lambs grain when they are the ration roots or Silage and clover | being weaned. hay or corn fodder, The clover hay and | 

{ i roots would be the choice I woula Quantity to Fees, make of these foods. Wethers that The judgment of the feeder should|are in hale condition will eat 1 12 be accurate enough to inform him as| pounds of cover hay or corn fodder to the capacity of his lambs for eating.}and the same quantity of roots or Their appetites are the best guages to silage when on a full ration with grain. measure the quantity of food that they | When the fattening approaches com- should receive. “The animal machine | pletion they will be eating about 2 requires a given amount of food to} pounds of grain mixture per head daily. keep up its repairs and run it. It must On this ration they will average about Lave a surplus before gain can be/2 3-4 pounds per head in weekly gain. made and this surplus the feeder can ome only supply by liberal feeding. The| Benmne before Wattoning. two leading directions connected with _ It has been thought that the shear- feeding sheep during the fattening|ing of wethers in the fall, before they Process are to know the appetites of are fatted, would be favorable to the the sheep being fed and satisfy these|!aying on of flesh. _A series of three to the fullest extent. experiments, extending over as many 
winters, have been tried at our station ’ Feeding Before Weaning. on this one point. In the first ex- For lambs before Weaning, bran or| periment the wethers ‘were shorn the oats make an excellent feed. Oilmeal middle of December and that was de- is a good addition to these if it is|cidedly unprofitable. The next year reasonable in price. I have found bran they were shorn the first week in and oilmeal to give better gains than|November and fatted until the follow- the same with the addition of corn/ing February, and in that experiment meal. ‘The lambs will begin to eat when | the results were not convincing as to about twotothree weeks old and by|the profitableness of the practice. In i the time it is proper to wean them | the last experiment the wethers were 

i
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shorn on October 14, and the resultsjers gained slightly more (7.9 pounds) 
of the fattening carried on until the|and the cost of 100 pounds gain cost 24th of February are all in favor of |94 cents less than that of the others. the practice, though not very decidedly} Mr. Hayes—You would need warm so. These wethers were fed in a com- quarters for the shorn sheep, would 
mon shed and were given similar care you not? , 
and feed to those not shorn. The| Prof. Craig—We sheared the wethers wethers that were shorn in the fall| Oct. 14, so that by the time cold 
before fattening gained in wool and| weather arrived they had a fleece that 
flesh an average of 3 pounds per| would give them all the protection they head weekly, during the fifteen required. The walls of the shed in weeks’ feeding, while the other lot | which they were kept were constructed left unshorn gained 2.48 pounds perlof a Single ply of boards and they head weekly. The shorn wethers ate|were not battened or lined. The 
Stightly less food, and sheared a total wethers did not show any evidence of 
of 12 pounds more unwashed wool. being uncomfortable. They were in 
This wool would not, however, bring| pens in this shed during the time they 
quite as much per pound as that of|qvere being fattened and were seldom the wethers that were ony shorn once, |Jet out into the yards. They were 
as the former was shorter in fiber | treated like others in that respect. 
owing to the fact that it was in two Question—In fattening sheep do you 

clippings. consider it best to keep them closely 
ge Rs confined in shed pens? , : Puincieskons Prof. Craig—For quick fattening at | 

Mr. McKerrow—Would it be profit-|all times it is best to put the sheep 
able under ordinary conditions to shear|in pens with enough room to allow 
lambs before fattening them? them to turn in nicely. When fatten- 

Prof. Craig—If the lambs were|ing during the winter months it has 
dropped in February or March they | proven to be the best plan with us to ‘ 
would have well grown fleeces by the|keep the wethers confined and only 
middle of October. Such lambs would |leave them out at rare intervals in a | 
benefit by having their fleeces removed. |small yard. If the wethers are made 
The most noticeable effect of the re-|comfortable inside a well ventilated 
moval of the fleece is the rapidity | building they will make the best possi- 
with which the wethers fatten during|ble gains. Oftentimes after leaving 
the succeeding two months. It hastens|them out I have noticed that they get 
their maturity. In the last experiment |off feed, and they appear to become 
made at our station the lambs that | restless. 
were shorn in October during the first] Mr. Hatch—Is the wool that you took 
half of the period they were on the | off in the fall of any value? 
experiment gained about the same as| Prof. Craig—Yes. Owing to the short- 
they did during the second half, and|ness of the fibre it would likely be 
they did it on two-thirds the quantity | classed as a clothing wool. The length 
of grain that they received during the|of the fiber would, however, depend 
jJast half. The shorn sheep were kept | greatly on the time that the lambs were 
in a shed or ordinary temperature. Be-|dropped. These that were experi- 
tore the cold weather arrived in the|mented with were mostly March lambs 
fall they had a good growth of wool.|and when shorn in October the wool 
The practice would be most beneficially | was about half grown. The wool of the 
used when a bunch of wethers troubled | spring shearing was freer from dust 

with ticks are about to be fattened.|and yolk and hence would bring 
In the experiment in which the wethers | slightly more per pound. 
were shorn in October, the shorn weth-!' Mr. McKerrow—If you were raising
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these lambs for breeding purposes do , where little grain is grown, and in such 
you think your plan would be the best|it would be most profitable to sell the 
way? lambs to feeders in the fall. As to 

; Prof. Craig—It would be better to!shearing the wethers before selling modify it some. The ewe lambs os | tm that is a profitable plan if the 
the ram lambs that are to be kept for|season is favorable. As I have noted 
breeders should get some grain before, Chicago market only makes a difference 

4 weaning them. They will pay for it in jof 75 cents to one dollar on the value 
growth of frame and fleece, and when ;of shorn and unshorn wethers. It will 
you wean them you will find that they | be readily seen that it would be an 

/ ecntinue their growth if fed some grain. | exceedingly light and poor fleece that 
After the weaning process has been | would not be worth more than this 
completed, good pasture will be all| when shorn from the sheep. 
that they need. It has been our plan} Mr. Fayill—When wethers are being 
to feed grain to such lambs as we fed on grass in the fall, what grain 
intended to keep for breeding purposes! foods would you feed? 
before and shortly after they are | Prof. Craig—The best gain that I 
weaned and the good results were al-| have been able to get from wethers on 
Ways apparent afterwards. | grass came from feeding a grain mix- 

Mr. Chadwick—In feeding lambs in| ture consisting of two parts crushed 
this way when is it best to sel them?!corn and one part oilmeal.. During a 

[ Prof. Craig—Considering the cost of|period of nineteen weeks, from the 
} grain at the different periods and the} time of weaning in July until the mid- 

prices current on Chicago markets for|dle of November, the wethers made an } 
lambs so finished I would say that at average weekly gain of 2.66 pounds per . 
the time when they are weaned. If|head. They ate 1 1-3 pounds of the 
such grains as oats, corn or wheat are cal daily. It has been our practice 
selling below the usual prices it might | to feed oats most!y when the wethers 
be well to carry the wethers over po bk on pasture, but the gain has not 
of the winter and fatten them on these. | been so great as in the instance of the 

Mr. Favill—Can you tell us at what! crushed corn and oilmeal. During a 
age you get the greatest gain for the period of fifteen weeks when the 
food given? wethers were on blue grass pasture 

Prof. Craig—In all the experiments|and oats from the time of weaning 
I have so far conducted the greatest | until put in the shed to fatten, they 
gain, considering the amount of food gained an average of 2.18 pounds per 
fed, was made before the lambs were | week. The wethers ate 112 pounds 
weaned. Of course they were receiy- | of oats per head daily. At the average 
ing the milk of their dams at the same prices of our state the cost of gaim : 
time, but even if the cost of keeping would stand $2.63 per 100 pounds gain 
the ewes is considered, I believe that | with the crushed com and oilmeal 
the cheapest gain is made at that time. ration, and $2.88 per 100 pounds gain 

Mr. Hatch—Do you think that for. with the ration of whole oats. The 
ordinary farmers the best plan would pasture these wethers received was 
be to keep their lambs until they are the common blue grass pasture of our 
from ten to twelve months old, then state. 
shear them and send them to market | Question—From ‘these figures how 
at once? much can I make from an acre of good 

Prof. Craig—As lambs are commonly blue grass pasture in feeding wethers 
fed, that would be the best plan to in the way you have described? * recommend. There are sections in this' Prof. Craig—That is a hard point to j state, I refer more especially to the determine. Supposing on such pasture 
counties noted for their grazing lands, as you have in your mind we can keep
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three sheep per acre. These sheep, ; prices. At five cents per pound the according to the figures I have laid be- gain of 8 pounds would amount to 40 fore you, will gain a total of 8 pounds cents and cost of the grain ration per week. The grain feed to those on amounting to 24 cents would leave 16 *he basis of the figures given for the| cents as the amount derived from an ration of crushed corn and oilmeal!acre of pasture in one week. Or would amount to 27.3 pounds for the! a wether can make five cents per week three sheep for one week. This would | from good blue grass. 
cost about 24 cents at average market 

DISEASES, REMEDIES AND CARE OF THE FLOCK. 
C. D. SMEAD, V S., Logan, N. Y. ae | 

It is written that in the beginning | perfection any one of these breeds of God created the earth and all things | nimals Like the railroad and other : upon the earth, including the beasts of great results of inventive genius, one j the fields and the fowls of the air, | man started the plan, another followed and the fish in the sea, and then he upon the same line of thought, and rested. He then created man and gave | others followed, until we have some- him dominion over all the earth, that thing that we call, until the next great he might so manage these beasts as to invention, a perfect machine, or ap- develop them, and make of them plied to our brute creation, a perfect creatures of beauty and profit, and | animal. 
then God rested again. But he soon, Such has been the past history of all in his infinite wisdem, saw that it was |the improved breeds of animals that not good for man to be alone, in all|the world possesses at the present this dominon, and he created woman time, and yet man, in the methods to aid him and to be his helpmate in pursued, has seemingly overlooked the the management of it. important question of so breeding, 

feeding and caring for the animal as Tey rer a eeraue So BeRoction 2 to preserve its constitutional vigor, to The domesticated animals of the|the extent of maintaining perfect 3 earth are but the reflections of man’s |health;—and it is a fact, that our intellect. Created as they were in a|animals, with their improved forms very crude state, as compared with | and better adaptability for the pur- 
what all of our animals are at the pres-| poses for which they have been bred, ent time, it has been man who has!are far more susceptible to disease dictated the food that they should eat,|than the generations which have pre- 
and also dictated their mating with | ceded them. 
each other, so that each succeeding generation should be an improvement Diseases aie Likely to Increase. 7 

on the past. In this manner have all| I am here to talk more especially 
of the breeds of horses, cattle, sheep |upon the diseases of sheep and the 

. and other animals been established, | causes which produce them. Luckily 
and yet no one man has ever aren | ey are but few in this country in 
long enough to bring to anywhere near ;comparison with what some of the
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countries of the old world have to con-) of the flock is ailing before he thinks 
tend with, especiaily England. But 1]it worth while to try to cure them. 
regret to say that the present outlook] These internal parasites in the near is not very encouraging for the flock | future are liable to cause considerable 
owner of this country to escape much | trouble in all parts of this country, longer;—in fact, as regards the par-|and it is highly proper for all sheep 
asitic diseases that have been the cause | owners to prepare for it. When disease 
of such serious trouble for so long a| of that kind appears in a flock nip it in period to the English flock owner, we|the bud. The treating of all these of this country have not escaped. The | diseases of a parasitic origin is like put- 
liver fluke, the cause of the so-called ting out a fire;—when first kindled 
liver rot,—the paper skin, caused by ala quart of water may subdue it, but worm in the lungs,—although intestin- | when once under way a fire engine 
al worms have in my own experience, | throwing a stream of water cannot been the cause of more serious loss to| stop it. I cannot make veterinarians 
the flock owner, producing death in a|of you, neither can I make sheep similar manner,—the intestinal tape-' doctors of you all, but I can tell you 
worm, which we have had in various the way that you can prevent some parts of our country, and the hydatid, | of the diseases that are liable to infest a worm whose habitation is in or near | your flocks, if not already there. 
the brain, have all troubled us. 

Attend Constantly to the Comfort of the Necessity of Timely Treatment. Floce 
I have not the time to say anything| The successful flock owner is the man 

concerning these parasites. What the} who is constantly looking after the 
farmer wants to know is how to cure|comforts of his flock. He provides 
his animals when they are sick. He|comfortable quarters for them, during 
cares but little about the parasites, |the inclement parts of the year,—he 
bacterial germs or other things which | studies the habits of the animal, and 
produce these diseases. He wants a| provides a kind and quality of. food 
prescription that will knock these par-|that the appetite relishes and the 
asites, or bacterial germs higher than | animal system requires. He is con- 
Gilderoy’s kite was said to have flown, | stantly looking for anything that may 
and he wants the medicine so prepared | appear wrong in the flock, and when 
that he will not be put to any spec-|one or more is discovered to be suf- 
ial trouble in the administration of it.| fering with scours or losing flesh, he 
I want to say to that farmer that he | seeks for a cause and strives to remove 
never will find any such antidote. I/it. This is a duty that every would-be 
want to hammer into that farmer’s| successful flock owner owes to the 
brain the fact, that when one animal, | creatures under his care. But you 
(the sheep) is attacked by 1,000 or|may say “What am I to do? I don’t 
more animals in the form of worms or | know anything about the diseases of 
other parasites, and the sheep has been sheep, nor -how to doctor them.” 
preyed upon by them for months until | Here comes in that great bane and 
there is scarcely any vitality left in its difficulty that the American farmer is 
system, it is a mighty poor time to be- laboring under, and crops out and 
gin to doctor it. Some say there is no|leads him into trouble, more or less, 
use to doctor a sheep, they will die|in all of his farm operations, that is, 
anyway, and they will if the owner is | ignorance in regard to what is termed going to wait until the sheep is nearly | the minor details of his business. The 
dead before he commences the treat-| American farmer I by no means de- 
ment, or wait until 50 per cent. or more | sire to call an ignorant man, far from
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| | Imported Shropshire ram Shrawardine Swell 7, A. 8. A. 28271; used in cross breeding 

} experiment with Shropshire and Merino sheep. Average weight of wool shorn 14 lbs; 

| weight 278 Ibs. when three years old, and it was at that time this photograph was taken. 
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Aged Merino ewe No. 16; illustrating the type of the Merino ewes that were bred to the Shrop- 

shire rams. 

Average live weight of Merino ewes. ............cs00- sce cose sencees escccececeseee 107 Ibe 

ARERR WENGE OF TORO. 8.5055: nans: sadnceccunsesassespesas carecsaucacusss)co OMe 

Average price obtained for fleece .............02..cceeeee ececscecsecssecesescecee voee $158
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Four year old first cross Shropshire-Merino ewe No. 55; illustrating the type resulting 

from erossing Shropshire rams on Merino ewes. 
Average live weight of first cross eWeS............. cecececeeeccccccccecceeee +++++148.8 Ibs, 
Average weight of fleece.................0. ceececseeeecee ste eeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeees eee eDe 8 IDB, 
Average price obtained for fleece....... 0. 2.0.0... cesseeeee cccseceees seeeee cee eee G186 
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Two year old:second cross Shropshire-Merino ewe No. 401, illust: ating the type resulting 

from crossing Shropshire rams on first cross Shropshire Merino ewes. 
Average live weight of two year olds....... Gees schioesbnceceaseces o--ccbedcensee 108 SIDS 
WMOERGP WEED OC ree ns a cscs ck caine wcncese, evacieresne seeee cesT. 5 Ibs 

The most marked improvement is observable in the better mutton form of the crosses,
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it as regards the general events of the | worm, the largest but little over a half 

day, and politics of his country,—but | inch in length, and in size about one-half 
ignorant of the best methods of suc- the diameter of a horse hair. The 
cessfully prosecuting his business, as a| mucuous membrane of the fourth 

farmer, and so managing it as to| stomach is where they generally make 
prevent the yearly losses that he sus- | their home although I have seen them 

tains from many causes, among which | in the other stomachs and in the intes- 
are found losses from dead and dis- tines. There are other species of 

eased sheep. But thanks to a Jere- worms also,—the liver fluke that I 
miah Rusk, a citizen of this state, and might speak of. But I can better in- 

the present Secretary of Agriculture, terest you by giving a remedy and tak- 

who has already caused to be published jng up some other diseases. 

works treating the diseases of horses, | 

cattle and the parasitic diseases of | Tr. atment for Internal Parasites. 

sheep, which can be had for the ask- The first thing to do whenever a 
ing, so there is no longer any excuse | 5 4. dene io eianifestine 4 f 
for the farmer of this country remain- |S7C°P OF (am) ts mall esnns soli 
ing in total ignorance in regard to oo symptoms that I have oo = s See ce ,. is to take that sheep or lamb from the 
some of the diseases that atilict his | 4 eS a tee Gene eee. © 
flocks and herds. lock. Don’t take any risk in these 

eee by leaving them in the flock. 

| Indications of Worm Trouble. | You may not sustain loss by allowing 
But this is wandering from my sub-| them to remain, but it is far better to 

jeet. Whenever a lamb or young sheep | go safe in these matters. Now for 

is noticed to be coughing, having a | medical treatment I am Lot going to give 

| deep, hard cough, or even a short, dry, | you any sure cures, for I have none to 

| hacking cough, continuing for a few | give. Neither am I going to give you 

days with no sign of loosening, it is|a remedy with a long name that you 

| quite certain that there is present a|have to send to Alaska or the Sand~ 

worm of one of the species that inhabit | wich Islands to find,—but a simple, 

\ the lungs or bronchial tubes. The first |common remedy, and one that I be- 

{ thing to do is to separate that sheep | lieve, all things considered, to be just 

| or lamb from the rest of the flock, im-| as effectual as any. The oil, or com- 

mediately. If allowed to remain the} monly called the spirits of turpentine, 

whole flock may be infected. The|ias long been used in domestic and 

| remedy for the sick or coughing lamb! veterinary practice as an authilmintic. 

I will give later on. Whenever ao remedies like sautonine, areca 
sheep or lamb is noticed to have/ nut, extract of malefern, and some 

periods of scouring, unless that scour- | others have in a measure supplanted it 

ing is known to be caused by some | jin domestic use for the destruction of 

food that has been eaten, or some oth- | internal parasites of the sheep. I con- 

er well known cause, it is quite safe to | sider it the best and cheapest remedy 

conclude there is an intestinal worm | that I ain acquainted with. Now, how 

that is causing the trouble, generally shail it be given? It is of an irritating, 

the large round worm. Or whenever firey nature, consequc ntly we must 

the sheep or lamb is noticed to be mix it with some of the oils, and raw 

growing weak, and losing flesh, with linseed oil is as cheap as any, so we 

a desire to follow behind the flock, in-| will use that. A dose of the turpen- 

| stead of being up with the rest, the tine for a full grown sheep is a table- 

} cause—if the animal is killed and a spoonful when used as an intestinal 

! post-mortem made,—will generally be | worm destroyer. For lung worms one- 

| found in the form of a very minute third or one half the quantity. 

| 8—B ‘ : 
| 

i . 

}:
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Method of Administering Medicine, weak to stand, and then he thinks that | 

But we are using it now to destroy perhaps he had better give a dose of : 

the worms in the alimentary canal or this or that, and when the lamb dies 

fourth stomach, so we will mix the|2¢ is ready to say that he tried that 

tablespoonful cf turpentine with about remedy that the Institute fellows 

four tablespoonfuls of the raw linseed recommended, and found that it was no 

oil. If we give this dose when the | 800d, even if he don’t go farther and 

rumen or first stomach is full of coarse | *2¥ that it killed the sheep. : ‘ 

food, which at this season of the year | 

is mostly dry food,. this food will soak meen esat oct’ wee 

up the medicine, and by the time that I have previously stated that I would 

it reaches the worm it will be so much | 4dvise the same treatment for lung 

absorbed that it will lave but little | Worm, only in about one-half or one- 

effect upon him. If the sheep’s third the quantity. his calls for an 

stomach is full of grass or food con-|¢Planation. As before stated turpen- 

taining water the medicine will be so| tine bas a stupefying effect upon the : 

separated and diluted that its fan | whole worm family, and I have not 

} effect will not be felt by the worm. the least doubt if we could devise 

Now the proper time to give any | means whereby we could reach the lung 

medicine for the purpose of destroying | Worm with it that his destruction or =~ 

or gitting rid of intestinal worms in expulsion would be accomplished. But 

the sheep, is when the stomachs are | this we could only accomplish by mix- 

quite empty. ‘Then the medicine goes ing the turpentine with the food in such 

directly to the habitation of the worm |@ manner that it will be digested and 

in the fourth stomach or intestine. We assimilated, taken into the sytem, and 

don’t expect that the turpentine is go- in that way in a sort of round about 

ing to kill the worm when it touches | Way, we can, to some extent, reach 

him, by any means. It is a medicine him. It is a noticeable fact, that when 

that seems to have a stupefying effect |even a minute dose is given to a 

upon the lower organic life, and during | sheep, in a few hours,,or even a few 

the period of stupification he loses his minutes, his breath will be strongly 

hold and passes from the body. If we tainted with the odor of the turpen- 

can induce the worm to eat some of | tine. I do not give this as a sure 

this turpentine we have him, sure, so| cure for lung worm, or paper skin, as 

we will take our dose, as prepared, and it is sometimes called. But if the 

we will add a gill or more of sweet, flock owner will separate those that 

new milk and sweeten it with a table-| are infected from the flock before 

spoonful of molasses, put into a bottle | they are so far gone as to have lost 

and pour down the throat of the sheep, too much of their vitality, I claim 

after it has been fasted for at least | that by giving a tablespoonful of tur- 

twelve hours. Repeat this dose in a} pentine in about a tablespoonful of 

week and generally speaking a cure | the cil, mixing them in half a pint of 

will be effecied, providing the sheep is | new milk, and pour down the lamb’s 

not too far gone when treatment| throat every day for three days, then 

is commenced. And I want to say, | skip for three days and repeat for a 

that right here is where the farmer period of from 15 to 21 days, a large 

generally makes the mistake. He | per cent. of cases will be cured of the 

keeps waiting, and thinking that per- ailment. The object is to so impreg- 

haps the sheep will get better without | nate the lungs with the fumes of the 

anything. It seems to eat well, yet | turpentine that the worm will loosen 

continues to grow poor, perhaps scour- its hold and be coughed up. 

ing all of the time, until it gets too {| When worms of any species are
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known or believed to be present in =) The Sheep Louse. ; oni of tlt GaP moa nas Breboty knows what «showy at | is, bu ittle louse may have been 4 
cee me ae ny ho seecoeae | Present in the flock for years and the 

prevent further infection. ” owner never have kiown of his pres- ; 
But I have already taken up too ence, dts “sine “is sey small, a full 

much time upon this worm question, S aanda — pie oe 
and S _ Ss ates ir ster bee Ab a Yet as small as he is he is capable of 

favor of turpentine that I am a tur- keeping a sheep upon whose back he pentine crank, or have an interest in | TeSides, in a constant state of worri- | 
some manufactury where it is made. [ment It Sess oy Prominence / But I am neither. I give it to you as | ciation oe eniae saa 

cist one it tsod2s ete, bx sheet fog cst athe pare BR 
an overdose will cause great nervous e — aaa ee ra haha 
prostration, and sometimes death. In oa coe a ene ehece aie oe rs Si 

I a men 
aa, ore styent too} frequently it I agsin wish to call your attention to. ; ‘om its diuretic, effect so irritate The feck scms t be tleit tasceea . 

Geter, One tore Se atts tae | ok tn boty to al ee . no harm need be feared. they are rarely ever found below mid- 
| way of the body. Thus we see that ] 

‘ they cause the back of the sheep to ; 
Sxternst Faeneiten of iherp. itch, and while lying down he strives 

to bite or scratch his back upon the { Of the external parasites that afflict a 
und, and thus becomes cast, and 3g 

heey) 1 need say but ite: “There nes te tok helped up he soon dies. The about three of them that are causing Temes is 4h cdig the ahewp tn ania / 
. any serious loss to the flock owners aes ; of this country. The first is the scab | Preparation that will kill them and not : 

mite, and I may say that it is the injure him. 
. most difficult to rid the flock of when . once they are badly infected. Many | Dipping Advisable for Sheep and Lambs. 

elements will destroy them, but it re-| There are many sheep dips prepared 
quires thorough work to complete its |and placed upon the market and sold 
total extermination. The difficulty|so cheuply. that I will not formulate 
lies in first dislodging him from the | one for the farmer to prepare for him- 
scab under which the mite hides after | self. I will say of these, however, that ! 
he has produced it.. There are so|I much prefer a dip whose killing ele- : 

' many remedies advertised that I will| ment consists of carbolic acid to one , 
refrain from giving any. Most of | whose destructive agent is arsenic. A 
them will cure if the directions are|carbolic dip leaves an odor that will 
strictly followed. Of the other two|last for weeks, and thus prevent at- 
parasites, viz.—the common sheep | tacks from flies. It also prevents the 
tick and the red headed louse I only | sheep from again becoming infected if ¢ 
need say that they are both so easy of | brought in contact with ticky or lousy 
extermination that it is a disgrace to|sheep. The same is true as regards 7 
any flock owner to let them remain|the scab mite. I therefore advise the 4 
long in his flock. I will however stop! dipping of the whole flock old and 
to say something concerning this little | young, scon after shearing, as a safe- 
red headed louse. guard. Even a few ticks or lice, ta
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say nothing of the scab mite, will, be-| to steam it out, or put them in a yar@ 
fore another spring, cause. a serious | with a shed upon one side about half 
loss to the flock owner if allowed to}large enough for the flock to get 
Lahey we eg pao a = under when it storms. He feeds them : 

le hay and gra 0 ti and} out of doors, anyway, rain or shine. 
lice, and the best of feed and care will} Another man reasons that it is all 
not keep a flock in a thriving condition | folly to shelter a sheep at-all, as their 
when these little parasites are present| wool is ample protection, he says. 
in large numbers, and small numbers | Feed them out in the field is the way 
in the summer get to be large numbers | to keep sheep, he will tell you. He 
before mid winter. So dip the sheep| doesn’t have any greater losses than 

and lambs also, and thus banish this|/the man who shuts his sheep up. In 
little pest from the earth. fact there is but little difference as re- 

| ‘The Care Required to Prevent Diseases. | ards the maintaining of the health of 
. s the flock in the methods practiced by 

. 1 have briefly spoken of some of the 

parasites which are causing serious loss these three men. They are all ready 
to the flock owner and given a remedy. | @ tell you that some of their sheep 

| Next in order will come the care of | ave grub in the head, and are snuflling 
the flock so as to prevent disease. The | #24 Snorting around all winter and 
flock that has been properly bred, fed — generally die before the flowers 

and cared for, providing the parasites|bloom in the spring. The owner 
| are not present, rarely have any dis- | thinks that he is in no way to blame. 

ease. But a great deal is involved in| The grubs gnawed into the brain and 
that little word care. How very few | killed them, he will sometimes tell you. 
there are who properly care for and Perhaps, it was the grub in the head 

: feed even a flock of sheep. We, as that did, by its presence in large num- 

| ‘Americans, are quite too shiftless as bers, actually aid in the killing of the . 

| regards these things, even if we know sheep, but in a far greiter number of. 

that we are not doing just the right | C@S¢s it was the lack of grub inside the ~ 
thing by our flocks we seem willing to | ®2imal, of a proper kind and quality 
take the chances, hoping that luck will | that aided in causing its death. The 4 
favor us, and it will come out right pe ee —_ ce ee 
someway, just how we don’t know. 

re hatches into a worm and crawls up 

ie Recees e into the cavities of the head there to 
‘We realize that the sheep is an ani-|remain until the next spring, does no 

mal that has a great aversion to water, | doubt cause some of this spuffling and 

and does not fancy baptism by it,|discharge from the nostrils of the 

ag oy ee pouring eA immer- | sheep, but a very ral 0S of it 
sion. we also realize e fact|is caused by a cata t was pro- 

that water applied externally, in the | duced from the sheep getting its fleece 

; form of cold rain storms, is injurious | soaked with water during the last 

to the health of a sheep, and yet with | equinoxial storm, and the storms that 

this knowledge many flock owners al-| followed afterwards. That fleece is 

low their flocks to remain out in the | hardly dry for six weeks. During some 

fields during the fall rainstorms,—in | falls in this country there is not sun- 

fact, not even think of preparing any |shine enough to dry it andit rains 
shelter whatever, until the snow gets |again before the animal heat dries it c 

so deep that they can’t get to the/out. This allowing the flock to re- 

ground, then bring them in, sometimes | main out in the fall rain storms is J 

with their fleeces soaked with water, | causing more loss directly and indirect- 

erowd them into some tight building|ly than any one cause. When the
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; 
‘wool on a sheep’s back which is al-| trouble to bring his sheep under cover 4 ways quite long at this season of the| during storms I will insist that he is 4 year, once gets wet it takes a large | either a very lazy man, or he has not yet : amount of the animal’s vitality to dry | learned to save money by properly car- 5 it again, even if acute pneumonia, | ing for his flock, and no one is to blame : acute or chronic catarrh, or a bronchial| but himself when he has only sheep 
disease is not produced, from which pelts to sell in the spring instead of : 
the animal never fully recovers. Here-| wool and a fine crop of lambs. To the ! 
in lies the grub that started the killing | last man I will say, although your . Process. The little one produced by|father may have been a very good | 
the fly only helped on in the work after | man, and a good farmer, there may : 
it got under way. have been some things concerning the 

Frevention of Grub inthe Mend, | 6 OF disease among sheep that he 
Now tor aremedy. The best one of all| from what he called grub in the head, : 

is to prevent this form of disease. Every } that was not produced from a worm 
flock owner has it within his power to grub, the result of the gad fly, but a 4 
do it if he will. The preservation of | disease created by the exposure to * 
the health of the sheep in this coun-|cold fall rain storms. The money loss 
try requires that they be furnished a|is too great for us to sustain in sheep 7 
Shelter from all fall and winter rains growing by allowing 20, 10, 5, or even 
and wet storms. It is then that the]3 per cent. of the flock to die annually , 
seeds of disease are sown that cul-| from a cause that we can prevent. Our 
minate in the death of the sheep, | fathers with cheaper sheep, may have 
sooner or later. The time to put the} stood it, but we can’t. Neither can we 
sheep to shelter is just before it be-| afford to have 10 or 20 per cent. of our 
gins to rain, not after it is as wet as | flock snuffing around all winter, and 
it can well be. Putting them under produce for us a lot of weakly lambs 
cover then makes matters worse than | that die from the mother being in such 
if they had been left out, from the fact |a condition at the time she was carry- 
that the steaming that is produced | ing it, that she could not impart vitali- 
helps poison the air that they breathe, | ty to it. The flocks of this country are 
and aids in causing disease of the/a far different animal from that of our 
membranes of the head, bronchial tubes | fathers’ and of far more value. We . 
and lungs. Some farme-s in the west | cannot therefore follow the old gentle- 
Keep so many sheep that they think|man’s method and maintain their 
they cannot afford to build sheds or|health and constitutional vigor. Put ; 
large barns to keep them in. Others|the flock under cover, then, just be 
say it is too much trouble, and still | fore it begins to rain, when the equinox- 

others argue that their father used|ial storm comes, and house them from 
5 to let his flock run out the year through, | aj] storms that follow and avoid very K 

and they think he knew pretty near the} much of the head, throat, and lung 
right thing to do by a’ flock of sheep. | disease that is carrying off tiousands 
To the first one I will say you are los-| of sheep annually. 
ing money enough yearly, in dead 

and diseased sheep to pay the cost of] succulent Food Required for Brerding 
building a comfortable shed or stable Ewes. J 
to keep them in. A very comfortable} But this is not all. The proper 
shed can be made with even a few|housing of the flock from the fall , 
poles and straw, if the owner cannot/storms insures a much larger and 

4 afford anything better to build with.|healthier lamb crop the following 3 
‘To the ran who thinks it too much|spring. But I am here to talk upon the 

¢
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ij diseases of sheep, and not lamb rais- | with a feather will 
| ing. The sheep, more than the cow, | both the vitriol and aear te! = and horse, is subject to constipation, | for farmers to use, and will cure any : 

in fact, is known to the veterinary | case of hoofail, if properly used, at any profession as a constipated animal. |stage of the disease before the whole . When the breeding ewe is in a con-| horn of the foot is destroyed. stantly constipated condition during : 
| her pregnant state, we can look for Ber seared of Frentarens. 
f nothing less than dead lambs when the |_ When the farmer sets out to cure . | lambing time comes,—also little or no | hoofail, he needs to make a business | milk for the lamb to subsist upon, and |°f it, and be thorough in his work, } that of a quality that soon causes death |#24 yet there is no need of his being to the lamb. It is too late to remedy | brutal in his manner towards the ani- 

the evil then. Give the ewe a suc-|mal. He needs a pair of toe nippers, 
eulent food of some kind during the |®2d a good stout bladed sharp knife. | ‘winter and thus avoid seeing many of |All detached horn must be removed 
the flock go humped up, with a pinched | if it takes the whole foot, but never 
look, or suffering with colic, commonly | Cut away any horn that is not detach- 
walled the stretches. Turnips have, fora|@d- Work slowly and carefully, re 

| century or more, been the food of all | mMembering that it is a suffering brute 
; breeds of sheep in England, and when | that you are working upon, and a very 

brought to our shores they must have| Sensitive foot. When the cutting is 
them or some food of like nature, or| done have a tub, vat or vessel of some 
they will suffer from constipation be-| kind large enough for a sheep to stand 

| fore spring. Our American Merinos|in conveniently, with enough vitriol 
may go through our long winter with-| solution in to cover the foot to near 
eut a laxative food, but the English) the ankle joint. Make this solution by 
breeds cannot and maintain perfect | dissolving one pound of the vitriok 

health. (sulphate of copper) in two gallons of 
Foot Rot and its Treatment. water. Let the sheep stand in this 

The last disease that I will speak of | full five minutes, or in bad cases ten 
is foot rot, or properly speaking, hoof-| minutes. If there are fungus growths. 
ail. I will not take time to dwell | apply a little of the antimony to them, 
upon the contagious nature of it, or | and let the sheep go in the barn, which- 
the germ that causes it. Farmers care | Should be well bedded with clean 
but little about such things. A cure is| Straw. In a week catch every sheep 
‘what they want. Very many remedies | and repeat the operation, where neces- 

have been offered from time to time |Sary, but little or no cutting will be 
@s sure cures for this disease, but I | required if the first was done properly. 
‘think that we can well banish all of | It is well, however, to let each sheep 

the various acids that are recommend- | Stand in the solution for a few minutes. 
ed, also all of the ointments. They | It will do no harm, even to a well foot. : 

are all perhaps good when properly | Hoofail is not difficult to cure if taken 

used by skilled men, but I am talking | in time, nor even if in the second stage 
to farmers, and propose to put safe | of the disease. It simply needs careful, 

remedies in their hands. The common, thorough work, and the keeping of 
blue vitriol in strong solution will kill | the flock from the wet ground for a . 
the germs of foot rot, and if proud |short time, but like any of the para- 
flesh, or more properly called fungus | sitic diseases mentioned, the flock 
growth have sprung up from the sen-| owner does not want to stand around x 

P Bitive parts of the foot, the but-}and wait until his sheep are rotten 
fer of antimony, applied once or twice | with it before he commences to treat
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it. When a sheep is noticed to bey Mr. Hayes—We have a _ disease 

lame catch it and examine it. Cure | among our sheep, some affection of the 
that one, and don’t wait until half the | brain, something like inflammation of ; 

flock has it before commencing treat-|the brain. The first you notice the 
ment. sheep is a little dizzy, and then it will j 

become partially blind; it will run . Prompt and Thorough Barnes a ers down, and:if you don't do. someniine, 

In conclusion I will say that when ihe first you know it will be dead in 4 
flock owners learn the importance of aboct three or four days, and it ap- 

looking after the so-called little com- | Pears te be catching. 
forts of the animal, which means shel-| )". Smead—Is there any time of the 
ter from storms during the late fall, yeur when this occurs more than any : 

winter and early spring months, when | °t! <r? 
they learn the importance of furnish- Mr. Hayes—Two years ago !t hap- 

ing a succulent.food during the winter, pened in the fall of the year, jv:st be- 

and not only a succulent food, but a|fore the sheep went onto the 

variety of food as the sheep’s appetite |feed- I saw in one paper a recom- 
craves variety and does not long relish mendation to bleed right under the 
any one kind of food if made to whol- | &¥& and those that were bled ‘when 
ly subsist upon it—when the owner they were first taken, got well. I be- 

~ Jearns to study the nature of the ani- lieve as much as anything it is lack 

mals under his care, and strives to | of exercise. 
carry out nature’s laws and not violate Dr. Smead—Probably that and a con- 

them,—then will very much be accom- | Stipated condition. 
plished by way of preventing disease Mr. Hayes—No, they had a variety 

and thus bring sheckles to the owner’s | Of food with sufficient of a suceulent q 

pocket. The intelligence of man has | ature. 
created what there is of merit in the| Dr. Smead—Well, then I should say 

animal to the extent of producing wool | that as quick as you discover it give 

and mutton. Now let man use his in-| the sheep about 4 oz. of Epsom salts. 
tellect in so learning to feed and care | It comes from determination of blood 

for the flock as to not only cure the | to the brain, and we know that it soon 

disease in it, but prevent a large|has to be relieved or there will be 

share of them by better care and more | inflammation of the brain, and then 
rational feeding. your animal will die. 7 

. Mr. Hatch—I have found in my 
Soe practice that it is to my advantage to 

Z Discussion. keep wood ashes and clay where the : 

Mr. Mckerrow—Doctor, what do you | sheep can have access to it at all times. ; 

think of the practice of feeding sulphur} Dr. Smead—Of course wood ashes is . 

with salt and also using copperas in|not a food. They are taken into the 

salt for these parasites? stomach of the animal simply because 

i Dr. Smead—In » case I was certain | it reduces a portion of the fats in the 

there was internal parasites in the|stomach to soap, and in that way 

sheep, I would introduce the copperas. | physics the animal. It shows indiges- 

It is time enough to treat a disease | tion when they want it. 4 

when you are certain there is some-| Mr. McKerrow—Is it possible to have 

thing to treat. Keep up good feeding, | shelters too warm for sheep, and what 7 

leave cut tue sulphur and leave out | is your idea of ventilation? 

' the copperas. Place a box of salt Dr. Smead—I want good, pure air, 

} where the sheep can help themselves | and I don’t want to keep sheep in the | 

; at all times. dark. I would advise some means 

A
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whereby, you can ventilate from above, |on turning sheep out in the morning ‘ or carry off the foul air, that a majority of them had the Mr. Chadwick—I know quite a large snuffes? While after the rain had | F number of people who give tar to their | stopped even if they had been exposed i sheep ou putting it in the trough and | to it, none of them have? sprinkling salt on it. Dr. Smead—y: 5 Dr. Smead—That is on the line of them out in im erg of j turpentines. In the state of New them will 
York the older farmers would go into emma aes oe oe the woods and cut down pine and hem-| trom 9 honse where there is . lack of lock boughs, and draw them into their ventilation. Keep the air pure, keep j sheep yards. They said the sheep| inom housed through the storms and needed something green, but the fact ce fis hay needed’ corething cigs ane keep them comfortable. Keep the r & buildings a sheep is by nature his own doctor, and ela ih a ‘Suche ae when he is allowed to run out in the |” yg. Gillett—How can we detect the , fields he will eat bitter weeds that no scab in sheep? other animal will touch. Now, he Dr. Sm dt | doesn’t always eat those weeds, be- much sate ny ee — cause he likes them, but because it is i - and scratch and tear, often taking off necessary for his own medicine and the wool. You will” notice a small nutrition, perhaps, to a certain extent. eruption on the skin that soon forms Many of these weeds, ‘f we examine in a scab, 
them, we find to be arthrometic. That Mr. Meckin—We often lose the best is one reason why sheep love the pine lambs we have just before weanin . boughs. Consequently if I am going to time, in the latter part of July, mie introduce any medicine whatever to is dhe cause of that? ‘ sheep, it would be in the nature of tur- Dr. Smead—Th : ably die eith pentine or tar. - ney probably die either oe 

from getting something in the pas- Mr. McKerrow—Won't this tar serve 
another purpose in the summer sea- Wire of 8 Dolsonoys Beane Gr IE ey : Son, to keep the gad-fly away from the were very Seshy, I should Ay SRY, 

” oe re died of apoplexy. nose? 
Dr. Smead—If you can apply it often} Mr. pou Ga weak pet ae enough, yes. experience wi king a of sheep Question—How would it do to dip from a short pasture and turning them your flocks once a year? out to heavy pasture, as to how it 
Dr. Smead—That, of course, is ow-| Would effect them? ing to what you would dip for. If Dr. Smead—That would produce there is any special kind of parasite ee 

give them the dip. I have sometimes} Mr. Stowe—I had some sheep last fall thought it might be of advantage in| that came out of the pasture and I the middle of August, when the gad-|2ve them salt and some water, and fly was the most troublesome. I went out in the morning and found Mr. Cole—Do you think that sheep | fourteen dead. We thougit it was on 
will ever contract the foot-rot without | @¢count of the salt water. infection, as for -instance by running | Dr. Smead—It might have been if 
in the wet. they had not been salted for a long 

Dr. Smead—Foul in the foot may be | time. E produced that way, and go on until Question—Wouldn’t it be wise to F there is disease. have a shed adjacent to the pasture so 
Mr. Miller—Have you ever noticed | the sheep could seek shelter during a) F 

. 
ia 
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the storms of summer also, and from ; Question—How do you prepare that i the hot sun? | carbolic dip? ; 
Dr. Smead—Yes, I should advise that | Dr. Smead—You can always make a 3 

right from this platform, if I thought idi good dip providing you can get the there were half a dozen would carry 3 j carbolic acid pure. Get ordinary 2 it out. I believe when we get a little i o | carbolic acid, mix one gallon of crude further up in this sheep knowledge, that i ‘i _ ? carbolic acid, one quart of soft soap, 
there will ee sheds prepared in the| ong one pound of glycerine, and then 
pasture and so arranged that the sheep | <0 one part of this mixture to about can get in them. On this question of i sixty or sixty-five parts of water. 
salting there is danger if a man is go- = e ing to let the sheep go a long time Mr. McKerrow—There are a great 

without. The sheep needs a little salt|™#2Y dips advertised and we cannot every day, and if a man gives his sheep tell which are aaa dips and which 
salt once in three weeks or two weeks, | 27 = Will you please name 
or even one week, they will take a | Some? eee a 
great quantity and are liable to get too Dr. Smead—Little’s isa ip i 
much, because they will drink a lot of |224 So is McDousal’s. They are just 
water and chill the stomach, so that in- | “out the same. 5 ; digestion is produced, and the animal Question—Is the Gruger an irsenical 

is liable to die. es Se oe 
Question—Do you know of any ea ees : 

remedy for dogs among your sheep?| Mr. Martin—Is washing sheep in- 
Dr. Smead—Yes, the best remedy is | jurious to health? 

the gunt Down our way we use sheep| Dr. Smead—It does not do them any 
bells, about one in every ten or twelve | good. 
sheep,—a small sized cow bell, and to} Mr. Elliot—Why are the fine wool 
a great extent it prevents the favages | sheep more apt to have the hoof dis- 
of dogs. The sheep dog is like a sneak | ease by running on damp ground? 
thief, he don’t like noise, and when he Dr. Smead—From the shape of their 
hears twenty or thirty of these bells | ¢oot dirt is apt to accumulate in it. 

, tinkling it scares him. 

See eee 4 

WINTER LAMB RAISING. 

J. S. WOODWARD, Lockport, N. Y. 

Mr. President, Ladies and sens | Of gander tender and gander tough, 
men—We have had mutton served in Good Lord, we thank Thee Lord, 
all kinds of styles to-day, and I fear | we've had enough.” i 
you will be in the condition of the man I was asked to come up here and talk } 
who had goose every meal from Christ- | ¢9 you about winter lamb raising. I 
mas for two or three weeks, and he do not know that there is one in this 
was requested to ask a blessing. ‘This | andience engaged in that business. I 
was what he said: have been in it for about a quarter of a 

century. Like a good many men who 
: “Of gander young, of gander old, | are going to engage in a new business, 
: Of gancer hot of gander cold, I studied it up from books. I went to 

7 
{ 
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New Jersey and took lessons, and I| who want quality, not quantity. If you 
launched out into the business pretty | go into the market and find two lambs 
strong. When the season was over hanging side by side, one weighing 25 I was a little over $350 out of pocket. pounds, dressed, with a well developed 
I have learned better since. I don’t leg of mutton, with plenty of lean | make the same mistake now, although | meat, tender and juicy, with a good 
I am constantly making mistakes. I | thick caul spread over him, that lamb 
am going to give you a few points | will sell for more money than one 
from my methods, those which I have hanging by the side of it, weighing ; found to be the best. In the first place | 45 or 50 pounds that is lean and bony. 
if there is any man in the world who| In lamb raising there is always room 
should be thankful that there are plen-|at the top, but there isn’t any elevator 
ty of rich men in the world it is the! that will take you up. You have to r 
man who is raising wiuter lambs for get up by hard work and close atten- 
an early market. If he had to depend | tion. 
upon the men who are getting from 
six to six times six dollars a week, The Need of a Good Shepherd. 
for his customers, he had better keep| 1@ the first place more depends upon 
out of the business. It is the men of |the man than upon the surroundings 
unbounded wealth, who think a great |®2d the breed. He must be prompt, 
deal more of the gratification of their |Te@dy to act, always full of resources 
appeutes than they do of their gold, | t© meet any emergency;—he must be who buy lambs such as I produce, and |°2¢ of the most patient men you ever ‘ 
you want to seek a market where these | 52W, and one of the best natured, with 
men are found, and the nearer you|® heart full of love and kindness. I 
are to it the better. You can make a| Wouldn’t have a swearing man around 
reasonably good success within the |™y barn under any consideration,—not 
reach of cities that contain a moderate | that I would be afraid that he would 
number of these men, but if you want |Tuin the morals of the little fellows, 
to make a big success, you want to be |for they all go to early graves,—but 
within reach of the cities where there |I never yet saw a swearing man that 
are many of this kind of men who| Was not a passionate man, and you : think more of quality than quantity. do not want that kind around in this 

business. I don’t want a quick, snap- 
ces eee ish, nervous feliow either. I have a I took occasion while in Chicago to | P!S2; : act See 

look up the early lamb market. 1|™22 who is so gentle that when he 
is not busy at his work, you will see him : never sent any lambs to Chicago, and ith a lamb in his arms, hugging and 

60 I looked it up with some care, [| WU 4 2a) kin, "bab: st t 
found several places where they had Missing it, and talking ae . : : it. There is just one thing he won’t what they called spring lamb, but I 2 
only saw one lot of this spring’s lambs do, he wae catch a lamb edi a 
hanging in the shambles of Chicago. He oe ra sents econ ea siceea: 
I did see lambs hanging there that | ™Y babies. 
were spring lambs last year;—they Warm Quarters Required, 
were late lambs and had been fed up| The next thing is in regard to the 

and dressed lamb style, and were being | quarters where the lambs are kept. 
sold for spring lambs the nine of them, |'They must be warm. I put that over 

for fifty dollars. A butcher said to|and above everything else;-I am a 

me: “Tt don’t care about weight, ‘it is|crank on that point. The next thing 
the quality 1 want.” The trouble is to|is to have them dry;—there isn't any 
get the lumbs good enough. The men | animal in the world that is as afraid 
grho us this kind of food are men|of water as a sheep. The next thing 

; ue
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is, you want you quarters airy. Thejis the ordinary stock of the country, 

sheep’s lungs are very sensitive, and| what we call Michigan Merinos. I 

more easily influenced by poisonous | buy them in the Buffalo market. I go 

gases than those of man. We want the|there and pick out good short-legged, 
air in the quarters pure. I have found | heavy bodied, stocky ewes, and then 

it a capital method of ventilating to|I use a Dorset ram. 

have air ehutes or shafts run from the 2 
folds up to and out at the top of the ae Ere nner rite Ese 

. building in number and size proportion- | In the summer of 1890, I experi- 
ate to the capacity of the barn and |™ented by taking 125 ewes. I put 
then by putting trunks, running across | With them a Dorset, a Hampshire and 

the barn from one window to the other. |2 Shorpshire ram. They were all thor- 

About twelve inches deep, and|ushbreds of about the same age. 
about eighteen inches wide, and they ees that bunch of ewes went into 

are so made that when either window | the barn and came to drop their lambs, 
is let down there is a piece of canvas °f the first sixty-two that were drop- 

that comes down, so that the air blows |Ped, there were only three black 
right into this trunk, the underside of faced lambs, three quarters of the 

which is bored with innumerable 3-4| whole crop were Dorset crosses, and 
Inch holes, which throws the air down More than twice as many number 
en the sheep without there being any pairs of twins, in proportion to the 

direct draft. It has been proved by | 2umber of lambs dropped, were from 
experiments that animals require about the Dorset crosses. You ask if it is 

one foot of cubic air to every pound of | 2dvisable to have twins in the business. 
weight, and that is a good rule to go by | It certainly is after a few of the first 

in building your sheep quarters. lambs are dropped. As soon as the 
was cea = first go to market we break up the q 

amen et er twins and by scattering them around 

I believe that all the breeds of sheep | on the different mothers, we have no 

that we have in this country have a/trouble in bringing them forward to 
place, and I have tried them all except | market. 
three. What we want in this business 
is early lambs. A lamb that will get ‘Time of Coupling. 
into tae market before the first day of | The question may be asked as to 

February will sell for twice as much | when we would couple these sheep. 

money as the same lamb would going | You know that the period of gestation ; 

into market after the middle.of April. = sheep is about five months. We like i 
I haye found nothing so good for pro- | to have our lambs begin to drop about 

ducing this very early lamb as what | the first days of November, then we 

is called the Dorset-Horned sheep. | can get them into market about Christ- 

They are not a handsome sheep at all, | mas time. You should not expect that 

and I would not recommend them for} you can take a hundred ewes and get 

general purposes, but for this there a hundred lambs on the first day of 

is nothing equal to them. They will | November. If you get twenty lambs 

drop their lambs at any time that you | you should be a very happy man. We 

want them; they are exceedingly good raise anywhere from four to eight 

milkers, and they are great eaters in hundred. If I wished to raise four 

fact I have never seen an English | hundred I would put the males in 

sheep that was not a good eater, and | early, and I would expect out of five 

1 don’t want an animal around me that | hundred ewes to get four hundred : 

won't eat. I can’t afford to keep|lambs having at least two hunderd 

Worset ewes, and so 7 use grade sheep| lambs fit for market by New Year’s 

aad the best mother I have ever found | day; and by the middle of January I .
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should expect to be sending them along) corn. I want to give the sheep a lively to market, and about the first of variety. I believe if yeu keep your February we would send forty or fifty | ewes in warm quarters, you may give a week out of five hundred ewes, and | them all the succulent food you please I should expect to have at least four | with perfect safety. hundred marketed by the first of May. Saab Peas 
— Sn ene ee sis We have pens, in addition to the six- 

soon as the first killing frost has come | €e2 foot square pens,—little pens with hay racks, lambs and troughs where 
, in the fall, usually by the middle of the lambs always haye somethin: to November,—we sort them according to t 7 s Size and ages, and never put to exceed eat. ‘These are shown in the illustra- tions. They are first fed when they are twenty in a pen. We sort out those y : bout two weeks old, and the learn that are not ix lamb and usually sell ‘ 2 : y them as stores or else breed them for vest preys We feed them first pure, spring lambs, unmixed, new process linseed meal. : The troughs are cleaned every morn- Tne Condition of the Lambs, ing and a new supply put in, and we What we want to get for the market | give them all they want. When they is not a lamb that is exceedingly fat, |are a few weeks older we mix with but a lamb with che largest possible | that generally, cracked corn; very development of lean meat, and we/soon we put in some barley and like have got where we can just about enough a few oats, varying it so as to control the development of muscle and give them variety. The more we can fat ona young animal to suit our-| get them to eat, the faster they grow, selves. The market likes a lamb that |and the more money we can get out has a good caul and a large kidney, |of them. We always cut some clover but they want it with the largest pro-| hay for our lambs, and cut it just portion of lean meat, and in order to | when it is in full bloom, and cure it | produce that we must feed our ani- just right. We save this hay in a mals largely on nitrogenous food, such | special mow for the lambs and as linseed meal and clover, ete. aim to have it in the best conditon. When our sheep are put into winter | Or course, the great trick is to get quarters, we commence to grain them | the first lambs into the market early. every day, increasing gradually from a | We have learned one thing to do, if a : small quantity to full feed. We don’t | lamb is not doing well, to take an old- care how fat a ewe is when she drops | fashioned teapot with a spout to it, and her larb, but it makes a great differ- we buy those rubber feeder cots, and ence upon what kind of food she has| stretch over the spout of the teapot been fattened. If you have fed a ewe and puncture a little hole in it. We al- » on corn meal and timothy hay until she Ways manage to have some new milch has a lamb and she dies, don’t blame cows about the time the lambs are com- your luck, only blame your own ignor- | ing on, and the weakly lambs get a lit- ance. Clover hay is the dry forage we | tle taste of new milk a few times a day prefer to feed. We feed linseed meal, | which helps along wonderfully. After bran and a little corn meal. We also we make the first shipment, we take - feed ensilage, mangolds and flat tur- the best ewes from which the lambs nips. We depend mainly upon the | were taken, and if we have twins, we é mangolds for our root crop. We are | break them up, and put one lamb to 

now feeding our breeding ewes about a ewe and make her own it, and then f four pounds of ensilage to one hundred she fats that one. To do this we have i pounds live weight every day in this}some movable pens, and we put the 
winter and the ensilage is very rich in |lamb and the ewe in one of them to- 4
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gether, and catch the ewe twenty times;also for cleaning out manure two or / 
a day and let the lamb suck. Some-|three times during the winter. 2 ’ 
times we take water weakly tinctured| I have tried many styles of racks 7 
with the essence of peppermint andj|but like ours better than all others ; 
sprinkle the nose of the ewe and /for this purpose. I show the end which : 
sprinkle the lamb, and usually she owns | will give a good idea of the way in : 
the lamb. which it is made. P. P. are the corner 
Sometimes we have had lambs go to | posts, 2x4, 36 inches long, the top eut 

market at six weeks that dressed |Slanting, as shown, to receive the top 4 
thirty-four pounds. They would weigh |beards A. A., which are 1x12 inch ; 
about forty-four to forty-seven pounds|stuff. B. B. are slats 2 1-2 wide, 1 

alive. inch thick, and 18 inches long, and 
A word now, in reference to barns| Should be nailed at the bottom alter- 

and pens. Barns may be made of any | nately to the edges of the boards C. C., ’ 
shape or size desired, only that each| Which are 1x7 inches, with the lower | 
pen for twenty ewes shall contain|edge chamfered to receive the bottom 
320 square feet of space and in addi-| boards D. D., which are about 9 inches . 
tion shall have an annex or small pen,| Wide, or wide enough to be cut to re. | 
6 x 18 or 20 feet into which the lambs| ceive the corner posts and extend be- j 
can go by themselves to eat extra|yend to take the side boards E. E., to 

food. The illustration on p 127 shows|form the grain troughs. The top ends 
a barn 54x72 feet inside—a very con-|of slats are nailed to inner side of 
venient size and shape, and ample|slanting top boards A. A. with wire | 
to accommodate 160 ewes. If so much|nails clinched on the outer side. A 
storage room is not needed the barn, Piece of 2x6 inch plank is cut to naff ; 
may have an upright 44x54 feet, with |on the inner edges of corner posts, 
a leanto on each side of 14 feet, which | its upper edge cut to go up between 
wilt give the same space below for the slanting bottom boards ©. C., and 
ewes. Or the barn may be of the size|to which they and the flat bottom 
first named, and may be double decked, | boards D. D. are all firmly nailed. 
—that is, the floor above the basement} These racks may be of length suffi- 

may be made tight and sheep be kept|cient to divide the pens and sheep can 
in the two stories. In this case it|eat from each side. It is well to have 
will be ample for 320. I have often | about four of the slats B. B. on each 
double decked them and always those | side cut long enough to go to the top 
on the upper floor do the best. of boards A. A., and to be firmly nailed 
Through the middie of the plan as/to them to form cleets to stiffen them 

shown, is an alley 6 feet wide, with a|ard prevent their splitting. 
door at each end and a gate in the} By the dotted lines running across 
alley fences, by which to enter the|the end of the rack I have shown the 

‘ pens. The feeding racks form the par- | boards which are put on to form the 

. titions between the pens. Back of each |end. These racks should be two feet 
pen is the annex for lambs separated | wide from the outside of posts and as 

from the sheep pen by a fence hav- the top board is cut with slant corners 
ing holes or “creeps,” either two in | to fit the slant of each top board A. A., 

each through which the lambs go to) it will be about 30 inches long in its 
eat. Attached to this fence between | extreme width top. 

the “creeps” is the water trough, which; These racks are easily cleaned and 7 

should be always and abundantly sup- are handy to feed in. The troughs at 
plied with clean, fresh water. In each | the bottom cut ail leaves from the hay, 

lamb pen is a hay rack and also trough | take the ensilage roots or grain, or 

for grain. Opposite each pen is a win-| what is better than all else for this 
dow; also two in each end of barn, purpose the lambs cannot get into them 

These for giving plenty of light and!to play “tag.”
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H Discussion. rey not troubled with bad odors in 
/ Question—What price do you get for | “¢ Pens? : these lambs at the weight you have|, !t- Woodward—In answer to the mamed? first question I would say lambs com- 

Mr. Woodward—I have sold them as| ence to drop about the first of No- | high as $18 apiece. vember, and we generally shear in Question—We want about the aver-|¥@uary, There is no trouble if a age of what you will get for the first |™2" is gentle and kind. We use lots aa. of plaster to keep down the odors 
fh Mr. Woodward—A year ago last win-|0f the barn. The sheep racks are kept 

ter we sold a little over 800, and the fall of straw. z, 
average price was $7.46 a head, for|,P'0f- Craig—When do you first turn the whole lot. They nearly all went to oe and rams together? 
New York, where there are men who arn, Woodward—About the first of 
want the lamb and are willing to pay | saa 3 for it. We dress them. I found a! ae ew many ewes do you 
gentleman in Chicago market, who had |” ‘© one ram? 

2 some genuine spring lambs, though} M?. Woodward—About fifty. 
they were not very good ones, and he| Prof. Ls Oo you give them any 
told me he was getting $7.50 for them | SP¢cial food? 
a head, but he said he did not think] Mr. Woodward—No, Sir. I believe this 
that if they were ever so good he|however that if you take a lot of ewes 
could get over $9.00 for them. A man|and shut them up in a yard away from 

; can afford to raise them for $5.00 each. |food for a couple of days or longer, 
Mr. Kingman—Do you use artificial|before you put the males with them, heat in your stables? and then turn them onto good food, 
Mr. Woodward—No, we have more |and give them a little extra food, they 

trouble in keeping cool than warm.|Will be more likely to get in lamb | Our ewes are all shorn as are all our|than they will under common condi- ~ 
sheep, everything, pure breds and | tions. 
all have to be shorn. We shear our| Question—Suppose your lambs are 
breeding ewes for early lamb raising |@ year old now. Would you breed them 
for three reasons;—one is, they take |for early lambs this year? 
jess room; another is, that the lambs| Mr. Woodward—No, I would let them 
don’t run and jump over onto the sheep ; go until the following year. In regard 
S0 much after they have been shorn;|to the age which is best adapted for 
another is, we can keep the quarters | this purpose, at no age is a sheep so 

% warmer. The sheep will give more|tender or require so much care and 
‘ milk too. We aim to keep our sheep nursing as from one to two years old, 

folds as nearly fifty degrees as weland we don’t like that Cass of ewes 
can, and I wouldn’t like to have them|to breed from for early lambs. We 
go below forty. Our water pipes run|don’t want them less than two years 
ail around the ceiling, over the sheep |old. Two years old coming three is a 
fold, and the boys all know that if} good age. 
the sheep fold gets cold, there will be} Mr. Hatch—Do you mean to say that 
trouble with the water pipes. you put those ewes in those small pens 
Question—Do you cut your turnips|and never take them out during the 

or feed them whole? winter? How do they get exercise 
Mr. Woodward—We cut the turnips. | enough? 

We can’t afford to furnish muscle to} Mr. Woodward—I am not one of the 
sheep to cut them. exercise cranks. I do’not believe there 
Question—Do you shear these ewes/is a man in the world who has experi- 5 

before the lambs are dropped? Are| mented. more than I have to ascertain e 

te
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about how much exercise a sheep | that a ewe that has a lamb early this 
needs. All the exercise they get over winter, between now and the middle 4 and above the actual want of nature | of this month, is ten times as likely 
is a loss to me, because it is made | to have a lamb next November, as one 7 at the expense of my food. I have | that I bought that had a lamb along 
watched the sheep a great deal, and I | in April or May. Sometimes I keep 4 don’t believe that they are so stupid | those until they die of old age. As , but what if they needed exercise they | long as a ewe will raise me a lamb 
would know it, and they don’t show | every year that I can sell for from six 
any such need. The little lambs need | to ten dollars, I don’t turn her off. ] exercise and they get it. I have Mr. Chadwick—What percentage of 
watched the ewes, and I never yet saw lambs do you raise from your breeding 
a mature sheep take one single step ewes? 
for exercise. One of these exercise Mr. Woodward—If we wanted to 
cranks came to my place once, and I\raise five hundred lambs, we put the showed him about. While doing so I) males with at least six hundred ewes. , asked him what he thought of it, and | Mr Fox—I am one of the exercise 
he said, “I have seen my sheep when | cranks that Mr. Woodward talks about. they were in the pasture, in a nice |y am very much opposed to enclosing 
June day, in the clover up to their the ewes, or surrounding them with 
eyes, and I never saw them when they | any hindrance to all the exercise 
looked as extremely happy as yours do|tney will take. I should divide my in the pens. They are as plump aS flock into two sections for the winter. ticks, and in the best condition.” I One section is turned onto a reserved said, “Those sheep have not been out blue grass pasture, in which is located 
of those folds since they were put | an open cattle shed, always kept well 
in in November, and they won't be till' headed with straw, in which the sheep they get onto pasture in the spring.” |can le down if they choose. ‘That ts 
Mr. McKerrow—<According to my ex-' the kind ‘of housing that we give that perience, if you are going to keep ewes : flock, the store sheep. The breeding over to drop lambs in March and April, |ewes are brought down to buildings ‘ in this Wisconsin climate, you must | where We can control the temperature. 

give them exercise. | We oblige the ewes to go out every 
Mr. Woodward—I would not keep day about eleven o'clock, and again 

them in this Wisconsin climate. I | about three and they get a lot of ex- would make an‘ artificial climate, to|ercise. I have not wintered less than ; suit the sheep. I have followed this la hundred and fifty per cent. of live 
Practice for twenty years. No sheep|lambs for ten years, and we have often 
that I owned has been out of doors|cut the tails off of a hundred and 
in winter except as an experiment for eighty per cent. This last year I these twenty years. wintered a hundred and seventy per 

Dr. Smead—These ewes that you are | Cent of lambs, not including what died 
raising winter lambs. from dropped |between the time we cut their tails their lambs in November. Do you car-|f and the time they were taken from ty those over until the next year and|the ewe. I give my shepherds a cer- breed from them? tain amount of money per head for 
Mr. Woodward—Yes, from the best |¢Very lamb over and above the regular 

ones. I am constantly changing some|Complement, and at weaning time, is of my ewes. I find some ewes that|the day of reckoming between us. 
can’t be induced to accept another; Mr. Woodward—Did you ever try lamb. All the best ewes and all those keeping the ewes in airy warm quar- 
that are perfect and not beyond a/|ters, where they have at least sixteen 
eertain age, I keep over. I find this,— square feet each of floor room? 

9—B.
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Mr. Fox—I have. I noticed the;40 Hampshire ewes. He bought them, 
a amount of space that you have pro-|and when I met the gentleman he told 

‘ vided for your ewes, and we would|me he was ashamed of the sheep. I- 

4 aike more for ours. I have tried them|told him he need not be, for I had 

in warm barns, ve discari e|seen store sheep before tha’ ii ba: but have di: ‘ded th tore shi bef that had been 
} barns altogether for the sheep, except-|shipped long distances. I think they 

f ing occasionally, where we are feed-'had been abused on the voyage. I 

‘ ing off a lot to market them in fat/{took those 40 ewes, put them in the i 
ie -condition. I would endorse your plan|car, and sent them home, and sent 

3 just on the same principle that the| word to my nephew to feed them in 
Mu poultry man acts on in fattening his|the barn. I must say I was ashamed 
‘ -capon. It is all right if you want to|of ‘their condition. They were just 

ii fatten an animal. skin and bones;—they had been starved 
Mr. Miller—We have three different |and choked to death. I told him to 

sf sheep pens; two of them are so situ-|Say nothing to anyone about our having 
ated that the sheep that are in them |them, but to keep them in the barn. 

4; can get really no exercise. a the gentlemen here have said 
to one of them that hold about seventy |that sheep that are housed produce a 

: ewes, we have a large yard. We have smaller percentage of lambs than they 
| had those pens for the last twenty ee if they are out in the pasture. These 

| years, I believe, and while at first we |Sheep were put in the barns in July, 
| thought there was no difference as to|having come from close quarters on 
{ the success in raising lambs, we have | ship for the previous two weeks and : 

| come to the conclusion that the pens| Were not out of doors until the next 

; with the yard attached have given us June, and those forty ewes raised 75 
the best satisfaction. Two or three |nice lambs. They got in lamb in the P 
years ago, it was almost absolutely|barn, and they dropped their lambs 

{ necessary that we should feed a very ie the barn along in January and Feb- 
| heavy supply of roots. We had come|ruary. I think some of these gentle- 
j to the conclusion before that ee ee ee a live =e much 

a heavy quantity of roots were fed,|on succule 5 never have a - 

| the ewes did not have oe good ee [Sree ied Be = sit etn ‘ 
cess in raising lambs, the claim being | nan loes not eat som 

t that it produced a soft ae aN ap- (eee sre eevee — oy 

pearance 
in the ewe, which, of course, | trouble h my lambs. 

is not consistent with what we wish, | that thei? conditions are different from 

t We fed clover hay also. As a general aes Very likely they do not make 

| thing we feed very little grain,—if any, |all the conditions as near right as we - 

we feed oats and bran, never more | do. 
than half a pound when the supply | Dr. Smead—I think these gentlemen 

} of roots is plentiful. We never had |are all right, but they look at the thing 

good results until we adopted the plan from different points of view. Mr. 

cur whoop work Sor 6. living. Sey car inngeue Gk Ses Se 
| perience has settled the fact to my | merino isn’t a mutton sheep, and they 
| satisfaction that sheep cannot be kept | stand a different kind of close con- 

fat without having exercise, for any |fimement. It is his habit, also, as he 
lenght of time and keep in good con- | tells us, to select those of peculiar milk- 

dition. |ing value. The vital powers of such 
Mr. Woodward—In 1890 I asked a/a ewe are used up in the production 

friend who was going over to Sinesand) OF milk to grow lambs. Now, in re- 
to go into a certain flock that I had | gard to his pure bred sheep, he has t 

seen the year before and buy. me told us these Hampshire ewes dropped
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their lambs shortly after they went | weigh 200 pounds would grow a big, 4 
into the barn. I believe it is necessary bony lamb. I tried the other breeds, fj 

for all animals to have more or less ex-|and I satisfied myself very well as to ia 
ercise, especially all pregnant ani- | which is the best. You cannot afford : 
mals up to the time they drop their to use pure bred mothers for this busi- 7 
young. These were in thin condition! ness at the present price. I never let 4 when they went into the barn and)/my ewes get fat. I only feed them 
dropped hieir lambs and were giving|to get them in the best condition for Z 
milk before they got to a better con-|productiveness and maternity, and “ 

: dition. the success of the lamb is what I am ’ 
Mr. Woodward—The doctor misun-|after. I am erowding them for the 4 

derstood what I said. These Hamp-| market. 
shire ewes were shipped from England| Question—How long can you feed 
the last of June, landed in New York | corn to breeding ewes safely? 
in July, went immediately into the! Mr. Woodward—We are feeding a lit- 
barns, had the rams put with them |tle right along now but I would much 
in August, dropped lambs in January |prefer.a mixed ration of which wheat 
and February, and during all this time | bran constituted a good part. I would- 
never saw the outside or had more|n’t advise the use of shocked corn ] 
exercise than what was taken in pens|right up to lambing time without they 
as described. Farther I find that my!were in the hands of an experienced 
merino ewes that have been closely|man and running out of doors in a 
housed and highly fed to raise a winter | Wisconsin winter. A good careful shep- 
jamb when carried over to the second herd will watch his ewes and he can 
winter always do better and raise | tall what ought to be done. 
better lambs than they did the first} Question—Have you ever had any ex- 
winter. I too believe that all ani-| perience with goiter in lambs? 
mals should have sufficient exercise! Mr. Woodward—Yes, but very little. 
for their health, but prefer mine should | I suppose there is not a flock owner 
get it in a well ventilated warm barn|in the north but what has had some 

" than in an open field in a Wisconsin |experience with it. 
winter. Question—To what do you attribute 

Mr. Foster—According to the figur-|it? 
ing Mr. Woodward has done here he} Mr. Woodward—That is a very easy 
had about 90 per cent. of lambs out| question to answer. I don’t know. 

j of six hundred ewes. Question—What does Dr. Smead say 7 
. Mr. Woodward—This gentleman does | about it? 

not understand me. The ewes that do| Dr. Smead—I say I don’t know. There not get in lamb early go out. Of course |isn’t a man in the United States who 
the whole five hundred of those ewes | does know, but there are a great many 
have lambs. If I get 400 in lamb I/ theories in regard to it. I do not think do exceedingly well so early. there is any one cause; I believe there 

Mr. Foster—Wouldn’t you find a/|is a combination of causes. 
Down cross a little more advantageous! Question—I have had it in my flock, 
to you? and I attributed it largely to feeding P 

Mr. Woodward—I have tried most of | corn. 
the breeds of sheep. When I first com-| Dr. Smead—And I know another man 
menced this business I bought 350 thor-|down in the state of New York, and 
oughbred and high grade Cotswolds. |he attributed it to feeding clover hay. 
But I could not get these ewes to|Another man says, “Why, my sheep 
have lambs before the first day of Jan-|haye had: nothing but soft water.” 
uary to save my life, and when they| Another man says, “For my sheep the 
did, a great big Cotswold that would water is too hard.” I don’t believe any
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one of those causes ever produced it.|folds. about twice during the winter, 
I will say that in-breeding is coniucive| What accumulates after the last clean- 
to goiter. I believe that the sheep|ing we allow to remain undisturbed 
has a tendency towards tuber-| until succeeding fall to apply to wheat 

} eulosis in a lesser degree than|or meadows. We have no sheds on: 
Ly cows, and I believe that under certain/our premises. We have found them 

I conditions it can be brought out, and| the coldest place on the farm. 
i wile it will not manifest itself in the} Mr. Fox—By allowing the manure to 
4 same way, it would manifest itself by | lie so long in barns is there not danger 
} a granular enlargement in the lamb,/|that it will heat and deleterious gases 

so I will say that enlarged glands, just | form? 
} for the time being, indicate a tubercu-| Mr. Woodward—The sheep pack the | 
i locis tendency, which is brought out|manure very firmly, and if plenty of 
Ho by some conditions in the feeding dur-| absorbent is used, or plenty of bedding 
' ing the winter. We will probably | used, there is no great danger of any . 

: know more about this matter in a year} bad results. , 
H or two. Prof. Graig—What absorbent would 

My. Woodward—Once in Michigan |you use and how apply it? 
when I went up after a lot of ewes,| Mr. Woodward—We use land plaster. 

} I met a man who told me he had a|Fine dry earth or muck is very good. 
t flock of 100 ewes and they all had/If you attempt to scatter plaster or 

lambs, and out of the 100 he only;dry duct in the pens among the sheep- 
raised three, the balance dying with |in the day time, it will greatly frighten 

| goiter. He offered to sell me these|/them. To avoid this, we scatter it in 
ewes for so much money. I said I|the dark at night, being careful to 
never had had the goiter, and I was|avoid throwing it upon the sheep. 
willing to take my chances, so] Mr. Fox—How should the lambs be 
T bought those ewes, took them home, | dressed to sell to the best advantage? 

| and I never saw a nicer lot of lambs,| Mr. Woodward—The lamb should be 
| and not a sign of goiter in one of|hog dressed, that is, it should be thor- 

them. oughly bled, should be skinned down 
Mr. Noyes—Is there as much goiter|the hind legs, the hind feet being cut 

in the mutton breeds as in the fine|off attached to the skin, it should be 
‘wools? skinned down the belly to the brisket. 

o | It should then be split down the bris- 
Dr_ Emead—Not #6 aries my GUS Otek (ohana ee Gee eae vation goes. 

The bowels should then be removed. 
Prof. Craig—My experience has been |mne caul being first carefully taken off 

a little different from Mr. Woodwards. and put where it will be kept warm. A 

I have known ewes with these large pair of cross sticks are then put across. 
glands transmit them to their lambs. the back, the ends passing through the 

I have tried a good many things to edge of sides so as to open the carcass 
get over it and I sueceeded last year | wiae exposing the kidneys. The hind 
in saving a lamb by bleeding it. I! 145, should be tied together firmly and 

‘ took the lamb, bled it slightly through the caul then be spread oyer the open- 
a vein in the neck. When a lamb gets ing in the abdomen and come weil up 
so that it ean breathe all right, it will around the hams or more properly the 

pull through. front side of the legs. 
Mr. Hayes—Do you allow the manure} Mr. MeKerrow—What plan do you 

to aecumulate in the barn? How often | adopt to dry the ewes when the lambs 
do you find it necessary to clean your|are weaned so early? ‘3 

sheds? Mr. Woodward—We simply reduee 
Mr. Woodward—We clean our sheep) their feed somewhat, taking away all 

3 ae I
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succulent food and if necessary miik| that came upon the market improperly 
them out once or twice. dressed. The Rural correspondent « 

Mr. Cole—How do you prepare the|states that’ it had been poorly bled 
lambs for shipment to market? as the meat had a dark, unattractive ; 

Mr. Woodward—We wrap the lamb/color. The dressing was considered te f 
in clean muslin, covering all parjs from 4 
which’ the skin was taken. A piece of \ 
burlap is then put around so as to i \ e : 
cover the muslin, and this is firmly {' “we 
sewed up. Of course no attempt is VA  \N, ; 
made to cover those parts not skinned, y \\ 
4ncluding the head. (ea N \ i j 

Prof. Craig—Do you dock and cas- 3 - 

trate the lambs before selling them? Ice \X \ 7 
And if so, what method do you fol- eS \ % 
low? Y yy, NY 8 

Mr. Woodward—We never dock any. Le a 

‘We do, however, castrate al. males / A ZEEN 
at from two to three days old. We (ES = 

find that wether lambs make better ' —ThL———— 
gain and die better. To castrate, we We ot Ww A 
cut off end of sack and pull male i) ae NH 
organs out with pair of pinchers, or) (3 KY 

if strong enough, with thumb and | eS, j 
forefinger. We have sometimes cut off a wy 
the entire sack, and if this be done | ‘ Ye St 
when lambs are not over two days old, | WSF | SY 
and it be done with a pair of sheep ae 
shears, it is a very good way. cia ts A 

Mr. Hatch—In shearing your sheep fo iw a wl 
at the season you do, have you found He JU x 4 
that there is a tendency for the fleece Riso eee AS j 
to drop off during the warm seasons SN er ‘or A, 
of the year? SRA Aik. , ty 4 

Mr. Woodward—Not in the least. SFA WE ? 
es ESAs SS ; 

EROS Re 
The illustrations that are here pre- = aia) 

sented show in a graphic manner the Cogs: 
main features of Mr. Woodward’s de- x5 Wen nee, 
scription. They have been kindly ANE SA 
loaned by the Rural New Yorker BNR S ae 

| and have been made from subjects eS eee wae 
| obtained in a New York dealer’s store. x Ws \ 

Figure 1 represents a properly dressed eM BY eps b 
Jamb with wrappings rolled back to Le \ Tee: z 4 

show the arrangement of the caul ae CARS 4, : 
and the muslin. In figure 2 the manner cA Be? i i 
of fastening the cross sticks or skewers a yi if 

* across the back of the lamb is shown. oye? XG 
The lamb flustrated in figure 3 has a Nn 
‘been prepared for market and is ready . ) 
for shipment. It is tightly and neatly 6) 
sewn in burlap. Figure 4 shows a lamb , Rig. L ite 

4
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Hl that hasbeen done ina slovenly man- tight and wrong methods of prepara- H mer, as the backsets were so short that| tion for market were found to be of H the carcass was rolled too far over, |about equal quality but it is stated | if breaking some of the ribs and the caul|that the one would not sell for much fi was not evenly and neatly spread over|more than one-half as much as the } the kidneys. The two lambs showing the | other. . 
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STATEMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT 

SHEEP, 

These statements and suggestions Hints for Beginners q 
have been summarized from the sheep| 11. Study your farm conditions so i 

sessions of the past two years. They|as to be able to select sheep suitable 4 
are presented in this way so as to|for your locality. 1 

enable the reader to get at the kernel; 12. There is no breed suitabie for i 

without the labor of cracking the shell. | 911 conditions. ‘ 

Claims Made for Steep. 13. There are so many sheep that i 

i. They are profitabla. Instances |it is easy to choose sheep adapted for” 
are given where breeding ewes have|any locality. 

* yielded a profit of $12.60 per head;| 14. Of all things use a pure bred 

where fat lambs, made to weigh 115|ram. 
pounds at nine months of age, have} 15. It is possible to begin with 
sold for six cents per pound, during! grade American Merinos and by con- 
the last five years; where a breeding secutive crossing with Shropshires or 

ewe has given annually a profit of ten|Oxfords get good mutton sheep. 
to fifteen dollars; where a farm was| 16. A source of failure in crossing , 

bought for three thousand dollars, with |the Merino with mutton sheep has been 

one thousand dollars down and the rest|that the shepherd used to Merinos did } 

to be paid in two years, and during/not feed the crosses sufficient. ; 
that time the sheep paid fifteen hun-| 17. Before beginning to select a } 

dred dolars and the original number | flock of ewes, one should have a dis- | 

remained; where they have made land|tinct type in mind and pick carefully 
worth sixty dollars an acre from that to this type. 
worth twenty-five. | 18. Field rams always give the J 

2. They weaken the soil least and farmer the best results in produce. } 
strengthen it most. 19. Avoid the use of highly fitted, ji 

3. They are enemies of weeds. stable fed, show rams. i 

4. The care they need is required) 20. Select the rams carefully; con- i 
when other farm operations are slack.' tinue to grade towards a better type; i 

5. The amount of investment need cull out those deficient, and the flock i 

not be large. | wil respond promptly to the effort. j 
6. The returns are quick and many. | 21. A big, coarse-boned ewe with a ‘ 

7. They are the quietest and easiest streng head and thick neck is not the 
handled of all farm stock. | right sort to raise a good vigorous 4 

8. Other farm products are made lamb and suckle it properly for two | 

2 more largely from cash grains while months. i 

those from the sheep are made princi-| 22. The ewe of right type should i 
pally from pasture. : be medium sized, weighing in moderate 

9. There is no other product of the fiesh, 150 pounds at least, as a yearling. \ 

farm that has fluctuated so slightly in; 23. In buying sheep keep the most 
value as good mutton. | profitable type in view; pick to that as 

10. By comparison wool costs noth- closely as possible; take the best and 
ing, for does not the horse and cow, in leave the cws. 

shedding their coats waste what 24. The demand of today is for a 
the sheep saves? _sheep that may be made ready for 

Se
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market any time before it becomes 41. The thrift of the ewes and lambs 

twelve months old. depends on change of pasture in sum- 

Management of the Flock | mer. ; 

25. Before you can tend your sheep |. 42 It does not do to wait until your 

: well you must make a study of them. flock is failing before changing their 

26. In dividing the flock pay atten-, Pastures to make them improve again. 

tion to age, size and condition. | 48. Pastures containing a mixture of : 
27. The ewes should be in fleshy ST@SS¢S and clovers keep the sheep in 

condition in the fall. Feed one-half the best thrift. 

pound of oats daily until they become 44. It is a good plan to change the 
£0. sheep from one pasture to another 

} 28 A grain-fed flock will yield two Very week or ten days. 
pounds per head more wool than one 45. Oats and tares mixed make a 

poorly fed. good supplement for the pastures. 

29. All ewes with unsound mouths, 46 Give the flock, including the 

{njured udders and bad coats should lambs, the aftermath of timothy and 

be fed for market. clover. 
30. Select those ewes to remain in 474 The best satisfaction will be * 

the flock that have been the most Ptained from clover as a sheep food, 

prolific and the best mickers. by cutting it when it reaches full 
31. Breed your ewes to a pure bred bloom, putting it in cocks, leaving it 

male of the same breed so that each to sweat a short while, then airing it 

year the increase will be better than 9d putting It in the barn quite green. 
the year before. | 48. A ton of clover put up in the 

32, Ewe lambs should not be bred Tight way will come out green, and it 
until they are eighteen months old. |i8 worth two, and in some instances 

33. A good daily ration for a breed- three tons put up so that it comes 

ing ewe is two pounds of clover hay out in bad condition. 

or corn fodder, three pounds of silage 49. Clover is a benefit to the farm 

or roots, and one quarter pound of oats | and a good food for the flock. 

in ear:y winter, changed to one-quarter 50. Give the breeding ewe succulent 

| of a pound of bran in the spring. food of some kind during the winter 

34. Supply ewes with salt and clean and thus avoid seeing many of them 

drinking water at all times. humped up, with a pinched look, sut- 
35. Do not keep more than fifty fering with colic, which is commonly 

| eaeein a ade pen | called the stretches. , 

36. Breeding ewes should have ex- Treatment of Lambs. 

1 ercise and should not be confined in| 51. A lamb dropped in March will 

warm, close buildings. outstrip the later lambs during the | 

87. Before being put on pasture the | hot weather of August and September. 

ewes should be tagged. 52. Keep a service record so that 

q 38. When the flock is turned out in| you will know when the lambs will be 

d the spring after having a roof over dropped. 

them and protected from the winter| 53. Provide lambing pens for com- * 

' showers, it is important that they be| fort of ewes and safety of lambs. 

q not exposed to any rough weather. 54. Be on hand at lambing time to 

39. They shoud not be permitted |see that each lamb is on its feet and 

. to depend solely on the soft, washy | feeding. 

| grasses of early spring. 55. Teach the lambs to eat a mix- 

40, There should be no decrease in| ture of two parts bran and one part 

4 the quantity of hay and grain fed|oil meal by weight as early as possible. 

to the ewes until they have been on] 56. Arrange a lamb creep and 

pasture for some time. trough for the lambs. 

<li
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7. The lambs should be castrated fattening process are to know the ap- 

wlien from three to four weeks old petites of the sheep and satisfy these 

and docked a few days later. | the fullest extent. 
58. About two weeks after the ewes} 69. When two weeks old the lambs 4 

have been shorn dip the lambs. will begin to eat grain, and by the 4 

59. Wean the Jambs when three and time it is proper to wean them they 

a half to four months old. will eat 1-2 to 3-4 of a pound per head 

60. Clover aftermath is the best| per day, and on this and good pasture 

pasture for lambs that have been| they will make an average gain of ; 

weaned. from 3 to 4 1-2 pounds per week. 

61. Barly maturity and profit in} 70, After weaning about 1-2 pounds j 

feeding are so closely associated that|of oats should be fed and increased 

every feeder realizes the necessity of gradually until fattening begins. With j 

securing the former to obtain the latter. | common pasture and this ration 212 

Feeding Lambs. pounds per head per week is fair gain. t 

62. Lambs fed grain before wean- Fattening Wethers f 

ing made an average weekly gain dur-| 71, Wethers in hearty condition will q 

~ 4ng ten weeks of 4.48 pounds per head; | eat about 1 1-2 pounds of roots or sil- i 

those fed no grain gained in the same} age and when on full ration 2 pounds ; 

time 3.6 pounds per head weekly. The | of grain mixture per head daily and on 

cost of the gain amounted to 18 cents | this they will average 2 3-4 pounds per 
per head. If sold at the time of wean-) pead in weekly gain fe 

ing the lambs that received grain would) 72, Be sure and hive the wethers 

have yielded a profit of 72 cents more free from ticks before begirning to y 

per head than the others. fatten them. 

63. In the nineteen weeks interven- 73, The benefit from shearing the 

ing between the time of weaning and ethers about the middle of October, 

before fattening, the lambs receiving | hefore they are fattened appears in the 

grain made an average weekly gain of | effect the removel of the fleece has in 

2.69, while those not receiving grain jastening the maturity of the sheep. i 

| made a weekly gain of 157 pounds, 74, }eed a variety of fodders. | 

per head. The grain cost $147 per 75, Feed them often all they will t 
head. The difference in the market eat eagerly. i 

value if sold at the end of the period 76, Keep the feed troughs clean. | 

would have been $2.09 per head in 77. See that they are dry and quiet 

favor of the grain fed lambs. in their pens. : 

64. The fact that the lambs had or 7g. For quick fattening it is best to | 
had not received grain previous to the jeep the sheep confined in small but { 

fattening did not have any appreciable | el] ventilated pens. a j 

¢ effect on the rate of increase during 79. Do not keep more than twenty- $ 

the fattening period which followed.  gye in a single pen. | 

65. The lambs that received grain go, ‘Be careful in damp weather to 

previous to the time of fattening jeep the grain troughs clean and feed 

sheared heavier and the fibres of the slightly less. 

fleece were longer. 81. Feed at the same time each day. 

66. The greatest and most profitable go Keep them out of storms. 

gain is made by the lamb before it is 

eaned. Rape for Fattening Sheep. 

67. It is found specially beneficial 83. Rape has been sufficiently tested 

to feed grain to the lambs when they to prove its adaptibility to Wisconsin’s 

were being weaned. climatic conditions. 

68. The two leading directions con- 84. Rape is a valuable fodder for 

nected with feeding sheep during the the fall fattening of sheep. 

»
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85. The Dwarf Essex variety is the ing 40 to 50 a week and by the first of 

best to sow. | May the 400 would likely be marketed. 

86. Plow the land late in the fall or| 99. The ewes and rams should be 

early in the spring and make the soil | first turned together about the first of 

rich. June. 

87. It is desirable to make the soil| 100. About fifty ewes should be al- 

for about two inches of fine tilth with | lowed to each ram. 

a disc or a spring tooth harrow. 101. The breeding ewes selected for 
88. Drill in rows two anda half feet| early lamb raising should be shorn : 

apart with a Planet, Jr. drill, sowing|in the fall because they will then oc- 

= two and one-half pounds per} ¢ypy less room, the lambs do not have 

= the opportunity of injuring the fleece 

89. The first or second week in July by oe ae Saat . the ewes, 

is the best time to sow it for feeding |anq in addition the quarters may be 
the latter part of September or fore kept warmer than if the fleeces were 

part of October. — not removed. 

90. Cultivate with a fine tooth culti-) 492, The lambs should begin to drop 
yator until the rape plants are large | apout the first day of November, then 

enough to cover the ground. they can be put on the market about 
91. Sheep should not be allowed to} Christmas time. 

go into the rape field without having 103. The quarters for the lambs 

_ a te ee Drees: must be warm and properly ventilated. 
2. When hungry ey gorge 

; 104. Small pens and troughs should 
. themselves on it and bloating will re- be provided for the lambs so that they 

os It is a good plan to grow some may feed frequently without being in- 

rape in several fields so that when ae the —— cee , 

your hay or grain fs cut you can turn rocess linseed al unmixed, gives 
in a flock of sheep and they will have ae a reoatia F x 

access to both grass and rape. my 

94. It is advisable to feed some bran Boe Blandi aa sues Kil 

or oats to the sheep when they are diti “4 divs eamieal ssi 

first turned on the rape. . ce te eee 
107. The more the lambs can be 

Winter Lamb Raising. made to eat the faster they grow and 

95. In the early lamb market the|the more money there is to be made 

lamb weighing 25 pounds dressed, with | out of them. 

| a well developed leg of mutton with| 108. The lambs should have some 

plenty of lean meat, tender and juicy, | well cured clover hay cut for them. 

with a good thick caul spread over him| 109. For weak and baekward lambs 

will sell for more money than the| fresh cow’s milk is nourishing. é 

lamb weighing 45 pounds that is lean} 110. The males should be castrated 

and bony. when two or three days old. 

96. The market likes a lamb that has| 111. After the first shipment is made 

a good caul, a large kidney and the divide the twin lambs remaining among ) 

largest proportion of lean meat. the best ewes. | 

97. The Dorsets have given the best] 112. The lambs require special dress- 

satisfaction for early lamb raising. ing for this market. 

98. Out of five hundred ewes you} 113. In preparing the lambs for 

may expect to get four hundred lambs market after they kave been dressed 

that will be fit for market by New | they should be covered with clean 

Years day, and by the first week of muslin and then put in a piece of bur- 

February you may exnect to be send- lap and firmly sewed. 

pane
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Treatment of Sheep Diseases. really resulted from disease created by ! 

114. Dip the ewes for ticks andpexposure to cold fall rain storms. | 

scab. : : 123. The flockmaster cannot afford | 

115. A dip in which the killing ele-| to have 10 or 20 per cent. of his flock i 

ment is earbolic acid is better than one|snuffling all winter and producing i 

in which the destructive agent is arsen-| weakly lambs that die because of the 14 

ic. The former leaves an odor that | condition of the mother when pregnant. 14 

will last for weeks and thus prevent | kind care and proper shelter will lessen { 

the attack of flies and keep the sheep | this. 
i 

from becoming infected if brought in bs 
i 

b a. 12% The proper time to give any 

ee ae pated ete dip medicine for the destruction of intesti- 

for 100 sheep is 100 gallons of water, pagans is when the stomachs are 7 

the juice from 25 pounds of tobacco, ee ws oceania ok sete i 

and 10 pounds of sulphur. 2 turp i 

117. Eee scab, aa the sbeep again is the best remedy for any of the in- 

after two weeks’ interval. ternal parasites of sheep. For a full 

118. When dipping see that the | grown sheep give atablespoonful when ¢ i 

sey are ot rented of ety |e ta fring mormon ted | 
119. ey should be at least one 

f 

minute in fe bath. of the quantity mixed with about four i 

420.° Keep the fluid stirred. times as much raw linseed oil to 1 

121. The preservation of the health loosen the irritation. 
i] 

of the sheep in this country reaquires | 126. Common blue vitriol in strong 13 

that they be furnished shelter from all | solution will kill the germs of foot rot i 

fall and winter rains. | and if proud flesh is present butter of ie 

122. Many sheep die from et applic. once or twice with { 

some may call grub in the head which 1a feather will destroy it. 
\ 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 P. M. pyocst Duet, Mrs. Blankenburg and 

Mr. Goodrich in the Chair. Mr. Breed. : 

; eee 

WHAT THE WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EX- 

PERIMENT STATION IS DUING FOR 

THE FARMER. 

Prof. W. A. HENRY. 

The Agricultural College is a divi-|are satisfied with the present condi- 

sion of the great work of our State Uni-| tion of these factories, those whosknow 

versity. This division is further di-|the most of them and their workings 

vided into three departments. The first | are far from satisfied with them. Sev- q 

| work is that of investigation, the sec-|eral years since creameries came into 

ond teaching young men who come to/| operation through gathering cream; in 

the Agricultural College for instruc-|a short time farmers had learned how 

tion, and third, carrying instruction to|to dilute the cream and were cheating 

the farming people through the Farm-| the life out of such ereameries as were 

er’s Institute. All before me in this|not cheating the farmers. The oil test 

audience are for the time being in at-|churn came into use, and though an 

tendance on the work of the State} imperfect instrument was most help- 

University through the College of Agri-|ful in regulating the business. Cream 

culture. I place the work of the Ex-| gathering had vital difficulties, and the 

: periment station first because in many | power centrifugal separator made the 

respects it is the most difficult, and in | drawing of all milk to the factory pos- 

others the most important. The United|sible. But at once one class of dis- 

States government makes an appropri-|honest people put water into the milk 

ation of $15,000 annually to each ehiel oe took off some of the cream, while 

in the Union for experimental work.| another proceeded to accomplish the 

In addition to this the state of Wis-|same end by keeping cows that gave 

consin gives annually about $5,000 for| thin milk. The life of factory dairying 

this same specific purpose, and on|was in the balance. Honest people 

these two funds the Experiment Sta-| could not be associated with dishonest 

tion is maintained. A number of lines| people and would leave the factory and 

of work are undertaken, the most im-|handle their own milk. Factories 

portant being investigation in the mat-| could not live with only dishonest 

ters connected with the dairy. - |dairymen for patrons. Recognizing 

Ouc. Dairy Industry. the situation I set one of our chemists, 

Already Wisconsin has about 1,600 Mr. Short, to work to devise a simple 

i creameries and cheese factories and milk test. When you remember that 

the number is increasing rapidly. I for fifty years chemists had been at | 

am pleased to say that while many |work on this problem and that scores 

:
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f 

of devices had been sent forth you|at least once a week and samples of f 

will agree it must have been no easy | milk will be analyzed to determine j 

task. After a year’s study Short’s| the standing of each cow in the herd. | 

milk test was given to the public. It This done the good cows will be better | 

was correct but unfortnately had pad |fed and cared for than ever before, } 

defects. Then came the Patrick test | and the poor ones will no longer re t 

from the Iowa Experiment Station, |main on the farm “eating their heads 

which was a great improvement over | off.” I believe the Babcock milk test j 

the Short’s test. But this test was| will return to the farmers of Wiscon- 1 

making its way too slowly and our sin every year many times what her { 

dairymen were constantly urging the | experiment station costs. 

necessity of something still better. | Swine Feeding Experiments. } 

The Raheock Test. | In swine feeding a large number of | 

It was then Iurged Dr Babcock to |experiments have been conducted. | 

start about the work, and to be brief, for | Among the results brought out is the t 

time presses, the Babcock milk test was | high value of skim milk for making 

given to the world without patent or | the bones of hogs strong, the bene : 

hindrance of any kind. When chemists | ficial effects of wood ashes which save ' | 

first learned of this test they doubted feed and strengthen the bones of corn- ’ 

its accuracy because it was SO simple—| fed hogs and last but not least, the 1 

they did not see how so simple a | numerous experiments to test the value i, 

test as this could be accurate. If it|of cooking feed for hogs. Our results ; 

was, why had so many chemists failed |show most plainly that it does not 4 

to learn that with sulphuric acid and |pay to cook feed for hogs. By this we | 

whirling machine they could accurately |do not mean that warm feed and a ; 

measure the fat in milk. The Babcock | variety of food does not pay, but that { 

method has now been put to the most|merely cooking corn or other grain { 

severe test by the leading chemists of | in itself does not render food more di- | 

America and some of the pest in the | gestible or make more pork. ' 

old world, and wherever known is 
j 

gaining friends, having stood the most Possibilities of Sheep Husbandry. 
1 

crucial investigation. Already thou-| We believe there is a large field be- t 

: sands of the tests are in use and yet|fore Wisconsin in sheep husbandry. To i 

half the dairymen of the country do|the north of us is a district eminently 

not know that such a thing exists. j adapted to growing mutton sheep and } 

By its use the patron who delivers |the time is not far distant when hun- { 

the poorest and the patron who de-|dreds of thousands of fine mutton ; 

livers the richest milk at the factory | sheep will be upon farms that are now i 

are each paid according to his des-|covered with forests. The Wisconsin : 

serts. The man who now wishes to|Station is working earnestly to help | 

take a little cream off his milk ‘when | educate an intelligent set of sheep ; 

company eomes can do so without feel- | growers, not men who are sticklers for 

ing he is wronging any one, for when | fine wool, but who are advocates and 

he takes the milk thus skimmed to | believers in fine mutton. Let us rele- 

the factory he is paid for the fat he| gate to the plains of the west to South 

delivers and no more. Not only has| America and toAustralia the fine wool- 

the Babcock test given co-operative | bearing sheep. There the land costs 

dairying new life and forever settled | nothing and wonderfully even wool is 

its destiny, but it has also thrown | produced. In the production of mutton 

light in dark places on the dairy farm. | these sections do not compete with us 

Every progressive dairyman owns orjand Wisconsin need have no fear of 

will own this milk test. Tho milk ae we Believing this we are studying 

each cow will be weighed and recorded | the Down sheep and the production of
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fine mutton. Should you visit the Ex-}that our work is varied; not only do 

periment Station do not fail to see our}we investigate, put that teaching of 

flock of high grade Shropshires and/|students at Madison and work in the 

. our cross bred Shropshire-Merinos. institutes is all a part of the great 

Other lines of investigation are in|scheme for instruction in agriculture. 

studying the moisture in soils and how — 

to conserve it for our crops. The re- 7 Lang. 

search for hardy varieties of apples BS Ee = x 

and other fruits adapted to our section.| Mfr, Wallace—There is one phase of 

It is probable the present legislature | the subject treated upon by Prof. Hen- 

will direct us to begin tobacco investi-|;ry which he was too modest to bring 

gations. out, and that is, that grand as has : 
Write for the Bulletin and the Reports of| been the work that has been done in 

the Experiment Station Wisconsin, and the grandeur of it you 

But many farmers through pressure|do not appreciate, my friends, I care 

of work and distance from Madison|not how high your appreciation may 

are unable to visit the Experiment Sta-|be,—I say, grand as this work is, it 
tion. How can they receive its possi-|does not end in Wisconsin. Iowa, my 

ble benefits and in what way can it|own state, is further ahead today than 

help them? At every farmers’ insti-} she would be if she had not the ex- 

tute reference is made to our Station|ample of Wisconsin. Iowa is second 

and its work; all who attend these|to no state in the Union in many re 

meetings can and do receive help there- | spects—has I think, an agriculture of 

from. We issue an annual report of|greater possibilities than any piece of 

which 15,000 copies are printed for|land on which the sun shines, and yet 

free distribution. Besides this there|when it comes to this question of im- 

are quarterly bulletins, generally in edi- provement and dairy investigation, 

tions of 10,000 each. We keep a mail-| Madison and not Ames, is our Mecca. 

ing list and send our reports and bul-| Nebraska is further ahead today than 

letins free to all who ask for them.|she would be if it were not for Madi- 

If there is a farmer in the state of son. Kansas is looking to you for 

Wisconsin who does not receive our light on this subject, as I happen to 
reports and bulletins, it is only because know from personal investigation on 

we do not have his name on our mail-| the spot. 

ing list. Address a postal card to) Gentlemen, the old scripture story is 

Agricutural Experiment Station, true, a city set on a hill cannot be 

Madison, Wis., writing on the other hid, therefore let your light shine. Only 

side your name and post office plainly, the day before I came here I had 

saying you wish to receive the re-|a letter from a gentleman in New 

ports and bulletins of the Experiment York, “Can’t you get me the Wisconsin 

Station, and you will get them. | Bulletin, No. 6?” I am glad to be able 

Should you go to Madison do not! to write to these men, “Just send 

fail to visit the University and College enough for postage to W. H. Morrison, 

of Agriculture, including the main Madison, Wisconsin, and you will get 

building on the hill, the dairy school-| them, if the people of Wisconsin have- 

building and the farm. You n’t got them all.” The good work you 

will certainly find objects are doing here does not end here. You 

of interest to you there if you cannot hide your light under a bushel, 

| are interested in farming. Remember gentlemen. 3 

‘
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THE WIFE’S SHARE. 

T. B. TERRY, Hudson, Ohio. 4 

It will not be possible to give this | making, the care of the little ones, and ou 

address in full. The following brief the farm work, must be done. The 4 

outline will not do it justice, because | only noble, manly way is to consider 

the very life and point of the talk,!your wife as doing that which nature 

all through, was the incidents and il-| points out as most naturally her share, i 

lustrations with which it abounded. just as ~faithfully as you do yours, 

Mr. Terry began by saying that when /and as an equal partner, with equal 

two men went into partnership the |rights in the returns. 

profits were equally divided, as a rule, | Women have shown themselves able 

at any rate, each partner had a certain! to succeed in all departments of busi- 

fixed share of the income that was his | ness; when they have had equal ex- 

individualy. : sy | perience with men they may do just as { 

When a young man and young WO) wey; but still Mr. Terry preferred, 

man enter into a partnership to d0\while recognizing their ability, that } 

ee eT os ae eee | they should usually be found “making 

seem to work the A229 2 sy |Heavenly homes on earth for us men,” 

eral rule. The man then ae the and in return should be considered 

funds and draws the profits, and when | ys having done their full half in the 
the woman wants any she has to —_ great partnership. 

= | Man and wife should have one pock- ' 

Then the audience were shown why | sae Sait iy Gack aa 

- this is so, that the old curse pronounced o ee? a ee e Te Pi: 

against Eve had not yet been quite large ee at oe take ae 

forgotten, in short, that woman was the genera: fund any little sum tha 

not yet looked upon as quite the equal either might wish, and the wife just 

s si oF as free to do this as the husband. This 

" of man. The speaker thought the for young people who sta rted that . 

time had now come when the last is 5 $i : 

vestage of this old curse should pe | W2y; but not, perhaps, for the old 

wiped away and women be acknow!- | an who had held tight reins on the 

edged the ‘full equal of man, and as | Wife for many years. She might be 

having earned, when in partnership extravagant then, not being used to 

with a husband, a certain share of the being trusted with her hand in the 

income, otherwise she is no partner pocketbook. 
5 

at all, but something of a slave, rulea| Here are some of the many points 

' 
s na were illustrs ar a : 

ever more or less by a lord and mas th ais : ae pi pais — oe oe 

ter. Because the men, by their divi- e oust a 5 

sion of labor, do the work that directly |US 2S much as we can when we £0 k 

pring the dollars, is no reason why he away from the farm, to town or any- 

should think his work more important | where—to get them away from their 

than his wife’s. It is not, nor is it monotonous work. 

harded. On account of the everlasting | Our laws are coming to acknowledge 

‘ tread-mill grind of woman's work, its husband and wife as equal, but have- 

monotonous character, the farmer's jn’t quite got there yet. Meanwhile we 

wife, as a rule, works as hard as her | ought to make a will at once, or ar- 

husband. All this work, the home range in some way so our wives, in é
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. case of sudden death, may have what | You can get but a féeble idea of 

justly belongs to them, and what we/|Mr. Terry’s piea from these few words, 
want them to have. but it was for simple right and justice 

There is but one right way. The|—not woman’s rights, but equal rights, 
wife should have, absolutely, half of|—and no really just man in the audi- 
everything she and her husband have ence could take any exceptions to what 
together accumulated. Then the lifejwas said. It was a glimpse into the 
use of the other half would be very|better days of the future as the wheels 

proper; but Mr. Terry goes farther,|of time are to roll around. Right will 

and has willed everything to his wife,|triumph. Mr. Terry easily explained 

as has she to him, and whichever one|away all objections that could come 

survives the other, be it wife or hus-|from the teachings of scripture that 

band, will be absolute owner of what|man was the head and lord and mas- 
they have together earned, and will|ter. When one good old man after 

be trusted to leave it as he or she|the meeting said to him, “My dear sir, 

thinks best after they are through |how do you get around this; all serip- 
with it. ture is given by inspiration of God 

; If you won’t make your wife a full!and is profitable to men?’ Said Mr. 

| equal partner you may at least, treat}Terry, “Read the original carefully, 

} her as well as you do the hired girl,|and you will find it says (It is so, T 

i and give her a certain amount aaa in the Revised Version, “All 

| month to do as she pleases with. Don’t | scripture given by inspiration of God 

5 oblige her to ask you for a little|is profitable to men.” It is utterly im- 

1 change every time she wants any.| possible for you to prove that you have 5 

i Let her feel like 2 free woman, and|inspired authority for lording it over 

| not like a slave; but better yet, if she| your wife. It ism’t right, and God 

i can feel like a partner and not a paid, never inspired man to teach what was 

i servant. ‘wrong. 

\ 
ti 

| 

THIS AND THAT. 
i 

} By Mrs. O. K. JONES, Platteville, Wis 

; My subject is a large one. My pa-[not found a name for the word home, 
per is a small one. A farmer’s wife|most likely there is found there no 

is expected to think and talk and|name for God. The original idea the 

write about that in which she is most|ancients had in building temples, was 
interested. I cannot think of any de-|to make a home for the object of their 
partment of my subject of more in-|worship. King David was not satisfied 
terest to the farmer’s wife and indeed] with his palace of cedar wood but he 

to every other man’s wife, than Home|had a yearning desire for the building 
and Homebuilding. There is no otherjof a home, or “habitation for Israel’s 
word in any vocabulary, that is so|God.” He even rejoiced that the tow- 

f precious and so full of tenderest mem-jers in that great structure should fur- 

ory and affection as the word Home.|nish a home for the birds that were 

So highly does it rank among Heaven’s| wanderers in the sky. Its altars were 

ehoicest gifts to man, that in every|to afford the swallow a home, and a 

; nation in whose vocabulary there is}the sparrow a nest for her little ones. 4 

|
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Home and Heaven. close. The day cannot be far distant 

Home and Heaven are two words very | when each cultivator of the soil shall 

mearly akin to each other. Who has|have a home of his own. It is said 

mot felt the magic influence of John|that the Germans and English of all 

Howard Payne's “Home, Sweet | nationalities, are the most noted for 

Home?’ There is no particular excel- | their love of home. Americans are & 

lence of meter, or grandeur of thought | restless nervous people, moving about, 

in it. It simply voices the melody of | from east to west and from west to 

every human heart, since the first home east, often making their homes far 

vas built on earth, till now. Home is | from where their childhood days were 

a talisman and we whisper the word |spent. But, perhaps this changing 

in our heart, and we wear the thought |makes them cherish the memories of 

of it about us like a charm. ‘Whenever | the old home all the more. It is @ 

the time comes, in a young man’s life | restless, homeless, unsatisfying way, 

that he no longer enjoys the home of | that of living in hotels. Strange faces, 

his parents and his childhood, he may though very pleasant aud kindly, do 

‘be quite sure that there is cousin nde fill the places of familiar faces. 

morally wrong with him and that he | And the banquet of a palace, in which 

is on the downward grade. The great- | one is a guest by courtesy, never is 

est men in the history of this and ev- | one-half so well relished as the social 

ery other country, have been and still | meal in one’s own home. It is man’s 

are those who cling, with the strongest |duty to lay the home foundation and 

affection, to the scenes and memories \erect the building. It is woman’s to 

of their childhood. The prodigal son | beautify it. Her hand should be cun- 

. may demand and receive his share of | ning in needlework, and if need be, 

' the family inheritance but when he |she should make the plainest fare 

has wasted it “in riotous living” he|tempting in poth look and taste. 

may then come to himself. If he does, The Mether’s Influence. 

and his better nature and real man- . purifying, 

fhood assert themselves, he finds that ee aa The 

the best thing he can do is to go home. | pest security for civilization is the 

\ Home Builders. home, and it is quite certain that with- 

Wearetoldthat there isaclass of |out home life, kumanity would be lost 

persons who are incapable of loving | to all the nobler conditions of exist- 

or caring for a home. We hope there |ence. It takes but a little to make @ 

are not many such and that their|home, and it requires put a little to | 

posterity may be very few and short-| beautify it. Harmony among those 

lived. It should be the ambition of | composing the family circle and some 

every youth to be a successful home-| degree of worldly comfort are two 

puilder, and to earn, by early industry, | ingredients, indispensable to the make- 

a home of his own. It is a hard thing|up of a real home. The basis upon 

to do, to sow all one’s life that another | which all homes should be founded, is 

may reap. While the saying that “He | good living. And no matter how limited 

who by the plow would thrive, himself |the circumstances or how small the 

must either hold or drive,” is true, it |sum to be expended, this can always 7 

is equally true that both he who holds | be secured if the housekeeper will be- ii 

and he who drives ought to thrive | gin at the beginning, that is, in the | 

by it. It is the old story of poverty- kitchen. And that they do not begin \{ 

; stricken Ireland, foreign proprietorship | there is the principal reason why there 

ft and tenantry of serf, capital and labor, |is so little real home comfort and so 

that is the great social problem that is | little restfulness and true pleasure 

shaking society to its center today. found in what ought to be genuine 

But this state of affairs is near its|homes. The getting of a house does 

. 10—B
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not always guarantee the possession of the family are expected to be present 

a home. But the presence of a good at stated times, and where the events 

housekeeper does, for, where the physi- of the day are discussed. Oftentimes, 

cal welfare of a family is looked after where beginners with limited means 

the mental and spiritual welfare are fail in home-making, is in paying too 

almost as certainly sought. It is na- much attention to outward .surround- 

tural for children to love to be in the ings. Their greatest desires are that | 

kitchen, especially is this true in farm the finishings, furnishings and arrange- 

homes, and for their comfort, if for ments of their parlor shall be much 

no other reason, I would recommend more elaborate (and consequently much 

that the kitchen be made one of the more costly) than the more commonly 

most cheerful rooms in the house. And used rooms of the home. And too 

to make sure to have it right I would often needless extravagance is indulged 

build it first, before the demands of in which may, in future, cause regrets, _ 

the more elaborate rooms should ex- not at all pleasant to the home life. 

thaust the finances of the family _— instance, a chattel mortgage on 

Domestic Help. a parlor set is not very often a com- 

The average American housewife can- fortable ornament. Indeed, a parlor 

not depend wholly upon the inefficient | should never be uncomfortably nice. 

help to be employed today, but must es are a great many ladies who can 

instead, to a great degree, depend upon get very little real comfort out of a | 

her own efforts, and the way to have | parlor and its furnishings, especially 

a good cook, is to be one herself; and | the parlor carpet. Indeed, it is just 

one way to make a home happy, is to wonderful how much real misery some 

have a well supplied table. Three well | people can get out of a carpet. Too . : 

served meals each day will, under or- \often when the carpet enters the home, 

dinary circumstances, go far toward | happiness takes her flight. Some peo- 

the establishing of home happiness in ple cease to be free the moment they 

! almost any reasonable household. ‘Ad-|purchase a carpet, and “the thing of 

fl jo‘ning and convenient to a light, cheer-|beauty” is far from being “a joy for- 

i ful kitchen should be the din- ever.” ; 

i ing room, which is realy the tell- Home Reminiscenses. | 

| tale room of the house, which at a| Home is too sacred a place to per- 

} glance, as if by magic, reports the) mit the entrance of anything that is \ 

i condition of each apartment in the} an encroachment upon the happiness of 

i house, “upstairs, downstairs, and in|any one of its inmates. specially 

i my lady’s chamber.” Dingy carpets, |should the memories of childhood home 

i soiled linen ware and cracked dishes|be the dearest, for earliest scenes form 

; do not make favorable impressions in| the latest memories, and the mind’s | 

if regard to the unseen apartments, and /|first impressions are the deepest and 

i they go just as far toward establishing! most lasting. The years that lie be- 

i the ability of the housewife, as do| tween our childhood and old age seem 

i neat table linen, well dusted furniture |common-place, and we forget many of 

i and uninjured china. | their occurrences and experiences, but 

A Pleasant Dining Room. no one ever forgets the home where 

The dining room ought to be one of | the eyes first opened on the new scenes 

the most pleasant rooms in the house. = life, the human faces, the nursery 

i} It is the regular meeting room where} and earliest objects and associations. 

i 
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DAIRY DAY. 

Morning Session—Mr. Convey in the Chair. 

7 
HOW SHALL WE SECURE PROFITABLE COWS. 

By R. S. KINGMAN, Sparta, Wis. 

This subject might be disposed of in, Now, it is not practical for the aver- 

a very few words by saying, carefullage farmer to have these specially 

selection, systematic breeding and ju-|bred cows,—they are too high in price 

dicious feeding; but let us examine and too scarce. To the dairyman who 

some of the methods. wishes to improve the dairy qualities 

All of our dairy breeds of eattle!of his herd, let me suggest that he 

have been brought to their high stand-|select from among his own, or by pur- 

ard of excellence by long years of|chese, the best cows he can find as a 

careful selection of the fittest, with ref-| foundation for a herd. 

erence to miik production. When do- 

i mestic animals have been bred in one Selection of Cows. 

line for many generations with a cer-| In selecting, look well to the type 

tain object in view, these traits become }and temperament of the cow. She 

esablished and such animals have|should have a relaxed appearance, a : 

power to transmit these peculiar char-}clear expression of the eye, a broad 

acteristics to their offspring with al-| muzzle, a thin neck, muscle like a race 

most unerring certainty; but animals|horse, with broad long hips, strong 

that have no such special breeding,|back and pelvic arch, thin thighs well 

have no such special potency. apart, to make room for the udder, 
with angular shoulders, with plenty 

Law of Inheritance. of chest capacity for lungs and di- 

‘We often see excellent cows of mixed gestion. Above all she should be deep 

breeding whose heifers make utterly through the flank, giving her a wedge 

f worthless cows, and vice versa. This |Shape, with square udder running well . 

Jaw of inheritance and transmission forward on belly, and well up behind, 

seems to be too little studied by with teats good length and squarely: 

farmers building up their flocks and|placed. She shou.d have long tortuous ; 

herds. It is true that the offspring |or ramifying milk veins terminating 

ef full blood animals are not always forward with large aperture. The size 

as perfect as the parents, but as ais not essential in the make up of a 

rule they are, and the failure is the|good dairy cow. 
\ 

exception. A dam with no special} These are some of the outward indi- y 

breeding, coupled with a sire that has cations of a good dairy cow. The real 

been bred in a special line, the off-|test, however, is the amount and 

spring, as a rule, will have more of | quality of milk she will give in a year; 

tthe characteristics of the thorough- | therefore weigh and carefully test the 

bred animal, because he is more potent milk from the cow you are selecting 

‘o transmit his peculiar traits. for the foundation of your herd.
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A Pure Bred Sire. calves that are being raised for the 

Having the foundation selected, next | dairy, for much depends upon the start ; 

study carefully the different breeds|a cow gets in early life whether she 

of dairy cattle, and make up your will make a profitable cow or not. 

mind which breed is best adapted to| First, I assume that the calf has de- 

your business. ‘Then select a full blood |scended from dairy ancestors, with 

. sire from this particular breed to put good constitution and well developed. 

at the head of your herd. Be particu-| When it is anywhere from one to three 

lar to get an animal that has good |days old remove it from the cow. Feed 

individuality, sound and healthy, of |new milk, warm from the cow, till ten 

masculine appearance;—one that has |to twelve days old,—three times a day 

the type and temperament of the cow | is best, but twice a day will do. After 

above described so far as they can|this time feed twice a day until she 

apply to a sire; one whose maternal | is about four weeks old, then gradually 

ancestors are good dairy cows for|wean her onto skim milk. At four to 

several generations back, and you have five weeks old, the calf will commence 

little risk to run. Always keep the to eat hay and grain, at which time 

best thoroughbred sire at the head of|you can have her entirely on skim 

your herd that your money will buy. milk. Never feed a calf cold milk. 

The best you can find is none too good. During the first few weeks of a calf’s 

Never put a poor sire at the head of existence be very careful and not over- 

; your herd if you know it, and when |feed,—better err on the side of feeding 

you get one you know is good keep too little, and many times it will save 

him as long as you can. A mature|you much trouble. Many cows give @ 

sire is better than a young one. When milk rich in butter fat. Such milk 

| you have gotten the first cross you will|should not be fed to young calves 

find some very satisfactory cows, pro- without reducing it with skim milk or 

vided you have the right kind of a) water. Many good calves are lost by. 

‘sire, and when you get the third and|feeding such rich milk. When she is 

fourth cross, the majority of your|four or five weeks old she will show 

f heifers make good profitable cows, and | an inclination to eat hay and grain, | 

: for aught I know as good at the pail|so have some nice, soft hay to put 

{ as the full bloods of the breed selected. | before her at this time, and also have Z 

! Some farmers conceive the idea that|a box where she can get at it, in which 

| if they cross the Holstein for instance, keep a few oats, and they will soon 

f that gives a large flow of milk, with learn to eat them. Later you can mix 

the Guernsey that is supposed to give) a little shorts on oil cake meal, which 

a rich milk, they will produce a cow|I regard an excellent food for calves. 

4 that will have the power to give a|Do not put meal, shorts, or any solid » 

‘ large flow of rich milk. Finding the|substances into milk for a ealf te 

i" result very unsatisfactory, they try | drink; alway:: feed such things dry for 

i experimenting still farther by crossing obvious reasons. 

i the first cross with some other pure Calf Pens or Stanchions. 

breed and so on, finding at last that If possible keep your calves in pens 

i they have nothing but scrubs. In my by eeeiamgen ee are good ee 

ae ices 2 — eee knawe such for this. One reason is that on this 

; meade or breeding 10 nee =~ method each calf gets what you feed 

4 ng but disappointment. Stick her and no more. Another reason is, 

i the breed of your choice, unless you} tpa¢ calves handled in this way cannot 

have good reasons to change to another suck one another’s ears and thereby 

i breed. develop a habit of self sucking and : 

i ene siamer Cetra’: sucking other cows in the herd. If 

Ht A few words relative to the heifer|it is not practical to have a pen for 

1
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each, the next best method I know | cannot average 250 to 300 pounds of 

ef is to arrange some small stanchions | butter per year. This is not a high 

fm the pen where calves are kept in | average. Many dairymen are getting 

the barn or field, wherever it is con-| much better results. Some cows give 

eieet Se tn cae saacin’ to [cad tom oolat on gving Ory thee rough ‘ stanchion to | a m i on going dry ree, 

get their milk lock them in and keep |four, and as high as six months in 

them there until their taste for suck-|the year. Cows of this description are 

ing one another disappears, which will | unprofitable; weed them out at once. 

be in an hour or less, or as soon as |The cow that the dairyman needs for 

they have eaten their grain ration. | profit is one that gives a fair mess of 

Then they can be let out. Calves | milk at milking, of good quality, and 

should have good ventilation in stables | does not incline to go dry more than 

and plenty of exercise in yard or lot. |six weeks in the year. Good cows are 

dais ented not plenty. When you have found suck 

i a one do not be too anxious to dis- 

Feed calves such food as will keep | pose of her. Don’t think she is getting 

them growing, but do not give them | old when she has served you ten or 

fat-forming foods, such as corn, in any | twelve years. Many farmers, anxious 

shape. Never alow those that are | ¢o realize a few dollars, sell good cows 

being grown for the dairy to get fat for beef when they are just in their 

either in calf-hood or heifer-hood. AF | prime. Beef is not the mission of a 
| ere: feed and handle in the direction | good dairy cow. 

} x ey eeennen Baa Warmth, Comfort and Cleanliness, 
ine of beef production. Heifers of the Whe net a tant tine to be a \ 

‘ quick maturing breeds, if well grown aeea pe bs s 

and matured, should become cows at sidered in the development of the cow, 

two years of age; other kinds a little jis her care and environment. First of 

later. There are good reasons for this ee ce hse see ery ene 

practice. Handle your heifers and ozs wi D 
heifer calves enough so they never shy | Stables, = all cold and stormy weather. 

ervay from you, tet hen Mud and. © Mf" auhorat barns eles oe 
‘ou have little or no trouble in| - 

‘Soerie them to milk when fy be | can afford it; then it is a pleasure of 

come cows. Do not discard a heifer | COUTSe, and sometimes a little more ! 

because she does not come up to your |convenient. They should be kept well 

idea of excellence with her first calf. oa eerie = for two ae 

Keep her till she has her second, and |S0RS: J'ITSt, ens) Chee ares. ae 

if she does not improve then dispose a. SS oe it ee them 

of her. Never sell your best heifers | @©??- e at matter to be con- 
or cows because you can realize a |Sidered here is the method of fastening 
little more immediate money, and ene pone! polar ane 

then continue to breed from your in- = id » 

ferior cows. Such a course is fatal to facet cease bri eggeael 

suceess. No one can secure profitable : a6 
cows and pursue such ae The swing stanchion is better but by 

e no means perfect. Tying by the head 

SF Koop Only Profitable Cows. or neck gives the cow too much lati- 

Statistics show that the average cow | tude and you cannot keep her clean. 

im Wisconsin only produced 125 pounds | The Newton tie I regard as a better 

of butter per year. If this is true the | method, but the Bidwell tie I regard 

cows of this state are positively kept |as the best and most perfect in use. 

at a loss. With proper care and elec, it gives cattle more freedom 

no dairyman should keep cows that |it keeps them clean. 

}
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No cow can elaborate milk profitably Ratan ce ate, 

when she is not perfectly at ease, both In the development of a cow very 

mettally and physically. The average much depends upon the matter of feed- 

farmer and dairyman does not seem to ing, both as to the quality of the food 

. realize the importance of this matter given and the manner in which it is 

as he should. Cows should never be fed. The success or failure in this 

hurried or worried by dogs or boys matter depends largely upon the in- 

in driving to and from the pastures, telligence and skill of the dairyman. 

or excited in any way. They should We will hardly find two cows in any i 

never be unnecessarily exposed to cold| stable that should be treated exactly 

and storms of wind or rain or snow alike in the method of rations, and 

in winter or wintry weather. Never here comes in the great and important 

strike a cow with a milking stool or|study of the feeder. One cow with a 

anything else, or kick or prod her voracious appetite, with great powers 

with a fork, or treat her harshly in of digestion and assimilation, will need 

any way, no matter what she does.|twice as much feed as another with 

If you do. so you will pay for it at|a wore dainty appetite. Heifers should 

the expense of impoverished milk. If|mever be fed as generously as mature \ 

you cannot control your temper sO as | COWS. Another great study for the 

to treat her as kindly and gently as| feeder comes in here; it is this: Some- 

3 any female member of your family you| times a cow, when crowded for busi- 

had better quit the dairy business en-| ness, commences taking on flesh, and 

tirely, you wil never succeed as a| then dries up in her milk. This cow is of 

dairyman. ‘The dairyman who does|a beefy tendency. If she is fed with a 

succeed with dairy cows is one who is| food less fat-forming, she might contin- 

constantly studying how to make his| ue to pea fairly good cow, but weed her 

cows comfortable and at ease. ‘When j out when you have a cow to sell. She 

he goes into the yard his cows crowd | is not exactly what you want in your 

around him to be caressed or petted, | business. Another cow you may find, 

or get some delicate luxury from his;is a great eater with great powers 

hand; such treatment puts the cow in|of assimilation. What food you give 

\ a mode to elaborate milk. A good cow, her she gives you back in the pail, in 

} as a rule, is of a nervous tempera- the shape of milk. You can feed her 

p ment, therefore on all occasions be|to the extent of her power of digestion, 

careful not to disturb her in any way.|and you eannot make her take on @ 

Any unusual excitement at the time] pound of flesh as long as she is giving 

of milking will cause her to withhold | milk. Great care must be exercised in 

her milk. Let each milker have his| feeding this cow. She never knows 

particular cows to milk each time and|when she has food enough, and an 

i never change unless you are obliged | overfeed may put her out of condition. 

ii to do so. When you commence to milk|This is the cow the dairyman should 

do not stop until you have the last] pin his faith to. She may not be the 

: drop. Many cows will withhold their | handsomest to look at, put she is truly 

i milk in whole or in part if the milker | the dairy cow. Save the heifer calves 

4 js not ready to take it when she is|from this cow, and raise them in the 

i ready to give it down. In your methods | direction of dairy production to take 

! of handling and care of cows be sys- the place of some poor cow in the 

i tematic and regular in all things, es-|herd. As a rule, great performers are . 

Hi peciaEy in the time of milking. If} great eaters. Encourage the production 

i your habit is to milk at six in the! of cows with great assimilative and di- 

i morning and six in the evening do so| gestive powers. 

ih every time. 
Again, the dairyman should be regu- 

i 
lar and systematic in his methods of 

i 
it 

a
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feeding. If he feeds before milking,| Mr. Kingman—A cow that is a good 

do so every time. Whatever his saves Gabher cow is a good cheese cow. 

and methods are today the same should Question—But a milk cow for de 

be followed tomorrow, and every day, | livering milk to city folks? 

because the cow expects it, and in this| Mr. Kingman—If you want to cheat 

way you do not disappoint and disturb | your customers, buy a cow that gives 

her. Cows in full flow of mik drink| a large quantity of thin milk. 

nearly twice as much water as a dry | Question—Would you inbreed? 

eow or fattening steer. Therefore do| Mr. Kingman—Yes, I would inbreed 

not compel your cows in winter to | once. 

drink ice water. It injures her, and Question—Would you feed your 

besides the cow’s stomach is an ex-|calves on whole milk for four months 

pensive place to warm water. if you could sell the butter fat that 

On the Up-Grade. is ne milk for 25 to 30 cents a 

In conclusion let me say, that the|POUnG™ 

remarks I have made relative to feed- Mr. Kingman—No, T would feed them 

ing and care of cows are more from | Until they are ten days or two weeks 

the standpoint of the development of |0ld, and then perhaps, less of this 

the cow than from the ‘standpoint of |@nd_in place of it I would take flax 

milk production, although the same| Seed meal or oil cake meal, and you 

rules apply. One point I would like to on develop a good calf that way. 

bring out here, and that is, the heifer |The calf should have the first milkings 

ealf from a cow with good environ- | Of the cow, and should be fed its 

ments, feed and care, doing her best mother’s milk for a few days at least. 

in the dairy, this calf is liable to make | Mr. Miller—I understand the speaker 

@ better cow than another from the |®4vised us not to buy cows that did 

same cow under poor treatment, care not give 350 to 400 pounds a year. 

| and feed. If we expect to improve the) Mr. Kingman—I did not say that. T 

125-pound cow of Wisconsin we must | Said that no’ farmer should be satis- 

follow in the main the methods above | fed unless his cows produced him 250 

indicated;by judiciously crossing them |‘? 300 pounds and that many dairy- 

with thoroughbreds of our selection, |men were getting better results than 

saving and raising the best heifer | is. é 

calves from such crosses, feeding and| MT. Mitler—I_ am keeping about 

caring for them in the direction of twenty cows and they drink ice water. 

dairy production, giving our cows the |How much more milk can I get from 

pest environment, feed and care we | them by giving them luke warm water? 

ean give them, and I am confident Mr. Kingman—Well, .it is safe to say 

that the profitable cow will be forth | that you will improve the quantity 

coming. of the milk and also the quality. 

Supt. Morrison—Try it, Mr. ‘Muller, 

and report at the next institute. 

Discussion. Mr. Miler—I want to try it, but I 

Mr. Remvite—Is that a common cow | don’t know how. My neighbors have 

or a scrub cow, or what kind of a| tried putting in little stoves and they 

cow that you have been talking about? jsive out. 

Mr. Kingman—What I have said is) Mr. Kingman—It is a simple method. 

with a view of developing a dairy | They are advertised everywhere. 

cow. If I was going to develop a| Mr. Gilbert—Are you giving your 

‘beef animal, I would improve our com- | Cows fresh well water, Mr. Miller? 

mon cows in the direction of beef. Mr. Miller—Yes, sir. 

Question—No, I mean a milk cow for| Mr. Gilbert—That is good enough. 

cheese. Mr. Kingman—If you can give them
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water warm from the well, or from a] Mr. Everett—Do you prefer to con 

spring, I would not be at the expense fine your young calves in the summer 

of putting heating apparatus, but if|time or in winter to close compart- 

you have to cut a hole through the ments? 

ice for them to drink, it is a pretty| Mr. Kingman—That is my practice 

expensive thing, I have found that entirely, in pens, about four feet by 

out. eight. 

Mr. Lindsey—I think it is important| Question—Do you think it makes a 

to warm the water to the same degree | better dairy cow to have a calf fed 

every day. I know that mistake is| milk until it is eight or ten months 

made in that direction quite often,|old? Wouldn’t it be more profitable to 

50 I prefer not to warm, and to stick feed it to hogs or pigs and make eight 

to the well water. dolar pork? 

Mr. Gilbert—If the well is about 28) Mr Kingman—One of the beauties of 

feet in the ground and it is pumped | agriculture is that a man must study 

fresh every time I think that is suffi-| his own business. He must study prin- 

sient. ciples and apply them as best suits 

Mr. Kingman—That water will stand| his circumstances. What is good for 

about 50 degrees. him may not be good for another man. 

Mr. Noyes—You say the heifers|I live in the city limits and they won't 

should not be fed as much as the allow me to keep any hogs; I have to 

mature cows. Do you mean heifers in| use my milk in some way so I give it 

milk? to the calves. If the man wants the 

Mr. Kingman—I would not feed the} greatest excellence in any domestic {| 

heifers so liberally as I would the/| animal, he has to breed for that special 

cows. The danger is of getting your| purpose. You can’t get a good dairy 

heifer putting on flesh, which starts |cow from a beef type, as a rule. 

her in the wrong direction, and the) fr, Everett—Would you not feed the 

chances are you will never get her| heifer cows for the dairy on food that 

back. I feed her on nitrogenous food | would not make very much fat, while 

always; I would feed them ail on ni-|on the steer you would force him be- 

trogenous food, cows and heifers, I| cause you are after fat? See 

never would give them meal. There| Mr, Kingman—Always. If you want 

t are two kinds of foods, one is the|to raise a dairy cow, never allow it 

fat forming, and the other is a flesh|to get fat. If you want to raise a 

forming food, milk forming food. Corn) steer for beef, never allow it to get 
fs a fat forming food, and bran, oil-| poor; -keep it growing in the directiom 

meal and oats are of the other nature, | of beef production, and if you want 

milk forming and flesh forming. a heifer, raise it in the direction of 

; Mr. Arnold—Is there any danger of | dairy production. 

i feeding the heifers too much? Mr. Ingalls—Please describe the Bid- 

‘ Mr. Kingman—Yes, sir. I advise not| well tie. 

J to overfeed, particularily if you have} Mr. Kingman—It is made by a man 

that peculiarly shaped cow. at McGregor, Iowa. It is the most 

| Mr. Gilbert—You can feed her all| convenient and the simplest tie I have 

i} whe can digest and assimilate. ever investigated, and I have traveled’ 

i) Mr. Kingman—That is safe always, hurdreds of miles to look up this ques- 

i and when you get beyond that you are | tion. 

i wasting your food. Mr. McKerrow—Isn’t it a box stall 

i Mr. Avine—How long would you feed| that you can’t turn around in? 

i ealves milk? Mr. Kingman—Yes, it is a difficult 

i Mr. Kingman—For six months, if I|thimg to explain. The cow is shut up 

f had the milk. lin a stall with a chain behind her so 

ri hi 

i] 
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whe can’t back out. The manger for-| Mr. Goodrich—About this feeding of 

| ward is adjustable so that you can|skim milk to calves. Don’t you think, 

shove it in towards the cow or drag| Mr. Kingman, that the calf will pay 

it out, and by this means you make a|as good a price for skim milk as pigs, 

long or a short stall, just as you like, unless it is when they are eight dol- 

and you can keep the cow where you lars a hundred? 

want her and she will never get dirty. | Mr. Kingman—I haven’t had enough 

Mr. Turner—How can you prevent experience in feeding pigs to answer 

8 heifer getting fat on grass? | at, but I do think that it pays me 

Mr. Kingman—They won't get fat in | well to feed my calves on skim milk. 

the sense that I am speaking of on| Mr. Adams—In feeding calves is not 

grass. If they are inclined that cn, Fa matter of regularity an important 

and bound to go that way, they are factor, and also the quantity of milk 

beef cows, and you will find it out|that is fed at once? 

and let the butcher have them. Mr. Kingman—Whatever I said in re- 

Prof. Herry—If any of the farmers|lation to regularity in feeding cows 

of the state want to see the Bidwell applies equally forcibly to feeding 

. fastener they can see it on Mr. fans [ot not When a calf is young be care- 

man’s farm, or at the University farm. | ful not to overfeed it. Err on the side 

‘We have the Newton tie and the Bid- | of feeding too little and you will save 

well stall. I have watched this thing} yourself much trouble and have lots 

for twelve years, and that is the first | of nice calves. 

one we can endorse as a good thing. Mr. Linsley—I never fed a ealf more 

I have used the tie for three years|than two quarts at a feed while it 

with the greatest satisfaction. I have|is young, and I feed three times a day 

never had an accident occur or any | until it is about a month old. Oilmeal j 

trouble or breakage in three years’ use.|and linseed cake has to be fed very 

There is a patent of fifty cents a stall carefully, or you will get your calves 

en it. to scouring. 

HOW TO PRODUCE THE BEST COW FEEDS AT 

THE LEAST COST. 

L. H. ADAMS, Superintendent Experiment Farm, Madison. ' 

The best forage crops are probably; feed to our Wisconsin farmers and 

those with which we are all very |from my point of view the knowledge 

familiar. The advantages that one or|of how to Tessen the cost of produc- 

Y more of these crops may have over the | tion is the key note to success, not 

; others from the standpoint of eco-|only in dairying, but in all lines of 

{ nomical food production will depend stock husbandry, for it is the only 

i largely upon the methods employed in| means that the feeder has of adjusting 

the growing, harvesting, and preserva-| himself to the conditions he is forced 

t tion of the erop. In the case of the|to encounter. It will not do to be con- 
| eorn crop the silo has aided most ma- | tent with success that has already been 

i Berially in reducing the cost of cow |attained. There must be progress, 

| 

; 
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otherwise we are losing ground, for,ground for the belief that the same 

conditions are constantly changing,| conditions will prevail indefinitely in 

land values are increasing, fertility of|the future. 

our farms is being exhausted, the great} I, in my lifetime, can remember when 

wheat fields of the west are giving|bran was dumped into the river by 

way to more diversified farming, and | millers at certain seasons of the year 

the ra‘lroads enable the western farmer |when they had more than they could 

to place those crops grown on cheap|store away. The wonderful change 
aands in direct competition with our|that has been wrought in the com- 
own. paratively recent past in respect te 
There is but one path for us to fol-|this particular food substance has not 

low. It is a straight and narrow one, | only relieved our millers of a‘l anxiety 

but very plain: Place all Wisconsin|of being forced to resort to that alter- 
farm products where the Wisconsin |native, but it has provided the oppor- 

potato stands today, at the head of/unity and temptation to keep pace 
, the list at the minimum of expense] with the ‘’arger demand by increasing 

for production, and success will surely | quantity at the expense of quality of 

follow. commercial feed stuffs. * 

| Home Grown Feeds. Prices are apt to rise and fall with- | 

This suggests a line of thought that|out any reference to the feeding value 
I desire briefly to call your attention | of the article in ‘question. We purchase 

to. You may not appreciate the full|our feed by weight, regardless of 

significance of it at the present time,|! quality, which may be likened to the 
but each passing year will bring the} buying of milk by weight, regardless 

problem more prominently to the front.|of the butter fat it contains. ‘These 

It is the question of supplying our| variations in the feeding value of mill 

cows wih larger quantities of home|stuffs must prove a serious obstacle 

grown albuminoids, instead of, as at|in the desirable introduction of a ra- | 

present, supplying the deficiency by| tional and economical system of stock 

buying heavily of mil stuffs. When a| feeding. It may be a long ‘time in the 

man or company of men contemplate | future before those who are favorably 

an investment in a manufacturing en-| situated cannot afford to supplement 

terprise, the first thing they do is to|the cow feed produced on the farm 

study location in order that they may|with the more concentrated mill stuffs 

have every advantage in securing cheap|to a greater or less degree, but Iam 

raw material. If it is a rolling mill|satisfied that a great saving can be : 

they must be where iron ore and coal|made by substituting home growm 

are accessible. If a wagon or furniture| protein for a portion at least of that 

factory they must be near timber.| which is purchased off of the farm. 

Since dairying is a manufacturing 

business, it must be apparent that all The Ghoser sae Pee ore 
raw material the dairyman produces} The simple fact that the crops which 

i on his farm in the way of cow feeds |are richest in this expensive element 

| is furnished him at strictly cost price, | of protein, so indispensable in the feed- 
Dut when he goes off the farm and ing ration, are the ones from which our 

| buys his raw material he pays not|soils derive more benefit in the mat- 

only the original cost price of the pro-| ter of fertility than all the rest, is suffi- 

duct but a middle man’s profit in addi-| cient inducement to awaken our inter- 

tion; added to this is the expense of est in them. I have in mind the legu- 

| eartage to his farm. The fact that!minous plants, and particularly the 

. there has been money made in buying ‘clover and pea crop. My idea of the 

| heavily of mill stuffs in the past and question of how to produce the most 

is yet, to some extent, furnishes no ‘economical cow feed is that we should 

f
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not only rely entirely on those crops hauled in and stacked in the best way 

which produce the largest bulk of food |t0 turn rain, and not heat or mould. 

material per acre at the present,—for | For us in this latitude where we have 

cheap cow feed in the future can only |snows that pile up in the fields and 

be obtained by adopting methods of |find every opening in stack or shock, 

farming that tend to check the loss| the advantages that the silo system 

of fertility from our soils. There | affords over the other means of saving 

should be a rotation of crops. It need|our corn crop are sufficient to turn 

not be a very extended one, as for in-|the tide in its favor. 

stance, fodder corn, peas, oats and) ye value of Well Cured Clover Hay. 

enue er the first year for hay| -ppere is a great opportunity afforded 

and he sccond for paste If this |an for economising nour cow femes 
by adopting better methods of caring 

oe = = ee ae for the clover crop. It is not neces 

tions, her ration would ae mae to be sary for me to #0 into details of <e 

4 ‘ manner in which this saving may be 

supplemented with so many pounds of best accompiished, for Mr. Everett’s 

| a SS oe ee - ae system of curing clover hay is familiar 

the aid of the barnyard aan “aia to all and probably cannot. be eee 

enable the dairyman to go on producing | 1 on: The edittoa yes eben 

Canon cow feed indefinitely oa tity of such clover hay as Mr. Everett 

the future. 
makes, to every ration of the dairy : 

Nor have we done all that lies in cow, will reduce them ct Se 

ts a : S off the farm for the necessary protein 

our power to lessen the cost of our _. iderabl: Of the value to the 

cow feed, when we have adopted a very — aon = Saeen tal Z 

rotation similar to the one I have in- dairyman of good Sovet a = 

@icated,—there is still a great o 3 knowledged authority on animal hus- 

ge ties nA PPT hg as this to say: “Clover hay 

tunity afforded us by way of improving bandry has 

the quatity 
is the peerless ally of the stock feeder 

m 
when cost of production and value in 

The Silo. E well ordered ration are both con- 

It is one thing to raise a crop and sidered. These qualities are super- 

quite another to harvest and care for| added to the royal one of being the 

it in such a way as to get the greatest | most important crop grown in any 

amount of feeding value out of it. ‘As/| system of crop rotation that looks 

to the best way for our Wisconsin | to the economy of soil fertility, and | 

dairymen to handle the corn crop, I for maximum yield for the completed | 

think we may con@ently turn, our rotation. In the food rations it fills 

faces toward the silo, not because we} both the functions of a coarse food for 

expect the silo is going to add to the|ruminants and the cheapest available 

feeding value of anything that may Dbe|source of protein. In the latter re- 

put in it, but all understand that qli-|spect our farmers of the west cannot 

mate, latitude, snow, rain and bliz-| give clover too careful consideration. 

zard, must be taken into account when | It is a machine and not a hand labor 

dealing with this fodder corn and silo|crop like corn, roots and grain. Grain 

question. But few dairymen have|and corn have Jarge expense added to 

barns, that would hold one-tenth part|them for mere manual labor that adds 

q of the fodder corn they feed in winter,}not an ounce to the nutrients, but 

and it must be put into some compact | goes to the purely mechanical purpose 

form as it may be when put in the of a separation of its parts such as 

silo, or left in the fields in large enough | husking and threshing, while clover 

shocks as not to waste too much from requires seeding but once for twe 

/ exposure, or when reasonably dry, be | years.”
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Economical Cow Feed. surface, and harrow them in nicely. 

From my point of view the eeonomi-| Harvest for hay; pay no attention to 
cal production of cow feed in the fu-|the maturity of the peas; get the crop 

ture will not admit of the bungling | when the oats are in the milk or dough, 

and round-about methods usually em-|and cut them for grain when the peas 

ployed in caring for the oat crop, it|are in the green state, that is, when fs 

should be cut in the milk and turned | they are not quite ripe. The peas and : 
into hay by the same system employed | oats will be about the same stage, de 

in the successful management of clo-|pending somewhat upon the variety of 
ver. By so doing we add one more|oats that you sow. I use the Michigan | 
crop to those that are rich in protein | oat, and the small Canadian pea. 
that may be produced on the farm,| Mr. Everett—If you want hay I would 
and furnished to the dairyman at cost|sow more than a bushel or two of 

price. The mechanical labor connected | oats, but for grain I would sow two 
with the work of separating the grain | bushels of peas to one of oats. - 

from the straw adds to the expense! Mr. Gilbert—In cutting that grain 
but not a cent’s worth to the feeding | would you cut it with a harvester and 

value of the crop. The point that I|pind? . 

hhave endeavored to emphasize in this! Mr. Everett—No, sir; it would be im- 
paper is that the economical produc-| possible to do it. j 
‘tion of cow feeds contemplates a sys-| Question—Wouldn’t it pay to raise 

tem of farming that your own flax seed? 

First, will enable the dairyman to| Mr. Adams—I couldn’t answer that; 
produce the greatest possible amourt|I have had no experience. 

of raw material that he uses on his| Mr. McKerrow—A friend of mine 

farm. raises a little flax seed in his oats, 
| Second, that will render him,—not|and he is well satisfied. 

wholly perhaps,—but less dependent! A Member—Flax will grow anywhere 
on commercial food substances. that wheat will 

Third, that will make it possible by| Mr. Haskins—Would you plow the 
@ proper rotation of crops to retain | peas in, supposing it was spring plow- 

the fertility of the farm by growing | ing? 

‘those foods that are rich in the ingre-| Mr. Everett—I do not sow on spring | 

dients most needed in our feeding | plowing. I plow them in just as if al 
rations. I was plowing the ground for some 

And last, that quality has as much|other crop, and plow them in very | 

to do with the economy of a cow feed | deep. 
as does quantity; it is not sufficient Supt. Morrison—I think that Mr. Ey- 

that we simply raise a big crop; the|erett ought to explain that he has a 4 
care and preservation of the crop after | rich prairie soil. 

it is raised is of equal importance. Mr. Martin—What do you want to get 
them in so deep for? 

7 on Mr. Everett—Because they are a deep 
Discussion. rooting plant. You must get them in 

Mr. Arnold—How would you sow and | deep. 

pvhen to produce pea and oat crop? Question—What success had you this 

Mr. Adams—Sow early, perhaps the | year with peas? 

first work that you can do. Ridge the} Mr. Everett—I had splendid success, 

ground a trifle with a dise harrow, so and I found that a great many men 

as to keep the peas from rolling all |made a failure with the pea crop this 

in a line in the furrow. Sow the peas | year, owing, perhaps, to the excessive 

en broadcast and plow under about four | moisture. 

fmehes deep. Then sow oats on the| Mr. Briggs—Does a deep rooting 

. 
/ 

/ i a
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plant want to be put in any deeper| Mr. Everett—I cut it with a mower. 
han any other? ;They usually lodge badly. Last year 

Mr. Everett—We sow them deep to I took the arm off of the dividing 

get them covered. If you do not they mower, and replaced it with two long 
‘will be on the surface of the soil, and arms, about six feet long, and let them 

‘there is not moisture enough. |run way back and fastened them on, 
Mr. Cole—In feeding these do you giving them the right slant so that the 

cut them up? |divider would divide the peas and oats 

Mr. Everett—In feeding the hay I and run off to one side, making a space 
feed as I do clover hay; the grain I for the team to pass, but I had to have 
thresh and grind. ja man follow with the fork, because 

Mr. Goodrich—Mr. Adams, do you they were down so badly. 

think it possible to economically pro- | Mr. Wallace—All that is the matter 
duce all the cow feeds on the farm? with Mr. Adam’s paper is that he is 

Mr. Adams—I do not think we can just a litte ahead of the times. It is 
at ithe present time. There are not going to be a question with you 

some of our dairymen who, from hereafter, whether you shall raise your 

favoralte location and otherwise, own food stuffs or not. You will have 
can afford to buy commercial feeds; to do it. I was down at an agricultural 

again, there are others fwho are'meeting in Kansas two months ago, 

so situated that they have to go and I could hardly get through to To- 

a long way for a load of bran or oats, |peka, without stumbling over sacks of 

and have to pay for the horses, and it bran to be sent down to New York to 
equals the difference in price, and the feed to cows to make cheese to send 

value of the feed and the fertility that back to Kansas. Do you suppose that 
it contains. We must adapt ourselves is going to last very long? Don’t you 

to the conditions that we are working understand that those people back here 
under. \propose to sell that cheese at home, 

A Member—I think if you will go and it will be a question hereafter in 
to work and cultivate your stubble Wisconsin whether you will not be 
and before you sow your peas and sow compelled not only to grow your own 

one bushel to the acre, then plow that feeds, but your own cows. 

under, you will find you will have just; Another point; with the single ex- 
as good results, as to put on two teeth Leoption of oats every feed that has 

els and plow under the stubble. The been mentioned here is a legume, like 

peas will run along, and in the higher! clover, and draws its substance from 

places perhaps not come up, but if the atmosphere. The question for us 

you cultivate your land loose, they farmers in the west is, What legumes 

will all come up, every pea; we have grow here, what legumenous grain shall 

tried it time and time again. we raise? Peas for Wisconsin, the 

Mr. Phelps—Would it do to sow | western states will have to have beans 
clover with peas? |or something, some legumes to take 

Mr. Everett—I have seeded with | the place of the grains, and the clover 
clover with good results, although | takes in the grasses. : 
I do not depend on it as a crop to seed| A Member—I want to say a few 
with. words. Asanold farmerI used to keep 

Mr. Linsey—Our farmers have to \2 large stock of sheep, horses and cows. 
learn the different values of our feeds, |I had some pasture, too, but I saw my 
I suppose, before they can know | cows going backwards—they didn’t 
‘whether it pays to sell the stuff on|do well. Now, what shall I do? Well, 
‘their farms and buy commercial foods. |I went and planted some corn and fed 

Question—I would like to ask Mr.| that out to them. Well, that was gone; 
®verett how he harvests his pea and/|they had to go back to the old pas 
eat crop? lture, and I saw one man who Wad
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growing grain that was nice. There grain and then I put my sheep in the 

was clover in it about six inches high, clover, and also my cows and horses. 

and thinks I, “How in the world did It didn’t cost me but a few dollars. 

that man get that clover. That is a Then you can go out there and get hay 

great improvement.” I went to work that the stock didn’t eat, and what 

and mixed clover seed with all my you don’t get you can plow under, 

grain that I sowed, and I sowed right and you are sure to have another good 

with that seed so that it cost no labor; crop next summer, and you keep all 

it cost a little money, but I tell you the that hay that didn’t cost any money. 

next season I put my stock all in the The money will stay right in your : 

pastures, different places, and when I pocket and right on your farm. That 

eame to harvest I found in front of is what we want. We want to save 

me plenty of pasture. I harvested my labor, and we want to save money, 

—_—_———— 

F HOW TO PRODUCE THE BEST COW FEEDS. 

C. H. EVERETT, Beloit, Wis. 

It is impossible for the dairyman feeding a ration almost wholly one- 

to succeed unless he pays close atten- sided, rich in carbo-hydrates, a heat 

tion to the kind and character of the and fat producing food, and ‘he ex- 

| different products of the goil that enter pects fo get milk, a highly albuminous 

into the cow’s ration, as well as study- product, in paying quantities. The 

| ing closely the best and cheapest way dairyman should aim to raise those 

of producing them. While the cow foods which are rich in protein for it 

mwill eat almost any plant we may srow is this element in the cow’s ration that 

on the farm, it is not wise to argue makes it expensive. In one hundred { 

that all of them are best suited to her pounds of good clover hay there are 

wants, or that she should be confined |eight pounds of digestible protein. If 

to any one or two varieties without | you can produce three tons of hay to 

due regard to character, simply be-|the acre as an average you have pro- 

eause they happen to be produced in duced four hundred and eighty pounds 

abundance on the farm. Many farmers of digestible protein per acre. If we 

ridicule the idea of a balanced ration, | figure protein at three cents per pound | 

and will feed whatever they happen the acre of clover is worth $14.40 in 

to have or can produce with the least | this one constituent of milk, and ani- 

troub’e. The fact that food for any/mal life; but this is not all, for the 

animal and for any purpose becomes @\three tons of hay will contain two 2 

question of the proper proportions of thousand six hundred and thirty-one 

protein or carbo-hydrates must not, and | pounds of digestible carbo-hydrates and 

can not, profitably, be ignored. For|fat which at one-half cent per pound, 

instance, jis $13.15. This added to the value of the 

Poor Cow Feed. | eotehs gives $24.55 cents as the feed- 

I see a man feeding his cows timothy ing value of one acre of clover yielding 

hay and corn meal. What kind of three tons As I was speaking of 

reasoning do you call that? He is,timothy hay but a moment ago let 

ape aia
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us stop long enough to find the value cost of about $12 per ton. I find no 
of one acre of this kind of hay. A difficulty whatever in raising fine crops 

good average yield of timothy is two of oats and peas. I sow very early, 
tons per acre. Im one ton there is as soon as I can work the soil. First, 

ninety pounds of digestible protein go over the ground with a dise harrow, 
and eight hundred and seventy-five | then cross with smoothing harrow, 

pounds of carbo-hydrates and fat. This after which sow two bushels of peas to 
gives us a feeding value of $14 for tLe | the acre and plow under, three or four 

acre of timothy, worth about half as inches deep, then sow on one bushel 

much as the acre of clover. I do not of oats and harrow thoroughly. There 

believe any dairyman can afford to fool are various ways of harvesting the 

| with timothy as a cow food. I have'crop. I have had the best success with 

said nothing about the extra amount of the mower, by bolting two long arms 

pasture the clover will afford, and the on to divider board, the vines are quite 
fertility it will add to the soil, all of readily parted and pulled into wind- 

which is a very great argument in row. It is best to stack direct from 

favor of raising clover. I can produce swath as the peas will shell some 

this crop with the most economy by when dry. There is no better cow feed 
sowing four quarts of seed on rye or raised on the farm than oat and pea 

winter wheat very early in the spring. hay. As a food I think as much of 
A Good C+t h of Clover, lit, if not more, than I do of clover 

By this' method I havenever failed hay. It is not only good for the cow, 

to get a good stand. The following but splendid for all stock. It is the 
spring sow from fifty to seventy-five best horse hay I ever raised. Sow two 
pounds of land plaster to the acre, cut bushels of oats and one of peas and cut 

early, commence as soon as two-thirds the crop with the mower when the oats 
cof the blossoms are out, cock up quite are in the milk or a little before. Do 

green and let it sweat, protecting from not try to mature the grain; if you do 
the weather by hay caps, cut second you will lose more feeding value in 

erop for hay and cure in same way. |the straw and pea vines than is gained | 

I¢ it is light, however, I prefer to in the mature grain. I cock up soon 
pasture. It must be remembered that after it is cut and leave for two or . 
any feed of good quality cheapens the | three days to sweat, then open to air 
cost of the cows’ ration as against the|for a short time, and draw to the 
same feed if of poor quality. In clover| barn. Such hay has a nice luxurious 
hay, cut at the right time and properly | foliage, will be green, tender and en- 
eured, there are most digestible nutri-|tirely free from dust. It makes very ! 
ments than when such hay is allowed |clean hay and has but little waste in . 
to become too ripe and then dried to feeding. I hope you will all try this 

death in the process of curing. | crop next year as I have described. 

Oat and Pes Feea. |I feel sure that you will be more than 

The chemist finds twenty pounds of satisfied. It is a nitrogenous food, fully 

digestible protein in one hundredjas rich in protein as clover hay. 

pounds of pea meal, or four hundred When you sow your oats next spring, 

pounds in one ton. There is also, one have a strip four to six rods wide 

thousand one hundred and sixteen around the outside for oat and pea hay. 

pounds of digestible carbo-hydrates I follow this practice with all of my 

and fat in one ton of this kind of feed. small grain. The hay is all cut and out 

Protein is three cents a pound and of the way before harvest, leaving 

carbo-hydrates at one-half cent gives the field ready for the binder, no grain 

a feeding value of $17 in one ton of tangled and wasted by horses and 

pea meal. Where peas can be success- machine, but nice clean work all 

fully grown they can be produced at a, through.
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‘The Value of Corn Silage. ‘and turned over and the peas with ff, 

It is hardly necessary for me to say they lie in a good seed bed, and not 

anything about the corn plant and among lumps. 

silo. You are all well aware that en- | Question—Is not two bushels of oats 

silage is one of the best cow foods and one of peas rather heavy seeding 

produced on the farm, and also the for hay? 

cheapest feed of its nature we can | Mr. Everett—No, sir. By sowing the 

provide for the cow or steer. Being oats thick you get a shorter and finer . 

yery rich in carbo-hydrates, it should straw and altogether better quality for 

never be fed alone or in too large hay. 

quantities, but must be balanced up | Question—Why not let the grain 

with some nitrogenous food. A cow nearly mature and cut with the binder? 

ration should have a nutritive ratio| Mr. Bverett—I am glad that question 

of about one to six or seven. I mean has been asked. It is a mistake lots 

by that one pound of protein to seven of men make. Oats cut when the grain 

pounds of carbo-hydrates. Ensilage {is in the milk or a little before is a 

has a nutritive ratio of one to twelve nitrogenous food, if left for the grain 

so you see that when fed by itself the to ripen and consequently the straw 

ration would be one-sided. Now sup to become mature, then you have @ 

; pose you feed timothy hay or oat carbonaceous food, as I told you but 

E straw with ensilage, as Some men do ‘a moment ago, oat straw has a nutri- 

with the idea that it makes a good tive ratio of one to thirty. Don’t try 

| ration. Timothy hay has a nutritive to get any grain. Remember that you 

ratio of one to ten, and the ratio in |are after hay. Suppose you left your 

| oat straw is one to thirty. It must be timothy or mammoth clover long ! 

t plain to you that such feeding is not enough to get the seed with the hay. 

i conducive to the best results, as it is What kind of hay would you have? | 

I only getting farther and farther away | Question—Is the same per cent. of 

| from the mark. When you feed ensi-' protein and carbo-hydrates found in 

i Jage to the cow or steer, balance it all kinds of clover hay or oat and pea 

, with something rich in albuminoids, hay? 

1 like clover hay, oat and pea hay, bran, | Mr. Everett—Surely not. Different 

pea meal oilmeal etc., always taking samples vary in their nature, as there 

1 jnto consideration the market value of would be a wide difference between the 

4 the different foods you may have to composition of early and late cut clo 

| purchase. But as I am straying from ver, or mature and unripe corn fodder. 

: my subject I will stop with the re-| As the crop ripens the nitrogen seems 

! mark I made at the beginning, study | to decrease and the carbo-hydrates in- 

i closely the kind of character of animal crease. 

; foods. Question—What do you mean by pro- 4 

; &. tein and carbo-hydrates? 

Discussion. Mr. Everett—Prof. Henry will tell 

Question—What variety of peas do you that protein includes all parts of 

you prefer? | food which contain nitrogen and that ‘ 

Mr. Everett—I raise what is known’ nitrogenous substances make up the 

as the Canadian Pea, Have never tried | muscular tissue or lean meat, as well 

! any other variety. las the nerves, the skin, the hair, horns, 

! Question—Why do you work the etc. The carbo-hydrates of food com- 

ground so much before you sow the prise such substances as starch, sugar, 

} peas and plow them under? | cellulose, ete, and are composed of 

Mr. Everett—For two purposes: To carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. ‘They, 

; keep the peas from rolling into the produce heat, energy and fat in the anl- 

furrow, and when the soil is fined mal, i 

. 

—
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1 yl 
HOW SHALL WE FEED AND CARE FOR COWS 

nS . 
TO OBTAIN THE BEST RESULTS. 

5 W. B, STETSON, Vienna, Wis, 

This question engages the considerate, | and middlings or sweet corm 

deliberate attention and best judgment in their mangers and turned out to- - 
of every person engaged in dairying. | pasture in the daytime on pleasant 
Location, soil, and perhaps peculiarities |days. We feed all of our cows clover 
connected with different farms have|hay in their stables, at least once a 4 
an important influence in determining day, whenever the pasture is such 
the matter. One living near a railway | that they will eat, and in this manner 

station may be able to purchase mill-;keep them in good flesh or condition. 
stuffs to feed advantageously, whilst|As the season advances, pastures be- 
to another living eight or ten miles|come short, cold and stormy weather 
from a station, the time and labor ex-| prevailing, they are kept in the stables 

pended in drawing the feed home|almost continuously. Our daily mode 
would be a serious obstacle. The|of caring for them is as follows: The 
market price, cost of production and first thing in the morning they are 

relative value of different foods as,fed clover hay and then milked. After 

established by chemists employed byj;breakfast they are turned into the 
ihe several states on Generimanint |harnpant long enough to drink water 

farms, must go a long way in guiding freshly pumped into a trough kept free 

us toward a proper solution of this;from ice, then stables cleaned out and 
question. littered, after which they are put back 

An Exchange of Method. in their places, and fed cornstalks cut as * 
It will not be my purpose to name/short as our feed cutter will cut them. 

or outline the best mode of feeding,|On the cut cornstalks a ration of five 
but simply relate the manner in which | pounds of bran, or bran and middlings 

. we keep our own cows. It is generally |mixed is given per cow. At noon a 
» understood that one of the reasons for|feed of cut cornstalks together with 

which Farmers’ Institutes were organ-| two pounds of corn and cob meal is 
ized and conducted was for the/given. Between three and four o’clock 
mutual interchanging of ideas and giv-} in the afternoon they ‘are turned out to . 
ing actual results of the different lines | drink, the stables cleaned out and lit- 
of farm industry; that by comparing| tered, put back in their places, and fed 
the different methods of conducting | cut corn stalks, bran and middlings, the 

. the same business, with the practical | same as fed in the morning. After milk- 
results actually resulting therefrom, we | ing they are fed as much clover hay as 
may select the best methods of con- they will eat. They are salted fre- 

ducting our farming operations. quently and given all they will eat. 
Feed and Care of Cows. We plant four or five acres to ever- 

With this understanding in view, I|green sweet corn, and as long as it 
will endeavor to relate the manner in |lasts, generally until about Christmas, 

which we feed and care for our cows. | it is fed once or twice a day in lieu of 
They commence dropping their calves |cornstalks. While the sweet corn 

about the first of October, and as fast |lasts a somewhat smaller ration of 
as they calve are stabled nights, and|bran and middlings is given. I have 
cold windy and stormy days.|gone into minute details in relation 
They are fed clover hay, bran|to feeding and watering for the reason 

11—B
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that in my opinion, it is only by strict Subtract the cost of keeping from the 

attention to minor details in the man- amount produced and we have the sum 

i agement of your herd, such as feeding of thirty dollars placed to the credit 

and watering regularly, feeding often of each cow, not to be considered as 

and not too much at a time, and last profit, but as a recompense for labor 

but not least, keeping them warm performed in caring for them. We do 

and comfortable that good results can not weigh the hay fed, but think the 

be obtained. estimate liberal as to the amount. We 

Our Cow Census. do weigh from time to time the grain 

From the first of January, 1892, until ration fed, and feed ten pounds of bran 

Y * the fall, we kept fifteen cows, and from |and middlings and two pounds of corn 

the latter part of September until the |and cob meal per day—the heavy milk- 

first of January, 1893, we kept feeds | receiving a larger amount, the 

cows, making an average for the year light milkers and heifers a lesser ra- 

of cows kept, seventeen and a bait, ‘ion. While we have no reison to 

We deduct the half cow for the milk|complain we are well aware that 

consumed by the family and sold by others with larger experience and with 

the quart to persons coming after it. well bred cows—ours are grade short 

From the seventeen cows during the horns—have done much better. We 

} year 1892 we delivered to the butter are but new beginners in the business 

and cheese factory, operated by C. B. and hope by a better selection of cows 

McCanna at this pace, 99,737 pounds and perhaps by a better method of 

of milk, and shipped seventy-six eight- feeding to largely increase the product. 

gallon cans to Chicago, 5,066 pounds, Not Satisfied With Present Results 

making a total of 104,803 pounds,—an The matter of building @ silo is seri- 

average of 6,165 pounds of milk pro- ousty contemplated. Before doing so we 

duced per cow. From the 104,803) want to pe informed by chemical 

pounds of milk we have received eleven | inalysis of the re.ative feeding value 

hundred and sixty-five hundredths dol- of a given amount of shelled corn con- 

lars. From calves sold we have re verted into meal and a like amount 

ceived twenty-six dollars, making in |converted into ensilage; also the rela- 

all the sum of one thousand one hun- tive feeding value of a given amount 

. dred and twenty-six dollars and sixty- | of cornstalks dried by the action of 

. five cents, an average production of the sun and atmosphere, eut into short 

sixty-six dollars and twenty-seven lengths by a feed cutter, and a like 

cents per cow. We estimate the cost amount converted into ensilage. The 

of keeping a cow for the year at thirty-|same question to be answered in re- 

, six dollars and thirty-five cents as per Jation to clover made into hay or con- 

the following statement: Ten pounds verted into ensilage. Then by com- 

| bran and middlings, two hundred days | puting the cost of labor expended in 

' at twelve dollars and twenty-five cents|the different methods together with 

| per ton, equals twelve dollars and |the cost of building a silo, we may 

! twenty-five cents. Two pounds corn|reach a satisfactory conclusion in re- 

and cob meal per day for same length |gard to the best methods to adopt. 

of time, four hundred pounds at thir-|In conclusion allow me to ‘say that in 

teen dollars per ton, two dollars and | giving a statement of amount produced 

sixty cents. One-fourth of an acre of|per cow I have considered only the 

sweet corn, sixteen dollars per acre, amount actually received in money; it 

y four dollars. One and one-half tons to this the value of separated milk and 

clover hay at five dollars per ton, seven whey returned and manure manufac- 

dollars and fifty cents. One acre corn- tured on the farm is added, the amount 7 

i stalks, four dollars. Pasturing, six dol- |1s materially increased; how much we 

! lars. ; : will leave for others to determine. |
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Since the latter part of September well eared for, will pay for all the 

mve have been milking four cows that food they consume and a liberal com- 

have produced but little or nothing pensation thirty dollars per annum, 

more than pay for their food. This tor their care, my object is obtained. 

has caused a considerable reduction With better milking breeds, much bet- 

in the average produce per cow, but ter results ought to be obtained. 

if it is, as I believe the average ex- Supt. Morrison—Some of the Experi- 

| perience of men engaged in dairying, ment Stations are conducting experi- 

it should count for nought. If I have ments upon the very questions pro- 

succeeded in demonstrating by a fairly pounded by Mr. Stetson and probably 

accurate account of receipts and ex- pefore the close of the present year 

penditures that good grade short horn they will be answered. 

cows generously fed and reasonably | 

———— 

HOW TO MAKE OUR COWS MORE PROFITABLE. 

CHARLES R. GIBBS, Whitewater, Wis. 

How to make our cows more profit- associations, and made possible by 

able is a question which has always legislative appropriations, that we are 

and everywhere interested, and now indebted for the fact that Wisconsin 

interests, both the producers and con- today stands at the front in the quality 

sumers of dairy products. It is my and value of her dairy products, and 

purpose to treat it very briefly, in such unless unfriendly legislation cripples 

a manner as to aid in some degree these beneficent agencies, we shall con- | 

the young farmer already engaged, |tirue to advance in spite of the oleo- 

or about to engage, in the most profit- | margarine, butterine and their kindred 

able branch of his . chosen business. | counterfeits, which now, through the 

Ali kinds of farming have greatly im-|criminal negligence of our national 

proved within the memory of most of legislature, crowd the markets in some 

us, but the last few years have wit-| parts of our country. Profitable re 

nessed more changes and greater im-|turns from our cows may be secured 

, provements in dairying than any other | by selecting the best breed for our pur- 

branch of the dairying industry. Ias-|pose. For beef, common consent places 

sume that the majority of this audience|in the lead, the Short horn and the 

ismade up oftheclass for which this | Hereford, some add the Devon and 

paper was written. I do not attempt the Swiss. All may be made to pay " 

to educate the o.der dairymen who) by judicious, careful management. It 

have “run with the machine” for years, | the object is to sell milk, the Ayrshire 

giving the results of their large experi-| and the Holstein are recommended. 

ence to the attendants upon these in-|For the production of butter, the Jer- 

stitutes and receiving in exchange the, seys and the Guernseys, in the order 

pest the country affords from the prac-|named, are held in the highest estima- 

tical dairy farmers all through the tion. Each has its champions, and the 

state. ‘coming contest at the world’s fair will 
probably fix the rank of the competing 

‘ Prantanio Betares: breeds’ for all purposes. It is fair to 

{ It is to their labors following and sup- await the judges’ decisions, and not 

plementing the work of the dairyman’s to discuss the subject in a partisan
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\ spirit. Here I may be permitted to ment of cows during lactation, and at 

| add that I prefer the Jersey over all all other times. The importance of a 

the other breeds, and report the pro- regular system is not realized by those 

duction of my herd of twenty-seven who never tried it, but it can hardly 

t cows for the year 1892,—301 pounds per | he overstated. If I had time and room,. 

i - cow—of butter, total 8135 pounds; I would urge it with all the power 

ij geld for about 24 cents per pound, I am master of; without it success is 

, $1,948.10; yielding for butter alone, per out of the question; with it failure wil 

} cow, $72.25. | seldom result. I believe most thor- 

i ‘The profit for milk, or increase, is oughly in private dairying, certainly 

Hl not shown on my books and cannot , so far as butter is concerned. The 

4 be accurately stated, nor can the cost| cost of separator, power and necessary 

} of keeping, except that the cows were utersils is now in reach of every one 

' fed a daily ration of about ten pounds |able to handle a herd of fifteen cows 

| of wheat bran, twenty pounds of clover |and upwards and with these provided, 

i hay, and what they would eat up clean jit isin the power of every man of ordi- 

\ of unhusked immature corn in the) nary skill to make butter that will 

| stalk—a very unsatisfactory crop to! command the “top of the market,” not- : 

4 feed, but when run through the cutter | withstanding he may be excluded from 

\ it produced good results. Each person | competition and membership in the or- 

will select the breed best suited to his genized dairy association of the state 

1 circumstances. After providing com-| and nation. He is, or can be, the 

fortable quarters for his cows, gees ea of a giltedged butter from the 

f light and properly ventilated, I ee and cream of his herd, fed, 

mend as the next thing in order (on | milked and handled in the neatest 

the score of humanity to man and'and best manner from the cow to 

) to dehorn every one, and the; the consumer, with no foreign ingredi- 

| bull at the head of the herd. I know | ents to offend the eye, nostril or palate 

| that some of the “Scientific Theorists” of the buyer. Can the factory or pub- 

j without practical experience or positive lic creamery, who receive what is of- 

knowledge do not favor dehorning, put! fered them by a whole neighborhood, 

f those who have tried it and can de- | gathering the cream from divers and 

cide from actual experience, without sundry sources, not all or a majority 

exception, so far as I have been able of them unobjectionable on the score 

to learn, continue and approve the of cleanliness, can they compete with 

practice and can not be induced to the private dairyman who is up in all 

abandon it. I do not propose to dis- the new modes and ideas now prevail- 

cuss it. “Facts are stubborn things,” ing? Not by any means or combina- 

| and will not yield to theories, however tion. But I am extending this paper 

[_Dlausible, unsustained by proof. , too much. If what I have written is 

| z entitled to a hearing, it will induce 
Regularity and System. ia further looking into the subject. 

‘The one great obstacle in the way of Grain growing, beef raising, fine wool 

success among dairy farmers is the lack sheep husbandry, trotting stock, have- 

of system, regularity and order, and it all had their rise and fall. Dairying 

} applies to nearly everything connected is now in its ascendant and the private 

{ with the busiress—food and feeding, | dairymen head the procession if they~ 

milking, and rearing of calves, treat- properly improve their opportunities.
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CARE AND FEED OF THE COWS FOR THE 

GREATEST PROFIT. 

. C. P. GOODRICH, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- | Jet me illustrate. Suppose the full 

men:—Mr. Kingman has furnished us |ration for a cow costs twelve cents a 

the right kind of a cow; Mr. Everett a and six cents of that is for food 

and Mr. Adams have been furnishing of support, and she produces a pound 

the food part of it, and now they want|of butter a day, then the cost of a 

me to put the two together and make jponne of butter would be ee —_ 

the most out of it. |Suppese you try to economize in . 

A true dairy cow having been given and feed but nine cents worth a day— 

us, the food having been given us, we six cents for support and three cents 

nvill try to feed her so as to get the | for production— which would make but 

greatest possible return for the food. ets a pound of butter a day for your 

To begin with, I will state one self- | nine cents in food, or make the butter 

evident truth;-it takes a  certain|cost eighteen cents a pound. Every 

amount of food to sustain life, that is, reduction in the ration adds to the 

replace the waste of the system;—|cost of the butter. This is not only 

and if only this amount is fed nothing | true in theory, but is true in practice, 

_ . ean be produced except at the expense | for the very good reason that you can 

of the cow by reducing her weight |zet nothing from the cow without first 

‘and vitality. Whatever is produced |siving her the equivalent in food after 

by the cow comes from the food that jeampor ine her. When you feed: your 

is consumed in excess of this food of cow don’t be stingy with her and be- 

support. From this it seems clear that | grudge her what she wants to eat and 

i .|say to her, “Can’t t along wi 

the more Sood a ue dairy Ov, Sm Oc ese fond? 1 quem 700 Gin” 
to produce milk, the greater the pro- | But rather say to her “Can’t you take 

duct from a given amount of food, and |@ little more feed? Come now, try it.” 

consequently the less will be the cost Variety of Feed. 

of a quart of milk ora pound of but-| A cow should have as great a variety 

ter. This simple statement seems 80/in her food each day as practicable. 

plain, and has been made so often,|She loves a variety as do all other 

that it would appear ey unealled animals, man included. Her nature 

for to make it again, but every day I crayes it, and she will eat more, di- 

see men who do not live up to this| gest more, and assimilate it better if 

principle, but are trying to save money |she has a variety. Feed her so as to 

‘by feeding their cows short a kkeep her appetite good. Don’t sur- 

therefore I deem it necessary to keep|feit her. After she comes in, feed her 

on dinging this truth into their ears.| sparingly of concentrated food for @ 

Feed » Full Ration. Yew days, increasing gradually for 

A full ration for a good dairy cow in|eight or ten days before getting up 

full flow of milk is all the good milk-|to full feed. If she is greedy and in- 

producing food she can consume and|clined to eat more than she can di- 

digest. The food of support is found | gest, don’t give it to her. Never put 

by experiment to be more than half|before her more than she will eat at 

of this—sometimes two-thirds. Now,'once, but be sure and give her enough.
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; Here is where it requires great skill,ing in it. But the more I experiment 

/ and judgment on the part of the feeder. |and investigate, the more I am satis- 

He must be intimately acquainted with |fied there is a great deal in it. If our 

his cow, and know her capacity. W. | coarse fodder is mainly clover hay, 

| H. Gilbert of New York, once said,| which is the best hay to be had for 

“There are three things to watch in milk production, the grain part of the 

feeding a cow—watch her when she|ration may be equal parts by weight, 

f eats; watch the excrement to see that|of wheat, bran, corn meal, and oat . 

she digests it, and watch the milk pail|meal, and do well. Still it will be profit- 

t to see that she pays for it.” This, in|able, even then, to feed one or two 

a few words, tells the whole story. pounds of oil meal or cotton seed 

A Balanced Ration. meal a day. If the main part of the 

t The cow, to produce milk, must have | COa7S¢ food is corn ensilage, which is 

the necessary constituents in her food, the cheapest food we can produce, or 

1 and these constituents, to produce fodder corn or straw, it is absolutely 

milk economically, must be in the right necessary that we have some more 

| proportions. The scientists tell us that nitrogenous food to balance it up. We 

the digestible substances in food are must have wheat, bran, oil meal or 

the albuminoids, sometimes called pro- cotton seed meal. I believe at present 

; tein, and carbo-hydrates and fat; and prices cotton seed meal for this pur- 

t that by a long series of experiments pose is the cheapest we can buy. But 

f tt hae bean’ find: that tiesratio” be |= Wee Moe ecee Ceres than 

i tween the two should be, to have the two pounds a day per cow. I will 

\ pest effects, as, 1:5 1-2, though the pro- give you the ration I am now feeding, 

j portion of the latter may be some- va it is the most satisfactory I ever 

it what larger and still do very well, 2 : 

i and perhaps be more economical if Ensilage from we!l eared corn,. .32 Ths 

i protein food is very high. The scien- Clover DAG, <.osje sic x's osc adecesee ae 

i tist analyzes the foods and formulates Corn stalks, cut up,...--..-++-- 5 Tbs 

| a ration which in his judgment is cor- Oak  GTRW bcos ccacstecessse ae 

i rect, or is what he calls a balanced Wheat bran,................... 8 Ibs 

! ration. But it must be submitted to Cotton seed meal,.......-.-+--+ 2IDs 

i the cow for her to pass judgment on. Two months ago the ration was the 

{ It must be palatable to her, easy of same, except that instead of the cotton 

} digestion and conducive to her health. seed meal 2 pounds of ground oats 

{ The chemist may help us some, but and corn were fed. Soon after com- 

t the cow and the practical dairyman mencing with the cotton seed meal, 

are, after all, the ones to work out the amount of butter produced by the. 

| the problem successfully. The results ee cows in the herd increased 

| of experiments and conclusions arrived |~ pounds a day. By changing 50 

y at by successful dairymen all over pounds of oats and corn meal, worth 

| the country are wonderfully alike; and 45 cents, for.50 pounds of cotton seed 

t that is, that a 1,000-pound cow, in full | ™eal, which costs 60 cents, an addi- 

i flow of milk, should have, in a ration, tional cost of 15 cents, we gained 60 

i} f de do her best; fram. 3 1-449 212 oe eee except a few nearly 

f pounds of digestible protein and take due to come in, are making fully as 

from 12 1-2 to 14 pounds of digestible much butter today as they were three 

} carbo-hydrates and from .75 to .80 of | months ago, and most of them are giv- 

i) a pound of fat. I know this idea of ing milk six months. 

| a balanced ratio is sneered at by many | Common Sense Feeding. 

farmers, and some persons who are | In my opinion, cows’ rations should 

| well informed on most subjects say be balanced in another way; that is, 

| that it is a humbug, and there is noth- | there should be a certain ratio be 

i 

| 
| 

{ 
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tween the coarse food and the grain | compel her to work hard for it. Oats 4 

food. I believe the best proportion for!are good food for the cow, but the 

cows in full flow is to have the grain|same weight of wheat bran is worth 

or concentrated food about one-half |nearly, though not quite, as much. My 

the weight of the coarse food. If a rule is that if two tons of oats will 

cow eats about 20 pounds of hay and |buy three tons of bran it will pay me 

other coarse food, she should have |to make the exchange. 

about 10 pounds of concentrated food. 

Ensilage should be divided by 2 1-2 or 

8, according to the amount of moisture Discussion. 

it contains, to reduce it to the equal Mr. Gilbert—Do you find that the 

of dry hay or fodder. Towards the| .. ae 
= same nutritive ratio will do for all 

latter part of the period of lactation, 9 

when the quantity of milk drops off, aarieaoa 
: + *| Mr. Goodrich—Well, perhaps not; it 

the grain feed should be decreased ac-}; ; 
is pretty hard to experiment with each 

gordingly. In short, the grain food | ,ow individually in a herd. 

should be somewhat in proportion to a a . 
= Mr. Gilbert—Still I venture to say 

the amount of milk she is able to pro- 2 + divi. 
% that you know individually every cow 

duce, because it is necessary to guard,|in your herd. 

at that time, with some cows, against] yfr, Goodrich—I am somewhat ac- 

the liability of taking on too much i 
5 quainted with them. I have been 

fat and contracting a beef habit. On * 
there and talked with them some. 

the other hand, the cow should be kept + . 
: Mr. Gilbert—I ‘have found that in 

in good condition. With the ration my ; iti 
‘ formulating a nutritive ratio I oc 

cows are having now, not one of them casionally have a cow that does not 

is getting fat, but it all seems to go 

to the production of milk. That mak get carbonaceous food annette Tee 
oe ? aKeS |t9 give them more carbon, more heat. 

me think that the ration is about as 5 i _ 

near right as it can be a Opposite her, very likely, will be a cow 

meee: which, if I feed her the same, will dry 

Feed According to Capacity. up and take on fat, so I change the 

Don’t think from anything I have|ration a little. 

said that my cows are all fed the same Mr. Van Matre—When you added this 

amount. Each cow is fed according to | cotton seed meal in your ration, did 

a capacity, meaning that she has ali|you increase the per cent. of butter 

she can eat and digest, and at the fat in your cow’s mick? 

same time keep the proportions pe-| Mr. Goodrich—Not at all; I got more 

tween coarse fodder and concentrated milk. I have taken a good deal of 

food as near as may be, as I have said. | pains on this subject, and I know some- 

In summer the cows should have | thing about it. I commenced on this 

good pasture with a variety of good | cotton seed meal the first of January. 

Pasa I have found that it pays to)The last part of December the cows 

her,—twice a day when she is| were all tested separately, and a 

put in the stable to be peas sample taken from ten consecutive 

little good early-cut clover hay she | milkings, and the butter made for five 

will eat, Se ae to eat | days, and then another test in the 

some, no matter how good the grass same way has just been completed 

is, Sig also if she is in full flow of | and the-per cent. of butter fat in the 

milk, about one-half as much grain | milk averages almost exactly the same. ~ 

as in winter. If in the latter part of Some cows have gone up and some 

summer the pasture dries up, feed her dcwn, one cow has dropped one per 

green, second crop of clover or fodder cent. Now, if I had only been testing 

corn. In short, be sure that at all that one cow, I would have said that 

times she has plenty to eat and don’t cotton sead meal makes poorer milk, if I 

‘ 4
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had been testing some other cow, I| Mr. Goodrich—Not unless it is abso- 
would have said it makes richer milk, |lutely neeessary for the safety of the 
‘but with the twenty-five cows it makes | cows. 

s mo. difference. Mr. Van Matre—What concentrated 

Dr. Babeock—Have you found any/food do you feed when your cows are 
1 difference in the quality of your butter|on grass? 

since you commenced feeding cotton] yr, Goodrich—I have fed bran. and 

seed meal? corn meal. 

Mr. Goodrich—I have not been able 

to see any difference; I am inclined ae in ae a a eee 

i to think it is a little harder, because| 04) 
t we have been obliged to churn at two!" Guostion—How long do you milk a 

Hl degrees higher temperature. cow before she is dry? 

Mr. Bradbury—I was in Arkansas} 4, Goodrich—My way is to mik a 
two years ago and a man who had cow as long as she gives a good flow 

| been making butter in Iowa tried to!/ + mink. Some have been milked for 

churn his cream in Ae at the several years; they usually go dry ac 

pee ee Dats he got Very | op eight weeks. I never would milk for 

poor Feomltsy he se Se | the sake of the milk they would give 

date five depress aul got results. | inet before they were coming in, but 
They feed almost entirely on cotton for the safety of the cow. I have 

hf seed meal. 
i : _ |lost several very good cows that I 

Mr. Goodrich—Last year T experi-| sored to go dry, and when they came 
| mented carefully with part of my cows|;, they had inflamed udders. If a 

| with oil meal, and the results satis-| .o. ig willing to quit milking, I am 

fied me that the chemists are right willing to call it square. 

i when they say that the cotton seed vill_Tell eal arco 

meal has more protein. It costs just Mr. Fa cake ies ere apt a 

i the same at Ft. Atkinson, $26 a ton by mie meee be ean he acento 

small quantities. | that way; it is the money " 

i Prof. Henry—The Wisconsin Experi-| Mr. cou vor I - tell = 

1 ment Station recently published a|What we got last year, and we wi 

bulletin giving the ration fed last year |Dot feeding as good a oe a we 

i by Mr. Goodrich, and also some twelve |#re this year. We were po pied 

j or fifteen other Wisconsin dairymen. = Se ae oe ae 

vi a to all + ) . 

\ oe ene oe ee pounds of clover hay and a little straw. 

hi asking for it. Now, last year I had twenty-four cows 

i Mr. Gilbert—What is the average |°D the average, six of them were four 

i ecicut of your herd? year old heifers with their first calves; 

| Mr. Goodrich—This ration is for a ee “ i ee ete nee 

I grown, 1,000-pound cow. I feed : > 

i ae : ae Jy. The cotton | three-year-old heifers, and the others 
\ ie ground feed separately. e on mae T made TRIS porated 

i seed meal is mixed with the bran. | ™@ture cows. 1020 po 

I feed some coarse feed first and the butter, that is, 327 pounds to the cow. 

: grain dry. I have fed my food mixing I sold that butter for $2,117.80; $88.20 

: the coarse with the grain food, but I} Per ae nye Rc gu Magid aot: 

could not see any gain in the result, 000 poun = = 4 a ne aan 

| and I don’t want to change unless| Cents a hundre: ete = ee 

| I am pretty certain I am going to make the calves averaged me DP 

: which makes $12 to the cow, besides 
a change for the better. 10020 

Mr. Hyatt-Do you milk before | the $88.20, or $100.20. 

{ parturition? Mr. Briggs—Suppose I had all these 

' 
i “ 

| 7
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facilities, animals~ and all, what can|to figure the thing all up and taking 

I do if I have to hire my help? into consideration that she was a large 

Mr. Goodrich—I never run a dairy | eater, I thought best to dispose of her. } 

with hired men without being there ‘Mr. Thayer—Wouldn’t you rather 

myself, or one or two of my sons. |trust your long experience and judg- 

They don’t do all the work by a great | ment than to trust the Babcock test 

deal, they have hired men, and have|on the cow? 
} 

just as much fun as any men I know| Mr. Goodrich—Would you rather 

of. 
trust your judgment than to trust the i 

Mr. Miller—Where is poor Mary, that | scales in buying hogs? 
i 

Mr. Terry told us of? Mr. Monrad—I think Friend Gilbert’s ! 

Mr. Goodrich—Now, I will tell you|suggestion is a good one, that is to j 

about Mary. You are afraid Mary | supplement the pastures with a little i 

doesn’t have her share, aren’t you? | cotton seed meal. I would like to see { 

‘Well, now, Mary has it all. the experiment made, pecause it would I! 

‘Mr. Forbes—Can you tell us which certainly do our summer butter no j 

is the most profitable of your Cows, harm to have a little better body- | 

those that are milked continuously, or| Mr. Apeli—Mr. Goodrich, have you t 

those that go dry two months in the | figured up what you realized from your + 

year? 
cows, net profit? 

f 

Mr. Goodrich—One of the most profit-| Mr. Goodrich—Certainly I have, I } 

able cows I have has never been dry;|wouldn’t think much of myself if I 

another one that is fully her equal didn’t know what it cost me. The } 

goes dry from six weeks to two months. | cost of the feed last year per cow was | 

My cows are grade Jerseys, some of | $20, and taking the work of caring for | 

them fifteen sixteenths. 
them and making the putter, it is not 

Question—What ‘was the original difficult to figure that up, but it cost | 

stock? 
me about $20 to care for the cow and 

Mr. Goodrich—What you might call | manufacture the product, although I 

native or common cows. In the first | think it is hardly that now that I have 

place, they are all descendants from |2 separator on my farm. That makes 

an Ayrshire cow. Way pack, more|the cost $50; then there is about $3 

than thirty years ago, I had her—then | besides for packages, etc., making $53. 

they were graded up with good milk-| Mr. Monrad—What about Mr. C.. P. 

ing Holsteins, and now graded up Goodrich’s salary; is that included in 

with Jerseys. 
that? 

Prof. Henry—We recognize that the| Mr. Goodrich—What work I dof 

milk test is a good thing in the cream-|charge just the price that I ean hire . 

ery. Do you find it helpful to you as|it for, and if there is any profit over 

a dairy farmer to find the value of|that, why I take it, or Mary does. 

your cows? 
Mr. Gilbert—He has all of the net 

Mr. Goodrich—It has helped me a| receipts for his salary. 

great deal. I have been able to sort Mr. Woodward—I don’t think you are 

my cows out so that they would pro-| fair to the ecw. You have charged her 

duce more for the food that they |for all the food you gave her and have- 

have. I have disposed of some cows |n’t given her a cent of credit for the 

that were not paying me a very good | manure. 

prefit, one cow particularly, the Bab-| Mr. Goodrich—I value the manure 

ecck test told me was not a very|very highly, but I did not want to put 

profitable cow, although at times she that in, for I know a great many men 

gave fifty pounds of milk, but her|say, I can’t afford to spend my life 

i milk tested below three per cent. and| making manure. There is some other 

| she went dry quite a long while. Come} moncy invested in the fixtures on the
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} farm, and there is the interest on them.|a long story short, she turned out 

i I will throw that in for the manure.|very poor milk, and if he had had a 
i Mr. Thayer—I want to find out more | Babcock test he would not have bought 

; about the Babcock test. Isn’t it so/jher. : 
i complicated that an ordinary farmer| Mr. Hendricks—In starting a butter 

like myself will be unable to use it|dairy is it safe for a man to purchase 
| with profit? a cow from a man that uses the Bab- 
{ Mr. Vin Maive—t have run one all|cock test? 

winter, and I know it does not take| Mr. Goodrich—I want to tel you 

, much ability. a little experience in that regard. I 

Mr. Thayer—Will it pay a small|do some changing of cows every year. 
| farmer, milking four or five cows, to|I raise some and let others go, and 
! have the test? some that I let go are fairly good cows, 
i Mr. Goodrich—I think it will. If he|but still they are my poorest ones. 
I only had two or three cows. What-|Last year a friend of mine was at 
i ever cows he does have he wants to|my place with his wife visiting, and 
i know are the right kind. The fact|we were looking at the cows, and I 
i is he needn’t use it every day, and | accidentally said that I wanted to dis- 
} half a dozen neighbors could club to-|pose of three cows. He says, “What 

" gether and own one. do you want for them; where are 

! Mr. Woodward—We haye a gentle-|they? I says, “You don’t want to buy 
} man down in New York who used to|™Y Poorest cows?” Well, he wanted 

i be a farmer, and I heard him relate|to see them; he saw them, and con- 
} this incident this winter. He said that|@uded to take one for $30. I showed 
i he and his wife were both brought! him just what she had done, the 
i up on a farm, and they concluded they | Weight of the milk and the test, and 

i; would have a cow and try to keep a|that she was one of my poorest cows, 
i little end of a farm in town, and he|but he took her. In a few days he 

thought he was a good judge of a|came back, and he says, “Have you any 
i cow. so he went out and bought a|™ore of such poor cows to sell?” And 
i nice, handsome looking cow, saw the|I had one more to sell. They were 
H owner milk her, and she gave a fine|™Y poorest cows, but I had been im- 
i pailful of milk, and he wanted to buy | Proving until I think that the poorest 
i her, but the man didn’t want to sell, |0ne was a pretty fair cow. 

t! for she was his wife’s favorite cow| Mr. Heminwagen—How is this, if 
fi and she didn't want to spare her. He/|the farmer has two or three cows that 

finally persuaded them to sell her, and | he will do better than if he has fifty 
4 he drove her home. Everybody was | cows? . 

congratulating him on what a splendid| Mr. Goodrich—Take as good care of 
cow that was; he paid $50 for her, and |the fifty cows as you do of the one, 
took good care of her. Well, to make)and they will do just as well. 

.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M.. Mr. Wallace in the Chair. 

Music. Singing by Mrs. Blankenburg. 

FERTILITY IN FEEDING STUFFS. 

Prof W. A. HENRY, Madison, Wis. 

Every good farmer is deeply inter-)viz., nitrogen, phosphoric acid and 

ested in maintaining the fertility of| potash. While plants require other 

his farm. All in attendance at this|elements, one or all of these three 

closing institute, I am sure, will be in-|are often Jacking, and if these 

terested in fcllowing the subject of|are supplied with, other conditions fa- 

the relations of feed to farm fertility. ; vorable, maximum crops may be ob- 

Like most others the subject requires | tained. In all the states where ferti- 

study, but I am sure you will follow jlizers are handled in large quantities 

me with interest and patience if I do|the agricultural experiment stations 

my part. 
are in control and no fertilizer is sold | 

Already the question of fertilizers | without guarantee by the dealer, the ! 

is one of vast importance along the | whole trade being closely watched and 4 

Atlantic and Gulf states, were com- heavy fines imposed for wrong-doing. 

mercial fertilizers are sold in enormous ‘As a consequence the prices for nitro- 

quantities. In 1891 farmers and gar-| gen, phosphoric acid and potash in 

deners of New Jersey paid out $1,300,- | fertilizers have a very regular and uni- 

000 for commercial fertilizers. A gen- form price at eastern shipping ports. 

eration or more ago the eastern farmers | Nitrogen comes mostly in the form of 

F continued to exhaust the soil, which |nitrate of soda or Chili saltpetre from 

must now be brought up again through | South America. Phosphoric acid comes 

the purchase of expensive plant food |from rocks brought from Canada, South 

ingredients. Wisconsin and other west-' Carolina or Florida, which are ground 

ern states will follow the same way {up and treated with sulphuric acid to 

unless watehfulness leads to high |render the phosphorous more available 

farming, in which case I believe we|to plants. Potash is secured from wood 

can for a long time yet rely upon our ashes and also from a mineral in Ger- 

own resources instead of paying out| many. These materials are sold by 

heavy sums to fertilizer syndicates.’ the ship Joad on guaranteed analysis, 

I believe we can avoid the use of com- the price ranging close to 17 cents 

mercial fertilizers by growing crops of per pound for nitrogen, 7 cents per 

clover in our rotations, and by pur- pound for phosphoric acid, and 4 cents 

chasing stock foods grown in other. per pound for potash. In Chicago 

states which may be fed first to a|the prices would’ be a little higher 

profit for the animal products secured, owing to the commissions and added 

an@ then return to our fields most freights. If the Wisconsin farmer 

of the fertilizing elements contained by \{hinks he can use fertilzers profitably, 

mway of the manure. 
\he must pay rather more than these 

In commercial fertilizers there are | prices; indeed, if we are ever going to 

generally three valuable constituents, | use commercial fertilizers extensively
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here, we are badly handicapped owing|I am through, if a farmer spread a 
to our distance from the seaboard. {ton of timothy hay on his land and 

Our crops take out from the soil;plows it under, will he get $5.99 
a certain amount of these fertilizing) worth of crops in return for the 

ingredients and build them up into the|hay used as a manure? Not 

plant structure. Of course, the most/at all. It means that in taking a 
available materials are taken up, leav-|ton of hay off the field the farmer has 
img the fields with the less available, |removed fertilizing elements which z 
and in poorer condition for the next|will cost $5.99 if he buys them in the 

. crop. Animals feeding upon our crops|open market at reasonable price. It 

. take out a small portion of the fer-|further means that while there are 
tilizing elements and build them up/|$5.99 worth of fertilizing elements in 

into their bodies. The number of|a ton of timothy hay at the same rate 

i pounds of fertilizing elements taken | there are $12.45 worth in a ton of bran, 
H out by some of our leading crops and|or that a ton of bran contains more 

farm animals is shown in the following | than twice as much fertility as a ton 
diagram, which gives the nitrogen,|of timothy hay. 

phosphoric acid and potash contained 

in a ton of farm products, fractions pee cae bh fe 
of pounds being omitted. These figures r 

} were prepered by Dr... P. Arambg,! "OE es 
! of the Pennsylvania Experiment Sta- Pourns ras Tom. 
H tion and given in the annual report se aie 
i for 1890. Nitro. |Phos- 
! The diagram on opposite page shows a | ee 
i that! in a ton of timothy hay there are 20 

t pounds of nitrogen, 14 of ghoaphote|——— | TO 

i acid and 41 of potash. Red clover| Timothy hay............| 2% 14 41 
hay shows much more nitrogen, less 

phosphorie acid and rather less potash tree . = 
| and so on through the list. | Wheat straw .........] 11 4 18 

} We have already been given the|Cornstalks............] 17 il 19 
! price of nitrogen, phosphorie acid and| potatoes..............-.-| 7 3 u 

| potash in commercial fertilizers. As 0 2 6s 
! already shown, our farm products con- ‘oases caemaraaraaran 
i tain these same fertilizing ingredients | Oil meal ........... ....] 105 32 % 
1 in greater or less quantity. These fer-| Gotton seed meal........| 136 29 56 
i tilizers have all been gathered from 

our fields. Let us place the same mar- Re eer = a = 
ket value on them per pound in our| Oats ....................] 36 12 9 

farm products as they cost iMloorm.... 2. ceceeesj 88 12 7 
fertilizers. This is done in the table 

; given on page 174. MINI Soe wien, ccmacinsenen 53 37 3 

The table is a most interesting|Sheep.................. 45 25 3 
one and will bear close study. We Pig 40 18 4 
learn that the amount of nitrogen, po ey ee ae 
phosphoric acid and potash which a WAC ONG <a cni cen scees 5 1 8 

ton of timothy hay contains is worth | wheat middlings ....... 49 7 5 ~ 
$5.99, while the same in a ton of bran| yay | 10 3 3 
is worth $12.45 and for a ton of oil Se a eine 
meal $21.11. Let us understand clearly | “heese.--..---.-1----+++- 1 23 5 

what is meant here. Some one in iE “4 7 3 
the audience will ask me as soon as! 

—
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Nitrogen. PROSPRO-| Potash. Nitrogen. Phospho-) Potash. Total, 

Meadow bay. =| > | 8 | a8 || gar | goar | 9105 | gsa0, 
| Timothy hay........ ++ +++ 20 4 41 3.35 1.01 1.68 5.99 
: Hungarian hay.... ...------ 3 7 42 3.92 48 1.70 6.10 

Red clover hay........-..++ 40 11 37 6.83 78 1.46 a. ; 

i Wheat straw............++ 11 4 13 1.88 31 50 2.69 

Barley strdw...... -.-20++++ 18 4 19 2.18 rg 87 3.82 

Oat straw......0..20 eeee0s 12 4 18 2.08 co 71 3.06 
: Corn stalks .........s00eee0++ 7 BOF 19 2.88 74 7 4.39 

DNR coco <encenes as 7 3 n 1.19 2 46 | 1.87 
,. Mangolds .........+s2:000++ 5 1 8 8 08 38 1.19 

: Sugar beets. .........+++++ 6 2 8 1.04 el 31 1.46 
Turnips.... ....----0-0ee--0+ 4 2 7 63, 18 26 1.02 

} QATTOUR .....0-22c0000 soneee 4 2 6 64 14 22 1.00 

Wheat bran .... ....-+00++ 49 29 BB | 8.35 2.00 2.10 | 12.45 
i GpRRWOR« .concosseseeseee 49 69 39 8.31 4.80 1.54 | 14.65 

Wheat middlings........--- 49 7 5 8.24 5L 21 8.96 

| Brewers’ grains.........--+ 18 8 1 | 3.08 57 04 3.64 

! iemeths 2 soiesececcs ote | el 2 | rer | 2.2% 99 | tat 
Cottonseed meal.........-..] 186 29 56 || 23.06 2.04 2.25 | 28.85 
Winter wheat............+++ 38 n 16 6.38 4 63 7.95 
(Wisiber TYC.....00--00+000-- 34 n 18 5.97 78 m1 7.26 

a QOS. .....22 00.0 ccce- ceceseee 36 12 9 6.21 87 35 7.43 

Indian corn.......-.+..0++ «+ 33 12 7 5.62 83 30 6.75 

BIOUIGY os. oo enone sees 40 9 15 6.74 68 62 7.99 
BGRWREE. 5o-cceocesecener 10 8 3 1.78 24 12 2.09 

eee ae ngs 91 23 5 15.40 1.61 20 | 17.21 
j Beek........cccccsccccccecees 72 lo 9 12.34 73 34 13.31 

| PBS cade, casceronees 70 2 8 || 11.86 St .33 | 12.98 
a ae aah 69 9 8 11.80 64 81 | 12.75 < 

Live cattle..... ...--+....-- 53 37 8 9.04 2.60 4 11.78 

j Live calf... .......2-+02+22+ 50 28 5 8.50 1.93 19 10.62 

Live sheep................-- 5 3 3 7.61 1.72 12 9.45 

RSE Sinks Sk mtat Ate 40 18 4 6.80 1.23 Br 8.17 3 

| pe socks dels, Soe 7 3 7.41 Be 2 | 8.05 é 
Washed wool.. a 189 1 4 82.00 04 i 32.18 

| Unwashed wool............. 108 2 149 18.36 15 5.06 | 24.47 : 

) 

7 

: 
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The foregoing table shows the fer-; from them is quite another. It is a 

tilizers in a ton of feed stuffs and the| fact that New Jersey farmers in "91 \ 

market value of fertilizers contained. | paid $1,300,000 for nitrogen, phosphoric { 

Fractions of pounds omitted in giv-|acid and potash, and only did so be- 

ing pounds in a ton but used in cal-|cause they believed it paid. The point 

culating total value. Nitrogen estimat-|I am trying to bring out in the table ; 

ed at 17 cents per pound, phosphoric | is the relative values, and that if the 

r acid 7 cents, and potash 4 cents. fertilizers in a ton of timothy hay + 

Let us now take up the second | cost $5.99, then the fertilizers in a i 

pranch of the subject, yiz., relations ton of bran are worth $12.45, and fur- 4 

of feeds to manure. Careful tests have ther, that if these feeds are given 

shown that animals take out only a to our farm animals from three-fourths 

small part of the nitrogen, phosphoric to all of the fertilizing elements ap- : 

acid and potash in the feeds; that is, pear in the excrement which if saved f 

4hat most of these elements reappear for manure may be returned to the i 

in the manure. A work horse which fields. Our table shows the high fer- 1 

neither gains nor loses in weight re- tilizing value of bran, oil meal, and . 

turns all of the fertilizing elements | cotton seed meal as compared with ‘ 

in the manure. Growing animals take |CO™ meal, wheat straw, etc. | 

out not over 10 per cent. which is| We all know that stock-growing | 

built up into the body in muscle and keeps our farms in better heart than { 

pone. Dairy cows take out a larger grain growing; that by steadily srow- 

per cent. but still leave fully three- ing grain and selling it our farms } 

fourths of all the fertility that is in gradually run down, while with stock 

the feed in the manure. We must | growing we can keep them up to a high 

carefully bear in mind that a large state of fertility. It is for just the { 

part of the fertility in the manure is|reason here shown. The farmer who | 

in the liquid portion which is often |sells a ton of wheat worth, say, $20 

wasted on the farm. The stockman |0r $25 sells $7.75 worth of nitrogen, 

who feeds a ton of bran to his work phosphoric acid and potash, while the i 

horses will, if all his manure, solid and |farmer who sells a ton of sheep worth } 

liquid is saved, have $12.45 worth of '$80 or $100 sells only $9.45 worth of } 

fertility in the manure. If the same fertility. No further comparisons are 

js fed to growing stock he will have | necessary. For a dozen years I have 

about 90 per cent. of the fertility, | been urging the farmers of Wisconsin 

and to a dairy cow, more than 75 per | to feed bran liberally. This table is 

cent. Again, I am sure I will be asked the best exponent of my reason for | 

if I mean to say that if a farmer | doing so. We all know that the grain 

feeds a ton of bran to his work horses |growers of the west are taking the 

and saves all the manure and applied cream from their land and selling it 

the same to his fields, he will receive| in the shape of wheat. Our table 

$12.45 worth of crops through the use|shows us that the fertility of the 

of the manure. Most emphatically no. \wheat grain is largely in the bran por- 

When the eastern farmer drives up | tion. By buying bran grown on the 

to the warehouse and buys a ton of wheat farms of the northwest and 

phosphate for $30, he does not think | feeding the same to our dairy cows 

of asking the dealer if his crops will and other farm stock, we can have 

be increased by $30 any more than |at Jeast three-fourths of its fertility 

when he buys a plow for $12 he wishes | to put on the fields. Why will we 

the dealer to guarantee that he will |allow the train loads of bran from the 

make $12 out of his crops by purchas- \mills of Minneapolis to cross our state 

“| ing it. What a man must pay for fer- | and be manufactured into mutton, but- 

; tilizers is one thing; what he will get | ter and cheese in the east, when we
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can stop these cars within our borders,{A ton of butter is worth something 
feed the bran on our farms, have but-|like $400, while the fertilizers in it 
ter, cheese and mutton to sell our-|are not worth more than half a dollar. q 
selves, and the fertility to put on our! Mfr. Selle-How many pounds of ni- 

farms? How can.I, as the head of|trogen are in saltpetre? 

the Wisconsin Agricultural College,| prof. Henry—Between 16 and 17 per 
see this great stream of feed and fer-| cent, of the weight of saltpetre is pure 
tility cross our state to be utilized by | nitrogen. 

other farmers when our own farmers! Mr. Stevens—If all the farmers raise 
have the animals to which it should| clover, would it lessen the chance for 
be fed, and .our fields are crying out/any of us getting nitrogen from any 
for the fertility. Farmers of Wiscon-| other man’s land? 

sin, let us study this question, and) prof, Henry—We need not worry 
| study it carefully, and may the time) about that, because four-fifths of the 

be generations ahead when we shall| air js nitrogen. 

have to compete with farmers in the| Mr. Stevens—I also understand there 
Atlantic states in the purchase of high/are 38 tons of nitrogen standing over 

' Priced commercial fertilizers. every acre of land every hour of every 
; day. 

eras Prof. Henry—It has recently been 
piaiinpaien. discovered that the clover plant takes 

q free nitrogen from the air and adds 
| Dr. Babcock—Would like to have! it to the soil. Often our clover fields 

I Prof. Henry state the amount of fer-|yqq many dollars worth of nitrogen 

| tility carried off from the farm by|at no cost to us. There is no earthly 
| the different crops, comparing ¢S-|reason for a Wisconsin farmer think- 

pecially dairy products with the grain ing of paying 17 cents a pound for 

t crops. nitrogen when a few cents worth of 

; Prof. Henry—Our table shows that| clover seed will grow plants which will 
i when the farmers sell a ton of cheese| gather many pounds of nitrogen from 

worth say $160, he sells $17 worth of|the air and hand it over to the soil 
! fertility, while if he sells a ton of|ready for the next crop. 

wheat worth $20 he sells $7.75 worth| Mr. Hilison—In tthe ‘three cereals, 
/ of fertility. The wheat is only worth| wheat, barley and oats, which takes 4 : 

an eighth as much as the cheese, yet! out the most from the soil? 
its fertility is almost half that of the) Prof. Henry—Our table shows that 

! cheese. In selling butter almost no | wheat takes out $7.75 worth, oats $7.43 
fertility is sold since the butter is| worth, barley $7.99. They run very 

; nearly all composed of fat and water. | close. 

, 

. 
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HOW TO AVOID LOSSES OF BUTTER-FAT IN 

BUTTER-MAKING. 

Dr. S. M. BABCOCK, Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 3 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—The subject |in a cylindrical can, known as the shot 

that has been assigned to me is one|gun can, and afterwards in the Cooley + 

of the utmost interest and importance | system, differing from the other only 

to every butter-maker, and I think] by being submerged and skimmed from 

I can best show how the losses in but-| the bottom. This system has ‘been for 

ter fat in butter making can be|the farmer one of the most practical, 

avoided by reviewing briefly the history |and one which gave him very much 

and the progress of butter making dur-|Iess loss than the other. The losses 

ing the past twenty years, and show-|by this system where it was carefully 

ing how the losses during that time | conducted, was reduced fully one-half. 

have been reduced. Twenty years ago Set Milk Before it Cools. 

the losses of butter fat in butter mak-| The best results are obtained by 

ing were over one pound of fat for|this system when the milk is set im- 

every ‘hundred pounds of milk, lost in| mediately after milking, before it cools, 

the skim thilk and in the butter milk.|and set in ice water, the colder the 

Today these losses have been reduced |water the more efficient is the cream- 

to something like two-tenths of one|ing. If the temperature of the 

per cent. water used is as high as fifty 

Shallow Pans. degrees the losses are excessive, 

Twenty years ago the almost univer- amounting to fully as much as under ng 

sal method of creaming upon the farm the old shallow system. Whenever the 

was by the shallow setting in pans.|Water is below forty degrees, the 

The losses by this system in the skim creaming is generally very good indeed, 

milk on the average was about nine-|2d on an average the losses are about 

~ tenths of one per cent. or nine-tenths three-tenths of one per cent. If you 

of a Ypound for each one hundred are using this system the milk should 

pounds of milk operated with. The not be allowed to stand around the 

method of churning this cream was jstable or elsewhere, even until the 

with the old dash churn, and the losses whole herd is milked, but just as soon 

in the butter milk ranged anywhere 2S 2 can of milk is ready it should 

from one pound up to four or five or \be placed in the creaming tank. 

even ten pounds, for each one hundred | Skim from Bottom and Dilute With 

gga Sigg altars eee ee = os other = of loss 

over one pound to each one hundred. Dy this system and that is the method 

of skimming. Where the shot gun can 

Deep Setting With Ice Water. is used, it is customary to skim it 

f The first improvement that was made} from the top, and the losses are al- 

and introduced generally was that of, most always greater than where it is 

the deep setting with ice water, where | skimmed from the bottom, or the milk 

p the milk was set in pans of different ) drawn from the bottom as in the Cooley 

2 shapes. The first system was a can |eystem. When the milk is drawn off 

that was introduced by Prof. Schwartz |from the bottom, there should be at 

; and finally was adopted in this country | least one inch of skim milk left with 

12—B 
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the cream. Now, this system will not creamery. The losses of fat in the . 

cream all milks uniformly. Milks that|skim milk where this system is in- 

contain very small fat globules usually | troduced, may be reduced to practically 

cream poorly. The milk of the Ayrshire nothing, that is down to not more than 

and Holstein cows always contains | one-tenth of a per cent. of fat, and as 

very small globules, which will not/a general run with engines, I believe ‘ 

cream as efficiently as that of Jersey |it does not exceed two-tenths. I be- . 

and Guernsey cows. Also, the milk lieve it is possible to skim poorly with 

from strippers gives less efficient | the centrifugal machine, just as by e 

creaming, chiefly on account of tee aoe other system, but the chances are 

diminished size of the fat globules; | that where a person has sufficient in- 

also on account of the fact that there | telligence to lead him to purchase 

has been an increased amount of the|a separator, he will have sufficient 

solids not fat, rendering the milk serum | skill to run jt in a manner that will 

more viscous, so that it offers a|give him not over two-tenths of a per 

greater resistance to the movement of | cent. of loss in both skim milk and 

the fat globules. This difficulty may | butter milk. 

be to a great extent removed by ditut-| Dole. 

ing the milk with a little water just : —_— 

} before it is put into the cans. There One great advantage besides a 

| should never be added over ten per loss in the skim milk is the consistency 

. cent. of water and this should be oft the cream obtained. ‘This system 

warm. There is one objection to this puts within the contro! of the operator 

| system that has not generally been the amount of fat which shall be con- 

noticed, and that is the consistency of | tained in the cream, probably from 

the cream which is obtained, especially twenty-five per cent. to thirty per cent. 7 

1 where the cream has been set only gives the best results. The reasons for 

1 about ten, eleven or twelve hours; it| this are two-fold:| First, the easy 

t is quite thin, containing on the average churning. Whenever we have @ very 

| not over eighteen per cent. of fat,| thick cream the churning is easier, 

} Now, cream of this consistency does | the amount of butter milk is less, and 

1 not churn as efficiently as that which | consequently the losses would be very 

| contains more fat, and this is very small. But there is a difficulty in 

largely due to the increased quantity | Churning very’ thick cream, as cream 

of milk which we have. that contains over about thirty per 

eent. of fat has such a consistency 

Centrifugal System. that it will adhere to the sides of 

Following the introduction of the] tne churn, and the churning cannot be 

deep setting system, we have that of properly made, and the cream is. 

: the centrifugal systems, which were) washed out with the putter milk and 

introduced into this country about) tne losses are very considerable. Any- 

fifteen years ago. For a great many|where near twenty-five to thirty per 

years the system was only available | cent. of fat will give you a very low 

to creameries and large factories OD |josg in the butter milk. 

account of the expense required and 

the skill necessary in handling the Best Results Obtained. 

: apparatus. Within three or four years, The best results are always obtained 

however, there have been a large num-|in running the separator, where the 

ber of hand separators introduced into | milk is creamed as soon as possible $ 

the market, which do the work in a| after milking, before the milk cools. If 

very efficient manner, and which have | it is allowed to stand until it is cooled " 

put the means into the hands of the |off it pecomes necessary to warm the 

farmers of accomplishing just as good milk before it is put through the separ- 

{ results as can be obtained in thelator, and of course this is complicat
ing 
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the work very greatly; and besides, the wes which appear in the churn. This 

efficiency of the creaming is never as was shown to be a mistaken idea, 

good after the milk has been once cooled the globules themselves being free. 

down. The temperature of separation Now, following this idea that the glob- 

should never be below 70 degrees, and ules must be subjected to sufficient 

the best results are obtained between force to rupture this membrane has. 

80 and 90 degrees. In reality the peen the disappearance of nearly all 

warmer the milk the greater quantity those churns containing floats or pad- 

can be put through a separator ina | dles of any kind. The modern churn, 

given time and skimmed down to a | which is almost universally used in 

given per cent. of loss, but practically | our creameries, is a simple box churn, 

E between 80 and 90 degrees is the best ‘ or a barrel churn, containing no paddles 

point. The next thing to be considered whatever. 

is the speed of the separator—the num-} There is another advantage aside 

ber of revolutions made by the bowl. from the efficiency of churning in this 

If this is below that recommended, the kind of churning, that it enables the 

creaming is not efficient, that is, there butter maker to granulate his butter. 

will be an abnormal loss in the skim ;In this condition the butter milk is 

milk. It is better to exceed the num-| more readily washed out, giving @ 

per of revolutions a little than to get much better quality of butter. 

below that recommended. With a Condition of Chorning. 

higher speed a tle more milk can| ow, aa to the condition of churning: | 
time and skimmed equally close. The cream should contain about 25 

Let us now consider the next point per cent. of fat; tt should be as 8 Sen 

as to the churning of the cream which eral thing, mildly acid, and should be 

se s churned at a proper temperature. If 

has been obtained. Until recently, it s 
you will remember that the formation 

has been the practicé and usually 

considered absolutely necessary that of butter is through the sticking to 

all ‘cream should be ‘ripened, that is, gether of the sum ma globules which 

that it should be soured some before are found in the milk, you will see 
that the temperature of the fat glob- 

it is churned. This, I believe, @8 2) yes must be such that these little 
general thing, will give better results, 

that is, to ripen the cream until it is|1) enc of fat would naturally adhete 
: to each other. If the temperature is 

mildly acid. It should then be put into] 5, h 1th at of thee 

Se ea ay chimed wma ws: Bat: |e ric te oth aa 
‘ane tes in a granular form they cannot unite with each other, or 

suri = if they do they will be broken up by 

The Modern Churn. the mechanical action of the churn 

The churn that was used twenty | so that if we raise the temperature 

years ago was almost uniformly a| above the melting point of the fat, we 

dash churn; that was superceded by | shall churn indefinitely without pro- 

the churns of the box form, in which | ducing any butter. Now, in such a 

were a number of floats, the idea be-| case, if the temperature is gradually 

ing that the greater the mechanical | lowered, you will find after a while 

force that could be brought to pear | that you reach a point where butter is 

upon the cream, the more efficient |the same. ‘That temperature is usually 

would be the separation of the putter. |about thirty degrees. The churning 

This idea arose from the prevailing | temperature depends somewhat upon 

opinion that the fat globules were | the consistency of the butter fat and 

surrounded by a membrane and that | this depends somewhat upon the breed 

the fat being enclosed in this mem- | or individuality of the cows. Jersey 

brane, the globules could not unite cows have butter which usually melts 

with each other to build up the gran-|at a high point and the churning point
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may be correspondingly high. The but- butter making from milk, some test 

ter fat of Ayrshire or Holstein cows |for the fat loss is absolutely essential. th 

melts at a very much lower tempera-|One should watch carefully the per 

* ture, and we must churn at a lower|cent. of fat which he finds in his skim 

temperature. When putter fat has|milk, and if it exceeds two-tenths of 

onee been melted it will remain in a|one per cent. there is something wrong 

liquid form for a very jong time. in the method he is using, that is, 

‘The Temperature of Cream. unless he is using some of those meth- 

It is only within the last four or five |ods which usually give more than that. 

years that attention has been called I am speaking more particularly of 

to the point that sweet cream must be| the centrifugal method, because I be- 

churned at a much lower temperature lieve it is destined in time to super- 

than sour cream. It is a fact that cede all others. If you find on test- 

Cooley cream does not churn at a lower|ing that there is more than three- 

temperature. I have churned Cooley | tenths of one per cent. loss, I would 

cream at a temperature below 50 de- jae that you lower the temperature 

grees, without obtaining any putter at/at the next churning. It may take a 

all. I have three churns which were little more time, but the amount of 

filled with cream from the same milk, |Saving will repay amply for the dif- 

the cream being divided into three | ference. As a tule, the more time » | 

equal portions. One of these churns |that is required for a churning up 

avas started at 60 degrees, another at|to an hour, the closer will be the re- 

55, and a third at 50. The churn that sults, other things being equal. It is 

was started at 60 degrees gave us but- not the churnings that are made in 

ter in a little less than half an hour, four or five minutes that will give 

and the temperature at the end was the least loss. 

63 degrees. The churn that contained I do not wish to leave this subject 

the cream cooled down to 55 degrees, | without referring to some of the meth- 

wvas run nearly an hour and a half|oqs that are proposed by adventurers 

before butter appeared, and the tem-| throughout the country, for increasing 

perature of the butter milk at the end |the yield of butter. Periodically some. 

| of churning was just 60 degrees, it had method is proposed by which we can 

i warmed up by the mechanical action | get three or four times as much but- 

| of the chum and the temperature of ter for the amount of milk as is usually 

4, the room, until it had reached _the obtained. I remember years ago, when 

| point that ehurning was possible. Now,|] was upon a farm in New York, of 3 

| the third churning, where it was cooled | person coming to me and offering 

| down to 50 degrees, gave us no butter|, powder for sale which he claimed 

' at all, and it was churned four or|ywould make a pound of butter from 

| five hours before it was abandoned. | wo quarts of milk. He actually aia 

| We are told that centrifugal cream that | his on the trial, after mingling a pound 

| has been separated up at 80 or 90 de-|o¢ putter with this two quarts of milk 

| grees may be chilled down as lowland churning them together. It was 

| as 40 degrees, and churned at that|not butter at all, it was simply a high 

| temperature, getting very efficient grade cheese. This claim is con- 

| churning, but I believe that is due| tinually coming up every day, all over 

| to the fact that the butter fats do not|tne country. This year it is the black 

| assume the proper consistency imme-|pepsin, last year it was a different 

| diately. They have to be held at a|kind of powder; at the closing Institute 

} certain temperature for a certain time. |at Portage we had a gentleman selling 

| ih Dost Mocceery a powder by which that same thing 

| In order to get the best results in| could be accomplished, and few weeks 

{ churning, or to reduce the losses in|pass that I do not hear something of 

| 
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the kind. Any one making the claims paratus; it must pe cared for im an 7 

they do should be driven out of the intelligent way. It is a machine that, 4 

community. It is impossible for them | when neglected, will prove very ex- 4 

to do what they claim. I want to warn|pensive in the repairs involved. I 

you also against the different kinds|mention this because at the present 

of machines that are introduced, ait-| time there is a great tendency for 

ferent methods of creaming. Last'every one to invest in this kind of 

-year it was the Berrigen Separator. | apparatus. 

They are coming up continually, and ——— 

always will be, and these systems paicamions 
J 

ne eee eee eS cee) ta eee oes ae 
is claimed for them. Secat: e cream from different separ 

Better Cows Dr. Babecock—The better kind of 

One thing has resulted in great bene- separators that we have in use give 

fit to the creamery practice, and that| practically about the same amount of 

is the quality of cows that are being|cream where the creaming is done 4 

used. Twenty years ago, I may say|by an overflow. Those separators 

that there were no herds where the| where the skimming is done by means 

milk analyzed over four or five per of a knife, give, as a rule, a little 

cent. fat. Within the past year we different quality of cream. 

find any number of analysis showing| Mr. Kepner—What is the best method 

six, seven, eight, and in some cases of ripening cream? 

ten fer cent. This resutls in good| Dr. Babcock—I believe that in farms 

breeding. The advantage of good cows) where conditions cannot be readily con- 

is not simply in the increased amount | trolled the Boyd system of ripening ! 

of fat in the milk, but we must re-)cream is one of the best that can be 

member that the losses in creaming | adopted. Those who can control the 

and in churning are independent of the temperature may do equally good work 

amount of fat the milk contains. Those|in an ordinary vat. 

Josses are no more from five per cent.) Mr. Noyes—How do you regulate the 

milk than from two per cent. milk, | time of churning? 

so that we really obtain a higher] (Dr. Babeock—By the temperature, 

percentage of butter in proportion to| By lowering the temperature you can 7 

the fat from the rich milks than from | get the churning to take place at any 

the poor milks. The sooner dairymen | time you desire. 

Jearn through the test that rich cows| Mr. McKerrow—How about the ther- 

are more efficient in their yields than|mometers we buy; are they all the 

are poor ones, ‘the sooner a great lesson | same? 

will be learned. If there is any differ-| Dr. Babcock—The thermometers that 

ence the losses are less from richer |our dairy students have obtained and 

milks than from poorer ones. tested at the school have often been 

The Separator, found five or six degrees from the true 

From what I have said about the |temperature at the temperatures Tre- 

separator, I would not wish it to be commended for churning. Anyone who 

jnferred that I would advise every |is interested in dairy matters should 

man to buy a separator. Any manjobtain a guaranteed thermometer. It 

whose herd contains less than ten | will cost perhaps twenty-five or fifty 

ie cows had better adopt one of the deep | cents more, but it will pay to pay 

setting systems. Any man who does|that extra charge. 

not take care of his farm machinery| Mr. Linsley—Would you get a more 

generally, should not buy a separator. thorough creaming to set your milk in 

A separator is a delicate piece of ap-|deep cans by setting it longer?
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Dr. Babcoek—The longer it is left test it need not take any man half an 

the more efficient will be the creaming | hour a week to know how his milk 

up to the point where the milk be-| stands. 

gins to sour. It is impracticable to| Mr. McKerrow—What is the correct 

set milk longer than twelve hours, be-| way of taking a composite test? 

cause people generally wish to use Dr. Babcock—There are different 

the same can for the next milking. | ways of doing it. In Governor Hoard’s 

Mr. Monrad—is it not true that when | creamery he has a pipette from which 

cows are old milkers the per cent. of | he takes a sample of milk, placing it 

loss in the skim milk will often get )in an ordinary test bottle. When three 

: up to seven or eight-tenths of one per | days’ milk bas been added, making 

cent.? | the amount of milk necessary, the test 

Dr. Babeock—Yes, though I believe | is completed, and he gives a true 

| that by diluting the milk with warm average of the three samples of milk. 

water a better creaming can be ob- | Another way is to take an equal quan- 

tained. | tity of milk each day from the weigh 

Mr. Convey—When milk has been can, placing it in a jar, having a sep as 

held sometime before separation it is arate jar for each patron, and at the 

possible to get a fair sample, is it not? end of the week making a composite 

Dr. Babcock—It can be done, but it test for each patron. Certain chemi- 

takes considerable time and patience cals can be used to preserve this milk 

to do it. The milk must be poured from souring, the best I know of at 

from the vessel a good many times | present is bi-chromate of potash. Use 

and the sample for analysis taken im- about one-fiftieth of an ounce for each 

mediately. Aeration would be likely pint jar. That will preserve the milk 

to prevent the creaming to a consider- free from souring for a whole week,* 

| able extent in milk that is held over and the samples can be taken in the 

night. |same way as from the original milk. 

Mr. Goodrich—What do you consider | Another method is to allow the milk j 

the best method of taking a sample) to sour, and then by the aid of a 

of a patron’s milk at a creamery? \little concentrated lye, or caustic 

Dr. Babcock—With proper care a potash, dissolve the curd and make 

good sample could be taken either the test in the ordinary way. 

by dipping out with the dipper, or| Mr. Goodrich—I am a dairyman with 

to have a spout leading from the|g few cows, about from twenty to 

weigh can; the latter is probably the twenty-five. I have used the Babcock 

t safer way. {test for two years and it has helped 

t Prof. Henry—The cheese factories | me very materially. I have been able 

\ and creameries are now watching the to sort out my cows and dispose of 

farmer's milk very closely through those that were of less profit to me. 

i the Babcock test. Do you believe it/T have been able since I got it to re- 

{ is possible or advisable for the farmer | duce the losses in the skim milk to 

{ to watch the creameries and factories almost nothing. I have been able to 

a little with the Babcock test? | reduce the losses in the butter milk 

| Dr. Babcock—You want to watch the in churning, that used to be from four 

| creamery men with the test just ex-|to five-tenths of one per eent., to al- 

} actly the same as you watch them! most nothing. I figured on it a few 

| with the scale. You ought not to trust months ago, and I found that I lost 

{ him in one respect any more than the about half an ounce of butter to 100 

\ other. I would advise the patron of pounds of milk. I promised myself 

t any factory to have scales and weigh then that I would chase down that 

\ the milk at home, and test it before half an ounce of butter as long as I 

\\ it goes to the factory. By a composite lived; I am after it, I have some of it, 

i 
{ 
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and I will have the rest if I live long ;the man who handles it, and no more 

enough. There is as yet a great indif- | so. You know in old times when the 

ference among the patrons of cheese | sons of God came together, Satan also 

factcries as to their side of this ques-|came with them. I don’t know of any 4 

tion. Now, farmers, if you haven’t the} better service that could be rendered 

ability to take care of yourselves, the | to the community than for some person 

creamery man will take care of you.|to show the farmers how they can be \ , 

The Babcock test is just like a pair of swindled by dishonest men by the use \ 3 

scales, if you just throw your milk into|of the honest Babcock test. A man 

a can, and the creamery man knows | who is supposed to know, said to me, 

you don’t weigh it he is going to put| that he believed that eight-tenths of 

his own estimate on it. He gives you the creamery men in Iowa using the 

correct weights every time he knows | Babcock test, were taking a little more 

that you are likely to weigh the milk. than belonged to them by having the \ 

Why not have a Babcock test and|acid too weak or too strong, or having 

analyze your milk? When you £0 to|the bottles not just right. We had 

the factory you will say, “My cows a case of a man who was brought up 

are doing better.” When a man takes|by our dairy commissioner and dis- 

the test he hesitates to put it low at| graced in the eyes of the whole com- 

the factory because he knows that you munity on account of his dealings with 

heve just analyzed, he knows you are the creamery. They had a trial, and 

‘ watching your herd and the qualities |at the trial it turned out that the man 

of your milk, and that factory man was right and the creamery was wrong. 

is going to give you all there is in it.|Let me say to you, gentlemen, in this 

If you don’t do it, the creamery man state, that the farmer himself needs , 

is going to have the best of you every | more protection than the creamery 

time. 
man; they ought to be educated up to 

The Chairman—I cannot close this|the point that they know when they 

discussion without making one sug-|are getting their own, and when a , 

gestion. I want to say to you that man knows he is getting his own, there 9 

there is a suspicion among the Iowa is nobody taking advantage of his ig- 

ereameries that, while the Babcock test norance. 

is the best thing yet found, it is —_ ¢ 

not infallibie; that it is as honest as Music, Song, Mrs. Ruepling. 
; 

7 

———————— 
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HOW THE BEST AND CHOICEST BUTTER IS 

MADE. 

W. H. GILBERT, Richland, N. Y. 

‘ The subject assigned to me of how | we have to select a cow that is adapted 

they make fine butter for the New York |to her business. We should select a 

and Boston markets is well understood | Cow that not only gives us rich milk, 

by the best dairymen in Wisconsin. | but gives us good flavored milk. We 

1 will say to you that the method of | must have a healthy cow, a cow of 

making fancy butter in the east is|good constitution, one that can as 

identical with that of making fancy |similate her food. Those are the essen- 

butter in Wisconsin. In the first place, |tials for a good butter cow. After we
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have the cow we must have the en-| Another portion of their butter is 

vironment, a well ventilated, clean,|made into ripened cream butter that 

light stable, and it should  be|goes into market unsalted. Now, I 

warm if you can keep it warm without will say to you that the demand for 

its being at the expense of ventilation. | that kind of butter is growing rapidly. 

A healthy cow must have pure air.|Four or five years ago, the people I 

‘After that comes the care. She must! was furnishing butter to in New 

have pure water at all times, never] York wanted it salted about as you do 

ice) water. I prefer well or spring|in this state; those people are now 

water to water being warmed.|using sweet butter. You will find at 

Give her good, sweet palatable food,| nearly all the first-class hotels in New 

and give it to her regularly. A cow for a| York sweet butter, no salt; you will 

butter dairy should always be kept|also find the same thing in Chicago. 

clean, and the stable must be always A Growing Demand 

clean. There is a growing demand for butter 
Important Points. put up in better form, instead of in 

Now, regularity is an important the old objectionable tub where the 

feature in making good milk. A cow merchant has to dig it out. It is put 

must not only be fed regularly, but|Up in prints and nicely wrapped pack- 

milked regularly, and by the same[ages. I have some samples here. This 

milker. A change of milkers will al-) package is put up by a gentleman 

ways result in a reduction in the quan- by the name of Hurlburt. These pack- 

tity and quality both. The care of the ages cost about ten dollars a ‘thousand, 

milk has been covered very fully here. and the labor amounts to but little. 

First, it should be strained from the It isin one and two pound packages, is 

cow and separated as soon as possible. | carried in a refrigerator, and is in 

On the farm I prefer John Boyd's perfect condition. Vice-president Mor- 

method of ripening the cream. They|ton’s are put up in boxes holding one, 

are doing a good deal of sweet cream |five and ten pounds. The people who 

churning in the east now, and churning|pay fancy prices for butter are very 

at a low temperature. I have had the|ctitical. The slightest variation in 

Dest results with holding my cream at|your methods of handling or churning 

, a low temperature for 24 hours, then | ave very quickly detected. A few years 

} churning at a temperature of 50 de-|ago I was sending butter to a hotel— 

grees. I have churned a good deal of | about 200 pounds, at 40 cents a pound. 

sweet cream as low as 40 degrees I sent my butter as usual, it reached 

have it cooled down directly after it New York about nine o'clock in the 

! comes from the separator and churn it| morning, and before twelve I received 

\ at 40 degrees. At Vice-president Mor-| this dispatch: “Butter received not up 

ton’s farm, their method is to churn|to standard. Shall I send it back or 

their sweet cream and at a low|credit you with thirty cents a pound?” 

| temperature. I had the pleasure Jast|There was a loss of nine dollars in 

i fall of handling their milk and watch- that shipment, simply because I had 

i) ing the operations at their place for|accommodated my dairy woman by 

several days. I found their universal | postponing the churning one day longer 

\ method was separating, cooling and|than usual. In catering to a fine trade 

i churning immediately, churning as low | you must make your butter uniform 

1 as 36 and 38 degrees, but the rule was]and give them what they purchase. 

i usually about 40 degrees, and they If they want sweet cream butter, give 

' churned there in from thirty to forty it to them and do not attempt to fool 

i minutes, and sent their butter into the them either. That was very nicely il- 

i market unsalted, perfectly sweet and lustrated to me last fall at Madison 

i fresh. Square gardens. I had churned the 

i 
{i 
Ki } 
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night before, one churning of sweet distance from the customer to put up 

cream and the other of cream that was butter in this shape, and get it to the 

slightly acid, manufactured the same customer so as to get these fancy 

way and put into pats. The next fore-| prices? 

noon a gentleman came in and wanted! Mr. Gilbert—I would not look for 

a pat of Mr. Morton’s sweet cream fancy prices at first, but you can put 

putter. The girl handed him one that this butter from here in Chicago in j 

was made from our cream; he tasted as fine condition as you can in a tub. i 

it, and says, “This is not sweet cream.” |[ am three hundred miles from the 

“Oh, yes, it is, it was churned last New York market, and for the past 4 

evening.” He says, “I don’t want it,” ten years I have put all my butter 

and walked away. She called him back in prints and I have made butter from 

and says, “Try this.’ He took one of thirty to one hundred and fifty cows. q 

the other churning that was sweet | Mr. Monrad—Don’t you think there is 

cream butter, paid for it, and went off. |a good deal of difference in the market 

lof Chicago and the eastern cities? 

An Attractive Package | Aren't there more retired capitalists 

Now, in putting up your butter for who are willing to spend their money 

the market, put it im some form so more freely in the east? I am told by 

that it will attract the eye. You take a friend of mine who tried to get up 

two samples of butter, side by side a fancy trade in Chicago that the rich- 

in a store, one put up in a nice little est men there look considerably on 

paper box will bring five cents a pound ten cents a pound for butter. 

more from the same churning than! Mr. Gilbert—Do not attempt to get a 

the other put up in the usual way. fancy price. It costs but a fraction to 

It won’t be but a short time before put it up in some attractive style, and 

Mr. Goodrich will be putting up all in a short time you will get customers 

his butter in fancy packages. that will pay for the extra work. 

Here is another sample of butter Mr. Monrad—I want to make one 

which is first wrapped with parchment thing dear. Isn’t it a fact that the so- 

paper and then with tin foil. This called spveet cream butter is to @ 

gentleman has a fancy trade in New great extent unsalted butter? 

York, and he gets sixty cents a pound Mr. Gilbert—Three quarters of what 

for all his butter, and he gets about is called sweet butter today is made 

half of that for doing this nice, fancy | from ripened cream, but there is a 

work. In my part of the country |demand in eastern cities for unsalted 

nearly all of the fine butter is put up sweet putter. The term “sweet” but- 

\ in this nice shape, where five years ter in New York means unsalted butter. 

ago nineteen-twentieths of it was | Mr. Sands—Do you use some kind 

packed in tubs or jars. The tendency i< machinery for putting up butter in 

now is the same as in a shoe store, | that shape? 

or any other line of business, things | Mr. Gilbert—You get a cheap print 

are put up in a shape to be attractive. | that will cost from three to twenty 

The farmer should put up everything | dollars. T use one in my dairy that 

that he puts up for the market in some | will print twelve at a time; it is all 

\ attractive form, and then have his| done in half a minute. 

standard of quality and make it uni- Mr. Goodrich—I tried this scheme 

form. 
ten years ago, and I could not make 

— it work then. Maybe the time has 

come; if it has I am glad to know it, 

Discussion. because I want that extra: price. 

| Mr. Goodrich—Do you think it would Mr. Gilbert—I was one of the first 

be practical for a dairyman at this!in northern New York who commenced
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putting up butter in prints. T ee show you. I aim to work my but- 

that to-day I had rather furnish my cus-| ter as dry as I can work it and not 

tomers good prints at the same price | break the grain. Butter should be 

than to put it in packages. The only | mede so that if you preak it it will 

expense is the labor, because the car-| have about the grain of steel, a little 

rying case is returned to me. finer than the grain of iron. When it 

Question—Do you use butter color|is in that condition it does not have x 

to make that kind of butter? to exceed twelve or thirteen per cent. 

Mr. Gilbert—This butter is not eol-|of water in it. I work my butter once 

ored any of it. I should color mine. | using a corrugated or a smooth roller. 

Question—How much do you work The Eureka worker, made by the Ver- 

that butter to get the butter milk out?| mont Farm Machine Co., is a very 

Mr. Gilbert—I can’t tell you, but I|nice worker. 
- 

a 

DOES IT PAY TO MAKE FANCY CHEESE? 

J. H. MONRAD, Winnetka, Til. 

What is a “fancy” cheese? As I here, and as I suppose there are pres 

understand it, it is a cheese not com- ent several manufacturers of these 

monly made in our own country. Thus who know more about it than Bs 

an Edam cheese is “fancy” in America, shall confine myself to point out that 

but not in Holland, and a Young Amer- the very fact of their existence is a 

jca or Cheddar is “fancy” in Holland, proof that it pays to make them to a 

but not so in America or England. certain extent. Ohio and New York 

The question then arises in my mind, also produce quite a large quantity of 

i how large a production is needed to these cheese. 

make a cheese cease to be “fancy.” Brie, Camembert and Neufchatel 

It seems to me that in Wisconsin, at are also made in several places, and I 

any rate, the Swiss, the Brick and the regret to say that the latter is made 

aromatic Limburger are so well estab- very often of poor skim milk, and even 

lished as to have lost the right to of filled milk. 

| the name “fancy.” | But “when we consider the fact that 

Strictly speaking, perhaps we ought Europe is making 148 varieties of 

‘to confine the term, “fancy” to cheese cheese, and that every nation on the 

made with an addition of cream, but earth is represented in the United 

| that is not the general conception; and States, we cannot doubt but that there 

‘we find such cheese as half skimmed is room for the manufacture of a great 

Edams, Brie, Neufchatel and Parme- many more varieties.” 

san, not to speak of “Whey Cheese” ‘The question, whether it pays is 

\ classed as “fancy” cheese, and hence another matter, and is similar to that 

I believe my first definition is more whether it pays to make butter on the 

f correct. farm. How many have tried it and 

Swiss, Brick and Limburger. failed. And yet, a large number have 

Swiss, Brick and Limburger were cer- succeeded, like friend ©. P. Goodrich. 

tainly once deemed “fancy” cheese Nevertheless, I think he will acknowl-
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edge that patience and perseverance linen bags and hung up to drain. 

are necessary to create a name. | When drained for about 10 minutes, 

The Darlington butter did not even it is put in the mould and turned now 

: gain its reputation in a year or two. and then for a few hours, leaving it 

Tt is the work of a lifetime. And al- there till next morning. The morning’s 

low me to say, that, while it takes milk is treated exactly alike, but only 

time and patience to work up a private left to drain for two hours, after which 

putter trade, it will certainly take far the curd is put in a mould in alter- 

more time, far more patience and far nate layers with the evenings, and ] 

more money to work up a trade in crumpled up with the hands. It is 

“fancy” cheese. \turned repeatedly during the day, and ‘ 

The first difficulty that will be met the cloth changed. The next day the 4 

is that the quality will at once be com-| cheese is put in the drying room on 

pared with the imported article, and shelves with straw, the temperature 

the price squeezed down py the dealers being kept at 67 or 68 degrees. Here 

who wish to sell it as an imported it is salted on the outside and turned , 

article at an enormous profit. The' twice a day for three or four days, 

honest dealers will tell you how a/then once a day for eight or ten days, 

great many families buy the fancy|and salted on the upper end only. 

cheese, not so much because they like| After four to six weeks here, it is 

them, but because they are imported, | moved into the cellar which is rather 

or supposed to be. For this reason,|damp, deep and cool, with no draughts. 

while I believe there is room for mak- | Here the blue mould is formed in the 

img several of the European cheese,| course of four to five months. The 

I should rather advise the making of; sample contains 40 per cent. fat. 

several new kinds of cheese, modifi- Edam, . 

cations, if you please, of the European} Edam. The manufacture of this 

put more suited to the American taste.| cheese I desribed in a paper before 

I have brought the following im-|your State Dairy Convention in the | 

ported cheese to show you, and shall’ year 1889. 

give you a short review of their mak-|° Lately a culture of pacteria (“Long 4 

ing. whey”) has been used as a starter. 

Roquefort. | The sample which I have is a good 

Roquefort cheese was originally one, and contains about 28.8 per cent. 

made in France only from ewes’ milk, fat. Mr. J. H. Hecker, formerly of 

but is now also made from cows’ milk. Manitowoc made a few Edams, ex- 

The green mould is specially prepared perimenting at his own expense, and 

moulded bread, and its growth and the succeeded in producing the best imita- 

ripening of the cheese is regulated in tion made in this country; and I re 

the natural limestone caves, with their gret very much that he was not in @ 

currents of air kept at 60 degrees, with position to persevere. 

a uniform degree of moisture. The Sap-Sago 

sample which we have here contains | “gchabzieger, or Sap-Sago,” Switzer- 

about 36 per cent. fat. | land. ‘This little green cheese is made 

Gorgonzola. | a great extent in Canton Glarus, 

Gorgonzola. This cheese is made in and has been exported for several hun- 

Italy, generally in the fall when the dred years. Indeed it was known in 

cows are old milking. The evening's the 14th century. Last year the ex- 

milk is set with enough rennet to coagu- port amounted to between 1 and 1 12 

late in 20 minutes at 77 degrees. It million pounds. The manufacture is 

is then cut with a wooden sword in as follows: 

large cubes, and later on in smaller, | Skimmed milk which is sweet enough 

after which the curd is dipped into | boil without curdling is put in a
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boiler hung on a swinging crane, and |a ring of tin plate which rests on a 

heated to 130 degrees. Then a cor-'straw mat or one made like the com- 

responding amount of butter milk is mon wash stand splashers, which 

added. It is then heated to boiling| again rests on a square board. Five 

point, when an acid, (sour whey) is | of these are placed on top of each other 

added, the amount of which must be|on the drain table. After 12 hours’ 

learned by practice. The boiler is|draining it has sunk to its level, and 

swung from the fire, the curd separates, /a tin bandage is placed around it in- 

and is dipped out into tubes placed|stead of the mould. The cheese is 

. slanting so as to let the whey run off. | turned carefully every 6 or 12 hours 

It is left there for 12 hours to cool,|by placing an extra board and mat 

and is then filled into barrels, and ajon top of the ring and then turned. 

weight put on it. There it is left to] When two days old it is salted,*and 

ferment, generally about three weeks, | then the ring is removed and the cheese 

at an average temperature of 67 de-|placed ona plate of willow ware. 

grees. (In the winter the barrel is|Thore the cheese is left from two to 

placed in the cow stable, or the room four days in a temperature of 62 to 

next to it, to keep warm.) When fer-|64 degrees, being turned twice a day. 4 

mented the curd is filled in bags. It|It is then removed to a drying room 

has then a clean acid, slightly acrid,|with a temperature of 55 to 57 degrees, 

taste, and a peculiar smell. This curd | where it is turned every or every other 

is then delivered at the ‘“factory.”|day, and dry mats given. After four 

Here it is stacked and left for a week! or five days a white mould appears, 

to two months. It is then ground and| which after six or eight days changes 

left for a week to two months. It is| gradually to blue, until after 14 to 20 

then ground and mixed with four to|days it is quite blue, when it is re- 

five per cent. salt and one to two per-| moved to the cellar with a temperature 

cent. stone clover (melilotus coerula)|of 51 to 53 degrees. If the turning ~ 

and pressed in boxes or barrels, where | or changing of the mats is neglected 

it is left for a second fermentation for|too long, red mould will appear, the 

as much as six months. It is then| cheese will get soft, and smell bad. 

ground again, sometimes with a sec-| After a while the blue mould changes 

ond addition of cover and salt. As|to yellow, and then to white again, . 

soon as it is of a plastic consistency,| and when it is from six to eight weeks 

it is formed in cone shaped pieces|old, red spots commence showing. 

weighing from 14 pound to 5 pounds. | These fade again, and after four to five 

They are then dried in a darkened,| months the cheese has a yellow skin 

close room. (They are grated fine and| covered with a white layer of mould | 

sprinkled on bread and butter.) The|with spots of red and blue shining 

sample shown you contains 11.5 per| through it. Then the cheese is at its 

cent. fat. best stage. The sample imported—the 

: ‘ ae one in the glass—has not been tested 

| Brie. This cheese is shown you put for fat. ae imitation contains 28.8 

| . up in glass. The manufacture may be|P& cent. fat. 

. outlined as follows: Camembert 

The fresh milk is set at a tempera-| Camembert. The arrangement for 

ture of 86 degrees, (though some pre-| making this cheese is similar to the 

fer 67 degrees). No more rennet is| “Brie,” requiring a make room, a dry- 

used than will coagulate it in three|ing room and a cellar. The milk is 

or four hours. It is left till pretty|set in stone jars holding from 24 to 

stiff, when it is dipped with an old-|40 pounds, at a temperature of 78 to 

fashioned skimmer into the mould,|7& degrees, and rennet added to coagu- 

without cutting. The mould is simply |late in five hours. The curd is dipped
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carefully like the Brie, into the moulds, | then worked with the hands, squeezing 7 

which are of tin plate about five inches {and kneading it until it becomes pasty. 

high and of the same diameter. They |If it is too wet, dry clothes are used, 

are filled four or five times, a little |if too dry, some fresh curd is worked 

at a time. Twenty-four hours later |in. The moulding is done in little tin 

they are turned the first time, and | cylinders about two inches in diameter 

salted on one side while in the mould, |and two and one-half inches high, by c 

and 12 or 24 hours later taken out|placing them on a table and taking 

and salted on the other side and|a roll of the curd and pressing into it. 

placed on the boards. After two days| After smoothing both ends it is at 

they are placed in the drying room on | once taken out and rolled between the 

shelves made of laths, or covered hands which are covered with fine salt. 

with clean straw, which is changed | They are then placed on boards and 

often; the cheese is turned once a left to drain for 24 hours, after which 4 

day at first, every other day later on.|they go into the drying room, where 

If the cheese remains too soft it is they rest on straw and are turned 

a sign that the room is too moist, and|every day, and later every other day. 

vice versa. In 5 or 6 days the white mould shows, 

Some use an extra room into which which later becomes blue. As soon as 

the cheese is moved after 15 to 20) the cheese is covered with mould, (gen- . 

days, and left there 5 to 10 days be-| erally after 2 or 3 weeks) it is brought | 

fore removal into the cellar. During !in the cellar, and when in 3 or 4 weeks 

all this time the growth of mou'd red spots commence to appear the 

runs its course. On the third day |cheese is ready for the market. Very 

brown spots commence showing, while |few are imported, and I could get none 

after ten days the cheese is covered |in Chicago. I show two samples, one 

with white mould. This becomes blue, bought of C. Jevne & Co., analyzing 

then yellow, and lastly red. Generally |26.3 per cent. fat, the other one the 

. it takes about 20 or 30 days to finish Lion brand, apparently the best, 

the curing in the cellar. bought of Roethlisberger & Gerber, ; 

The imported sample has 29 per cent | analyzing 29.2 per cent. This is made 

fat, and the American 22.7 per cent.|in Green county, Wis. Payen gives 

Sei dacmianisl an analysis of the French make as 

= high as 41.9 per cent. and I doubt that 

Neufchatel, also called Bondon. This} either of these samples are fully up 

is made chiefly in the department of|¢o standard. 

Seine, France, from both whole and 

skim milk. Three rooms are needed, ayes. 

as for the previous cheese. The milk Whey Cheese. The best is made 

is set as described for the Camem-|of whey from goat milk, but 

pert, at a temperature of about 68 also of whey from cow’s milk, and 

degrees and only enough rennet to|sometimes from mixed whey. The 

coagulate in 24 hours. Hence, great| whey is drawn as sweet as possible, 

stress is laid on using the most re-jand at once placed in a kettle and | 

liable, uniform rennet extract. When|kept boiling lively. The albumen and 

coagulated, the whole mass is dumped |casein left in it rises to the surface 

in a strainer cloth hung up over a|and is skimmed off and put in a jar 

drain table, or laid in a wicker basket. for further use. As soon as the whey " 

After 12 ‘hours draining the cloth with |is condensed enough to become like q 

contents is placed in a square box|syrup it must be well stirred, and 

with holes in and pressed with the|when reduced to one quarter of its 

aid of a board with some light weight, | original volume the albumen, etc, 

increasing .it gradually. Thus it is | skimmed off is returned to the kettle, 

pressed for 12 hours. The curd is and one part cream to sixty parts of
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the original whey is added at the same! severance, but I am sure the market 

time. When of the consistency of is open and ready to receive several 

mush it is put in a round wooden such modifications and I also feel 
trough and worked vigorously all the sure that it will pay. 
time with a potato masher until it is) Yet I guess my sketches have shown 
cool. This is essential to prevent it you, that while, as for instance 20 or 

from becoming sandy. It is then 24 cents a pound for the American 

formed in brick shape in wooden Brie may seem a high price, there 

moulds, from which they are removed is a fearful amount of work and at- 

in a day or two. They are then tention to details connected with all 
trimmed, and after drying them under these fancy cheese. Indeed, I venture 3 
continual turning for a few days they to say that even my short description 

are ready for market. |has wearied you a good deal. 
| Edam should, while protected by a 

Srimaoes. |six cent tax, certainly pay to imitate, 
The whey cheese sold in Chicago as but I shall not take the responsibility 

“Primost” is as a rule of a very poor of advising anyone in particular to 
quality, seemingly made from skim follow either of these lines, as the 

milk whey, with little or no addition suecess depends not only on his skill 
of cream. This cheese is cut in very as a maker, but also on his ability 
thin slices on sandwiches. The sam- as a salesman. That some have suc- 
ple shown is made in Tinois and is ceeded in imitating you know, and also 

not a good one; it is not rich enough, in the making of a new variety, which 
and is gritty. It retails for about ] illustrate by showing you the “Para- 
eight cents a pound, while the imported gon” made in Canada, and the Ameri- 

is twenty-five cents a pound. can Clubhouse cheese made in Cleve- 
I describe this cheese more to show land, Ohio. 

how we may preserve all the nutrient In conclusion let me state that we 
elements of the milk for human food, jmported foreign cheese as follows:— 

than in the belief that it will ever Tp 1890, before the duty was increased 
become popular. Yet it is liked by 4 from 4 to 6 cents, 9,263,573 pounds. 
great many people, and where wood Jn 1891, when the duty was increased 

; is cheap does not cost very much to in October, 8,703,666 pounds, and in | 
make. | 1892, 8,256,234 pounds. 

I trust that none of this audience 
believes that I have given these poe _ 

sketches in the foolish hope that they | 
sLould enable them to start making | mma ay ite 
fancy cheese. Far from it. But | Question—Do you consider that 
wish to show how, by controlling the Mouldy cheese a healthy cheese? 

onditions, that is the quantity of| Mr. Monrad—They claim in 

water left in the curd, salting and Europe when a man eats a little too 
the temperature and moisture in the much of a good dinner that there is 
curing, we may procure different re-nothing like a piece of Roquefort 
sults; and because I wish to impress cheese or old Stilton to aid the digest- 

on you that instead of trying to imitate, ion. No quick curing cheese will e 

it would be far better for an energetic, help the digestion. I have seen some 

patient and persevering man or wo- of those quick curing cheese made = 

man, to strike out and by experiment in America. A friend of mine in Wis- 

fix on a new modification of fancy | consin told me awhile ago he was 

cheese, give it a new name, new shape | going to make skim cheese, and he 

or style of packing, and introduce it) wanted to send me one. He said 

on the market. It will, as before said, | he would sell it for five cents a pound, 

take money, time, patience and per- land I told him I would take it if he
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would pay the freight. He sent it,; very large cities that our young men 

and I actually had to take an ax and |are driven from the farms and our 

chop it before I cut cut a hole in it. | Institutes and agricultural gatherings 

It was more like milk ivory. I don’t are suffering. I have been astonished 

want any of that kind to help my jand pleased to notice the great number ; 

digestion. ‘jot young men taking part in this In- 

Mr. Woodward—Before this Institute |stitute, and T consider it a very en- 

closes I want to express to you, gentle- (oneness feature for the future of the 

men, and to the people of Wisconsin, | State. You are doing a great’ work 

the great gratification it has been to | here, and I have great faith in the 

me to attend this Institute. I have at-|future of Wisconsin because so many 

tended a great many in the United |of your bright young men are inter- 

Stetes, particularly in my own state, ested on the farms, and so I say, God 

and a sort of discouragement comes | bless Wisconsin University and God 

over me when I think we have so few bless Wisconsin Experiment Station, 

young men at our Institutes who will|and God bless the Institutes and the 

put the spirit into them that T find |men who are running them. 

in this one. We are so surrounded by 

SHALL WISCONSIN EXHIBIT DAIRY*PRODUCTS | 

AT THE WORLD'S FAIR? 

D. W. CURTIS, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. | 

Wisconsin today has an enviable|A special premium of $100 for the best 

reputation for her butter and cheese. tub of butter made in the United ; 

This reputation has been gained mainly States, went to Waukesha. | 

by a superior article, and made known) Again, in December, 1879, at the In- 

to the world at large by public expo- ternational Dairy Fair, held in New | 
sitions. The Wisconsin Dairymen’s York city, Wisconsin won the First : 
Association inaugurated the first Dairy Sweepstakes Prize on butter against 

Fair ever held in this country. This the world; also the Second Sweepstakes 

was in connection with the State Fair on cheese; First Sweepstakes on fancy 

held in Milwaukee, 1875. This exhibi- cheese, besides many other prizes. 

tion brought out 300 cheese, and was Jn 1876 the Dairymen’s Association 
of enough importance to bring promi- made two exhibitions of butter and 

nent buyers from all of the easterN cheese at the Centennial Exposition, 

Gities. lin June and October; six awards on 
International Deiry Fair ‘putter and twenty on cheese was the 

At the International Dairy Fair, held result. 

at the American Institute, New York | z 

city, in December, 1878, the special | The Centennial Exvosition. 

premium for the best cheese made| In December, 1882, the Grand Union 

west of the Ohio River, $125, went Dairy Fair was held in Milwaukee. 

to Jefferson County, Wis. The pre- The weather was bitterly cold, but the 

mium for the best butter made in the display of butter and cheese was large, 

United States, salted with Higgin’s and the attendance of Eastern buyers 

salt, $250, went to Sheboygan County.|to inspect the dairy products of the
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West has not been equaled by any portant premiums, largely first, on 

fair held since then. cheddar cheese, together with the 

New Orleans Exposition. grand sweepstakes prize of $150, and 

It hvas \with misgivings that the|gold medal in this class; besides, in 
Association took hold of the project|the great pro rata prize of $1,000, to 
of making a display of Wisconsin’s|be divided among all exhibitors in 

dairy products at the Cotton Centennial | this class taking premiums, there were 

Exposition at New Orleans, in 1885. awarded fifty-five premiums, and Wis- 

The Legislature was not very generous |consin sweeps the ‘board by taking fifty 

in appropriations, and we were com-|out of ‘the fifty-five. In the grand 

pelled to circulate a subscription paper, | prize of $300, to any dairy association fram 

and borrow money, with the under-|or dairy board of trade, the Wiscon- 

standing that it was to be refunded |sin Dairymen’s Association takes the 

in case the Legislature appropriated |first, and the Sheboygan county board 

the money; and if it did not, the/of trade the second, of $200. In the 

amount subscribed was to be a gift, |langest and best display of cheese by 

out and out. any individual manufacturer in the 

Hon. Hiram Smith, in an address,| World, Wisconsin takes second. In 

said: “The Wisconsin Dairymen’s As-|the display of fancy cheese, Wis- 

sociation recognizes the vast import-|consin takes the first. In the best 

ance and deep significance, amounting | display of Sweitzer and Limburger, Wis- 

almost to a necessity, that Wiscon-|consin takes first in both. In the best 

sin’s dairy products shall be placed |display of sage cheese, Wisconsin again 

7 as near the front as possible. Aven-|takes first; and 

ues of trade, like railroads, will not} Whereas, the honor of being one of 

open up themselves, but both require | the foremost dairy Staites in the Union 

‘human aid.” has been achieved by the zeal, industry 

Nebraska had a large display of|and enterprise of our own dairymen 

corn near by, and proclaimed in golden |and dairy women, and 

letters, “Corn is King.” Wisconsin] Whereas, we recognize in these sub- 

over her cheese displayed a banner| stantial awards jof merit the most 

which read: “If Corn is King, the Cow|convincing evidence that the dairy 

is Queen.” j farmers of this State, in the face of 

Over Half Prizes Came to Wisconsin. jmany obstacles and with but little 

Out of 152 prizes awarded on butter joune encouragement, have built within 

and cheese, Wisconsin obtained 82, in-|our borders a most healthful, honor- 

cluding two of the largest prizes for @ble and magnificent industry, and 
best show of cheese from any state, | have brought wealth, honor and re- 

and the Sweepstakes Gold Medals on|nown to our commonwealth, and in 
cheese and dairy butter. | this grand beginning, which now | 
The Legislature appropriated suffi-|Teaches a product of $20,000,000 an- | 

cient funds to pay up all indebtedness, | Duelly, Ihave demonstrated the cer- 

and passed the following resolution, | tainty of still greater future success; | 

February 6th, 1885: therefore, be it 

Whereas, The World’s Exposition,| Resolved, By the Assembly, the 

now in session at New Orleans, after Senate, concurring, That the Legisla- 3 

a competition which embraced the ture of Wisconsin herewith tenders to 

dairy products of England, Denmark the dairymen and dairy women of this 

and Holland, and, in fact, the entire | State its most profound acknowledg- 

world, has awarded to the dairy | ments and earnest thanks for the great 

farmers and associations of Wisconsin j work which they have performed, and ¢ 

the following high premiums: Ten im- it hereby pledges itself to do what- 

portant premiums on butter; ten im-'ever is right and reasonable te aid 4 

. a
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them in securing still greater achieve-|ceeding in magnitude all past exposl- 

ments. jeans combined, where a sprinkling of 

This much in the way of bringing |all nations of the earth will congre- 

Wisconsin’s dairy products before the|gate. Wisconsin dairymen are asked 

people of the world has been accomp- | to make a display of their butter and 

lished, by the aid of the Wisconsin| cheese. Foreign nations are sending 

Dairymen’s Association. = cheese productions to this univer- 

‘Annual Dairy Product $28,000,000, |Sal exhibition, to show to and edu- 

The estimated value of our dairy cate the American public into eating 

products for last year was Twenty-|What they produce. 
eight Millions of Dollars. Seven years Wisconsin dairymen must do their 

ago it was Twenty Millions, a gain of best and contribute their finest pro- 

over a Million per year. The produc- ductions, to inform the world, more 

tion is increasing more rapidly each |@lequently than in words, where they 

year, as there are more dairymen, more | C82 always be certain of obtaining the 

cows and better facilities for the manu-| highest grade of full cream cheese 

facture of butter and cheese each suc-|9nd gilt edge butter, or be content to 
ceeding year. Farmers who are not take second, third, fourth or last place 

now engaged in dairying are becoming in the dairy markets of the world. 

interested, seeing, as they do, that no} The State Board will furnish the 

branch of farming pays so well as the|money; the Dairymen’s Association 

dairy. Creameries and cheese factor- will do the necessary work, care for 

#es are springing up on every hand, |and sell the goods for the owners when 

demonstrating beyond a doubt that in| ‘the exppsition is finished. Now, if 
Wisconsin the Cow is Queen. farmers, creamery and cheese factory 

The question arises, What shall be|men will supply the necessary samples 

done with all of this future of fine'of their goods, Wisconsin may well 
putter and cheese? We may well ask, hope to retain her proud position at 

Does the entire country know just the head of the dairy column. Final | 

what is produced in this line here in success depends, not upon the state, : 

Wisconsin? Since 1875, every oppor- not upon the association, but upon 

tunity has been taken advantage of to the men and women who make the 

place before the public, in the best butter and cheese. If they will fur- 

manner possible, the dairy products nish their goods for exhibition, they 

ie of the state; and with what success will contribute materially to their own 

you have already learned. Now comes profit and to the honor of Wisconsin, 

this great Columbian Exposition, ex-! whose motto is “Forward.” 

‘ 18—B.
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SUMMARY TO DAIRY SESSION. | 

, Selection and Preeding. ;moved from the teat the first hour, that 

LL Select the best cows in your herd, might baffle science later. 

or ‘that you can buy, to keep, and dis-- 14. A pail of scalded bran should 

pose of the others. | be given to the cow as soon as possible 

2. The best cow for the dairy is after calving. 

j the one that produces the greatest’ 15. The calf should be permitted 

amount of butter fat in a year, (for to nurse its mother for two or three | 

food consumed), when peing rightly days. 

fed. 
| 16. After separating the calf from 

3. Test your cows by weighing the its mother, feed the natural milk as 

milk of each cow for a year and test- soon as drawn, for a week or ten 

ing it occasionally with the Babcock days. 

Milk Tester, and know how much but-| 17. Then begin gradually to substi- 

ter fat each one does produce. | tute skim milk with oilmeal jelly 

4 To renew or increase your herd, stirred into it. 

; raise the heifer calves from your pest| 18. Scald the calf’s feed pail daily. 

| cows. 
| 19. Feed three times a day and 

| 5. Use the best dairy-bred sire you not more than three quarts at a time 

f can get; one, if possible, that has a until the calf is well started. 

long line of ancestors and have been | 20. Warm the milk by placing the 

first-class dairy animals. vessel that contains the milk in hot 

6 In this way you can make each water. 

generation better than the preceding | 21. Warm the milk to 90 degrees 

one, if they have at all times proper Farenheit. 

care and feed. 22. Don’t trust your finger, but a 

7. It is neither profitable nor neces- thermometer. It will save many @ 

sary for a cow to go dry more than |calf’s life. 

four to six weeks. 23, The man whose ideal of a cow 

8 Especially should your young |is high, coupled with good care, feed 

t cows be watched and not allowed to ac-|and gentleness, is sure to receive the 

quire the habit of drying up too soon. ‘highest profit in milk and pleasure 

9. Darken the stable in which the that can be made in dairying. 

cows are milked, through fly time. It 

t will not only economize the patience Care one 2 

of the milker, but the cost of milk 24. Begin with the calf to develop 

production as well. 
the cow. 

10. Keep a record of the time when 25. Feed the calf liberally on the 

cows are ‘bred, and have no guess kinds of food which, if given the cow, 

work about the time of calving. would be good milk producing food. 

11. Provide a roomy box stall, and 26. Such food contains a large pro- 

allow the cow to become accustomed portion of nitrogen, and will promote 

to it a week prior to calving. rapid growth without making the calf 

12. Bulky food should be withheld excessively fat. 

for a short time prior and subsequent 27. Feed the calf skim milk, oil 

to culving. 
meal, clover hay, oats, wheat and bran. 

13. ‘The udder should receive prompt 28. Breed the heifer to come in at 

attention. An obstacle may be re two years old. 

ine aia
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29. After calving, feed lightly on’ 46. The stables should have tight 

concentrated food at first, but gradu- | Walls with ventilating flues running 

ally increase till in ten days she will| from near the floor up and out at the 

be on full feed. | roof to carry off the fou air. 

30. The. better a cow is fed, up to) 47. Cows should not be kept out of 

her capacity to assimilate, the greater doors in cold, rainy or uncomfortable x 

will be the profit. weather. 

Bl. Feed a variety of good fod-| 48. Do by your cows as you would 

ders, such as clover hay, ensilage and like to be done by yourself. 

corn fodder,—all the cow will eat. | 49. If it is too cold and disagreeable 

32. Feed a daily ration of grain for you to stand around out of doors, 

from 8 to 12 pounds, according to the think of your cows and put them in. 

size and capacity of the cow. | 50. Would you like to get in the 

38. Do not feed too much corn, not shade when the sun shines hot? Then 

more than one-third, or at most, not your cows would. Provide them shade. ( 

more than one-half the grain ration; They will pay you for it. 

the balance may be a mixture of wheat 51. Ds not compel your cows to q 

bran, oil meal or cotton seed meal, drink ice water in winter. 

and oats, if oats are not too high in| 52. Give them water as often as 

price. 
| they want it, at a temperature that 

34. It will pay to feed a small grain suits them. 

ration in summer when cows are on | 53. In winter, if cows have water 

grass if they are giving milk. leonstantly before them in the stable, 

35. It pays better to produce milk at the temperature of a good, com- 

in winter when dairy products are |fortable stable, they will drink at least 

higher than in summer. | twice a day, and sometimes four times 

36. Cows should come fresh in Sep- | a day. * 

tember or October, for greatest profit. | 54. Cows want to drink every time 

37. It makes very little difference |after eating unless sufficient water is 

in the cost of keeping a cow, whether | contained in the food. 

she comes in in the fall or spring; | 55. Speak to a cow as you would 

she must be fed well the whole year to a mother. - 

round, anyway. 

38. A cow should not be compelled lash fis 

to work hard for food by treading] 56. Always confine cows in the 

all day over a scanty pasture. stable to be milked. It is better than 

39. She will take very little exercise having them chase one another around 

f she can get good food and drink the yard. 

without it. | 57. Have the stables clean, and have 

40. Don’t make her travel hard for the cow clean, or you can’t get clean 

water, but have good, pure water con- milk. Lime water and whitewash for 

venient. walls and posts is a good thing. Land 

41. She likes to lie down most of plaster is a good absorbent in the 

the time and chew her cud, and take stable. 

comfort. 
| 58. Before commencing to milk, 

42, She must be comfortable to do brush all loose dirt from the sides and 

her best. udder of the cow. 

43. She should have free access to 59. After a little manipulation of 

‘ salt, 
the teats and udder, the milk is ready 

44, Don’t drive her fast, and don’t to “come down.” Then is the time 

let dogs chase her. to take it, and do not delay. 

45. Give cows a warm, comfortable 60. Milk as rapidly as possible with- 

stable in winter, with plenty of light out irritating or worrying the cow. 

and good ventilation. | 61. No definite rule can be given as
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1 to how the teats should be handled be immediately aerated with pure ais 

I in milking, as cows differ and hands |and cooled. 

} differ so much; but be sure of one 76. Don’t neglect to aerate the 

i thing,—please the cow if possible. | morning's milk, even if you are in @ 

i 62. There shoud always be a,hurry. It is often the worst milk de- 

i friendly feeling between the cow and livered at the factory. 

i the milker, and milkers should not be| 77. The milk of a sick cow is not 

i changed if it can be avoided. fit for food, and is prohibited by law. 

i 63. A cow will not “give down” her| 78. Strain the milk as soon as drawn 

i milk to a milker she hates or is afraid from the cow. 

1 of, and what she does give will be! 79. As long as milk is warmer than 

i deficient in butter fat. {ens surrounding atmosphere it is con- 

i 64. Always milk a cow in the same tinually giving off vapor, and will not 

i] manner, at about the same time and take on odors, but injurious bacteria 

| speed. Any change will irritate and may find their way into it. 

i tend to excite her. | 80. If milk is cooler than the sur- 

i 65. Always milk in the same order rounding air, the impure vapors in the 

4 and at the same time of day. \air are rapidly condensed on the milk, 

1 66. When it comes a cow’s turn | thereby causing taints. 

n to be milked, she knows it, and ex-| 81. If carried to the factory, there 

pects it, and wants to be milked. | should be a ventilator in the top of 

67. If you disappoint her and milk the can, and the can should be pro- 

her half an hour later, the chances tected from the rays of the sun on 

: are that you will get less and poorer the way. 

4 milk than if you milked at the proper 82. If all the patrons of the factory 

{ time. do not deliver good milk, the product, 

\ 68. Always milk a cow dry before whether butter or cheese, eannot be 

j leaving her, but do not continue strip-| first-class, and cannot bring first-class 

t pirg after the milk is all drawn. prices. 

} 69. If part of the milk is left at) 

| each milking in the udder, nature will Butter Making. 

soon stop providing it, because it is} 83. Good butter can only be made 

not taken. from good milk, and this can only 

! 70. The last milk drawn from a cow be had from healthy cows kept in a 

} fs much richer than the first. The last good wholesome atmosphere, and fed 

{ quart usually contains more than three on good, sweet, wholesome food, with 

a times as much butter fat as the first pure water to drink. 

' quart. | 84. The most effective way of ob- 

} 71. Milking should be done with taining the cream from the milk is 

t clean, dry hands. the use of the separator. Indeed, it is 

} 
very probable that the time is near 

Care of Milk. at hand when the creaming of nearly, 

72. Milking should be done in clean, |if not all the milk used for butter 

| dry tin pails. No wooden pails should ‘making, will be done by the separator, 

be used. 
either on the farm or at the creamery. 

| 73. Milk should not be exposed to| 85. The separator gets nearly all 

| foul air. 
the butter fat. 

| 74. If it is to be set for creaming,| 86. If a separator leaves over 1-10 

it should be set as quickly as possible per cent. fat in the skim milk it is not 

j after milking. 
doing good work. 

75. If it is to be taken to the factory,| 87. Keep up the proper speed and f 

} either creamery or cheese factory, or temperature and your separator will 

; is to be sold in the market, it should invariably do good work. 

|
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88. The temperature of milk to sepa- | hours, then rework and pack, and you 

rate well should be as high as 80 de-| will have no mottled or streaked but- 

grees. : ter. 

89. It separates best immediately | 104. Make your butter as to salt and 

after being drawn from the cow, pe-|color to suit your customers, and put 

; fore it has had time to cool. it in such packages as they wish. 

90. Immediately after separating,| 105. An uneven distribution of salt 

the cream should be well aired and | makes streaked butter. 

: cooled down to about 60 degrees, and} 106. If you make good butter you 

held at that temperature till slightly |can always get a good price for it. 

acid, and then churned. 107. Send it to the butter market. 

91. Let the cream get thick, but) 108. If you have no special custom- 

never let it “whey off.” ers, send it to a good, reliable com- 

92. The usual temperature for churn-| mission man, and he will soon find 

ing is from 58 to 62 degrees, but no | buyers. 

one can tell what temperature is pest} 109. After they have tried it and 

for his milk until after a trial. found it good, they will ask for it 

93. The churning, to be most ex-|again, and after a while, if they find 

haustive should be done at as low jit good every time, they will get to 

wemperature as possible, and not be | thinking they can’t get along without 

longer about it than 45 to 60 minutes. |jt and can be induced to pay a fancy, 

94 Don’t be satisfied with your | price for it. 

churning if you leave over two-tenths| 110. A good reputation is a good 

per cent. fat in the butter milk. It help in making butter, so when you get 

don’t pay. it, don’t for the world blast it by send- 

95. If the butter is too soft it has ing off a package of poor butter when 

probably been churned at too high |there is a chance of a good customer 

a temperature. It is easy to overwork | getting it. 

guch butter, i. e., spoil the grain. 111. If, by accident, you have a poor 

96. Under certain conditions of food,|tub of butter, don’t put your brand 

and with certain cows, churning has/| upon it, but send it off and let it be 

been done quickly at 40 degrees. sold on its merits. 

97. Under other conditions it has 

been impossible to churn at less than Checse Making. 

70 degrees. 
112. It is a pretty well established 

98. When the butter is in granules, fact that a profitable butter cow is 

the size of wheat kernels the churn also a profitable cheese cow. 

should be stopped. | 113. It is not wise to take any 

99. Throw in some salt, and give cream from mik that is to be made 

a few turns of the churn to make the into cheese. 

butter float. 
| 414. There may be a small per cent. 

100. Draw off the butter milk and gain by the operation, but it will be 

wash in two or three waters. | followed by a damaged reputation 

101. Many persons salt in the churn, that it will take a long time to out- 

but if your customers are particular stow, SO that in the end it will be a 

about the salting, it can be done more losing business. 

, to a nicety by taking the butter out | 115. Milk at cheese factories should 

and salting on the worker. ibe pooled on the basis of the butter 

102. The average customer wants fat contained in it, the same as in 

about an ounce of salt to a pound creameries. 

of butter. 
| 116. Many careful experiments have 

103. If your customer wants pretty proved that this does substantial jus- 

@ry butter, work it once, then let it tice. 

Me in a cool place from two to three! 117. Remember that the most ser
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. ous obstacle the cheesemaker has to a bottom soldered in over the old one 

; contend with is tainted milk. or a patch put on under which the 

118. The causes of taint jn milk milk may afterwards get and rot. 

nearly all rest with the producer. | 129. Shiove the cover down close 

i 119. It is only justice to deserving to the milk, so that it will not churn 

i patrons that the cheese maker should on the way to the factory. 

t refuse milk delivered at the factory 130. Do not allow whey to stand 

H in bad condition, but the cheese maker in the milk cans after returning from 

| cannot always tell when milk is bad, the factory. 

ag germs may be in it that will de-| 131. Better not take whey from the 

1 yelop only after heating it Such ' factory unless it can be obtained sweet. 

1 germs get into the milk through un-| 132. Insist upon your cheese maker 

cleanliness. 
thoroughly scalding the whey and 

i 120, One batch of impure milk con- scrubbing out the whey tank daily. 

\ tains enough bacteria to contaminate! 133. Sweet whey, when properly fed, 

) an entire vat of pure milk. may be worth from eight to ten cents 

f 421. Milk for cheese making should per 100 pounds. 

i not be treated precisely as it is for! 134. Sour whey, when overfed, may 

t butter making. | not only be a positive damage to the 

it 122. Thorough aeration is absolutely animals receiving it, but a course of 

necessary before the milk is placed contamination to the milk carried to 

where the temperature would be rap-|the factory. 

idly lowered. 
dso. As soon as you return from 

123. A simple way to aerate milk)the factory, wash the cans. 

i is to pour it slowly with a long 1236. Rinse first with cold water, F 

i handled dipper, one that will reach) then wash thoroughly with hot water, 

\ to the bottom of the can. rinse last with scalding water, and 

; 124. Do not use too Jarge cams, |place cans where they wil drain, be 

ij for the milk will not be properly jin thc sun, and have a good circu- 

t aerated in such cans. lation of air all around. 

i 125. Be sure that the cans are 187. Water that you can hold your _ 

:} smooth and well soldered ‘and that|hand in won't scald a can. 

4 there are no corners for dirt to arty 132. Do not rely upon the pump in 

| into. 
j tines of scarcity of milk and low 

y 126. The same thing with the cov- div Conds. 

FS ers. Don’t buy a can where the edge| 199. But cling to the Babcock test, 

| of the cover is turned over and not/use it as a friend and counsellor in 

Fy soldered. 
times. of doubt and perplexity. 

127. Keep milk cans in good repair,| 14. It will prove itself to be as 

but do not try to tinker up a rusty|geoc < friend in the cheese factory 

old can that uas passed its day of as it has been in the creamery. 

} usefulness, for it may spoil more - 141. And your ways will be ways of 

| than ten new cans would cost. pleasantness, and your paths will be 

t 128. In repairing cans don’t have paths of peace. 

| 

| 
- 
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS AND UNIVERSITY 

EXTENSION. 

Mrs. CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, Madison, Wis. 

| 
I was present at the meeting of thesto sound its praises. It is eloquent and 

Round Table Club in Boston, when Mr.| speaks for itself. 

R. G. Moulton made his first plea in| Still the work has its limitations as 

that city for the introduction of the|its most ardent supporters will admit. 

University Extension Movement into] Wide as js the field it covers there 

| this country. The distinguished speak-)is 2 preserve or two left either un- 

i er of the evening told his story with touched or receiving comparatively 

his accustomed force and eloquence. | small attention. And here is our op- 

He was answered by men in every way portunity. We, for the present at 

worthy so important a debate. When| least, must make it possible to take up 

the meeting closed it appeared as} some portion of the labor and so im- 

though the cause Mr. Moulton repre-| press others with the need for it that 

sented was one somewhat alien to| they. seeing the good work, shall by 

American methods, American geogra- and by ask to have a share in it. The 

phical lines, and, more than all else, first Book that is thus waiting is one 

to American University Professors familiar to us all, holding for the stu- 

over-worked, as so many of them al-| dent a whole university of wisdom and 

ready are. To one interested listener, the highest culture, yet far from re 

at least, on the occasion I have alluded | ceiving the attention and the study it 

to, it seemed clear that, notwithstand- | deserves. 

ing all the seeming obstacles presented, | The Bible and the Cook Book. 

the gift Cambridge offered to this side] But I am not here to plead for this 

of the Atlantic would one day be re-|great Book. The book whose cause I 

garded as a vitalizing element in ‘our|am to advocate is of a very different 

educational work. order. And yet, I say it with all rever- 

University Extension, ence—it seems to me if we go forward 

The expectation has been more than| with the Bible in one hand, it is al- 

fulfilled. Today the University Exten-| most as essential, that we carty a good 

f sion Movement is not only a part of Cook-book in the other. Among us 

our educational system, seemingly as|as a people the latter book has been 

fixed and permanent as the system|too long and too systematically neg- 

itself, but its success has far outreached |lected. That all our discomforts are 

the most sanguine hope. The great| the result of this neglect I am not dis- 

movement, started a little over ieee | paved! to assert; but it is unquestion- 

years ago, is pushing forward with a|ably true that, for some cause, the 

quiet but steadily increasing enthusi-|stars in their courses seem to have 

asm, carrying with it an inspiring pos- conspired against the house-keepers of 

. sibility, and holding a banner on an America. 

fl outer wall that heralds the blessing} Go where you will through the length 

it promises to an ever-increasing mul-| and preadth of this land you will hear 

\ titude. But this paper is not intended' the cry going up from perplexed and 

4 
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| weary women struggling under the| ing of the new maid-of-all-work. Yet 

i burden of a slavery that reminds ts one woma told me not long since that 

i of the slavery of another and scarcely she had eleven cooks in her kitchen 

} less oppressed people. Of all the mis- in one month; another that she had 

f eries this slavery entails who dare| twenty-three in eleven months. Of all 

‘ venture to tell? But one misery it has that these women endured in these 

} brought that it is full time to remedy; brief days~ it would be impossible to 

for with our dependence upon a class narrate. “I put up with anything ~ 

that is incompetent, utterly ignorant rather than make changes” is, how- 

of every law of health, yet necessary ever, the conclusion too frequently im- 

to provide for us the food on which posed, and distress of mind is in many 

i health depends, we have become al- cases ‘the least, since, too often, the 

t most a nation of invalids. | mistress herself does not comprehend 

: Poor Cooking—A Dyspeptic Stomach, | the worst evil. 
aH If it be true, as one wise man tells) We all know there is a class that is 

; us, that a dyspeptic stomach, as well) measurably free from such conditions; 

| as a lying tongue, is an abomination to and yet who will say that even a 

! the Lord, our plight before Heaven, | full purse purchases entire immunity 

q as well as upon earth, must be pitiful from them? 
f indeed. I am constrained to believe! Is Cooking a Lost Art? 

; that nowhere in the civilized world is) In the summer of ’87 I went with a : 

the food prepared so imperfectly and party of friends from New York to 
with such defiance of every chemical! Alaska. We journeyed as comfortably 

law as in this land of ours. Go where as jt is possible to do except in a pri- 

you will, north or south, east or west, yate car and with one’s own chef. 

and the ordinary table, publicly or From the time we left St. Paul until 
} privately served, is often, very often,| we reached Tacoma, making a tour of 

made up of ill-cooked meat, sour bread, the Yellowstone in the interim and 

improperly treated vegetables, soup of traveling a distance of over three thou- 
which a celebrated Englishman was gand miles, we had not one meal that 

heard to say: “Take it, wife, it’s not! could be called good. Every one that 

; so nasty as it looks.” ‘has traveled far in this country wilt 

Perhaps some one will think this) admit that this experience is not pe 

picture is over-drawn. The picture) culiar to the west. In whatever direc- : 
cannot easily be over-drawn. It would | tion we go the same conditions prevail. 

. perhaps be more correct to say, the) Qceasionally, like an oasis in a desert, 

} half cannot be pictured or told. one finds a table where palatable meals 

The Domestic Problem. are provided, but its rarity is not its 

‘The domestic problem in all its|least recommendation. 

phases—and cooking is but one,—has| The contrast between our own land 

| not yet been revealed at all as it de-|and Europe in this particular, may 

serves. It does not mean that over-|easily plead cause for the exodus that 

burdened women have not found time| fills the pockets of steamboat owners 

to wail over their distresses, but what|and inn-keepers year after year. 

has such wailing ever accomplished?| Two years ago I was one of a party 

The revealing must be of another sort|of six making a coaching tour on the 

and let us hope one that will lead to|continent. We traveled a month cov- 

some reform. ering a distance of over twelve hun- 

The large majority of women have|dred miles. Our route took us fre 

thus far simply endured, believing| quently into out of the way places, 

that their only resource is in the meas-|and we stopped usually at three inns 

wre of their endurance. So they have]/a day; we never had an unpalatable 

gped the going, and welcomed the com- meal, during the entire journey. With
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one single exception every meal was)say nothing of your health, and then, 

deliciously cooked, daintily served, and | when she has exhausted your patience, 

temptingly prepared. If cooking is not| with perfect composure, she packs her 

a lost art over there, why should it trunk, passes on to your neighbor, to j 

seem to be here? repeat the same performance at the 

Waste and Improper Cooking. same relentless cost. Do not blame 

But comparison of another sort comes | her. She is better than we deserve 

with an equally suggestive and force- and if you examine you will find a 

ful claim. In no other land than ours|Similar contrast occurs in your 

is there so much waste. For this rea-|OwD home. Your sons are carefully j 

son alone we would appear to want trained for the line of work they 

the most fundamental essential to a} mean to pursue. It does not enter into 

permanently prosperous people. your consciousness that any other meth- 

To the thrift of the French house-|od is possible. But how is it with 

wife is largely due the thrift and pros-| Your daughter? You expect that some 

perity of the French nation. I heard day she will have a home of her own. 

a distinguished clergyman say once Do you give to her the same careful 

that after a lengthened stay abroad training for her work that you give 

he returned to the dining room of a|your son? On the contrary, in nine 

metropolitan hotel, only to feel himself eases out of ten,—yes, in ninety-nine 

sated before he tasted food at the ar-|C@SeS in a hundred, the young woman 

ray of over-laden dishes set before him.|0f today enters upon her married life 

‘And then he added,—‘“our house-keeper | to Jearn the ways of a household,— 

in Paris brought home the wing of a wise, it may be, in every other form of 

chicken to make her nutritious and mathematics,—ignorant of the mathe- 

appetizing soup,—if the house-keeper matics necessary to the economy and 

in America asks for less than a pair careful management of her husband’s 

of chickens’ she receives small atten-|income. It is absolutely true that for 

tion.” 
the work of the home neither your 

No Preparation for Home Economics. daughter nor your servant are receiv- 

It is needless, I am sure, to enlarge ing today any proper preparation. 

on this topic; we all know the condi- Educated Servants. 

tion, we all feel the resultant evils.} But this contrast, far as it might 

| We are all conscious that as house-|be carried, must be brief. We must 

| keepers and home-makers our tasks| return to the class who are and must 

| are not all of our own choosing; our/|be in the nature of things the employes, 

] toils not all of our own making. And|and we desire to know better our 

here the question may be asked, What) duties as employers. Once again the 

have we done to change the result,|question comes, What have we done 

to make different the situation? We|for this class? How are we dealing 

know that we are at the mercy of a| with their ignorance? Have we as 

class that is not only ignorant and|yet done anything to change, to en- 

incompetent but is also absolutely with-| lighten, to educate, to lift them up 

out preparation of any sort for the|in any way from the low plane on 

1 e special labor it professes to perform. | which they live, and from which they 

| The boy from the home spends years | regard their work? 

learning the trade or the profession} Have we not been kind to them? 

which is to give him a living. The|O yes, superlatively kind! We give 

girl from the same home goes to your|them all we have of home comforts, 

door, offers herself and her ignorance; of home privileges, of churchly teach- 

at the highest possible wages, proceeds | ing. All this and what has it amounted 

» to break your dishes, mar your furni-| to? Not long since a house maid after 

fare, destroy your peace of mind, to|serving for six months one of the gen- 

3 
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tlest and loveliest women I know, in’ Political Science is at present. I would 

a home filled with everything that besiege the doors of every girl’s school, 

makes life good and winsome, came | every eollege and every academy where | 

to her mistress to tell her she was| young women enter, until some such 

about to leave. Naturally she was|¢daim is recognized. I would teach \ 

asked “why?’ “I don’t find house-work | and preach from this text until the air / 

interesting, and I am going back to/is filled with a necessity for reform \ 

work in the factory.” Back to the|in this direction. How much we could | 

factory she went to work from morn- accomplish for the present generation 

ing until night for three dollars a is problematical. Reform is for the 

week out of which she must board| present—its fruit. is for the future. 

herself. ‘The best illustration that I can give ) 
Now © ask of what avail was kind-! of an attempt of this kind, though not | 

ness to that young woman? And she| quite analogous, is found in the little 

represents a class largely in the ma- Republic of Switzerland. Here about 

jority. Such kindness as we have been five or six years ago one of the noted 

bestowing is likely to give painful|men of this wonderful country deter- 

illustration of the Master’s precept, and| mined to bend his energies to the 

too often the pearl we gave has been lessening of the drink habit. Having 

trampled under foot while its recipient concluded that much of the drunken j 

turned again to rend the giver. misery is the result of ill-cooked or 

Far is it from my thought to lose| insufficient food, his most successful 

sight of the class of faithful, painstak- venture has been in the establishment 

ing and efficient servants found here|0f cooking and training schools. Wher- 4 

and there in almost every community.|ever we went two summers ago, in 

Our daily prayer must be to multiply the smallest hamlets we found a suc 

them, but if we are to have our prayer| cessful school in operation; we made 

answered we must add work to words| inquiries everywhere and found that 

—only then can our petition avail. It|far beyond the most hopeful vision had 

is one of the places where we must|been the results already attained, and 

be our own almoners. This leads me,the promoter of the enterprise told us 

to the second part of my paper. himself that he was quite sure no 

‘Thus far only a faint presentation|other method had ever won such @ ‘ 

of a well-known and painfully felt|victory. The girls with whom we con- 

condition—a condition at which it is| versed showed us their certificates with 

easy to complain and for which com-|as much pride as ever a blooming 

plaining does nothing. It is also easy|graduate showed her newly acquired 

at any time to be iconoclastic, and to|college diploma. The house-keepers 

find fault requires no very great wis-| Who are, as a rule, finished in every 

dom. To remedy, to build up, requires | requirement of the household work, as- 

the force; towards upbuilding of a sured us the establishment of the 

certain kind my hope is directed. And| schools had been an inspiration, and it 

first, I would change the entire out- would be impossible to measure their 

look of the domestic, the entire rela-| influence on the country at large. Had 

ticns of employer and employed by| we time, much could be told of this 

making every branch of house-work noble philanthropic enterprise, but 

educational, and this for the mistress| perhaps enough has been said to sug- 

as well as for the maid. gest its possibility elsewhere, even 

‘ though the motive for it rest on other 

j A Course in Domestic Science. foundalion. 3 

I would ask that a chair of Domestic 

| Science be as much a part of a uni- What Shall We Do About It? ¢ 

. / versity course or a college curriculum And now you will ask how shall we Pe 

| where women are taught, as a chair of proceed? So much is to be done, where hi
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shall we begin? Facing an assembly today. She is expected to have her 

like this whose accomplishment for wo- share in everything that pertains to 

men has assumed such grand and noble| the advancement of the community in 

proportion,—who have proven them-| which she ‘ives. In this she is in con- 

selves ever ready to hear new methods, | trast to the women of other nations, 

to heed new calls—surely no appeal|in marked contrast to the women of 

need be made in vain; and when that|the three great nations of Europe. 

appeal comes to you in behalf of the| Perhaps there is in ‘this contrast 

most important factor in a woman’s|a significant lesson—one that we may 

life—for certainly no woman will at- learn in all its rich suggestiveness. 

tempt to deny that the first element] Perhaps its chief warning is that in 

in our happiness belongs to the suc-| outside matters we call a halt, and in 

cessful administration of the home,—| matters pertaining to the home we 

, I feel sure in advance of your sympa-|take upon us a larger vision and @ 

thy, your support, and so far as is pos- deeper sense of its importance. 4 

oan ig complete and. hearty ¢o- Train Our Young Ladies. 

Some one may deny the statement And now how shall we proceed? T 

that our ideals of the home are as yet have said that the first requisite is care- 

imperfect; and when we remember the ful preparation for the work to be 

many beautiful homes that give to done. I have also said that we must 

us of their divine and matchless min- enter the schools, the well equipped 

istry, it is easy to forget how small a public school, even the universities 

minority they count in our experience where young women are admitted. We 

as a people. But we must not deceive see to it that manual training 1s pro- 

ourselves by supposing them to be in vided for our sons; but here is a train- 

the majority. The high ideal for the ing of far greater import, and one 

majority is what we want—an ideal upon which the moral well being as 

pased on three great requisites: begs as the physical development large- 

First. Careful preparation for the ly depends. “The destrnction of the 

work to be done; poor is their poverty” finds pitiful proof 

Second. Thrift in its performance; in many more ways than is generally 

{ Third. ‘Absolute knowledge of all believed.’ i 

detail on the part of the house-keeper. | The first step in our reform must 

Urhnts- ta Beale ; be toward the young women, put it 

The stream will not rise higher than | 2c a ead. Gere, Fo with Siem 

; at | Something must be put in the air we ; 

its source, and the best maid, the most | breathe some message that shall per- 

accomplished cook, soon becomes BE) kin se all, that shall appeal to us 

, efficient when she finds that the mis- | vith pasts <a a strength worthy 

tress whom she serves is ignorant of ea ae ae o be HESS plish au 

her duties. The work then must begin Perh indeed, the first thing nek 

in this land with the employer and | = ae as ‘et reciate - 

not as has been so mistakenly supposed, fal here cagA sewhere is to app 

with the employed. 
ped its claim upon us. Therefore your 

Perhaps, as has been intimated, little first work eas ne oe 

ean be done with the woman who has | (aim. Wwe —_ = ei that 

coe hed middle Life. ven it her de-| With the necessity for a change ‘he 

sire were great to learn, her duties are, | we shall induce — bas a 

as a rule, too pressing and too impera- | must be said = aa “eb = cae per- 

tive to afford the time. Indeed it may | persuadest beac = - 

be ‘said in passing that it is doubt- suaded me. : 

! ful if another nation in the world Summing Up. 

makes greater demand upon its women | And now, as I have already e2- 

than the American nation is making croached on the limit of time appointed,
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} I must hasten and try to sum up briefly ; must exist as in the training schools 
the work to be performed. for young men, where it is not at all 

First. To change the present outlook | uncommon to find the son of a mil- 

i of domestic service by making every |liopaire working side by side with a 
| branch of it a part of every young}son of the farmer or the son of a 
- ‘woman’s school training, and so far as | mechanic, and these working their way 

| is practicable, of every older woman’s| too, yet feeling themselves in all ways 

i mental equipment. This change sooner|on a level with the young man next 

| . ‘than any other will alter the view of|them. There is no gocial ‘confusion . 
| your servant. She will come to regard| here; on the contrary, there is every 

‘i it from a different standpoint and one|element for true social stability, and 

{ that will increase her respect for her| this important feature is one equally 
j work. It will also, we believe, induce}inherent in your school of domestic 

f larger accessions from the more in-| science. 

1 telligent classes. I come lastly to the most important 
j Second. To devise ways to bring|item of my paper, namely, that in-as- 

{ this result;—to appoint committees to, much as we all learn to be servants, 
wait on school boards and petition them | there shall cease to be a separate class 

| to move speedily in this matter. Do|known as servants, that we shall all 

| not be satisfied with the establishment] serve in the best sense, by serving { 

\ of a cooking school. That is well, but! each other, and shall hope to eliminate 

| it is only one step; an important one,|from our house-keeping any distance 

| it is true, but not far enough, and the| between the employer and the em- 

' establishment of the cooking school| ployed, at least so far as knowledge 
i has thus far, so nearly as I can learn, | js concerned. 

i not drawn into it the very class we Kducation Necessary. 

i want to reach. Besides, a girl can| As we come together understanding 

i tearn cooking, it is claimed, while she|the work to be done, there must come 

i is pursuing other studies. If the chair} to the mistress another level on which 

of domestic science is properly con-| to meet her assistant; to the maid a 

; ducted. it should have the entire time| more self-respecting view of her em- 

i of a student for at least six months—|} ployment, and one, let us hope, that 

} & year would be better. shall command from us the respect 

Third. Write on this subject, talk | which everything that conduces to the 

h about it, get the newspapers to discuss | well-being, the happiness, and the com- 

i it with you, present it not alone by|fort of our home demands. 

precept, but by practice; for one good| ‘Thus far the domestic problem is 

training school will be more eloquent|one that has remained unsolved. Let 

than all your words, written or spoken.|us try what education will do for it; 

The Boston training school has prob-|but let us try not in some tentative, + 

ably done more to raise the standard | slip-shod fashion, but with all our zeal, 

of efficiency among servants than any|all our energy, all our consecration of 

other school of its kind in this country. | purpose. Let us give to it ourselves, 

But its work is among servants, the|and those of us who give ourselves 

school that you establish must number |to any cause, are sure of success, con- 

among its students, yourselves, your|fident of blessing. No cause of the 

daughters, your sisters, your friends. | present appeals to us as does the 

cause which this paper so feebly pre- 

ple: Remmseeney | Teer sents. It has to do with all that is 
If there is to be one true democracy | dearest to every heart, most vitalizing 

fn this country it must be here. In|to every life, for on it depends the 

this training school, or in this branch | well-ordered home, and on the well- 

of your study, every one must be on| ordered home depends not only the 

the same plane. The same condition! prosperity, but the life of our nation. 

7 aT:
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PROPER COOKING. 

Dr. R. C. FLOWER, Boston, Mass. 

The importance of cooking is just;in connection with two thoughts,—the 

. beginning to be appreciated. cies | iiortaice of proper cooking, (not an 

who have given attention to this vil paragon and demonstration of the 

ject have learned that the human | art of cooking), and the importance of 

stomach is a miniature individual, and [eau proper food to be cooked. 

should be fed with what it wants,! First:—-The importance of proper 

what in nature it calls for and requires, | cooking. Food properly cooked, after 

so it will serve you best. peing properly prepared for the table 

Over thirty-five hundred years ago will digest easily without any artificial 

Niantecz, the great Chinese physician, aid in ninety-seven out of every one 

said. “Good cookee, good stomach; no|hundred stomachs. Food properly 

cookee, bad stomach; bad cookee, no cooked retains all the nutriments it 

” stomach.” 
possesses before cooking. These nutri- 

Phech-Necho, the fabled medicine | ments ‘through the process of assimila- 

man of Egypt, and associate of Osiris| tion find their way into every part of 

and Isis, concisely expressed his ideas the human body, making nerve, muscle, 

when he said, “My soul in this world|bone and brain, increasing the blood 

is dependent upon my pody, my body | corpuscle, stimulating the circulation 

upon my stomach, my stomach upon and dilating the pores, thus pbuilding up 

Teimech.” * uniformly every atom of the human 

Mythology tells us that Goliah of| organism. 

Gath, the Philistine who went down Improper Cooking. 

before a stone from young David’s| Food improperly cooked becomes & 

sling, was raised upon food prepared} tax pr (partially deadened mass of 

by Mitleweth, the charm of the oracle} chemical atoms and the portion of 

who prepared food for angels, while his| these atoms thus deadened or destroyed 

six brothers were raised upon food pre-|cannot possibly do the person any 

pared for indifferent mortals, and grew good, passing through the system as @ 

up to be small, poor, lean men, inferior | residue, or they are improperly taken 

in brain and will power. up into the system through the distri- - 

pution of the normal or healthful nu- 

Importance of Proper Cooking. triments, and forming abnormal fats 

‘The genius of all ages has recognized or fibrous tissue, engorging lobes, weak- 

the importance of proper cooking, and ening functions, disorganizing organs, 

that with the proper knowledge of the stagnating circulation, and thus adding 

chemical composition of food ingre- additional internal burdens to the prain 

dients and of cooking, man can carry | forces much greater than all the ex- 

through life, healthful physical and | ternal burdens could ever do. 

vigorous mental forces controlable | Now, get the thought clear in the 

through his power and applicable to all | mind,—improper cooking always de 

the pursuits and events of life as he, stroys more or less of the nutriments 

desires. 
or the life which the microscope shows 

I shall only make a few suggestions | are contained in the cells of the food 

aE 
we eat, consequently the pody loses the 

*His cook. 
benefit of all these nutrimental germs
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‘thus destroyed, while on the other] I take my food from Serephon,* 

hand, as dead and non-vitalizing atoms| And am the healthiest man in all the 

they produce numerous diseases, ob- land. 

structing, engorging and inflaming all ‘ 

tracks, canals and organs, indirectly Here’s to the Doctors, but they will 

breaking down the nerve forces, and sige 

effecting the brain and disposition; or What with physic they try to do; ' 

; they irritate, poison and destroy the wor ‘whien. as wise as they are good, 

| lining of the mucous membrane, in-| They wall cure the sick with proper 

creasing catarrhal troubles, aggravat- food. 

ing stomach and bowel difficulties, and } 

weakening the urinal powers of the} Second:—The importance of proper 

kidneys and bladder. food. The two essential features in 

| Health in Proper Cooking. See with be thought are, first, it 

i On the other. hand, food properly |*00e ‘ree from all impurities, and 

cooked retains all the nutriments orl ee ey boat peeraeetae 

life elements, giving the consumer all a : pee a : igs fey oe oe 

the benefits of the food he eats, as life aaa oo pee te a | 

out producing any of the bad effects eee 5 r 2 

of non-distributed nutriments, or dead See ane eae a aoe 

i atoms. = : ts 

H The Mikado of Japan, after suffering eS a ae a la 

| ascanss on sore ae ey <5 eaee the system a bacteria or microscopical 
t gravat ‘orm, was cur y eating 

Bearer sled ie on, memo ome, 
the physicans had a ailed to even 7 Bunee: 

give relief, and in appreciation of the ee ee each with its at- 3 

cook’s service in restoring him to/™ © : 

health, he conferred upon him the title ee ee we Te 

: of D. D.—‘“Doctor of Doctors.” At a = £ * : 

| banquet given by him to the physicians ae pur etiee age De SERIE 

in honor of the cook’s elevation to hi =f x = : satel or 

i their honorable ranks, the Mikado, ea oe ae eal Sea ee 

i when asked to respond to a toast on|? Soe es impunity, oe Pedal 

j the best way to get well, replied in his Fins a aoe wreck, if nol 

finimicable and funny way: e insane specire. 

“Keep away from doctors, Phosphite a Necessity. 

Our wise and good men, Not only should food be free from : 

For they will give you physic, disease and blight, but it should be 

And then will come your end. rich in ‘phosphite. If insufficient in 

- phosphite it may keep up the exterior 

Physio was made for dogs, man, but it will let the nerve and 

soot wee made for man, «,,,|brain forces go to wreck, while food 
Take physic if you would live with) sufficiently impregnated with phosphite 

Gods, wuld < | will develop and sustain a perfectly 

But food, if you would remain a man. '+,,,ytiful exterior, at the same time de- 

Give me food cooked well, | veloping the brain and nerve forces far 

Every day in seven, mm advance of the physical or exterior. 

If you don’t I live in Hell, I could not attempt the elucidation of 

If you do I live.in Heaven. this thought in so short an article and 
I only make the suggestion on account 

I am the Mikado of Japan, — 
I take no medicine from any man, *His skilled cook.
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of its importance and let you study , whole family and the happiness of 

ft out. 
jevery occupant of the table. ‘The hus- 

One other suggestion and I am done. | band had better employ half a dozen 

Do not employ a dyspeptic cook. I cooks than have his nervous, dyspeptic 

have known such a one to give indi- wife prepare the food for him and his . 

gestion to a whole family. This is 2 children. In so doing he would do 

danger seldom thought of while it fre |much for the wife, but much more 

quently menaces the health of the | for the rest of the household. 

_» See G2. 
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COOKING SESSION. 

Fond du Lac, Wednesday Afternoon, | clearly understand what he likes best 
March 1, 1893. in the manner that he best likes it. * 

In addition to the exercises being|This constitutes a portion of one branch 

held by the Farm Institutes at the|of the Farmers’ Institutes. These In- 

Court House, Superintendent Morrison | stitutes are really an extension of the 
had secured the services of Miss M. L.| State University in the branch of farm- 

Clarke, principal of the Milwaukee|ing, and while they are provided es- 

Cooking School, who gave a cooking | pecially for the farmers’ education in 

demonstration at the Armory, each of | all that pertains to work on the farm, 

the three days the Institute was held, | for the last two years Supt. Morrison 

and to which the ladies of Fond dujhas tried to furnish a cooking school 

Lac and vicinity were invited. That) for ladies. A year ago at Portage there 

the value of these lessons was appre-| was a cooking school, and it met with 

ciated was demonstrated by the large|such unbounded success that it is to 

number in attendance, the interest|be continued here at Fond du Lac. I 

manifested and the intelligent ques-|am very sure from the large number 

tions asked. present, that we are going to have a 

At the first lesson, given wednesday |e" wide interest in the lessons to 

afternoon, March 1, Miss Clarke was! be given here for the next three days. 

introduced by Mr. A. J. Decker, of| Miss M. L. Clarke, principal of the 
Fond du Lac, who spoke as follows:—| Milwaukee Cooking School, for the past 

Ledies of Fond du lae:—There is an|Seven years, and a lady experienced 
old adage, and I think a very apt one, | in all matters pertaining to the culinary 

which says that “a man’s heart is art, conducts the cooking school with 
reached through his stomach,” and US, and I take great pleasure in intro- 
if this is true, and I believe it is, it, ducing her to you. 
is very fitting that every lady should | 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

MISS M. L. CLARKE, Principal of Milwaukee Cooking School. 

Ladies:—I am not quite sure that Ijas the man of the house, the things 

would endorse what Mr. Decker has| that are good for them in a way that 

just said, that the best thing for a wo-| they will like, and then, I think, we 

man to do is to give man the thing| have reached the heart of the cooking 

he likes best in the way he likes it.| school. It is not always easy to make 

If he will allow me I will venture an| wholesome things palatable. It is al- ; 

amendment to that,That all house-| ways easy to make palatable dishes | 

wives ought to give to people for whom | that are unwholesome,—so we are here 

they provide, their children as well! today, and tomorrow, and the next
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day to take up a few of the common, ;or less of the juices are dissolved and 
every day dishes, the simple foods, and [insted of being left in the meat for 

find out the very best and most at-| the good of the dish when it is cooked, 
. tractive ways of serving them. are thrown away in the water used 

. We will begin this afternoon with |in washing. : 
a beef stew. We shall put on the stove in this 

Beef Stew. large kettle, two quarts of cold water 
Cut two to three unds of|22d drop into the kettle the bits of 

meat in small pieces, yee with) meat, bone and gristle as fast as they 
pepper, salt and flour, and brown 27 cut. Do not be too anxious to get 

all over in hot drippings. Put °Y°TY Ett of ‘the: mont ‘free = a 
in a deep stew pan with water enough |P0Re, because it is all going into the 
to cover well. Brown 2 tbsp. onion in |SteW, and will slip easily from the 
the drippings left in the pan, add them |0ReS When sufficiently cooked. The 
to the meat, with 2 tbsp. dried mush-|Pieces of solid, lean meat are to be 
rooms, and simmer 3 hours, or until ;4USted with pepper, salt and just suffi- 
tender. Parboil 1 quart potatoes for 5 cient flour to dry the outside thorough- 

minutes, drain and add them to the|!¥- Brown in a little hot fat, and 
meat. Cook ten minutes. Then drop ®$ I have no pork drippings, we shall 
in the dumplings, cover closely and boil US¢ today a little bacon fat and some 

fast 10 minutes. Take out the pota- Putter. Tn preparing your pieces of 
toes and dumplings, thicken the gravy Met cut them in as even portions as 
with 1 heaping tablespoonful of flour P?ssible, that they may all be cooked 
rubbed smooth in a little cold water.|®t the same time. With a sharp knife 
Add more seasoning if needed, and it will be quite easy to cut it in very 
serve hot. nearly regular blocks. : 

Dumplings, Question—What is the advantage of 

One pint flour, two level tea- Prowning this meat? 
spoonfuls baking powder, _ sifted|__Miss Clarke—There are two reasons: 
together four times. Mix with | /ist. because it tastes good, and sec 
milk to a soft dough. ond, because it sears the outside and 

I suppose many of you will recognize | keeps part of the rich juices of the 

the cut of meat that has been selected |™e2t in. Such small pieces’ put into 
for this dish. It is what is known as| Water and stewed for so long would 
the chuck-rib, cut well forward in the |!0S¢ all of their juices if it were not 
fore-quarter, and has a long, narrow, | fr this searing process. 
bone like a piece of gristle in one en This is one of the most desirable 

It is a little piece of the shoulder blade, | pieces of meat. The most economical 

and whenever you see it in a roast,|is the rib end cut from a piece of 
or if your market man sends something | beef intended for roasting. You know 
that he calls steak in-which you find | that when you have a rib roast sent, 

that bone, you recognize a part of|there always comes with it a long, 

the shoulder blade. That is not the|thin part of the flank. This is hard 
kind of meat you want for a roast|and rather tough, and being very thin 
or steak. It is good for braizing, pot-|cooks more quickly than the rest and 
roast, which is another form of braiz-|beccmes dry. It is economy to cut it 

ing, or stew, but not what you prefer, off before putting the roast into the 

for plain roasts or for a steak. | oven and use it with the remains of 
This has been left just as received | the roast for a stew another day. An- 

from the market. I have a clean, wet|other excellent piece for this is what 
cloth, and will sponge the whole out-|is known as the “h” bone. This is a 

- side of the piece. Meat should never be| part that has a juicy, savory and fine- 

- laid in a pan of water, because more! grained portion of meat. It is a three 

14—B
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cornered piece lying between the rump water gradually, beating it in untit 

| and round. The chuck rib that I am the whole is just as smooth as thick . 

using today retails at from 6 to 8 cents|cream and about the same consistency. 

per pound. The “hn” pone will be about| Wien through with browning the 

10 cents per pound. meat, I will cut this onion into slices 

: Question—Do you use white pepper?}and not let it brown, but cook just 

Miss Clarke—I do, entirely. The | long enough in hot fat to take off the ; 

} black pepper is the little pepper-corns raw taste. If cooked it is like fried 

ground whole, and all of the acrid oil onion. The fat that is in this pan is 

of the shell is retained. In preparing now entirely free of water, and we 

white pepper the outer rind is re- can pour it off; you will see that the 

| moved and consequently it is much bottom of the pan is covered with a 

more wholesome, as well as delicate thick brown glaze,—pure juice of the 

in flavor. You see I dust the pieces meat. That is going to be dissolved 

with flour enough to dry the outside | im the water from this broth and will 

surface a little so that they may fry make a most delicious addition to the 

quickly. It is not necessary that each | flavor and color of the stew. Have 

side of every piece should be browned. you not seen a stew that had a gray 

We simply expect to do them well |look? That is not appetizing; you 

enough to give the flavor of browned want a golden brown, or a deeper 

. meat. The mushrooms will be added brown if you prefer, and this glaze 

alternately with the last of the meat. helps give a rich color. : 

Guestion—What mushrooms do you| We have here the potatoes for our 

use? 
beef stew. They will be parboiled for 

Miss Clarke—These are dried mush- five minutes. 

rooms, an imported artide. These Question—Are they parboiled wnoie: 

were cut in small pieces and put to Miss Clarke—No, I like to cut them 

soak early this morning. They are not|/into pieces about 14 the size of an 

as pretty as fresh ones, put give ajegg. They are prettier to serve and 

very excellent flavor, a far better fla-]cook much more accurately. 

vor than you can possibly get from] Question—What is your idea in par- 

the canned ones. poiling the potatoes? 

Question—Can the mushrooms be left| Miss Clarke—Because the water in 

out? 
which potatoes are cooked contains @ 

Miss Clarke—Certainly. It is simply |large percentage of the acrid-alkaloids 

f matter of flavor. There is no moral|that are found in raw potatoes, and 

Jaw in regard to seasoning our food, | it is neither wholesome nor palatable. 

except that we must not overseason,|Have you ever tasted of the water 

‘because that is suicidal. You may that potatoes are cooked in? Try it, 

leave out the onion if you choose, you and you will not be surprised that we 

may leave out the potatoes, or the|do not wish the water in our stew. 

pepper entirely, in fact even leave out| Question—How about saving the 

the salt, but I think you will find that| water to make bread? 

rather unpalatable. Miss Clarke—If you could get the 

This should be thickened with flour|value of the potato starch without 

and water. Over and over again peo-| having the first water that they were 

ple put in the flour with all the water|cooked in you would find you would 

they want to use, and then try to rub| get as good results in your pread and 

it smooth and get rid of the lumps. | you would not have that acrid poison- 

Put in very little water at first, mak-)ous principle found in water in which 

ing a stiff paste, which will be stiff|the potatoes are cooked. AH authori- 

enough so that all the lumps can pe|ties agree in cautioning us to soak 

beaten smooth You may now add | potatoes in water to take out the poison ~
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under the skin and to a limited degree | less than a minute. I think it pays 

through the whole substance of the | to spend this time for the sake of se 

potato. Then drain away the water curing perfectly even fine-grained bis- 

very carefully. 
nts. 

Question—I have known hundreds of | Question—What kind of baking pow- 

housekeepers who used this water to!der do you use? 

make their bread. | Miss Olarke—I use the star-crystal, 

Miss Clarke—But don’t you see you and if I can’t get this, any standard 

are putting it into another form of | that I can get. Of the standard bak- 

fooc? I think what you want is not|ing powders one is very nearly as good 

that first greenish colored water, but | as another. Those that are not stand- 

that which contains the starch that |ard I know nothing about. 

cooks out. If you will let your pota-| Question—What advantage is there in 

toes cook five minutes first, and then | sifting so many times? 

. throw away that water, you will have| Miss Clarke—It is to thoroughly mix 

gotten rid of the objectionable prin- | the baking powder, salt and flour. You 

ciples because they are dissolved in| will never find coarse holes in biscuit 

the first water. Try it and see if you | when the ingredients are sifted to- 

do not get just as good bread, and | gether sufficiently. 

more wholesome. I have run across} Before we leave the subject of dump- 

a good many people who find that they | lings I want to caution you against 

cannot eat potato bread, because they | raising the cover of the kettle in which 

cannot digest it. Those who are treat-| they are put to cook, under ten min- 

ing it the way last mentioned will Se- | utes. They should cook from ten to 

cure good results by taking the little | twelve minutes, or even fifteen, accord- 

extra pains. I wish to emphasize the ing to their size, but it is not safe 

poisonous qualities of the potato. You to lift the cover in less than ten or 

remember that they pelong to the they will certainly go down. 

Solanum family, containing the deadly | 

night-shade, and the alkaloid contained ——- 

in potatoes is closely allied to the| Break one-quarter pound of macaroni 

well-known poisonous plants. In the into one-third inch pieces and put 

potato it is contained in the shape of | into three pints of boiling salted 

an alkaloid which is entirely soluble. | water. Boil 20 minutes or until soft. 7 

In baked potatoes it is driven off with | Drain in a colander and pour cold wa- 

the steam. In boiled potatoes it is ter through it to cleanse and keep it 

dissolved and poured away in the wa- from sticking. Put in a shallow bak- 

ter. 
ing dish and cover with a white sauce if 

Before starting to put the dumplings made with 2 cups of hot milk, one 

together, be sure that all the rest of tablespoonful of butter and one table- 

the stew is going to be ready. Ice cold spoonful of flour, cooking according to 

milk should be used and they ‘should | directions for white sauce. Add 12 

be put together as quickly as possible. teaspoonful of salt. Mix 23 of a cup 

I want to call attention to a fact|of fine cracker crumbs with 13 of a 

taught to me by one of my classes a| CUD of melted butter, and sprinkle 

little more than a year ago. I had|over the top. Bake till the crumbs are 

never before been able to make a bak- brown. If cheese be liked with it use 

ing-powder biscuit exactly satisfactory |12 of a cup of grated parmesan or 

to myself, and I found that a member | any other dry cheese. Put part of it 

of the class was in the habit of al-|with the macaroni and mix the re- 

ways sifting the baking powder, salt mainder with the crumbs. 

and flour together four times. I| You want to take 3-4 of a pound 

thought this took too Jong, but have package of macaroni. You can very 

timed myself, and find that it takes readily measure it with the eye and
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} 
i break it off by cutting through the | draining we will put together the cream 

{i paper first. There is a nice little box| sauce with which it is to be served. 
i left to put away. It should be broken 
i into smal bits before putting on to eee pees 

i cook, small enough to serve. Now put One pint amilk, or half milk 

on water thoroughly salted, and let|®0d half white stock, two table- 
it be boiling hot to throw the macaroni | SPoonfuls butter, two heaping table- 

i in as quickly as possible. spoonfuls flour, one-half teaspoonful 

fi Question—Do you ever prepare ma- = os =, Pel eC a ee hes = i 

caroni by soaking it in cold water? saison aad nae on ce ae 

' Miss Clarke—I think if you will re-/ and bubbles. Be careful not to brown 
i] member for a moment that macaroni i+, Add the dry flour and stir quickly 

i is one of the starchy foods you will see|+j well mixed. Pour on 1-3 of the 

| that it needs to be treated like all| mink. Let it boil and stir well as it 3 

starch and put into boiling water t0/ thickens. Tip the saucepan slightly to 
i get good results. Did you ever make}; oon the sauce from scorching. Add 
| a my vagal apelin ae another third of the milk. Let it boil 

| stick? y' v2 a pa = : 

| quality to your oat-meal, rice, maca- eel ae oe oe ene wa 

se 2s an —— ee the lumps are rubbed out while it is in 
4 ae cegee ‘i . this thick state. Then add the remain- 

F drop into boiling water and let it come) jo. of the milk. Let it boil, and when 
to a boil as quickly as possible. All 

| tarchy foods need to be treated in smooth add the.salt end pepper, using 

eae cue more if high seasoning is desired. ’ 

om a We have here a pan _ thoroughly 
‘ a ar d i a there any particular kind | 1,04 with cold butter in which the 

Miss Clarke—The Italian is a little |MAcaront is to Bs chrsog Digatkcs — 
nicer than the American because of grater in cae dace. = - 

the different quality of their wheat. In|° oe : : 
southern Burope the wheat is very | , a ‘What do those graters 

hard, and contains a larger percentage | “4:.. Clarke—These cost $1.25. It is 
| of gluten than ee ee Do the “Ida” and is easily kept clean. 

| not cover the macaroni closely. The handle comes off and the grater 

— should it not be Cov-|comes out, so all portions can be 
ered? cleaned thoroughly. It can be used for 
Miss Clarke—One thing, it is almost | anything about cooking that you wish 

sure to boil over. The starchy matter | to grate,—horse-radish, lemons, cocoa- 

rises and bubbles, and the bubbles pile nut, bread crumbs, ete. I am putting 

up just as milk does, and is sure to £0] the seasoning this time into the ma- 

over. For another reason it goes tO] earoni instead of into the sauce but 

pieces more, and why I am sure I do |i could just as well be mixed with the 
not know, possibly because the confined | sauce. We have here a layer of sea- 

steam raises the water to a higher de-|coned macaroni. I am going to put a 

} gree of heat. I never have been able} thick dust of crumbs of cheese over 
: to quite satisfy myself. it and pour on this hot sauce until it 

When the macaroni is perfectly ten-| almost floats, but not quite. 

der it must be drained thoroughly, put | Question—How much cheese do you 

in a basket sieve and cold water poured | use for the macaroni? 

through it to take off the salty water] Miss Clarke—I like to allow four heap- 

in which it has been boiled. This|ing tablespoonfuls to be mixed with 

leaves it perfectly clear and soft. While | the crumbs that go on the top of the 

} a
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dish, and for the layers between, much Question—Do your corn fritters turn ; 

er little according to your taste. You | themselves? 
| 

want just enough to give it the flavor | Miss Clarke—They will, if you will q 

ef the cheese, too much becomes hard | drop them into deep fat, when they 

in the cooking. This will be ready to| brown on one side they will turn 

’ gerve just as soon as it is poiling hot | themselves. These are cooked on @& 

through and the top browned. greased griddle and must be turned 

‘Question—How much cracker crumbs | like pancakes. 

do you use for macaroni? 
Zscalloped T 

Miss Clarke—For a dish of this size eee ee 

23 cupful, varied more or less to suit. Season one quart of tomatoes with 

‘Question—Do you ever cook macaroni | teaspoonful of salt, one saltspoon- 

with tomatoes? ful pepper, one teaspoonful onion juice, 

Miss Clarke—Yes, but there are so |OR© teaspoonful sugar. Pour into a but- 

many people who do not care for to- tered baking dish and cover with but- 4 

mato that I do not dare to use it for tered cracker crumbs. Bake in hot i 

such a large audience as we have today. oven until -brown. 

Question—Will you please tell me In preparing the escalloped tomatoes ‘ 

how to do it? : follow the recipe exactly. We have 

Miss Clarke—All you have to do is here cracker crumbs which are to be 

to substitute strained tomatoes for the moistened with melted butter, now 

milk in the sauce that you make to put melting in a hot oven. We put in 

with the macaroni, and leave out all enough butter to moisten the crumbs. q 

the cheese and celery salt. It is most Question—Where do you find a knife 

delicious. 
like the one you are using? 

ae gia Miss Clarke—Every first-class hard- 7 

cone Do you put anything in = ware store should keep them. It is 

Miss Clarke—Salt, pepper and plenty called a 5 i pallatte | knife. — 

of butter, and a few drops of onion means 5 vn long. A 6 in. is too stiff, | 

juice, if liked. 
and a 4 in. too short to reach to the 

Question—No sugar? pottom of the bowl. It is made by 

Miss Clarke—If you want it, just | Russel & Co., Green River Works, ‘ 

enough to take off the raw taste, but od = cee made: 1s: ane =. 

for a pint of tomatoes I wouldn’t put eee pi a oe oe 

in more than a saltspoon of sugar. from the bottom. It costs 40 cents at 

Corn Fritters, retail. 

t Beat 2 eggs well. Add 1 tablespoonful Potato Croquettes 

milk, one-half cup flour, one teaspoon-| One pint mashed potatoes, one table- 

ful salt, one-half saltspoom pepper, one | spoonful butter, one-half saltspoonful 

can of corn chopped. fine. Dip by tea- | white pepper, speck cayenne, one-half 

spooufuls into smoking hot fat. Cook | teaspoonful salt, one-half teaspoonful 

two to three minutes. ley salt, yolk of one egg, one tea- 

Question—Do you use any brand of | spoonful chopped parsley. Sift and 

corn? 
shape in roils. Roll in fine bread 

Miss Clarke—Yes, any standard | crumbs, then in beaten e22s, in crumbs 

prand. This is called “Golden” and is!again, and fry in smoking hot fat. 

recommended by your local grocer. Drain on brown paper and serve on @ 

Qvestion—In season do you use green | folded napkin. Dress with parsley. 

corn in the same way? May I call your attention to one 

Miss Clarke—If the corn has been | other point: The frying of the cro- 

slightly scalded you can use it in the|quettes. They hive been rolled in 

game way. 
dread crumibid, dropped into beaten
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| egg and rolled again. The method of|Bread crumbs do not absorb fat and 

} frying is very similar to the method | brown much more quickly. 

Fi that we have been using with the frit- Parsnips. 

| ters. When the fat is so hot that it] Wash and scrape parsnips, and 

| smokes blue, lay a croquette on a lit-} boil until tender in plenty of 

t tle egg beater and roll carefully off| salted water. For a sauce use 

i the spoon into it. Roll it back and| one-half as much lemon juice as 

{ forth until brown enough. If the fat| melted butter. . 

| is not hot enough the croquettes will| When scraping be careful not to take | 

‘ go to pieces. If too hot they will|off the skin, but be sure that there is 

f scorch before heating through. Watch|none of that muddy, earthy taste left 

carefully. If too hot, put in faster,|on the outside. Take off the fire the 

if not hot enough wait a minute. minute they are tender, remove the 

i} Question—How many do you put in! skin and cut in thin wheel-shaped 

a at a time? slices across the root. Pour over them 

| Miss Clarke—As many croquettes as|® Sauce made by taking one-half as 

i} pounds of fat, is a very good rule. In much lemon juice as melted butter. 

i a small kettle of about three pounds| et your butter and lemon juice boil 

i - I would venture three croquettes. If|together, pour quickly over the par- 

j very hot I might possibly put in four. snips and set into a hot oven until the 

fl But if so hot as to be able to put in| butter and lemon juice has been nearly 

i more than four the fat will be so hot |@l absorbed. Sprinkle with salt and ‘ 

} as to become disagreeable. You know| Pepper to your liking,—just a little 

i that when fat or oil of any kind passes|™ore salt and a speck of pepper. The 

i beyond a certain degree of heat it un- acid of the lemon juice seems just 

ii dergoes a chemical change known as the thing to go with the sweet taste 

i carbonization, and the fat may as well of the parsnips- 

‘4 be thrown away. You never can get ——S 

rid of the horrible taste of carbonized 

fat. There is no cure for it, but the SECOND LESSON. 

whole kettle of fat is spoiled. The first article prepared for cook- 
, ra ee te ing at the second lesson was roast 

— What kind of fat do you peef, and ‘while getting it ready for 

Miss Clarke—I prefer beef fat, not|e oven, Miss Clarke explained her 

_suet, but the fat that comes from the method as follows:— 

top of water in which corned beef 3 Beast Beef. 

| has been boiled, mixed with twice or| Sometimes when a piece of roast F 

three times jits bulk of pure lard. If| beef is cut a stream of the juices of 

j not convenient you can use lard only.|the meat, righ in all its best elements, ; 

| Cottolene will serve admirably for will run in‘a fine thread, and it is 

| some uses. If carefully used and it is|2ot at all uncommon to see it flow, 

not damaged it can be used over and drop by drop, almost as rapidly as 

i over again, and is very satisfactory. [it can follow the knife. You can see 
; Question—Do you not use suet at all? the surface of the meat is full of these 

\ agp setae gra «a7 |Tich juices. Great care should be used 
| Miss Clarke—No, it is on hard. ‘fe preparing the beef. Do not put i€ 

i prefer the Be of — meat. Suet, like into cold water to draw the juices out, 

j mutton fat, is too hard. but with a clean doth sponge the out- 

t Question—Do you prefer bread | side, until your sense of cleanliness is 

i crumbs to cracker crumbs? satisfied. If when bought it is dis- 

Miss Clarke—Yes; cracker crumbs do} colored, take a sharp knife and trim 

not brown easily, and soak the grease,|a tiny bit, just enough to take off what 

making a greasy and white crust.|has been discolored by the action of
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the air on the exposed surface. Ask| Miss Clarke—This weighs from 6 to 

your butcher to take his saw and|8 pounds. The rule is usually 12 min- 

divide the back bone, removing most |utes to a pound. That is the accepted 

of it, but leaving a thin plate of bone standard, but you cannot always fol- 

to keep the meat from drying in the |low it, but must use a little judgment 

oven. All bones should be put in just|in the matter. Sometimes an oveD 

enough cold water to cover as soon| will hold heat much more strongly, 

as it comes into the house, and let|than at others. 

simmer as long as possible, until you Question—What sort of roast will 

have a pint more or less of strong, good | that rule make? Rare or well-done? 

broth to make gravy for the first serv-| Miss Clarke—Twelve minutes to the < 

ing. Do not depend upon the drip|pound makes a medium, or what most 

that fills the dripping pan for the first | people would call a rare roast. Not 

day’s gravy. Pour that off and remove | really rare, simply a little pink. 

the fat, and have the glaze that will| Question—How can those who have 

pe found at the bottom of the bowl |no thermometers to test their oven 

for the second day’s gravy, put always tell the degree of heat? 
. 4 

depend upon stock from the bones for| Miss Clarke—It should be as hot as 

the first day. 
you would have it for baking biscuit, 

The roast is now ready to rub very | which requires more heat than bread, 

stingily with pepper, more generously | 1nd when it has been in long enouzh 

with salt, and just enough flour to dry |to sear you may drop the heat to the - 

the surface. Meantime the oven has degree that you would like to have 

peen heated three-quarters of an hour, | your graham bread baked at, or & 

in order to have a fierce heat at first. little less, if you have time. 

The heat of the oven should be some- Qvestion—Do you baste your roast? 

thing between 400 and 425 or even 450| Miss Clarke—Yes, very carefully. 

degrees,—rather 450 than below 400 de-| Baste at first opaning, again at 10, 12, 

grees—and that heat should be reat lex 15 minutes, when ready to lower 

up for the first 15 minutes. At the end | the heat, and after that every 20 min- 

of that time drop the heat to about | utes. 

350 degrees for the remainder of the | Question—What do you baste it with? 

time of cooking. It will take a pat Miss Clarke—Its own juices. 

more time to roast the beef, but you Question—Will they be there as soon 

will be a gainer in the quality of the | as that? 

meat. If that intense heat is main-| Miss Clarke—I think so. Tf not, have 

tained through the whole time of roast-| you not some drippings from the last 

ing, the beef will be dried almost to a roast? As Oliver Wendell Holmes says 

cinder, on the outside, not browned but | of training children: “You must be- 

dried hard, and gray, for perhaps two-| gin several generations ago.” If you 

thirds of the distance from the edge | have no drippings you may use any 

into the center, with only a little por-| sweet fat you have on hand, or a& 

tion of the pink part of the meat | litte putter dissolved in hot water. 

that is most wholesome for food. We) This is not the best thing because 

avant to lower the heat just as soon|jt scorches so easily and we do not 

as the outside is well seared. Pat your | want the flavor of burned putter with 

meat lightly all over, to throw off | our roast. 

superfiuous flour. We don’t os Question—Is there any danger of the 

purned starch, only a thin dusting of| pan burning before sufficient juices 

fiour to dry the outer surface, and| come to baste the meat? 

prevent the juices from dripping off. Miss Clarke—I think the pan would 

Question—How long will it require |not burn if your meat has a supply of 

to roast it? 
fat on the outside. The pan is not OB
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i ‘the bottom of the oven and the meat] roast beef, Season to suit, with salt H is not laid on the pan, but there is a| and pepper. : Bee aap oes it. That is absolutely Chicken Croquettes. j | sated ae i cooking “of roset li tial? a. pound’ of chicken chopped 
: very fine and seasoned with ; Yorkshire Pudding. 1 teaspoonful of salt, 1 teaspoon- 

| Three eggs beaten light; add 1 tea-|ful celery salt, 1-4 saltspoonful of cay- a Spoonful salt, 1 pint milk, 2-3 cup flour|€ne, 2 saltspoonfuls of white pepper, and rub to a smooth batter. a few drops of onion juice, 1 teaspoon- 
This batter should be so thin that it|ful chopped parsley and 1 teaspoonful 

is hardly proper to call it a batter,|0f lemon juice. Make 1 pint of thick. 
It pouns almost like milk or very|¢ream sauce. When thick add 1 
thick cream. The fat is to be poured| beaten egg and mix sauce with the 

. from the dripping pan and this mix-|Chicken, using only enough to make i ture is to be poured into the bottom|it as soft as can be handled. Spread . 
1 » of the pan and bake under the meat|0D a shallow plate to cool, shape inte | for about 30 minutes, until ready to|Volls, roll in fine bread crumbs, then 

serve. dip in beaten egg, then in crumbs 
Question—Is Yorkshire pudding ex-|@gain, and fry 1 minute in smoking 

pected to be light? hot fat. Drain and serve with a thin 
iy Miss Clarke—It should be light as an|¢ream sauce. Many prefer to cut tl Indian pudding or pop-over is light.|chicken into small dice. If this is 

i This is a modified form of a pop-over,|done use less of the sauce, or the cro- 
1 baked in a large cake, and continually |@uettes will be difficult fo shape. The } enriched with the drippings from the| White meat of the chicken wil! absorb 
1 beef, instead of being baked in small|More sauce than the dark. Mushrooms, : 
i cakes to be eaten with butter. It will| boiled rice, sweetbreads, calf’s brain, 
i not be spongy, but it will puff, with|or veal may be mixed with the chicken. 
} a custard-like texture between the two|Cold roast chicken chopped fine, may 
: crusts, be mixed with stuffing, moistened with 
i Ouestion—How should it be served? | the gravy and shaped into croquettes. 
i Miss Clarke—As a garnish for the} The chicken for croquettes should be 

i roast beef, on a platter sufficiently|Put through an Enterprise chopper 
large to arrange the pudding and po-| Which makes the meat finer in five 
tatoes around it. Cut the pudding in| minutes than an hour's chopping. Put 

t squares, and if you can have some/all the seasoning into the chopped 
potato pared, parboiled for 10 minutes,| meat instead of half in the sauce, te 

i and thoroughly browned in the oven/save time, being careful not to salt 
} and basted with the drippings and put|too much, as the taste of the 

} an alternate potato and square of pud-| chicken is lost by over-salting. , 
Hl ding you will find that it will meet] If stock is used for sauce instead 

with great favor among those who|of cream, add more butter to the 
i eat it. sauce. It is never safe to put all the 
i To make gravy for roast beef we|sauce on the meat at once,—just enough : 

first brown in a frying pan an ounce|to moisten it at first, and add more 
i of butter. When that has come to a/as needed. Fragments of chicken and 
: light coffee color there is added to it|turkey left from the day before como 

an ounce of flour and the two are/in very nicely for croquettes. 
cooked together until they become| Croquettes should be rolled in bread 

/ 8 good coffee brown. Then we add to|crumbs to dry the surface thoroughly, 
this very nearly a pint of water in|so that the egg will stick to them, 
which we have simmered for 3 1-2/dip in egg and then bread crumbs 
hours the bones and trimmings of the|again and fry. The crust should be 

j me Le
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as thin as an egg she!l, and in order|to all meats. It very seldom happens 

to make it more delicate dilute the egg|that anything more than sponging is 

with water, milk or cream, in the pro-| needed. Cut in pieces convenient for 

portion of Ae tablespoonfuls to each|serving and put them in enough hot 7 

egg. In this way the egg does ret| water to cover, bring it to a boil ‘ 

take up more than half as much | quickly and skim thoroughly. The gray ; 

ee, eae egg is wel One peace rt Sat ae age upon ; 

egg will dip een croquettes. e meat an unpleasant appear- 

Question—Would cracker crumbs do | ance, though not unwholesome. It is 

as dubicg a ieeeg oe eas ee the coagulated albumen of the 

ss Clarke—No, bread crumbs make | chicken. 
a more crisp and ‘tender crust. Dry| Question—Is it necessary that the 

the bread crumbs in the oven and put| water be boiling hot? 

ea ae at Enterprise chopper} Miss Clarke—Better have it boiling, | 
== ee 2. ,|for the chicken will cool it very quick- 

Question—How do you keep them?|iy and a good deal. Cool water com- 
Miss Clarke—The only satisfactory |ing to a boil takes out flavor which 

oe nae found is a wooden starch | we want to leave in the chicken. Hav- 

cane ee Ar ing let it boll from 3 to 5 minutes re- 
; 2 ~ duce the heat so that it shall only 

ee ee in good condition. | sinmer and remember-that simmering 

Sut fs you put in more than} oes not mean bubbling of the water. 
eer Ge = pul It should not break into bubbles, but 

is ee eek i eS of fat is} only move gently on the surface. Con- 

Mar = rages an one OF| tinue the simmering process, keeping 

ah pe Coe Tule is one cro-|the kettle cosely covered, until your 

ST hiae eeat anus Peer chicken is tendey, and you must be d 

Sour vaitien 4 sant ee speci your own judge in regard — time, 

tablespoonfuls butter, 4 heaping table- ee oe = oe 2 

ee aL, 2 fowls. A general rule is, that the 
2 - mca » me! 7] 

oe ene in a granite saucepan, and ceca ae ee ae 

ee ome ee neers ing. When it is nearly done you may 
xed. - e 

cream and stir as it boils and thickens. = pM snes Be oN sepa onan 

Add See See ee eee When | of pepper, and if you like, a teaspoonful 

pl qf cooing rey res chou e lemon juice. A little dash of acid 
ape ener o ©\is sometimes considered a great im- 

oe Baa a ae vee. For | provement. Remove the larger pieces, 
. ~ ten ese may be added | ary them with a little flour and brown 

a re s Saige is an from the each side slightly in hot butter. Re- 

= = @ (eroquettes are whiter | quce the chicken stock to about 1 pint 

nce apes Eee ee For} and add to it 1 cup of cream. Melt 

- . pig md rent or fish in the| one large tablespoonful of butter in 

. a and use the egg or not, aS YOU)» sauce pan and put in it 2 tablespoon- 

= ; | fuls of flour. These proportions are 

Frie*seed Chicken. |for any kind of sauce, for meats as ; 

The fowl should be cleaned well as for sweets,—by measure twice 

es usual, held over a_ clear as much flour as butter; by weight 

blaze to singe, and carefully ,equal—an ounce of flour to an ounce 3 

sponged. Do not put your chicken into | of butter. You may add more butter 

water,—this rule holds good in regard |if you wish, but do not put it in at
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| first, drop it in afterwards, just long Baked Beans, 

i enough to melt before serving. Use| For baking, the small pes 

flour if you wish to make it thicker, | beans should not be chosen, 

but in that case it must be modified|but the larger size of navy beans. 

: | a little. Add more salt, pepper, celery |Soak them over night in cold water. 

| i salt, and lemon juice if needed. Beat|In the morning add to that water, or 

| one egg to a cream, pour the boiling} you may put it in over night, if it is 

4 | liquor over it and turn the gravy at once | hard water, a bit of baking soda the 

ch on your platter of chicken. Serve as|size of one of the beans and let them 

. quickly as possible. come to a boil in the water that has 

Question—Don’t you use the butter| the soda in it. Strain off this water, 

| that you have left after frying the|add fresh water, either hot or cold, 

| t chicken, in the gravy? let it come to a boil again and sim- 

; Miss Clarke—It rarely happens that|mer very gently until the beans are 

it is in condition to use. It is apt to|tender. Throw away the water in 

1 be scorched and will spoil the flavor|which they were soaked and rinse 

| of the gravy. There should be just|them off thoroughly to get rid of as 

ft enough butter to keep it from sticking.|much as possible of the rank flavor. 

. | Two tablespoonfuls is sufficient to|Put them into your crock until it is 

1 brown two sarge fowls. about one-third full, or until you ave 

oH Soctch Meek. used one-third of the quantity of the 

: a — oan ced ham|Peens ‘Then put in the bit of salt 

' Rana e veey fie, € hand polled ee ee eres Uy eres 
i . pe thoroughly, scoring the rind, and pour- 

1 eggs. Cook 1-3 cup of milk and 13 ing over it scalding water so that the 

r cup fine crumbs to a smooth paste. outside shail strely be sweet. The pro- 

a Mix it with the ham, add 1-2 teaspoon- portion should be 2 ounces of fat salt 

ful of mixed mustard, 1-2 saltspoonful pork to a quart of beans. You can vary 

; of cayenne and 1 raw egg. Mix well. | tot proportion to have a larger per 

Remove the shells from the eggs and) cent. of fat, if it is desirable. Place 
i cover with the mixture. Fry in hot) tng ;emaining two-thirds of the beans 

1 fat 2 minutes, or until a nice brown. |, top of pe pork" and cover them. 

fi Drain and serve hot or cold for lunch | yoy may put in a heaping teaspoonful 

, or picnics. Cut them into halves) 4¢ gait, 1-2 teaspoonful of mustard, 2 

i lengthwise, and arrange each half on tablespoonfuls of molasses, the whole 

} a bed of fine parsley. The contrast dissolved in hot water enough to cov- 

" between the green, brown, white and er the beans thoroughly. Let them 

| yellow gives a very pretty effect. bake for hours in a slow oven, not 

Cover the eggs by laying a spoonful) jecs than 10 and 24 is better. If it is 
nt of the mixture in the palm of the hand, desired to have the pork crisp lift it 

i flatten it, and work it around the to the surface with a fork when the 

4 sides until there is a thin coating|} ans are nearly done. 

i all around it that entirely covers the 'To serve with this we should have 

i ORE: . the old fashioned Boston brown bread, 

i eet aw, long do you boil the| tne pread of the forefathers who set- 

: eggs? tled New England years ago. The 

: Miss Clarke—Half = hour. nearest we can come to it in these 

| Question—Would broiled ham do? days, without brick ovens to bake it 

i a Clarke—Yes, but use only the|in” is to substitute a steamed loaf for - 

Question—Does the casing ever peel abe ae 

off? Boston Brown Bread. 

Miss Clarke—Not if it is carefully! 1-3 cup of corn meal and 2-3 cup of rye 

coated. meal, 1 teaspoonful salt, 1-3 cup of mo 

i ee
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fiasses, Mix these ‘to a soft batter |may, if you choose, put a lump of 

with 1 pint of thick soured milk. At | rice in the center to simulate a core 

the last add 1 teaspoonful of soda jand sprinkle sugar over the whole. 

dissolved in as little as possible of | It should be drawn together and tied 

hot water. lightly with a string. Lay in a strainer 

Do not use rye flour, that is a con-| and cook for ten minutes over boiling 

stant mistake that has to be guarded water. When ready serve with apricot 

against, but rye-graham, as your mill- | sauce. 

ers call it. Just a word of caution in| Question—Do you use canned apri- ; 

regard to soda. You will find a very jostat 
q 

great difference in the quality and Miss Clarke—Yes. Dried ones might 

strength of baking soda, or that which [be used if properly soaked. 

is sold for it. The best preparation | Question—Do you tie snugly or allow 

for you to use is the chemically pure | some space? 

bi-carbonate of soda. You can get it | Miss Clarke—Allow @ little space. 

practically pure from your druggist | Not much, because the rice is already 

at a very low price. It is worth prob- }eooked and will not swell any more 

ably 8 to 10 cents per pound. Buying | to speak of. 

in bulk, that is by the ton it is worth | Question—What is the sauce you use 

4 or 4 cents. Insist upon having the| with the snowballs? 

chemically pure article. You do not) Miss Clarke—Drain from the can of 

want'to haveany unwholesome salts | apricots all the syrup. Add to that 

left in the food after the chemical action | enough water to make 1 pint in all 

has taken place between the soda and |and add more sugar if needed. It is 

acid. Beat this batter thoroughly, pour | well to taste and try before finishing 

itintoa greased moldandsteam it for| sauce. Let this syrup come to a boil. 

3 12 hours, or better still 4 hours, if| Add to it 1 heaping tablespoonful corn- 

you can. Uncover the mold and set| starch or 2 heaping tablespoonfuls flour 

it into a moderately hot oven for half | mixed smoothly with enough cold water 

an hour longer and then serve it with|so that it will pour, a tiny speck 

your beans. of salt, just enough to accent the flavor, 

The proper dessert to go with paked | and a little lemon juice, if necessary, 

beans and brown bread is the old|to add to the acid. Don’t put this in 

fashioned Indian pudding, which is|uniess you feel that you must have 

mnade according to recipe given below. lit, because the more simple the sauce - 

Indian Pudding. is the more perfect, and we want to 

23 cup of Indian meal, 1-3 cup of preserve the flavor of the apricot as 

: flour scalded with 1 quart boiling milk, perfectly as possible, and to have any 

I teaspoonful salt, 1 saltspoonful cin- other flavor added changes its char- 

namon, (or 1  tablespoonful lemon acter. 

chips). Thin with 1 quart cold milk, Apple Fritters. 

1 cup of molasses and steam 3 hours.| For the batter2 eggs, 1cup flour, 1-2 

Brown the top in a quick oven and|cup milk, 1 teaspoonful salt, 1 table- 

serve with cream. spoonful melted ‘butter. Cut the pared 

Apricot Snowballs. apple in transverse slices 1-3 of an inch 

We have cooked a cup and/ thick, mask each with batter and fry : 

a half of rice. Lay a _ small about 3 miuutes in smoking hot fat. 

square of muslin over a _ small In putting together batter by all 

bowl. The rice is spread evenly and | means avail yourself of the possibili- : 

thinly around it. Drop in the bottom ties of a Dover beater. Add flour and 

a bit of butter as large as a sinali|milk alternately, keeping the milk a 

pean. Then lay in an apricot with the | little in excess and you will be able to 

two halves closed together and you,beat thoroughly with even a small 

i
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i sized beater. The batter is not very ourselves on only 10 per cent. of al- 
i stiff. Our sections of apple are cut |buminoids. Something is wrong when 

! transversely and each section sprinkled | the children are pale, the mothers thin 

. with a little sugar. These are to be |and tired and the day’s work a burden, 
dropped into smoking hot fat, just as |and everybody has dyspepsia. In fine 
we dropped our corn fritters yesterday. | white flour there is only 1 per cent. of 

Lemon Sauce. fat. Of the carbo-hydrates, which in 

A very good lemon sauce is made as|the case of fine white flour means 

i follows: 2 cups water and 1 cup sugar| Starch, there is 75.2 per cent. That : 

| boiling; stir in 1 tab.espoonful corn/| gives a supply of muscle power, since | 

j starch mixed with cold water and cook|it is starch that furnishes the activity 
10 miuutes. Add the rind and juice of 1| of the muscles, but it does not renew 

: lemon and 1 tablespoonful of butter.|them. They are worn out, and there 
Serve at once. is nothing to replace them. For that 

i A Balanced Ration. you must have albuminoids or nitroge- 

| Over in the Court House, a square or | 20US foods in some shape. Here is a 
i two away, the topic, “Balanced Ra- table of daily rations prepared from 

| tions for Stock,” is being earnestly statistics furnished by Prof. Dwight 

discussed by a score or more of men who is a recognized authority, and its 

| who have each brought the records of |fsures will furnish matter for dili- 

ft months of careful observation to be|Sent study during the coming days 

A compared at this institute. They have when we have to plan for breakfast, 

| noted the result of different foods in |‘mmer and supper. ; i 
increased weight of hogs, better yield (See table on opposite page.) 

i of milk and its products from your| The improved process of treating 

| noble herds, more wool from your |gtains, especially wheat, takes off the 

sheep or greater capacity for work in outer husk, which contains the coating, 

| your draught cattle and horses. Next unfit for human food, removes it en- 

year every farmer means to make a/tirely, and when once removed the 

| still better showing to justify the ap- | Whole grain is ground into flour, as 

plication of scientific formulas to daily | coarse or fine as your taste calls for. 

B problems. I wonder how many of the It is not necessarily a coarse flour. 

} housekeepers of Wisconsin are balanc- | Whole wheat flour may be as fine as 

| . ing the rations that they are feeding | the finest of white flour. It simply 

three times a day to the infinitely more means that the whole grain is ground 

I precious human stock under their care. together, and in that way you get all 
How many of you stop to think any-|the rich glutenous property of the 

' thing at all about it? Are the children|food. ‘The nitrogenous eements are 

growing beautiful and sweet-tempered | retained in the fine flour, which you can 

from year to year? Do the grown mem-|use very much the same as you use 

bers of your household carry their; your ordinary white flour, the only 

burdens of care and work more easily | difference being that it is a substantial 

from week to week? Look at these|food instead of a luxury, and it is 

charts borrowed from the Experiment | also a little darker in color. You will 

Station and see if we can find any | not have snow white bread, but bread 

facts for ourselves. Notice the smal!) of a grayish brown color, but it will 

percentage of starch in proportion to be far more wholesome. Use this at 

the protein in'the wheat, oats, turnips, least part of the time. See how sat- 

ete., and compare that with our habit- isfying and good it is and you will 

ual food. In a fine white flour there}not be willing to change for anything 

are 10 per cent of albuminoids. The | else. 

percentage of bran is 16. Yet we, Question—What kind of flour would 

give the bran to our cattle and feed ,you ask for to get the kind you speak of? 

. " 
< “i
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Datty Ration. ALBUMINOIDS Fats. (CARBO-HYDRATES 

For Children up to 18 months,| 0.7 to 1.3 oz...| 1 to 1.6 0z.....| 2.3 to 3.3 oz. 

For Children from 6 to 15 yrs,| 2.5 to 2.9 oz...| 1.2 to 19 oz....| 8.6 to 14.4 oz. 

For an adult Man,............| 4-2 04.....-+++ 2 G8... cos- ce ht COB. 

For an adult Woman,.........] 3-3 0Z...-.---- 1.5 og ........]14.4 02. 

For an aged Man,............] 3.5 0Z.......-- 2.4 02.........112.502. 

For an aged Woman,........-| 2.9 0z.....-.--| 1.9 Bee] 9.3 oz. 

eee 

Miss Clarke—Ask for whole wheat| this piece of sirloin steak that is be- 

flour. There are two standard grades|fore you there is a very ‘large piece J 

of whole wheat flour, one made by the jot tenderloin and the whole piece is 

New York Health Food Co., but eae good illustration of its kind. The 

expensive, even when its value as a jfat is clear, yellowish white, and well 

food is taken into consideration, so | compacted. The meat is fairly wel 

that for many families it is out of streaked with fat. The great defi- 

the question to use it freely. Ferd.|ciency in the American diet is fat. 

Shumacher, of Akron, Ohio, has, with-|Physicans say that one of the most 

in a few years, prepared a whoze wheat |alarming symptoms of modern patho- 

flour which is very nearly, if not quite | logy is the growing inability to assimi- 

as good, at less than half the cost, |late fat; and it is because people 

and since that has been done there | take so little of it with their food 

have been a number of local mills! that it has to be administered artifi- 

which have done the same thing. 1! cially in the shape of nutritive medi- 

have found them in Wisconsin, Da-|cines. A lean steak is not the kind you 

kota, Michigan and Indiana. Those|want. I mean, that is not the kind 

four states will furnish whole wheat|you would prefer if you had an edu- 

flour of good quality. cated palate. A piece well marbled 

Question—Can it be used for anything|with fat is the epicure’s choice. In 

but bread? that way you get a large amount of 

Miss Clarke—I should not recom-|fat in almost inperceptible shape. One 

mend the use of it for anything but|should cultivate the habit of eating 

bread of all varieties because of the|all wholesome fats, such as the fat of . 

dark color. Cake and pastry are bet-|beef, veal, mutton, and especially all 

ter made with the old process white the cream and milk that you can rel- 

flour. ish and digest easily, and as much 

butter as you like. These are all 
Set ee wholesome fats, and the day is coming 

very fast when the American people 

arn) sae ON. demand an increased use of fats with 

Beef Steak. jsalad, dressing of salads with bacon 

Our lesson this morning opens with fat, and butter and cream dressings. 

beef steak. You will find that the There is no more wholesome way of 

pest authorities advise the use of only supplying that so much needed element 

two cuts for steak—the porter-house of nutrition than in the shape of a 

and the sirloin, or as known in the salad. 

eastern States, the rump. The latter I have carefully taken off the bone 

has a large muscle running through it sawdust and shail proceed to sponge 

near the end of the back, and also it (and lay one side to keep cool until 

the large end of the tenderloin. In ready to use). Take off the tough or
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| flank end of the steak, which is not frying pan. Serve very hot with butter 

| good to broil, trim off all dried pieces | or Maitre d’Hotel sauce. The flank end 

| from the side and remove extra fat,/of the sirloin is better when cooked 

| which may be tried out for use in the| in this manner than when broiled 

} shape of drippings. One other point | with the other part of the steak. 

i to note, is the relation that lies be-| We want to make our proportion 

i tween the cooking of a steak and the}abcut 1-3 or 14 fat to 3-4 lean meat. 

i cooking of a roast. Roast and stew|The seasoning for this is in the propor- 

| both, should be subjected to a fierce tion of 1 teaspoonful of salt, 1 sait- 

{ heat at firstthe stew in a frying|spoonful pepper and a few drops of 

| pan, and the roast in the oven very |onion juice for each pound or pint of 

} much heated. Ina steak we have a piece meat after it is chopped. 

| of meat so thin that if it is subjected BIS 

{ for a few minutes to such fierce heat 3 . 

| as we give to the roast it is cooked The fish we shall use this 

| caval. morning is a lake trout. It 

| Question—How many is a few min-|2as been split ready for broiling. It 

| Ride should be washed very carefully and 

| Miss Clarke—It ranges from 6 to 12 broiled whole, head, tail, and all com- 

| minutes, according to the size of the plete. The scales of the trout are very 

| steak and quality of fire. small, and it is comparatively little 

| Question—Did you season the steak | Work to remove them, but it must be 

i before going on the broiler? crete. cleaned inside. They come 

H Miss Clarke—Never. Salt draws the Oe ye A ae co 

iH juice of the meat. It should be turned] freezing cold. Be ees een wee 

1) regularly once in 10 seconds. It shou! | graws the ioe faa the ment me ae 

1 take about 12 minutes to broil a steak} has peen frozen i eee ee 

i Se ca Gunn We we oa 

| pepper and salt after it is laid on the | set _ that th h ee tee z 

4 hot platter from which it is to be : 5 the figh will not stick 

|| served, or serve with Maitre d’Hotel ean ne eee should be done over 

{ sauce, made as follows:— i oP 

i Maitre d’Hotel Butter (cold for beef- ees there danger of 

sg gpa dre pny —_ Clarke—There is no excuse for 

i spociful lemon juice, 1 tablespoonful a pa ary i 

f chopped parsley. Rub the butter to 4) aoqjs, 

eream, add salt, pepper, parsiey and ee: 

lemon juice. Spread it on the hot beef- Eines you broil your fish all 

steak. 
= - 

Te as iat Haein On ea ee ee pee 

beaten yolks of 2 eggs to the cold) whole fish nearly enough, then broil 

Maitre d’Hotel butter, and when ready | ine ski eide onl < if raaki 

} to serve add 1 pint of drawn butter, |; a a cee enomgi 00 25 

‘i made with strong white stock. This} ‘Tartar sauce to serve with fish is 

a to serve with boiled chicken | made after the following recipe: 

{ Broiled Meat Cakes. Tartar Sauce. 

Chop raw lean beef quite fine. Sea-| One tablespoonful of vinegar, i 

i son with salt, pepper and a little teaspoonful of lemon ju‘ce, 1 table- 

j chopped onion or onion juice. Make | spoonful of Worcestershire sauce made 

} it into small flat cakes and broil on} very hot over steam; brown 3 table- 

a well greased grid iron or in a hot| spoonfuls of butter in a frying pan, 

2 wild
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and strain onto the other hot sauce.|The butter should be rubbed in thor- 

Pour over broiled fish while very hot.| oughly as for baking powder biscuit. 

Sauce for fried fish or fish-balls. ee cheese and other seasoning should 

tablespoonfuls of dry mustard, 1 tea- be mixed in thoroughly with ice water 

spoonful flour, 1 tablespoonful salt, 1 until you have as stiff a paste as pos- 

teaspoonful of soft butter, 1 teaspoon- sible; roll to 14 inch thickness. Mark 
ful sugar, 2 tablespoonfuls of vinegar. off into straws and bake in a very 

Mix in the order given in a granite |Moderate oven. 
saucepan. Add 1-2 cup boiling water Question—Do you think it better to 

and stir on the fire till it thickens ana|*#ke @ knife than the hand to mix 
is smooth. Add 2 tablespoonfuls finely |Cheese straws, pastry, etc.? 2 . 

chopped pickles, and serve it cold. Miss Clarke—Yes. The quality of 
Geom: Heelan paste should be so stiff that you can 

work it into one smooth ball and let , 

One pint flour, cne-half — tea-|is cleaye from the bowl. It should not 

spoonful salt, two teaspoonfuls of| he too soft to handle in that way. You 

baking powder, yolks’ of two e28S,|may use a pinch of flour on the board 

beaten lightly, 34 cup of cream, OF i¢ it is more convenient for working 

enough to make a drop batter, whites | out, A mere dust of flour does not 

of 2 eggs beaten stiff. Bake in muffin) mean a whole tablespoonful. For bak- 

pans and serve very hot. ing cheese straws use a piece of sheet 
We have prepared. the flour, salt, 2nd] iron cut to fit your oven. 

baking powder, sifting together four 

times. The proportion of baking pow- Frozen Fruit. 

der to flour is one level teaspoonful to Cut one can of peaches into 

each cup of flour. If you allow this|small pieces, add one pint of 

proportion you have a standard from | sugar, lemon juice if needed, 

which you do not need to vary except|and 1 quart of water. Boil the sugar 

in the use of sour milk, excess of eggs,|and water together ten minutes, add 

or something of that kind. the peaches ‘and lemon, cool and freeze. 

Question—What do you mean when| When partly frozen, add, if you like, 

you speak of a cup? 1 pint of whipped cream, measured 

Miss Clarke—1-2 pint or 8 ounces. after whipping. This is delicious with- 

” For muffins the oven should be very| out ‘the cream. Peaches, pineapple, 

hot, and the muffin pans greased and |cherries, and strawberries are delicious 

warmed. The recipe says, use 3-4 cup| when frozen. Vary the amount of su- 

of cream, or enough to make a drop'gar as the fruit requires. 

batter, and it will be more than 3-4| For our frozen fruit today, peaches 

of a cup. The object in beating the | were chosen, with a few apricots 

whites of the eggs separately is to | added. The ice should be made as 

fold in a larger per cent of air than jfine as possible, and the salt as coarse 

can be done in beating with the yolks. | as you can get. The best to use for 

With milk you want as thin a drop freezing is the Diamond C Rock salt. 

batter as you can manage and with | Question—What proportion of salt do 

cream as stiff as you dare. Cream is | you use for the ice? 

so much richer than mi%k that the bat-| Miss Clarke—That depends upon what 

ter can be made stiff. kind of freezing you wish to do. If 

Cheese Straws. you wish to freeze ordinary water ice 

Rub one ounce of butter into with no liquor in it 13 is sufficient 

one cup of flour and one cup to take. For Roman punch or any 

of grated cheese. Season to your kind of cream or ice that contains any 

fiking with salt and cayenne kind of liquor, the proportion needed is 

pepper. Put in about 1-2 saltspoonful | one-half. For cream ,it will be suffi- 

of cayenne, and a full saltspoon of salt. cient to take one-fourth. :
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Question—Should the freezer be tritious if combined with milk, beaten 

turned all the time until frozen? egg or some thin broth that is not 

‘ Miss Clarke—No, only often enough sufficiently rich to be presented as a 

to keep the beater moving easily till soup by itself. An illustration may be 

nearly frozen, then give 3, 4 or even 5 found in the water used to cook corned 

minutes of beating as hard and as beef. This is not palatable by itself, 

fast as possible. That makes it fine but thickened with peas or beans and 

and light. properly seasoned, presents not only a 

| Orange Jelly. pepular soup, but one that deserves 

i Plymouth Rock | gela- its reputation as a nutritive. The fol- 

t one ice wee hour in ciel lowing analysis of Count Rumford’s 

; cup of water, Add the juice of celebrated formula shows another 

\ 12 oranges, 2 cups of sugar, and enough Method of securing the proteins, fats, 

| boiling water to make 3 pints in all, 0d carbohydrates necessary to give 
| Strain to cool. proper nourishment and keep the sys- 

} I want to speak of the value of phos- tem in a healthy condition. : 

: pimted gelatine. The Piymouth Rock _ Formula: Soak 112 pints dried peas 
| is not a particularly sparkling gelatine, Over night; put them to cook with 

} nor is it stronger, clearer or better Plenty of cold water; when they come 

i than any other standard gelatine, but t? a boil add 34 pound of salt pork, 

} the phosphate contained in it makes it|12 pint of barley, and 1 ounce salt. 

\ slightly stimulating. It is a very agree- | Cover closely and continue cooking at 

| able tonic, allied to Horsford’s Acid)® Doint just below boiling until the 

| Phosphate, and is comparatively new.|Peas and barley are dissolved. Add 

\ I have found it excellent. four large potatoes, and as soon as 
a they are done rub the whole through 

i SO . |a coarse strainer. Reheat the strained 

{ soup, which should be rather thick, 

! and add more seasoning, if needed. 

| FOURTH LESSON. (See table below.) 
| ninaps Add the fats to the carbo-hydrates 

Soup has very appropriately been|and they are about four times the 
| termed the “soul of the dinner.” ‘The! Ptuteids, an approved proportion for 

foundation of all soup is broth made|®” @verage man under normal condi- . 

| from juices of meat or vegetables —| #008 

4 that made from meat or fish requires Puree of Lima Beans. 

HY only to be made palatable by proper} One pint of fresh limas cooked in 2 

i se: soning, or it may be enriched with|quarts of water until soft enough to 

various cereals, rice, barley, macaroni,} mash easily through a sieve. Return 

‘ ete., while soup niade from vegetables|;to the kettle, and when boiling add 

rt is more palatable as well as more nu-/1 heaping teaspoonful flour cooked till 

Bee > ee 
i | | 
| Name. ALBUMINOIDS. Fart. [Cuter BrDEstrs 

' pe ee eee 

i Peas, .....20.ssseeeeeeeeseeee| Bpercent...:.| 2percent.....| 52 per cent. 
| Barley, .... -..+----++++ +004] tae Saeet : koe % 

H POPARORSY on oe one cwenennencneda es > aero ee s sean] eee 
i BRE Porky ce c.-eccnecote+noe| AED ete) SEO eee 

) Total, ..... cossesee cena} iT per ent... 40.5 per cent...|148.7 per cent. 
| . 
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yellow in 1 tablespoonful of butter, {of cold water, 1-2 a small chili, 2 ‘ 

and pepper to taste. Add to this one| whole cloves, 1 teaspoonful of mixed 

large tomato cut in thin slices, and | herbs, 6 pepper corns, 1 large onion, 7 

simmer till soft. 1 tablespoonful of salt, 2 stalks off — a 

Or soak 1 pint of dried lima beans|Parsley, 1 carrot, 2 stalks of celery, 

over night in 4 quarts of cold water and 1 turnip. Wipe the meat with a 

to which 1 saltspoonful of soda was| Wet Goth, and cut from the bone, and 4 
added. All'strong vegetables, as beans, into thin slices across the grain. Re q 

peas, ete, are better soaked in soft | Serve several of the largest slices with 

swater;—they make a better and milder all the marrow. Put the remainder of 

flavored soup. In the morning drain off |the meat and bone into cold water 

the water and put them on to simmer, with the spices and herbs, and set on 

until soft enough to pierce with a the side of the fire where it will be at 

broom straw, about 5 hours. Sift|!east 1 hour coming to a boil. Broil ; 

them through a coarse sieve, and finish the reserved slices til very brown . 

as in the recipe for fresh beans. before adding; if not convenient to 

Question—How much water do you broil, fry them inthe marrow, being a 
add to the beans when put to cook? — not to let the fat scorch. Brown ‘ 

Miss Clarke—Enough to keep them Ane — a Psy in the same 

from sticking to the bottom of the pan.| ginmer from et se aaa ee 

In putting to soak I use eight times A 

Gio egik Of water bubio woll aboot} sce et oe, Tamara theatae 
twice as much, and keep adding as the| }.o4) oe stock for a beef 

water boils away. ae - a macaroni, vermicelli, 

Question—Do yot think the browned » vegetables, etc., according to taste. 

flour is necessary? Question—Why will stock not al- 

Miss Clarke—I do; it makes the li-| Ways thicken? 

quid part of the soup of sufficient con- Miss Clarke—For want of the gela- 

sistency to support the particles of|tine obtained from the bones and gris- 

bean, and you have them suspended | tle that is found about the joints. We 

instead of settling to the bottom, and|need ail of these in our stock. It has 

in consequence a smoother and more really no food value, but used in con- 

even soup. You will notice the large nection with fats and carbo-hydrates 

amount of butter used. This soup is it prevents waste, gives consistence to 

_ made without stock and butter adds the soup, and imparts that smooth, 

the necessary fat. This soup also has | velvety feeling so pleasantito the taste. 

about 20 drops of Tobasco sauce, which | If you have ever used any of the meat 3 
is very much like pepper sauce, and extracts you have noticed that the 

excellent for soup. Hiquid is thin. This is because it is 

With this soup croutons are used,|™made principally from the lean meat, 
prepared as follows:— which gives a nitrogenous food, rich in 

Croutons. Cut stale bread in slices| extractives, (Mineral salts, ete.) but en- 

1-2 an inch thick, and spread thickly|tirely lacking in albuminoids and 

with butter, then eut into 1-2 inch gelatine. 

squares and brown in the oven. The| Question—Could you use gelatine to 
putter makes them scorch easily, so | thicken soup? 

after the first five minutes watch them|  fiss Clarke—I think the effect of 

constantly, until they are well thickening would be accomplished, but 

Sane gelatine is too refined to secure the 

san: Brown vee ore: best: economic results. Many object 
Six pounds of shin of beef in| tousingany fat, and remove it carefully 

the proportion of 4 pounds of lean to|before putting the meat to cook, but 

2 pounds of bone, gristle, etc., 6 quarts|there are many elements of fat that 

15—B
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i are soluble, and we get the benefit of! will have what more nearly resem- 

: them if added in the proportion named. | bles “cobble-stone soup.” 

t To clarify stock for consomme add Wiith this soup serve Boston butter Fi 

1 the beaten white and shell of one a split in two, buttered slightly 

i to each quart of liquid, stirring gently | and put, butter side up, into a pan in the 

until it boils, and simmer carefully for| oven, to brown. These are also nice 3 

4 10 minutes. Then give it a dash of|to serve with any vegetable or white 

| cold water and set to keep hot for|soup, and with oyster stew. 

| 5 minutes longer. Filter through a White Bread. 
‘thick napkin which has been sealded| One pint of milk, scalded and 

| in hot water. Do not hurry it, but let| eooled to sixty degrees, one cup 

it filter through, drop by drop. The] of qvater, 1-2 ounce of compressed 

| principal ingredient for a clear, spark- | yeast dissolved in 12 cup of water 

| ling soup is patience. | with 1 teaspoonful of sugar. Set the 

| Question—Does your stock ever burn | yeast, sugar and water in a warm > 

| on the bottom? | place until well frothed (about 10 min- 

. Miss Clarke—No, because T always | utes), Mix yeast, miik, water and 1 

v let it come to a boil slowly, and then teaspoonful of salt well together. Beat 

| do not allow it to boil, but simmer. |jn flour enough to make a stiff dough— 

es. Place a perforated tin sheet on the/about 6 cups. Knead hard for 30 min- 

E bottom to prevent gelatinous meats) ytes and then let it rise for about 4 

} from sticking to the stock-kettle when | hours at a temperature of 60 to 65 de- 

i left to cook for any length of time| grees. When it has doubled its bulk 

Wt without being watched. it may be shaped jnto rolls or bis- 

i Question—Do you always cook vege-| cuit. 

i! tables with the stock? This bread should be set, kneaded A 

Hi Miss Olarke—No. In summer vege- stiff at once, put in a buttered crock, 

h tables sour easily and the stock will and allowed to rise until it has doubled 

| not keep, so it is better to season jt|its bulk, which will be from 3 to 4 

1} with pepper and salt only. Please do hours. Milk for bread should always 

H not skim stock, as it removes the|be scalded. Besides the fermentation 

i coagulated proteids and straining will|of the yeast there is always more or 

t take out all objectionable particles, | less lactic fermentation in the milk, 

| together with fragments of meat and and unless scalded, if the bread does 

‘ bone. not taste exactly sour it may have lost 

| Potnge velwate: that sweet nutty taste so desirable. 

itt I would like to emphasize the fact 

{ One pint of any kind of g00d/¢hat most cooks set their bread too 

| stock, 1 cup cream, season to taste.) warm. It should not be set at a higher 
1} Pour boiling hot on beaten yolks of temperature than 60 degrees, and never 

| # eggs, diluted with 1-2 cup of cream. | exceed. 70 degrees. The yeastisa plant, 

4 In pouring this hot upon eggs andjand not a tropical plant, either, and 

hi cream, remember this principle: That|for proper growth should be treated 

I whenever hot liquid and egg are put|as we would our house-plants. Start 

{ together, pour the liquid on the egg,|the slip or yeast at a temperature of 

a not the egg on the liquid, and stirgen-|80 degrees; after the growth has begun + 

tly while pouring. Do not. allow this|reduce the temperature and keep it at 

| soup to heat too rapidly, and stir con-|about GO degrees. I prefer to set my 

f stantly while coming to a boil. Serve|bread in the morning so as to watch 

Bh as soon as it comes to the boiling point,|{t while rising. I use 1-2 ounce of 

| 1 in cups, like bouillon, for the eggs compressed yeast to each pint of water, 

hi will curdle if allowed to stand, and|if set in the morning, but if set over 

i instead of having a velvet soup you'night so much more time is allowed ; 

\ 
i A 

; 
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that I use only half as much, or 1-4| bread has been in the oven 10 minutes 

ounce to each pint of water. drop the temperature to 325 degrees. 7 

Question—Why do you set your bread Graham Bread. 3 

in a crock? One pint of scalded milk, 

Miss Clarke—Because its thick walls|cooled to a temperature of sixty 

will keep a more even temperature | degrees, one teaspoonful of salt, 3 

than tin or granite. 1 heaping tablespoonful of brown sugar, 

Question—Why does bread stick to pneeY or less, according to taste), j 

the hands while being kneaded? |1-2 ounce of compressed yeast dis 
: i {solved in 1-2 cup of tepid water, that 

Miss Clarke—Because it has not been | ig g9 degrees. Stir the dissolved yeast 

kneaded enough. When the dough has |into the milk with the sugar and salt. 

taken up sufficient flour it will be soft’ add all the sifted graham meal that 
and spongy in texture, but will not | you can possibly beat into it with a q 

stick. And I prefer to add no more | wooden spoon, about 6 cups. It will 
flour at the last kneading for the pans. |take just 4 hours to rise, at a tempera- 3 

It is better to butter the hands if not !ture of GO degrees; if it rises in less j 

kneaded enough, and keep it from |time you may know that your bread 

sticking that way. was too warm, and if it takes more 
Question—How long do you knead than 4 hours it was too cool. Cut 

your bread? |down with a knife, put it in pans and 

Miss Clarke—It is hardly possible to let it rise again until it doubles its 

give time. Mrs. Lincoln, of whom I \bulk, then bake. The length of time 

first learned in Boston, kneaded her |for baking depends very much on the 

bread about 20 minutes, and some who oven, from 40 to 45 minutes, usually. 

have had less practice require 60 min- | Take out on a cake dryer and cover 

utes. The kneading serves two pur- With bread cloth till cool. 

poses,—first, to make sure that every I would caution the class to use gra- 

atom of floyr is brought in contact | ham meal instead of graham flour, and 

with the yeast, and second, to develop |to have it well sifted. If you wish to 

the gluten of the flour. The old test |Make graham gems from the dough, 

of putting the finger through the dough | make it alittle thinner by adding milk, 

to the table is good. If the finger but it should be very stiff for bread. 

comes out clean the dough is well Question—Do you use whole wheat q 

kneaded. Others use the better test | flour like graham? 
that when it crackles and is full of Miss Clarke—No, I treat it like white. 

- ‘bubbles it is kneaded enough. In mix- | bread. 
ing bread with water, as some house- Parker House Rolls. 

keepers prefer to do, the sponge should | Put one quart of sifted ftour- 

be well beaten and allowed to stand|in a bowl or _ pan, make & 

1 hour, then kneaded stiff and treated | little well ‘n the center into- 

as per recipe above, but the bread which put 1 generous teaspoonful of 

made of part milk and part water, or | salt, 1 generous tablespoonful of ordi- 

of all skim milk, should be kneaded | nary granulated sugar, 2 generous ta- 

stiff at once. blespoonfuls of butter. Then pour in: ; 

The oven for bread should be at/1 pint of boiling milk, and let it alone- : 

least 400 degrees. A good way to test | until it has cooled to about 70 degrees. 

it is to put a piece of white paper in Add the yeast, 12 ounce dissolved im 

the oven and if it turns a light brown |14 cupof water, and sifra smooth bat- 

in 2 minutes it is hot enough, but as | ter in the center of the bowl. By be- 

there is a difference in paper this is | ing careful you can leave a rim of flour 

not an accurate test. The safest way around the edge, and let it stand until 

is to have a thermometer. After the |it is full of bubbles. Then mix in ag :
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si much flour as is necessary to knead ence between finger rolls and salad 

H it smooth, take on the board and knead | sticks. 

hard for 1-2 hour, and let rise for 4| Miss Clarke—The rolls are made from 

F hours. Then knead thoroughly, roll|shortened dough, and are rolled about 

out to 1-2 inch thick, and cut rounds|4 inches long, as thick as the finger, 

with a rather large biscuit cutter. But-|put in a long tin with a little butter 

i ter them slightly in the center, fold|brushed between each so they will 

q together and lay closely in the pan.|cleave apart easily, allowed to rise 

{ Let rise and bake in a very hot oven. |tintil they have doubled their bulk and 

i These rol’s are all the better for|Paked in a quick oven. You will see 

: taking a long time to rise. They should |bY the recipe that the salad sticks 

! be put into a cool place and kept there | h@ve white of eggs and are made much 
until fifteen minutes before it is time |™ore Short and crisp, and are baked 

| to serve them, when they should be|im stick pans. Soup sticks are still 

put in a hot oven, baked and served |™ore crisp, and are roiled longer and 
} hot. thinner. When put to rise they are 

| ‘ : about the size of a lead. pencil and 

Bread BUeke- when baked have no soft center. The 
i One cup of boiling milk, 14/salad sticks have a soft bread-like cen- 

cup of butter, 1  tablespoonful|ter. This dough may be baked as 

i sugar, 1-2 teaspoonful salt, 1-4 cake! given below, and will be very much 

1 of compressed yeast dissolved in 3|appreciated where variety is desired. 
tablespoonfuls water, white of 1 egg, 

| slightly beaten, and enough flour to Sroderoeee. 
1 make the dough very stiff. Pour the| Take bread _ stick dough and 

| boiling milk into the butter, salt ana|™ke_ little ~~ round balls the 
| sugar, and cool to 60 degrees. Add |5!7© of an English walnut. Lay them 
Hi the yeast and mix as stiff as you can|! the pan about 4 or 5 inches apart 
Ht stir, then take out on the bread board and bake the same as bread sticks. 

! and knead very hard for half an hour When cold open and =— ont 

ii and let rise 4 hours. When ready to crumbs with a sharp knife, brash the 

it finish knead again thoroughly, then shell inside and out with melted but- 

i" cut in pieces about the size of an Eng- ter and set in a hot oven to brows 

! lish walnut and roll to fit the pans. slightly. Fil with creamed fish, 

\ Let rise again until they double their |Sticken, or any /filling that you ake, 
bulk; bake slowly in a rather moderate | #4 are hot, garnished with cresses , 

i oven until dry and slightly browned. oe pareey- 

i The pans in which rolls, biscuit, Cheese Fondue. 
i bread sticks, ete., are baked should be} Take eight tablespoonfuls of 

‘ made of the best Russia iron, as these|cheese cut in small bits about 

| will not become rough with use. Never|the size of a pea, 12 tablespoonfuls 

i wash nor grease these pans. Have a|grated stale bread crumbs, 2 table- 

ia piece of common yellow laundry wax| spoonfuls butter, 1-2 teaspoonful salt, 

; wrapped in a piece of linen. Heat the|dust of cayenne, 14 teaspoonful mus- 

1 pan, and rub this linen lightly over|tard, 1-2 saltspoonful bi-carbonate of 

i the surface, when enough of the wax|potassa, 1 coffee cup scalding milk. 

4 will come through the cloth to make | Mix all well together, and cook gently 

t a glazed surface to which nothing will] over hot water till the cheese is dis- . 

j adhere. When removing the baking|solved. Then whisk in 3 eggs well 

i rub the pan well with a cloth, and jDeaten, and cook till the whole is set, 

put away till the next time when they | but very soft. Serve on toast, or set 

should be treated in like manner. |into a hot oven quickly, where it will 

| Question—Please explain the differ. brown in 5 minutes. 

| 
I : 
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Question—What kind of cheese do|that add vinegar to the same amount. i 

you use? It will take about 1 pint of oil to make 

Miss Clarke—Any soft full milk|this amount stiff enough to hold ity 4 

cheese. If you are using a hard cheese |shape when dropped from a spoon. 7 

it should be grated instead of cut into| At last whip 4 tablespoonfuls of cream 

bits. thick and stiff, and beat into sauce. 

Fruit Salad. If the sauce is to be kept any length 

Make ready four oranges, three | °* time do not add cream till just be- 
fore using, or omit cream entirely, 

bananas, one pint of grated pine using just enough oil to make it of ‘ 
apple, 1-2 pound grated almonds, 1-2 . ~ ms ‘ 

7 the right consistency. J 
cup lemon juice, 2 tablespoonfuls of a z 
a * 3 i‘ Care should be taken that the eggs % 
iiquor, either Sherry or Madeira wine. = 

_.. |be well beaten, and all seasoning added 
Put these together with powdered 4 

" jat once, especially the salt. If that 4 
sugar between the layers and set on sss 
ice for an hour. Serve i ld, with | be added after the beating is well along 

deaved ice on te n ken mayonnaise is apt to crack. The x 7 

eo askin ac dy the oranges we |O! should be dropped slowly while 

a, ei Gee ae ees ag beating. Tarragon vinegar is prefer- 4 

Se tate off the ae oition an able for salads. It can be made by 

a . z 1 which we Sea ireik putting tarragon leaves in pure white 

. Nie re = Es ant. Wine vinegar for a few days and filter’ 
Then slice them lengthways, which cae ike vine: 

does away with the stringy and tough |” er 

fibre se disagreeable when cut cross- Sweet Bread Salad. { 

ways. The almonds should be first) Clean and blanche one pair 

blanched and dried, then grated. lot large sweet breads, (there 

Question—Could any other fruit be | should be enough to make @ 

used for this salad? pint when diced), marinate them with 

Miss Clarke—Yes. Do not limit fruit |1 tablespoonful of lemon juice, 1 table- i 

at es the — ah ae pas spoonful oil, pepper — salt = taste, 
ind of canned fruits that are tart and set them on ice for an hour or 

ean be used and their liquor substi-' more. At serving time add an equal 

tuted for the wine. The large purple pulk of diced celery, enough mayon- 

plums, green gages, or the plums from |naise to moisten well, and arrange it % 

which prunes are made, grown in|lin six portions on a bed of lcttuce 

ee and Sean are particularly |leaves. Drop a teaspoonful «1 dress- y 

nice for this salad. ing on top of each, and garnish with 
Question—When do you serve? eee ee ik spirals. 
Miss Clarke—For dessert, or between| Question—How many persons will a 

courses like punch. It is also nice for| quart of salad serve? 

tea, but should be served with fancy| Miss Clarke—The proportion given by 

biscuit, cookies, snaps, ete., instead} Conroy, the Milwaulkee caterer, is one 3 

of cake. quart to serve ten, where you have 

Mayonnnise. other meats, salads, ete. But for a 4 

Put into a bowl the  yolks|lumcheon wiere you have only salad, j 

of three eggs, and beat with a with cream and cake it will only serve . 

Dover beater till very light and thick. | six or eight. . 

Add 1 level teaspoonful mustard, 1| In measuring lemon juice, vinegar, 

level teaspoonful salt, 1 saltspoonful| wine, etc., use a graduated glass, but 

cayenne, and a few drops of oil. Con-|for all else a tin cup measure will 

tinue to beat till too thick to turn} answer. 

beater easily. Add lemon juice to thin Oyster Salad. 

ft, alternately with more oil, until 2) For a one-pound can, or @& 

tablespoonfuls have been used. After! solid pint of oysters use the
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a following dressing:—Beat well 2 eggs, Add ithe flour and beaten egg-yolk 

Z add to them 14 cup each of cream alternately, lastly the whites beaten 

and vinegar, 1-2 teaspoonful each of stiff. Beat again thoroughly. Bake in 

mustard, celery salt, a dust of cayenne, Little round cakes and frost them while 

1 tablespoonful of butter. Put into a} warm. These make a pretty dish when 

I double boiler and cook like soft cus-|iced in brown, yellow, pink and white, 

tard. Parboil oysters, drain them, and jand they are best while fresh. 

add the dressing. Set away to cool, Orange Charlotte. 

and at serving time add 1 pint diced| Qnethird box of gelatine, 13 

celery. Serve on a bed of torn let-|eup of cold water, 13 cup 

tuce, and garnish with celery tips and|of boiling water, 1 cup of 

parsley. sugar, juice of 1 lemon, 1 cup of orange 

In preparing dressing for this salad| juice and pulp, and whites of 3 eggs. 

have the butter hot so that the mustard, | {ne a mold or bowl with lady fingers 

celery salt and cayenne will be well] or sections of oranges. Soak the gela- 

blended. To these add the beaten eggs, |tine in cold water until soft. Pour om 

- and beat ail smoothly together. In| the boiling water, add sugar and lemon 

t ‘this way the cream is diluted, which | juice. Strain and add orange juice and 

protects it from curdling when the| pulp, with a little of the grated rind. 

hot vinegar is added. When set on|Qool in a pan of ice water. Beat the 

gto cook in double boiler it should be| whites of eggs stiff, and when the 

; earefully watched, as in making a soft| orange jelly begins to harden beat it 

custard, so that it is not cooked too|tim light. Add the beaten whites and 

| Jong. The lettuce upon which salad | peat together till stiff enough to drop. 

\ is served should be torn, never cut.) Pour into mold. 

\ Question—How long do you cook the! gf Plymouth Rock gelatine is used 

1 oysters? v the lemon juice should be omitted as 

/ Miss Clarke—They should be par-| that gelatine is very acid. In putting 

; boiled in their own liquor till the edges | into the mold throw in the first few 

begin to curl—it will take about 3|spoonfals with considerable force so 

minutes,—then drain and put on ice.| that it will pack, and level the top 

Be sure and do not cook them t00}so that it will not break when turned | 

much, for if under done the hot dress-| out. Orange charlotte should be served 

/ ing will cook them sufficiently. with soft custard sauce. 

Question—Did you heat the liquor} Question—How can you tell when 

| first? custard is done? : | 

Miss Clarke—Yes, then add the oys-| Miss C!arke—When the white froth | 

ters. The liquor which is drained off|on top disappears it is cooked enough 

} can be saved for fish sauce instead of|for custard sauce. If to be served as 

i plain brown butter. | casara let it cook till it will mask the 

i Put no color with oyster salad, but spoon. 

i keep it green and white, which makes} Qnestion—Do you ever dissolve corn 

a very pretty dish. starch when using it to thicken sauce? 

i wadbieinns. Miss Clarke—Corn starch should be 

One-half pound each of butter, sugar, either mixed smoothly with cold water, 

Ht flour, 4 eggs, rind of 1 lemon, and 1 1-2) or better, cooked in the butter as in 

teaspoonfuls vanilla. making a white sauce. 

The butter, powdered sugar, lemon Mixed Fruit Tee. 

; rird and vanila should be rubbed to} Juice of three large oranges, 

a cream. We all know hony sensitive) juice of three lemons, three 

putter is in taking up flavors, so by | bananas, sifted, 1-2 can apricots, sifted, " 

putting them with it we put them 13 cups of sugar boiled 15 minutes in : 

where they will do the most good. |3 cups of water. Cool and freeze. 1 

i 
| 
| 
‘ 
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cup of cream is a delicious addiiton} crease to twice its bulk, but treated 

but not at all necessary. In making properly with a whip churn it will i 

this ice the juice should be taken from | increase to four times its bulk. Cream ; 

Jemons and organges, and the bananas | a day or two old will whip more satis- “4 

and apricots put through a sieve. The | factorily than when fresh. For any 

sugar and water should be kept hot |kind of mousse fold in the ingredients 

and poured upon them to help them instead of stirring and do not try to 

through the sieve and to help the fla-|have an even mixture. “Mousse” 

vors to blend before freezing It should | means mossy, and the texture should 

not be frozen quite as hard as ice|be soft and moss-like. If the cream 

eream, but quite soft,—just a little |is too thick it will not make a light 

harder than Roman punci. whip and should be diluted with milk. 

Peach Mousse To make the mold of peach mousse § 

Put one pint of peaches through especially pretty for the table we color 7 

an extension sieve, add one cup it a peach pink by adding a few drops 4 

ef sugar and let them stand 2 of pink coloring and line the mod 

hours (less will do). Soak 1-8 of a with a sherbet made as follows:— 

box of Nelson’s gelatine in 1-4 cup of Sherbet for Peach Mousse. Make a 

eold water. Whip and drain cream | syrup by boiling 1 quart of water and 

enough to make 3 pints after drain-|1 pint of sugar twenty minutes. Then 

ing. Pack a 2-quart mold in a freez- add 1 cup of lemon juice and 2 lumps 

ing mixture, using twice as much salt | of sugar that have been rubbed in the 

as usual. Add enough boiling water rind of the lemon till they are filed 

to the gelatine to dissolve it, strain it with the oil. Flavor with pistachio to 

into the fruit juice and set in ice water|make it a light green color. If you 

till it begins to thicken. Then add want the color and not the taste of 

whipped: cream, stirring gently until| pistachio use the juice of spinach 

smooth and evenly mixed. Turn it leaves which can be obtained by grind- 

into the mold, lay over it a sheet of ing them through a chopper and then 

soft, white paper, press the cover down, straining through a cloth. j 

close and seal with a buttered strip Line the mold with sherbet and 

ef cloth or paper Add salt and ice freeze it very hard. Then fill the mold 

to cover the mold and let stand for at| with the peach mousse and freeze 4 

jeast 4 hours. At serving time wipe hours at least, though 6 hours is bet- 

the mold with a hot cloth to remove | ter. When turned from the mold the 

any bits of butter and serve on a flat |light green sherbet above the pink 

dish. It should be cut in smooth sices | mousse is very pretty. 

and show a mossy texture. All fruit Cases for Swedish Timbales. Pre- 

mousses are made in the same way.| pare a fritter batter as follows:— 

Coffee and caramel mousses are better Break into a bowl 2 eggs, and add 1 

if the yolk of an egg be well beaten | cup of flour, 1-2 cup of water, a pinch 

and added to the hot coffee or hot of salt and 1 tablespoonful of olive . 

caramel syrup before adding the gela-| oil. If more convenient the same quan- 

tine. Allow one egg for each quart of tity of meted butter can be used, but 

cream. 
it does not make as smooth a batter. 

Do not use a Dover beater to whip| Beat this mixture with a Dover beater, 

cream, but provide yourself with one carefully, to a smooth batter. 

of the little tin or glass whip churns. Have the fat just as hot as for fry- 

In using it strike the dash down hard,|ing doughnuts and into this put the 

and bring back gently, striking down | timbale-iron to heat. When this is 

hard again, ete. In this way the cream | hot it should be dipped into the bat- 

will be whipped and not churned. ter and enough will adhere to form a 

With a Dover beater cream will in- coating. As soon as this is thoroughly, 

.
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{ dried it should be dipped again into| Beat your eggs smooth; mix them 

7 hot fat and browned. Care should be} well with the milk and add the season- : 

q taken that the batter is well dried|img; pour the mixture into buttered 

before putting into the hot fat or the|dishes, (you may use cups and serve 

ir cases will blister and look badly. one to each individual, or you may 

é To prevent fat from becoming too|use these little pudding dishes,) and 

hot and burning drop a raw potato|bake until set, about twenty minutes. ; 

into it. The fat will never rise above] Watch it as you would the baking of 

212 degrees, the highest temperature] custard, and apply the same test that 

of the water that is escaping from the} you would to custard to see when it : 

potato. is done. These may be served plain or 

Question—What fat do you prefer? with tomato sauce or with cream sauce. 

' Miss Clarke—Better than anything|In breaking your eggs, I want to give *, 

; else I like cottolene. This is a mix-ja little word of caution, and that is, 

h ture of cotton seed oil stiffened with| you will find the white of the egg ad- 

‘ beef fat, and can be procured fromjheres very closely to the shell, and 

your local grocers. a little brush with your finger will 

; Question—Can it be used more than|make the addition of the white of 

once? one whole egg in a dozen eggs. 

Miss Clarke—Oh, yes, it can be used] question that I am often asked is, 
H again and again. It does not carbonize! “pow do you know how much is @ 

{ at as low a temperature as other fats,/ teaspoonful, and a tablespoonful?” 

‘ and is much more wholesome. Allow me to refer you to the table of 

i For filling for these cases sweet-| equivalents in the Star Crystal Cook 
| breads, oysters, fish, green peas, MA-| Rook. A teaspoonful is just as exact 

\ earoni and tomato sauce may be used, a measure as an inch or a foot. A tea- 

( or fruit in season. spoonful is 60 drops of distilled water 
Large fruits should be cut, and sugar! a¢ 9 temperature of 60 degrees dropped 

i and whipped cream added. The batter|in a minute, one drop to each second. 

| should be slightly sweetened when|~hree teaspoonfuls make a tablespoon- 
| sweets are used for filling. ful, just a half ounce in liquid measure. 

. Whole Wheat Pudding, Sixteen of the tablespoonfuls will give 3 

; Mix two cups whole  wheat/youa cup, half a pint of liquid measure. ‘ 

| meal, one-half teaspoonful soda,| When we are measuring dry materials, 

one-half teaspoonful salt. Add 1) the teaspoonful should be rounded just . 

| cup of milk, 1-2 cup molasses and 1/as much above the edge of the spoon 

i cup of any dried fruit preferred. Steam|as the bowl is rounded below, which, 

H 2 and 1-2 hours and serve with cream/of course, is a little more than a 

or any pudding sauce. liquid spoonful, but it weighs just about 

it For this pudding dates or raisins|the same. It is a great comfort to 

1 are especially nice. If dates are used|know that a tablespoonful of butter, 

a take out the stone and cut the date} packed down solidly, is just an ounce. 

} in four pieces. Please remember that the three §’s, 

it salt, soda and spice are measured level; 

| ee sugar, butter, flour and all suck 

i - Sand materials are measured rounding, and 

| SIXTH LESSON. of course all lumps should be crushed 

; 0 Egg Timbale. in sugar and salt. 

a ‘The ingredients are six eggs, 1 12] Miss Clarke proceeded to beat the : 

! eups of milk, 1 teaspoonful salt, 1 salt-|eggs vigorously with an egg beater, 

} spoonful measured level of pepper, 1) suggesting at the same time that the 

| teaspoonful chopped parsley (if you| revolving whips of the egg beater 

i wan get it), 15 drops of onion juice. | should be held as nearly horizontal as 

| : 4 
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possible. The salt was then added and one of the ladies to call time on me, 9 

next came the onion juice, which was so that I may go on with something B 

| extracted from the onion by slicing off else. A hard boiled egg is nicer if 

a little bit with the grain of the fibre’ it is dropped into cold water and set a 

and pressing the onion against a grater. ‘on the stove and allowed to come toa 4 

Fifteen drops were thus added to the boil without being covered except with 

mixture. 
| the water, and allowed to cook tem 

Miss ‘Clarke—I could not secure the minutes after it begins to simmer. 

parsley at your local markets, but there | You remember the Frenchman who 

should be added one teaspoonful of laid aside the white of the hard boiled 

parsley chopped as fine as possible, and ‘egg and said, “You can’t expect me to } 

then thoroughly mixed, so that it will, eat the feathers of the chicken.” 

flavor your dish all through. I might| Question—Was there any milk put in 

- as well confess frankly that it is more the glass with those eggs? j 

for looks than for the taste. ‘Miss Clarke—No; that is the white of 

The egg timbale was poured into a the eggs, perfectly soft, yet perfectly 

buttered dish and set into hot water set, and perfectly digestible, as much 

in the oven to bake. |so as milk would be. 

Boiling Eggs. | Omelet. 

The matter of boiling eggs seems} I will now prepare an omelet ac 

to be a perfectly simple one, and yet) cording to recipe No. 2, which you will 

it is most cruelly abused. An egg that find in the Star Crystal Cook Book. 

is to be served as a soft egg, should As I told you before, if you want to 

mever be boiled under any circum-| get the best results in beating the 

stances; it should be treated by the whites of eggs with a Dover beater, Z 

process known in cook books as “eod- hold it as nearly horizontal as possi- y 

dling.” For six eggs allow a vessel ble. [it makes a world of difference im 

that will hold two quarts of water. the result. This pan is made of rolled 

In cooking your eggs fill nearly full steel, stamped into shape; it has beek 

with boiling water, set them to one in use for six years and grows smoother 

side and cover them; let them stand|every year. Pans to be used for 

for ten minutes for a medium softness, | omelets should never be used for fry- i 

if you wish to have them very soft, | ing meats; they sbould be kept per- 

so that the white will run, you may fectly clean, rubbed thoroughly inside : 

take them up in eight minutes, and if and out. After they have been used 

you wish to have them firm, what, they should be washed as clean as you 2 

is called a “four, minute boil” you may | can make them with soap and sapolio; 

take them up in twelve minutes. We then take a handful of common salt and f 

ghall not cook six eggs today, but only polish them. Keep your omelet pan for 4 

two. In the ordinary way of cooking just such uses, for making scrambled 

a boiled egg there is a coating next eggs and sauces of different kinds; it 

to the shell that is not only hard and heats evenly, and is not subject to quick 

indigestible, but prevents the heat from | changes. In handling your omelet, it ; 

reaching the inner part of the white must be turned and palanced, especially 

and the yolk, so that we often see them if the bottom is not perfectly level, 80 , 

raw, when there is a hard, tough rim that it may brown evenly on all parts 

just inside the shell. We have often! of the bottom. If the fire is not too 

seen boiled eggs in a glass when there fierce, you may venture to hold the 

would be some of the albumen that pan directly over, moving it so that all 

would not be coagulated, and unless parts shall brown equally. While I 

one likes raw egg, it is not an appetiz- | am doing this I will give you the pro- 

ing way to serve them. We will try | portions; for each egg allow 1 salt- 

it with these two eggs, and I will ask | spoonful of salt, a dust of pepper, and
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j one tablespoonful of some liquid, | was freshly ground this morning. We 
| usually milk or cream, or if you wish! have here a cupful, enough to make ‘ 
| to use chicken with it, you may use a| three large cups of coffee. For that 
} tablespoonful of chicken broth or any|we will select the largest egg we can 
| of the other many possible additions,| find, and break it, shell and all, inte 
t but the proportions do not vary. Hav-|the coffee. The lime of the shell is 
i ing the whites beaten dry, carry a lit-|slightly soluble in hot water, and it 

i} tle of the foam over to the yolks ones very much in clearing the cof- 
t help them beat up white and fluffy;|fee. To this amount of coffee you may 
| add the seasoning to the yolks | add a scant quart of freshly boiling 
| and after they have been beaten thor-| water; let it boil up as quickly as 

| oughly, the liquid to the yolks Lastly | possible three times, giving the coffee 
Hy fold this mixture into the beaten) pot a vigorous shake between each 
i} whites, cutting and folding till nearly} boiling, so that the foam may be sent 

; all has been taken up by the whites.|down, then set to one side and allow 
t Our omelet is now brown at the bottom|it to steep ten minutes at least; it 
' and partly cooked through, and I will/does no harm if it steeps twenty min- 
' set it into the oven to dry off the top. | utes or half an hour. Another way of 
{ You see by the recipe that this omelet | making coffee, if you have not a thor- 
i has been turned into an omelet pan, | oughly responsible person in your 
1 in which has been melted a teaspoon-| kitchen, is what is known as drip or 

| ful of butter for every two eggs. Do/|French coffee. I have brought a very 

| not try to make more than four eggs small coffee pot, just to show the pat- 

\ into an omelet at once. Make four|tern. A little cotton bag hangs on a 
i and then another four if necessary,| flexible wire, fitting exactly into the 

{ but four eggs makes as much as you|rim. For every cup of coffee allow a 

| can handle at once. heaping teaspoonful of pulverized cof- 

{ To know when an omelet is done,|fee. It is not sufficient to say finely 
| take a palette knife and make a little | ground; the coffee must be fine as 
i cut into it; if the knife comes out dry| dust. This coffee pot holds two cups. 

the omelet is cooked enough. If‘it/Put your coffee into the bag and 
comes out sticky, it should be cooked a pour through it two cupfuls, not allow- ? 

; little longer. ing the water at any time to overflow 

| Question—Is it true that ‘cooking| the bag. It is ready for use as ie = 
pepper makes it rank? the last of the» water has : ‘ter 
Mi oe through. While I do not consider this 
Miss Clarke—Undoubtedly so. : 

a 2 _ | perfect coffee, still, if you have a poor 
Question—Why didn't it with the cook, you can have at least drinkable 

f omelet? coffee by making it this way, as it can 
| Miss Clarke—Because it is cooking|pe done at the table. In making our 

i so short a time, and with less heat! coffee the coffee pot must be thoroughly 

it} than meat requires. It will not seri-| scalded, and the coffee will be better if 
ously injure the flavor of the pepper to| made of soft water. Let me caution 

i be cooked in anything that is cooked} you if you cannot have cream to serve 
i as lightly as an egg. it with boiling milk. 
j Coffee. Question—Is not the coffee made 

ie We are now ready to put together|after the recipe given us too strong for 

our coffee. We have selected from your} ordinary family use? 
local grocer a mixture of one-third| Miss Clarke—Every one must be 

i Mocha and two-thirds of old govern-| guided by her own judgment in the 

ment Java. He gets it freshly burned! matter. There is no law against add- 
from the larger dealers, and grinds| ing all the water you want. 

it himself when it is called for. This | Question—Don’t you lose the good 

i 
i ye 
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flavor of the coffee when you leave|tracted by long steeping. Oolong tea ; 

the coffee pot open? should be served in five minutes; Sour 

Miss Clarke—I will refer that ques-| chong, Himalaya, and other English ; 

tion to you as it is passed around; we breakfast teas require from ten to y 

do not let it boil any length of time, | fifteen minutes’ time. We have .our J 

only to boil up quickly, and I ‘hardly | teapots freshly scalded and boiling, 

dare take my eyes off it. when we put the tea to steep. 3 

. Question—Where do you get the pul- Chocolate 
: 

verized coffee? 
Scrape two ounces of unsweetened 

Miss Clarke—It is sent out by a firm| cnocolate; add to this one-fourth of @ 

in Chicago. Your local grocer will be cup of sugar, and one heaping tea- 4 

able to supply you if there is a de- spoonful of cornstarch. Put this inte 

mand for it. a granite saucepan or the top of a | 

Tea. double boiler and stir it over hot water : 

I would like to give you three differ- until mixed. Then add slowly one pint ; 

ent kinds of tea. One is known as of boiling water and cook ten minutes, 

English breakfast tea; its specific name stirring often. Add to this one pint of i 

is Congo, a heavy tea, containing a hot milk and set it back on the stove 

yery small amount of alkaloids in pro where it will keep hot. At serving time 

portion to other kinds. Tt has a great! pour it boiling hot into one egg, beaten : 

deal of body and should be treated | to a cream. It is necessary for the 

exactly like coffee. Make it with boil-| Proper cooking of the cornstarch to let 

ing water, using a heaping teaspoonful it boil ten minutes after the boiling 

to each cup of water; let it stand al- water has been added. 

most at the boiling point; if it even Boiled Potatoes. 

simmers a little no harm is done. It Now, I wonder if I dare talk to you 

should steep for a good ten minutes, in regard to the cooking of potatoes. 

and then treat it, please, as Some people put the potatoes in cold 

you would a breakfast cup of cof-| water and allow them to come to & 

E fee—pour it into a well heated cup| boil; others think that they should be 

and give it a generous allowance of dropped into boiling water, and it seems 7 

eream or boiling milk and I think you to me that the advocates of both 

will find it three-quarters of your methods have something reasonable to q 

breakfast. It is not a “nervous” tea;|say in that respect. At this time of j 

you may drink a cup of it at supper| the year when potatoes are wilted by : 

and you will find that you will sleep |lying in the cellar the vegetable fibre 

as soundly as though you had had ajis tough. I believe the plan that will 

glass of milk. The second variety is a be most satisfactory will be to pare | 

popular new tea, known as uncolored | the potatoes and put them into cold 

Japan. The question is often asked | water, let them lie for several hours, : 

if it is safe to let tea stand to steep?| until they have re-absorbed the water 

You will find the statement in many | which has been evaporated; until they 

cook books that long steeping extracts | are crisp and tender and ready for 

the tannin. Tannin is one of the most} quick cooking. Then drop them into 

soluble of all known substances, and | boilng salted water and let them cook 

every atom of tannin in tea is thor-| for twenty minutes to half an hour 

oughly dissolved within ten seconds| until they are tender as new potatoes 

after the hot water is poured upon it; in the fall. You will see then that the 

put if your tea is made in tin, the} water you pour away from them will 

tannin will act on the tin, forming tan-) be perfectly clear. Every bit of starch 

nie acid, an extremely poisonous com- | will be held in the potato. I think you 

pound. The danger is not in the tannin | will find that where potatoes have been 

but in the alkaloids which are ex- | allowed to boil unevenly, when you
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pour off the water, it will be thick, | They can be kept good in that way for 
almost ropy with starch that is taken | twenty minutes or half an hour. 

t from the potato, and you lose just that | Question—Do you put potatoes im - 

much. I have had put on the stove hot or cold water? Do you pour water 

P here enough water to cover our quan- over the potatoes? Do you put salt in 
tity of potatoes. They were pared this while cooking? We have found the 

: morning soon after nine o'clock, and most satisfactory method to cook them 2 

. they have been soaking in cold water | in poiling hot water. By far the best 

ever since, until they are crisp and) method is to have the kettle on the 
tender. stove with the water boiling in it; drop 
Question—Why do we find potatoes | the potatoes in and they come to a boil 
turning black after they are pealed? | again with the least possible delay. Do 

Miss Clarke—If you will put them ;hat rather than pour the boiling water 
into cold water immediately after | on them, as it cools the water to pour 

peeling, enough to cover them thor- | it through the air. Salt should be al- 
oughly, they will keep a pearly white-'jowed in the proportion of one table- 
mess unless they have been damaged spoonful to every quart of water. and 

} in some way. |the water should be deep enough to 
\ Question—We sometimes find when stand at least one inch above the top 

{ stopping at a hotel that we have wet, of the potatoes. 
} Boggy and dark-colored potatoes. We Potato Salad. 

i would like to know what is the trouble?| Bake or boil potatoes according to 

; Miss Clarke—I have found potatoes the directions already given. Dice them 

| of that kind. There are three reasons when cold and for each quart allow 
| for that; one is that the potato is not one cucumber, one cup of diced celery, 

b> pared and soaked in plenty of cold and once the measure of the following 4 

| water for two, four, six or eight hours dressing. « 
} before they are cooked. The second | Salad Dressing, Boiled. 

} reason is that they are allowed to 1 : Cook one tea nful of flour in one 
{ - stand without boiling. Starch has @) rateas Fee for o minutes. 

ij great affinity for warm water, and 48| Pour into it slowly one-half cup of 
a soon as thoroughly hydrated it be- boiling hot vinegar, beating smooth 

Bf comes pasty, and there is no possibility with a wooden spoon. Cook five min- 

| of eats out o to its sees utes; then pour into it one egg and one 

condition. Starch,, when it is cooked) oq one-half teaspoonful each of salt, : 
Ft as it should be, ought to behave very) <ygar, mustard, and one-half saltspoon- 

| 1 much like popcorn, every grain breaks ful cayenne, all beaten smooth. Cook 

Fy — and ows the ary granules one minute and set away to cool. Thin 

t Sulee af depen na és eae this with thick, sour cream when ready 

i a Wee, Se they ab-!to use. This is particularly nice for ‘ 
i sorb the water, and the consequence} ..14 giaw, and should be poured hot 

is soggy potatoes instead of dry, mealy mage , 

| ones. The same holds true in ‘baking|°V™ ‘Me -_ = ee = 
a potato. The instant the baked po- ENGR oret 
tato is soft it should be pinched and| Boil the potatoes and when cold slice 

a cracked to let the steam escape; other-| very thin., For a small salad of about a 
wise the starch in the potato absorbs pint of potatoes take the yolks of two 

i the steam and we get a pasty potato.| eggs and two tablespoonfuls of good 

} If potatoes are cooked, as they some-| cider vinegar. Upon the beaten yolks 

times are, before the meat is ready, pour the vinegar boiling; place the bowl 

put them in a warm place and put a containing them in a kettle of boiling 

{ towel over them that will keep them water and stir with a wooden spoon 

warm and not keep in the steam. till it thickens stiff; to it then add a tea- 

- aa 
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spoonful butter, mixing well. When| Question—How do you tell when lard 4 

cold add one teaspoonful cayenne pep-|is hot enough? 3 

per and salt (mixed in the proportion of| Miss Clarke—When a slice of raw id 

6 parts salt to 1 of pepper), and one-| potato, dropped into it, will rise quickly 4 

haif teaspoonful mustard mixed in cold| to the top the lard is hot enough for Q 

water that has been boiled; enough fish balls. ‘ 

Oe eae ae Tome scene c a . Sauce for Fried Fish or Fish-Balls. 

chicken salad); one cup of cream just Two tablespoonfuls of dry mustard, 

commencing to turn sour; a little more 1 teaspoonful of flour, 1 teaspoonful of | 

vinegar, and something green and fresh; soft butter, 1 teaspoonful sugar, 2 3 

sliced cucumbers in their season, green tablespoonfuls vinegar. Mix in the or- 4 

cabbage, pepper grass or a few celery der given in a granite saucepan. Add 7 

leaves. Pour this over the potatoes, one-half cup of boiling water and stir | 

stirring as little as possible. These in- on the fire till it thickens and is smooth. \ 

gredients mixed in proper proportion Add 2. tablespoonfuls finely chopped 

will give a salad equal to the chicken pickle, and serve it cold. a 

salad. Asparagus Omelet. 7 

Tyonmaiae "Potatoes: Boil six stalks of asparagus; drain and 3 

In preparing lyonnaise potatoes, eut|cut them into small pieces about as J 

cold boiled potatoes into half inch dice | large as peas. Dissolve half a teaspoon- 

and for two quarts of potato put four ful of flour into a little cold water. 

tablespoonfuls of butter and one-half an Melt an ounce of butter, whisk the 

enion, shredded, into a sauce pan, and|fiour into it, and when smooth, add 

allow them to cook until they have| pepper, salt and the asparagus. Make 

commenced to turn yellow. Then turn|an omelet of four eggs according to i 

the potatoes into the pan, seasoning | directions already given, and before ‘ 

with one level teaspoonful salt and a completing the fold add the asparagus; 

dust of white pepper. When nicely | turn it deftly out on a hot dish and e 

browned they are ready for the table. | serve. 

Fish Balls. Doughnuts. 

Cut salt codfish into slices about a| It has peen the fashion lately to cry. fi 

quarter of an inch thick, removing |out against the popular use of dough- 4 

every bone. Do not shred it, put cut it|nuts as unhygienic and a source of dys- : 

across the grain with a sharp knife. pepsia. That is a question for the . 

Put potatoes and fish on to boil and let) doctors and dyspeptics to settle be * 

them cook until the potatoes are tender. | tween them, but meantime everybody 

‘Then drain off every drop of water and|is eating doughnuts with coffee for 

beat all fine with a potato masher, | breakfast, and we will see to it that 4 

using about half the bulk of fish as of | they (the doughnuts) shall be as whole- 4 

potato. To one quart of this mixture}some as possible. 

add one saltspoonful pepper, and if too) Try these two rules: 

fresh, add salt to taste. Then add two For each pint of thin sour cream 

eggs, beaten light. When boiling the|allow one pint of light brown sugar, 

potatoes for fish balls take them up|one teaspoonful salt, one-half teaspoon ; 

the instant they are done. They will| extract of lemon and five well beaten 

soak the fat in which they are after-|eges. Mix these together and let them ; 

wards cooked if allowed to remain in|stand while measuring four pints of 

the boiling water. Drop this fish ball) flour (measure after sifting once). Mix 

mixture by tablespoonfuls into hot fat| with this four teaspoonfuls of baking ; 

and take out when nicely browned to| powder and sift all together four times. 

drain on brown paper. Dissolve one level teaspoonful of bi-
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‘ earbonate of soda in one tablespoon- ; stirring only to mix. Let it boil 10 

ful of hot water, stir it into the cream’ minutes; then dip a fork in this boil- 
{ and sugar and mix in the flour as; ing mixture, being careful not to stir. 

quickly as possible. Work with the| Hola up the fork, and if, after running 
i hand or a wooden spoon until perfectly | off, the liquid only forms a thickish 

smooth. drop on the end, it has not boiled : 
Have a board well floured and the fat} enough. In a few minutes try again, 

ie heating. Roll only a large spoonful at!and if, when holding the fork in the 
i first, kneading as little as possible. Cut|air, a long, silk -hair hangs from it, 

into rings with an open cutter. Mix} take up a little in a spoon and drop 

the trimmings with another spoonful;|it into ice-cold water or snow to try. 
} work it slightly till well floured and] You must make all possible haste while % 

roll again. Roll and cut all out before| trying the fondant, for it passes rapid- : 
frying, as that will take the entire|ly from one degree to another, and 
time of one person. Remember that; While you are trying, the heat of the 
the fat should be hot enough for the | saucepan is cooking it more. 

3 dough to rise to the top while you can| If you want more candy than the 
| count ten. Drain them first in a wire| Pint of sugar will make the recipe can 

basket and then on brown paper. A be doubled, or a second lot can be put 

f. flat egg-beater (the five cent size) is an}on to boil while the first is being 
| excellent thing to turn and lift them. | Worked. 
' Never use a fork, as the slightest prick} Question—What do you consider the 

| allows the hot fat to penetrate. best thing to boil fondant in? 

| A mixture of one-half or one-third| Miss Clarke—I prefer a small granite 
, clarified dripping or beef fat is much | Sucepan, but if I cannot have that, a 

{ better than all lard to fry in. If sour|VeTy clean iron, or even a thick tin 
j milk is used, add one-half cup melted |S@ucepan will answer, but the latter re- 
' butter; or buttermilk may be used with | Wires great care. 
| more or less shortening, according to its} If you can make a good fondant the 

i richness. rest is easy, but that takes patience 

| Raised Doug'nuts. and ingenuity. Be careful not to get 
| too much acid in or the fondant will 
| One pint milk scalded and cooled, | stick, 

| one cup sugar, one saltspoonful salt,! po not try to make fondant on a 

| one-half cup butter, two-thirds cup |rainy day, or it is sure to be a failure, 
: i yeast, one egg, one-half a nutmeg. |for dampness seems to affect the action 

\ Flour to knead like bread but rather} of the acid. If it sticks it is due either 
soft. Rise six to eight hours, then!to insufficient boiling or an excess of 

i roll and cut in shape, rise again and{acid. Do not use ordinary cream of 
| fry. : tarter, but get Squib’s cream of tarter 
| Note: The cream for doughnuts|at the drug store. This is made by 
| should not be the rich, thick cream that] Edwin R. Squibs of Brooklyn, N. Y., 
1 comes from setting milk in pans. If]and is absolutely pure. 

| that is to be used, dilute with one] Question—Should the water be boil- 
cup sour milk. ing when poured onto the sugar? : 

Miss Clarke—Yes, the hotter it is the 
i oo ee sooner it will come to a boil again. 
} OANDY LESSON. I have found Havemeyer’s sugar the 

| wanaueb ee Gelae most sotisfaetory for candy making. 
| Weer Freres The fondant should not be boiled 
' Take one pint of granulated sugar,/very violently, as it makes coarse 
| and as much cream of tarter as can be grained candy. Keep the sugar washed 
| taken on the point of a knife, and set down from the sides of the kettle by 

H it to boil with a small cup of water, wetting a brush with water and brush- 

H 
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ing, so there will be no residue on the Hand Dipped Creams. 

sides. Pay no attention to the time| One teaspoonful grated orange 

it has been boiling, as that is no means|Tind, one saltspoonful citric acid. : 
of judging whether it is done, but pour| Add four ounces of fondant and 
a teaspoonful into snow or a cup of | work it thoroughly, adding enough con- 

cold water. When it will work to a! fectioner’s sugar to work it into little | 

little clear, waxy ball it is done. Then| round balls. Shape these, lay on par- 
set in an open window to cool. Some / affine paper, and let dry over night, 5 
persons set it in a pan of cold water | as these hearts should be rather hard. B i 

put that cools it too quickly, and it} or the covering, use confectioner’s q 

is apt to grain. Care should be taken | chocolate which can be bought by the 

not to jar or shake it and not to set| pound and is much superior to the 4 

it where the wind will blow too hard.| ordinary unsweetened chocolate. Put 4 
= | this in a saucepan and set over hot q 

aoe cool do you let it) water. hn soon as it is thoroughly h 

5 | disso:ved dip the hearts into it, one - 
Miss Clarke—Till you can bear your | at a time, till well coated. ; 

hand way to the bottom without burn- | = ‘ f - 

ing. Then stir till it turns white. If | ri laa a 
ft stands too long it will grain or be| Take a piece of fondant and i 
too coarse, and if commenced to stir| flatten it on a plate. On this oe 
too soon it will be dark and sticky. | put a layer of French candied 3 

It takes considerable strength, but the | fruit, consisting of cherries, limes, apri- 

perfection of fondant depends very | ©°tS, pears, plums, green figs, ete., and i 
much on this stirring. A woolen| Cover with fondant. Set this in a cold 4 

; spoon is the best to stir with. nlace for 24 hours and it will slice } 
A sure test to know whether the | very toely- | 

fondant is all right is to examine the | Wafers, i 

top very carefully as it cools. If there| Soften the fondant in tho ae 

is a crisp, flaky crust it is no good for| water til thin enough to drop. Then h 
fine candy, but if there is a thick! pour on paraffine paper, drop by drop, ; 

leathery skin over the top  it|and let harden. By adding the follow- f 
is just as it should be. After it has| jing flavorings different colored wafers i 
been stirred till white take the fondant | can be obtained as follows: 7 

in your hands, piece by piece, and| Chocolate, dark brown; coffee, lighter } 
knead it, which will make it very) brown; maple, still lighter brown; ] 

smooth and creamy. lemon, pale yellow; orange, dark fi 
When the bubbles are continuous! yellow; cinnamon, deep pink; winter- \ 

nd rather large and bright it is time| green, pale pink; rose, paler pink; pep- ls 

to begin testing. There is no limit to| permint, white. £ 

the times required. Twenty times is| Where a large amount of candy is i 

not unfrequent. Don’t try to finish| made this variety of color and flavor x 

eandy the day the fondant is made/| will add much to its attractiveness. f 

as it is not so easy or satisfactory to| The flavors should be worked into | 

work. It will Keep indefinitely if put| the cold fondant and then heated. It E 

¢ in a jar and covered with oil paper. | will make them coarse grained if added ‘ 

When using take out what is wanted | after it is heated. 4 

and press the rest down level, cover| A good formula for making coloring 4 

with oil paper again, and set away|for the different shades of red is as f 
til. next time. This fondant is lovely | follows: 

for frosting. Use it by diluting, fla-| Carmine No. 40. Tritcherate with t 

yoring to suit, and warming so as toj glycerine till smooth. Dissolve this in { 

soften it, over hot water. ise little as possible of purified am- |
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| monia, and then add distilled water, Prussian blue with red, but as this 

a till the mixture is thin enough to pour. jis a dangerous compound it should be 
f A little bottle of yellow coloring}used very sparingly—only about 2 

i may be made by taking 10 cents worth} drops of coloring to 1-2 pound of fon- 
i of ‘Spanish saffron and steeping it|dant. 
| i for 1 hour in 1-2 cup of water. Strain Things I Would Recommend. 

24 this and put it into an earthenware! Worcestershire Sauce, Essence of 
# pan and let evaporate till nearly dry,| Anchovies, Tournades Kitchen Bou- 
Hy being careful not to let it become too! quet, Bells Poultry Dressing, MceMon- 

4 dry as that will change the color. To|agie & Rogers Fruit Coloring, Extract 
| this add enough alcohol to fill a 1-2/ Pistachio, Bitter Almonds, Chartreuse 

| ounce bottle. |Cordial, Abricotine Cordial, Maraschino 
| A light green coloring can be obtained Cordial for Peach Mousse, Scourine,5 

by grinding spinach leaves through a | cents a cake, Claret Vinegar, India Soy, 
chopper, and straining through a cloth. | Pot-gu-feu, Tobasco Pepper Sauce, Tar- 

A violet or heliotrope coloring can ragon Vinegar, Coffee Extract, D. Fish- 

| be made by using 1 or 2 drops of er & Uo., Milwaukee, Wis., Old Maderia. 
| 
t 

1 
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| HINTS TO HOUSEWIVES ON THE FARM. 

| MRS. J. A. CLARK, Waterloo, Wis. 

i r ; Fruit for Breakfast. | Specialties. These, with buckwheat 
Hi I will confess that I dread breakfast | cakes and maple syrup, coffee and 

| most of any meal during the day. It plenty of cream, make a good farmer’s 1 is not quite so hard to seas ae | breakfast, and nearly all raised on your 
i tizing meal for a man who has been own farm. 

wp and about for an hour or two G0INE| ried Potatoee~Tonst--Cheese 
, an ring: ; 

/ as ban, io he comes in, but for|, F¥ied potatoes and nicely browned 
i the brain-workers it is more difficult, |'@St 80 well with beef-steak, and milk 

For such I would provide, first, fruit t2St and scrambled eggs are a tempta- : 
i! of some kind. In melon season, nothing 2 to a flagging appetite. Dutch or 
i is better than musk-melons. If these Cottage cheese, eaten with cream, is 
i are properly started in the hot-bed,,2 favorite dish at our house. ‘ 

i] the season is a long one, and we can Soups, 

} have them each morning for many In killing a beef you have to take 

i weeks. In fall, winter or spring, & the good and the poor, and in no way i baked sweet apple with plenty of cream can you utilize the poor’ beef so well = 

i on it is delicious. in soups. ‘The French, our greatest 
i Cream--Bacon--fggs. cooks, excel in this respect. A recent 
i Cream, unless our farmer happens to article in the New York Tribune on 
i sell his milk to the cheese factory, is this subject closes as follows: 

i one of the things he should be lavish | “It is so good and cheap, it is a part 
i of, and is one of the greatest of edible of the daily food of rich and poor. A 

H luxuries. After this, bacon and fried soup supplies the place of the stimu- 
; eggs are another of the farmer’s lants, to which too many workingmes 
i 

tf 
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fn this country are driven, by food six months for the sake of acquiring 

which is so greasy and poorly prepared an additional zest to our appetites. y 

that it is of little or no food value, and Woman's Special Province. 

fails to supply the waste of tissucs| To provide this food and have the 3 

- caused by daily work. The good table} poner arrangement of our domestic i 

of a good housewife does more for) ofrairs is woman’s special province. Her 

temperance than a thousand eloquent) .aycation should tend to this. Her ; 

homilies by a thousand wise men. business in life is to make some one 4 
Vegetables happy, and to do this, she must have a 

I would recommend the using of @|thorough understanding of the needs q 

greater variety of vegetables. Try one| and requirements of domestic manage- 4 

or two new kinds every year. Not| ment. 1 

every a ee aasheneradl A Farmer's Wife’s Education. 5 

but I think all should. ey are a kin . ae 

of a glorified cabbage, without the ob- Blaser Fo ae ae pe 

jectionable feature of that vegetable. knowing too much or being too accom- 3 
Puddings and Pies--Cake _ |plished, but this higher education, 

Puddings and pies are a good thing especially for a farmer's wife and 4 

to have, especially puddings, and salads/ gaygnter, must be built on a solid E 
are a great addition to any table. Cake) ¢oynqgation of practical every-day house- / 

is a vanity, and the only kinds called |) .j34 knowledge. It can detract noth- 

for in a farmer's family are a plain cake) ing from the attraction of a farmer's 
with ice-cream, and a ‘wedding cake house, if his daughters are good 

when the girls get married. musicians. If they know Latin and 

An Abundance of Good Things. Greek, it will do po harm, but rather ; 

The ordinary every-day farmer has be a distinction than otherwise in their 

at his command a continued abundance! Jater days. But, in addition to this, 
* of good things in the eating line. At if they are to be farmers’ wives, they 

our house, just now, we are picking must know how to take care of @ 

the first fruits of our hotbed, in the|Slaushtered hog. They must under- 
shape of deliciously tender radishes. stand souse, and comprehend cheese, { 
Next week we will have lettuce, and and have a realizing sense of the merits 4 

shortly spinach and beet greens, It|°f spareribs and pickled pigs’ feet, 4 
is astonishing with what little trouble|#2d all the mystery of sausage. In 
and expense these things are grown. the education of our daughters we ; 

A half-day’s work of our man, at a make a great mistake if we neglect 

time when his work is of no account, | these things. 
prepares the hot-bed. The only other Mothers Favor their Daughters. | 

expensd, except the original charge| There is a tendency on the part of 

for sash and box, is the seed and an}some mothers to favor their daughters 

occasional broken glass. at their own expense. They will wash 

Celery. the dishes rather than have these 

In those days, before we had celery | young ladies soil their hands; they will 

all winter long, we used to go to the|take care of the milk and make the 

garden of an old German friend of ours|butter while the girls sit in the parlor 

who was so fortunate as to have lettuce|and practice on the piano. This is 

fit to eat about the first of June, and| wrong to both of these parties—to the 

none that I ever raised equaled that,|mother, in that she sacrifices herself 

flavored, as it was, with a six month’s|to one who is under obligation to her, 

abstinence from a fresh vegetable diet.|and to the child, because by thus taking 

Nature gives its compensation, though|her duties from her, you make her 

I hardly think it pays to go without'selfish, and render the work that must 
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Ai eventually—if she marries and has a|it can be filled from the wood-shed, is 

es family—come doubly hard. How will|a great convenience and saves many 

her children fare without a mother|steps and much dirt. 

competent to either help or teach them? 

is the question that should be asked. eee 
{ Z do not think there is much of this,|_ 4 Smell room on one’ side of the 

but yet every one must have noticed kitchen to be used as a cooking room 
instances. is another labor-saver. In this a large 

ae ee eee flour chest, with partitions, can hold 

First, the house should be so arranged ae ges pets e sae it ot 

that she can perform her various duties t ght, | ™ cere e 
0 rest the molding board upon, while 

without too many useless steps. tin use. Over it are rows of shelves for 
many houses the cellar is under the aise A 5 
“upright,” and the kitchen in the spices of all kinds, boxes of raisins and 

farthest end of the “L.” The well is a eng a: 
f apt to be on one side of the house, the| Jail ee a 

: cistern pump on the other, and the es ae oe ee ae ing inate is 

woodpile far away. Properly, the in- Ree a gs : re oe . 

side cellar steps should lead directly ned ries x ee. an ee ane 

from the kitchen—and there should be| ,,, sia a eee it oo aid be reached 

outside stairs for the carrying in of wale aeaened a 

vegetables in the fall, and for milk in 7 ae: 

| the summer, if the milk is kept at Cupboard for Dishes. 

oe sae The cupboard for dishes, built be- 
| Every aa kitchen ainuad “be tween dining room and kitchen, with 

j (cmished with @ sink, into'which both |e, ™ ue ane ares oe 
! hard and soft water should be brought ccoboaral Acawdte cual be nisced me . 

{ by pumps. It is not always convenient . S . 

to have the well water thus brought, oe ee eng age end exiza 

} but tbere is no reason why the cistern : 

} water should not be. This sink should The Living Room. 
! connect with a drain for the carrying) The room for rest and recreation 

! away of waste water. If water must|should be on the south side of the 

i be brought into the house in pails, it| house, into which the sun can shine all 
hy surely is too much to ask that it be|through the long winter. It should 

1 carried out in the same manner and| have a coal stove, or a good wood base 

thrown on the ground to make a spot|burner, and a fire night and day, a 

] offensive to sight and smell, and a}little less than eight months of the 

3 k breeding place for flies. At one end of|year. This room should be made as 

it the sink a long, broad shelf makes a| pleasant as one’s means will allow. 

i good place to put dishes as they are|'There is no need for costly furniture, 

wiped, and under this should be draw-| but let it be comfortable in every way 

ers for dish-wipers and kitchen aprons, |—light, warm, a place where the chil- 

y and a cupboard for tea-pot and coffee-|dren can play on the floor, and the 

i pot, tea canister and coffee mill, and | older people rest in easy rocking chairs, 

t under the sink a place for pots and/with pictures, if you can afford them; 

| kettles. books, by all means; playthings for the 

i The Wood Rox. smaller children, games for the older 

i A wood-box built in the partition be- | ones—a room hard to keep in order, 

i tween kitchen and wood-shed, open-' perhaps, but one that the children will 

| ing directly behind the cook stove on ,Temember with pleasant recollections 

| the kitchen side, and so arranged that all their lives through. 5 S ‘ 

| aa
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Tack Puller--Carpet Sweeper. and a woman or child can push it from 

There are many things for Tghtening| one end of the house to the wood-shed, 

the labor of women, which many of!and by means of this device the taking a 

you may have, and others never have| down and setting up of the coal stove 

heard of. There are no agents to go becomes am easy matter. Most men 

around and sell them, probably, be-|car. lift a good deal, but I notice that 

cause their cost is so small that they few of them seem to enjoy carrying 

could not live on the commission they around a coal stove. 

would get. Many a woman this com- Cleaning Vegetables. q 

ing spring will get down on the floor! Every one has an apple parer, and I 

and pull tacks from the carpet with a| have tried potato parers, but always i 

serew-driver or a butcher-knife, when’ return to my little knife. If potatoes 

there is a little tool made for this | are well cleaned with a brush, the 

purpose, costing twenty-five cents, | paring is an easy matter. The various 

ealled “Little Jack, the Giant ‘Tack | brushes now made for cleaning vegeta- : 

Puller,” which not only pulls the tacks | bles are good things to have, and an ; 

from the floor, but from the carpet.|ordinary scrub-brush for wood-work -“ d 

Any small child can use it, and it} does the work much better than can 

saves its cost in tacks every two years. | be done with a cloth, and is not nearly 

A carpet-stretcher, costing seventy-,as hard on hands and arms. ) 

five cents, brings the carpet easily to} Folding Dish-Rack a 

its place, and saves a great many times | A folding dish-rack, costing twenty- « 

its cost in lame arms and aching’ gvye cents is for sale at crockery stores. 

shoulders every year. A carpet-sweeper By using this only half the towels are 

is as much ahead of the ordinary broom | needed that are required when the 

as the ordinary broom is ahead of the qjshes are drained in the ordinary man- 

hemlock ones I remember seeing OD ner. A wire dish-cloth for kettles and 

oo neighbors use when I was 4 tins is a necessity in every kitchen. 

a. The Lightning Chopper 
The Washing Machine--Troning. For the making of mince pies, plum 

If any one has a washing machine ‘and hasty puddings, and various other : 

worth the house room it occupies I things, many people use the ordinary 

wish she would let me know of it. A| wooden bowl and a chopping knife; 

folding ironing board is very well for put there is a machine called the 

children’s clothes, skirts, shirts, ete.,|«,igntning Chopper,” which makes 

but I had a little table made, two feet | play of these otherwise laborious tasks. 

wide, four feet long, set on castors, |The knife is carried up and down, in @ . 
which is easily moved, and is much bet- revolving pail, by means of a crank, 

ter for ironing sheets and long table| and is so easily worked that a small 

A cloths. The uses to which this little nia can use it. It costs about five 

table is put are innumerable, and it is dollars and is, apparently, indestructi- 

astonishing how much the burdens’ of pie Mine, after the use of many years 

life are saved by placing many things seems as good as new, and has been 

on little wheels. Few women are S0| worth fully the cost of it each year 

constituted as to be able to life much, | that I ine had it. It does not make 

put their ability to push things is some- | quite as much noise as a threshing 

thing wonderful. | machine, but enough to delight the 4 

Truck for Moving Stoves. | children, and to let the farmer know, if 

Speaking of wheels reminds me to he is within easy distance, when he 

say, that with five pieces of 2x4, thirty | may expect something fine for dinner. 

inches long, and a set of castors costing | A Jemon squeezer and a potato masher 

@ dollar, we have a frame upon which are also convenient articles, and cost 

we put our coal stove, when not in use, but little money.
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| Necessary Tools. cannot rebuild their houses, and cannot 
| (Many things about the house are] procure the conveniences they desire; 

' often destroyed for want of a skillfully | but I believe that if a woman knows 
| driven nail, or a well turned screw. It} what she wants, and will make her 
| is said that a woman cannot drive a|husband know that she knows, in nine 

} nail, but how can you expect her to if| cases out of ten she will get it. It is 
| she has only a fiat-iron to drive it with? | always well to submit to the inevitable 
| I well remember the first shelf I put up.| with grace and philosophy; but we don’t 

| My tools were a wood-saw, a butcher-| want to get into the habit of accepting 
| knife and a disabled monkey-wrench.|as inevitable things which might be 

| I know more now than I did then, and| changed by a little persistance on our 

| have a saw, hammer, screw-driver,| part. 

{ chisel, two gimlets, a box of screws of Too Much Work. 

' all sizes, nails of all lengths, tacks,| It is said of America, by a recent 

} linen twine, and many other handy and| visitor that here every one works, and 

| useful things, in a cupboard in my|jt is also said that work without ceas- 
| kitcken. I find these a great conveni-|jng is making this country one of the 

t ence, as do also the men folks, judg-| most prosperous, but one of the most 

f ing from the number of times they} nbeautiful countries imaginable. No 
J come to the house to ask if they caN|one here has time to be idle; yet it is 

borrow some of these things, taking]oply in idleness and leisure that the 
eare to explain that theirs are laid) peautiful can be developed, either in 

away under the snow, or in some | tne brain or by the hand. We, the 

other equally inaccessible place. They | farmers’ wives, as a class, are true to 

‘are always careful tordturn them, and) oyr work. We will not only do our 

| recognize them as belonging entirely | @uty ourselves but we will bring up our 

to me, and you know it is a comfort| gaughters to take our places in the 

to a woman to be absolute owner of| next generation. Nature has done her 

| something, if it is only a saw OF 4/share in giving us a beautiful state. 

hammer. In no other country does the sun shine | 

Reserve Supplies. ‘on a lovelier landscape. Can we then | 

There are many other branches of| be blamed if we wish to make our 

domestic economy which I have hardly | homes beautiful and fit for the situation 

time to touch upon. The importance of | in which we find them placed? To do 

] keeping a good supply of reserves can| this we should have leisure, and if 

i not be too strongly urged. My mother by defects in our domestic arrange 

used to say that sheets and table-cloths ments we are compelled to spend the ; | 

should never be worn out, but when time in useless labor which is needed 

about half worn new ones should be | for giving us a higher education and 

purchased and the old ones laid away/a greater beauty in our surroundings, 

for extra occasions. Unexpected Se a crime on the part of those 

long-continued company often cause _) whose duty it is to provide for us and 

to need large supplies of table linen,|for whom we perform our unfailing 

i and when sickness comes, there can | share. 

hardly be too much bedding. | Buy Your Wife Lobor-Savers 

| Plan Systematically. | Let the farmer, when he congratu- 

Eternal vigilance must be the price lates himself that by his wind-mill he 

1 of good-housekeeping, but eternal/has saved himself the labor of pump- 

drudgery need not be. If we will sys-|ing water for his stock; that by his 

tematically plan our work; if we will binder, he now does not have to sweat 

intelligently plan our houses, life will | in the harvest-field; that by his hay- 

be much easier for many of us. I/loader and horse-fork, and mower, and 

know many women complain that they self-dumping rake, he has freed the 

a \ 
| \ 
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hay field of its terrors,—let him, I say, the wants of the house, but also in 

when he contemplates all this labor- | making a farmer’s home what it should 

saying machinery, use equal energy | be—a place of refreshment, a home 

and wisdom in providing smaller labor- | where culture and comfort dwell, where 

saving implements for his wife, and I | elegance and beauty are cultivated, a 

will promise, on her part, that she will | fit dwelling for that pest specimen of 

do her duty, not only in providing for | humanity, the Wisconsin farmer. 
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t Gro. McKEerrow, Conductor. C. P. Goopricu, Conductor. 

MiApeE _<.25.4-...55.2..-2 0, SS St. Croix Falls.............--Dec. 5 6 

Sturgeon Bay.............---Dec. 7- 8|New Richmond.......-......"ec, 7-8 

Stiles ............ .--.-------Dee,. 12-18 | Ellsworth....... woseccese sank OGs tame 

Kewanes,.....< occcosecceosD0c, 14-15) WOR... -<ceerencnes-se--e Seree 

Manawa .......2..++-0++++++-Dec. 19-20] Chetek sadeedasientbcociesys seen aeeeee 

Shiocton.......... -.++---++-Dec. 21-22 Prairie Farm.........-..+----Dec. 21-22 

J. M. TRUE, Conductor. Tos. Convey, Conductor. 

Bloomington............ --.-Dec. 5- 6/ Durand sousisiessesscecssss.- Rem 

DEORE... 3 2s one neine: aces 1-8 Maiden Rock............-+---Dec, 7-8 

Platteville ...........-......-Dec, 12-13 | West Salem.........+++.++ . Dec, 12-13 

Darlington.......-.-+++ -----Dec. 14-15 Fountain City.........-...---Dec. 14-15 

| Bloomer...-.-----++esseeee++eDec 19-20| Alma Centré..........+++-++-Dec. 19-20 

| BWkOF.. 5.22... ...eereecese DEO BI-SS BIAIe .. <0.'00001s <0. ce 0000.00 Oy See 

i 

| Gro. McKErRow, Conductor. | C. P. Goopricu, Conductor. 

Monticello........-....++-+--dan. 2 3! West Bend.............+++++-Jan. 2-3 

| MGGIOE coc. cccseciecocos es Same 4 5 Patmgen).-...- 2-3-3 Oe 

a IEE sca csnsneccccioscsssce eas Bae Calumetville................-Jdan. 910 

WRADON. «00.205 500c00000050es LL de Stockbridge...............---Jam. 11-12 

Oakfield ...... .............Jam. 16-17| Manitowoc..........-++--+---Jan. 16-17 

Watertown ...............---dan. 18-19 | Sheboygan Falls........+--+ Jan, 18-19 

; Glenwood...... +2. .seccse. cs -Ja0, 23-24 | Franklin... .......eeee+++ Jam, 23-24 

igs oo ca ocsacccecoe- cms 25-26 | Renkvill TINIE Jam. 25-98 
: Greenwood... 22277272 San: 80-81 | Grand Rapids................dam. 90-81 ) 

J. M. True, Conductor. Tos. Convey, Conductor. 

: Hortonville..................Jam. see 
2-3 

Moonah .....--c.ccccone, soos GBMs, 4-6) MUNER 5255. 00 ges cesece os noes OE eae 

"4 Pawaukee.........c.cccseese..J8M. 9-10) Weetby.......-.seccrnre--000etle 930 
Re ee 11-13 | Wilton...........-2-02s000....dan. 11-13 

Want Troy ..5.5.0... -00--008ah. 161 Almond ...-..0..0000+++000--08m. 16-17 

4 Waterford...........+cs..22..Jam, 18-19 | Hancock. ........0+++-++-+---dam. 18-19 

i Walworth......... .+0..000. dam, 28-24 Friendship ..............-.+--dam, 23-24 

: Union Grove................-Jam. 25-26 | Wyocena ....... sececees+ ++ Jan, 25-26 

© Orfordville......+ - -++------Jan, 30-81 | Mf, Sterling..............-.-.Jan, 30-81 

i 
‘ Gero. McKrerrow, Conductor. C. P. Goopricu, Conductor. 

3 Weyauwega...........+.-...-Feb. 1- 2 New Lisbon.............-.--.Feb. 1-3 

rs AVOCA .......see.eeee--+ +-Feb, 20-21| Mt. Horeb ....... seeccescee Feb, 20-31 

4 Spring Green...........+-.-+-Feb. 22-23 | Verona ......eeeeeceeeeee eee EOD, 22-23 

5 
; J. M True, Conductor. | Tos. Convey, Conductor. 

; Oregon .....cecceeceeeeeeeee-Feb, 1-2 Viola ......0sse0e cesses see sFeb. 1-2 
e Mayville..........+. sees0e-Feb. 20-21 | Morrisonville.............++Feb, 20-21 

Hawtford....... 1.1.2... Feb. 22-28 | Briggsville... .........2+++-Feb. 22-283 

: Closing Institute - - Menomonie, Dunn county 

: Dates, Programme, etc., furnished by applying to W. H. Morrison, Supt., : 

: Madison, Wis.
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Cooking lesson—continued. 
agli ; 
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: THE FARMERS’ INSTITUTES are SOURCES 

FROM WHICH KNOWLEDGE 

CAN BE DRAWN. 

They stimulate a pride and respect for farm- 
} ing. 

i They bring farmers together in closer social 
relations. 

They make public the latest discoveries in 
Agriculture. 

| They give the farmers of the State an oppor- 
tunity to meet men who have made their 
business a science as well as an art. 

They are banks for the deposit of experience, 
that may become the common property 
of all. : 

They are the organized friends of good crops 
and good prices. 

They teach the duties of home and citizenship. 
They tend to keep a fair portion of the BEST 

boys upon the farm. 

They euergize and fertilize local thought and 
arouse attention. ; 

; They cost less than a SINGLE cigar to each 
| farmer of the State. :
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We make over xo E _ Say what you 

—soo— = ra need. Wewillsend 

Different Sizes re i Te / Coteiagee — 7 

iu i a al Le Prices on it. 

ant Gaye at x ny “ty We make every- 

Splint Baskets. iki thing in our line. 

1 Shop Number 4, 1 Bushel Racine Patent Band Stave. t 

Ask your dealer for a Genuine Racine Basket. { 

| WE GUARANTEE THEM TO BE THE BEST MADE. 

ty = == 

eg 
ie ee i 

a woe 

| Shop No, 423. Shop Number 408, 

Stave Basket Cover. 1 Bu. Narrow Band Stave. 

@WE MAKE ALL SIZES) (WE MAKE ALL SIZES.) 

| lo a = a 

: A i eed = = 

AEG EE | IMCL ahele 

| | Ge ee ll ae 

NEW GRAPE BASKET, Shop Number 508. ! ; 

t Made in all sizes forGrapes 16-Box Scant Quart Crate set up and filled. | 

and large fruits. (Furnished knock down in the flat also). We 

i } Made with Folding Wire use no cull pines or similar lumber. Crate t 

4 Bails also. ends of sound Basswood; sides Elm; covers, 

; } STRONG and LIGHT. and Boxes of best Whitewood. 

; THE RACINE BASKET MANUFACTURING C0., 

‘ 
; Ss Tue RAC(EREB. ASKETIE Racine, Wis. . 

t E 3] EXTRA ei UALITY. | ESTABLISHED 1869. 

i 2... SS eS 

| t LARGEST AND Best EQUIPPED WORKS IN THE WORLD. 

pa aE 

Mention “Farmers Institute — when writing to advertisers. 
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f Y/. GY Baines : 
The Wolf River Nurseryman, 

Has now secured grounds 34 miles northeast of New 

London, Wis., 7 miles from his old location. He will 

continue to grow and sell all leading varieties of small | 

fruit plants, strawberry plants, shade and ornamental 

trees; also deals in northern grown apple, and other 

fruit trees. Has special facilities for filling orders for 

evergreens. 

Our motto is, “Best of goods at reasonable prices.” 

A pleased customer is the best advertiser. Write for 

special prices on large orders. 

Address, 

W. D. BARNES, 

New London, Wis. 

Box 242, 

| 
—— 

ee 

| Mention “Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers, 
| 259 
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The trend of manufacturing is Westward, and among all man- 
ufacturers there is a latent feeling that the West as a territory for 
the manufacture of goods presents features unexcelled by any other 
section in the Union. 

The eight States traversed by the 6150 miles of the CHI= 
CAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY’S 
tracks (Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Min- 
nesota, South Dakota and North Dakota), possess in addition to the 
advantages of raw material and proximity to markets, that which is 

44 the prime factor in the industrial success of a territory—a people 
: who form one live and thriving community of business men in whose 

midst it is safe and profitable to settle. Many towns on the line are 
prepared to treat very favorably with manufacturers who would lo- 
cate in their vicinity. 

: In addition to the vast agricultural resources, its territory 
comprises forests of hard and soft woods, mines of iron and other 
metals, coal and other minerals, quarries, clays of all kinds, tan- 

| barks, flax and other raw materials, Water-powers (both river and 
artesian) are also still available. 

| A number of new factories have been induced to locate— 
largely through the instrumentality of this Company—at towns on 

' its lines. 

: The central position of the States traversed by the CHICAGO, 
i MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY makes it possible to com- 

mand all the markets of the United States. Nothing should be per- 
: mitted to delay enterprising manufacturers from investigating. The 

Industrial Department promptly furnishes practical information to 
: manufacturers. As it is to the interest of the Road to secure the lo- : 
} cation of industries at places where the surroundings will insure their 
; permanent success, the information furnished a particular industry is 

j pertinent and reliable. 
£ 

; LUIS JACKSON, 
: Industrial Commissioner, @- M. ® St. P. R’y., 

j 106 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL. 

i Hee hed a ne 
: Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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CHICAGO, 

MILWAUKEE & 

ST. PAUL R’Y 

With its 6,100 miles of thoroughly 

equipped road reaches all 

principal points in 

Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, 

Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, 

North Dakota and Northern 

Michigan. 

| 
| 

aaa esa iee Na 

Running Electric Lighted and Steam 

Heated Vestibuled Trains. 

All Coupon Ticket Agents in the United 

States and Canada sell tickets via 

theChicago Milwaukee&St.PaulR’y 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
Gen’s Pass. Agent, Chicago, II. 

ee _______
 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute va when writing to advertisers. 
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Threshing Machi resiing Machine (0, 
RACINE, WIS. 

rte | 
| ETA EOI ae ea | Cee 

ee be \\ | PR ee nbs Yn S — 
LAR CF a =e Se —— 

: MANUFACTURERS OF 

Ironside Agitator Separator 
For Threshing all kinds of Grain, Clover, 

| Rice, etc, 

20 TO 40 INCH CYLINDER. 

Capacity from 400 to 3000 Bushels of Grain 
| per day. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue Sent Free to any Address, 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —- when writing to advertisers, 
FE 1262.



J.%. GASK 
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Threshing Machine Co, 
RACINE, WIS. 

ee 
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MANUFACTURERS OF 

| Portable, Traction, Skid and Stationary Engines, 

; From 6 to 80 Horse Power. 8, 10, 12 and 14 Horse Dingee Woodbury 

| 
Sweep Power. 

| AUTOMATIC SWINGING STRAW STACKER. 

1 and 2 Horse Tread Power and Saw Frames, 5 ton Wood Derricks, 

12 ton Iron Derricks. 

Single and Double Portable, Frictim Feed and Belt Feed Saw Mis 

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue. 

pig i OO a en ee 

Vention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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——~ BET WEEN—— 

e e 

Chicago « and « Milwaukee 
——_-AND—~—~—- 

| 

APPLETON, WAUSAU AND ASHLAND, 

The Gogebic, Penokee and Montreal Iron and Mineral Ranges, Hurley 

Ironwood and Bessemer, and the manufacturing and lumbering 
districts of Central and Northern Wisconsin. 

E 
Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kaukauna, Appleton, 

| Wausau, Marshfield and Rhinelander. 
Special Inducements and Facilities offered for the location of Manufacturing 

Establishments. s 

| #& TO SPORTSMEN 8 

The most celebrated fishing resort for Bass and Muskallonge in the Northwest 
; are all reached by this line. 

; Gogebic Lake, Rhinelander, Tomahawk Lake, Manitowish, Trout, Twin 
Lakes, Lake Vieux Desert, the Eagle Waters, Pelican Lake, the 

‘ Ontonagon, Brule and other Trout streams. 

: Guide Books, Maps, Time Cards, and full information furnished on applica- 
| tion to Ticket Agents CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY and con- 

necting lines. 

W. H. NEWMAN, J..M. WHITMAN, W.A. THRALL, 
; 3d Vice-President. Gen’! Manager. Cen’! Pass. & Tkt Agt. 
i 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institwte Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
: (64) 
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==CHEAP== += 

—IN— 

MINNESOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, NORTH- 

ERN WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN, 

——FOR SALE BY THE—— 

Chicago & Northwest cago & NOT WESICIN 
, e 

Rail Wal). 
Some of the finest agricultural, timber and cleared lands in the North- 

west are now for sale by this company at 

FEXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES 
AND ON THE MOST LIBERAL TERMS. 

Title Perfect, Plenty of Good Water. 

Farm lands adapted to all kinds of farming. First class market facilitie 

and everything necessary to make 

FARMING EASY AND PROFITABLE. 
(Maps, prices, terms and all information furnished on application to 

c. E. SIMMONS, 
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y, CHICAGO, ILL, 

pe al ee ee 
re 

Mention “ Farmers’ Ii nstitute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Merritt & ELDREDGE, 
| Commission, 
A 

} 
i 

. 

. 126 South Water Street, Chicago, : 

. Guarantee highest market prices and prompt returns 

i at all times for consignments of 

| BUTTER. | 
| 

Refer to National Bank of America, Chicago. 

N. B.—Have sold C. P. Goodrich’s Fine Butter for years. 
| Bia a ee S01 OS sree erate et ir 

- SUNNY SIDE HERD 
! — OF — 

| POLAND CHINAS, 
4 pen TETANY sea Ta 

er By Ai. SELLE, JIEQUON, WIS , PROPRIETOR. 

| MA, rondigl EE stock fed and bred for Breed- 
Ey) PENS Soke ing purposes only. Prices 
Se oN ee te 

‘ EO = = Cee reasonable, according to 

Ses ae quality of stock. 

: Also grower of Probsteir Rye, German Vetches and Selisian Clover. 

, i Correspondence solicited, and visitors always welcome. 

: Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —- when writing to advertisers.
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THE WORLD'S CHAMPION FLOCK OF 

—OXFORDS>— 
OWNED BY GEO. CKERROW, OF SUSSEX, WAUKESHA COUNTY, WIS., 

Carried off two-thirds of all First and Sweepstakes Prizes 

offered in the class at the World’s Columbian 

of 1893 at Chicago.» 

1st on 2-yr old ram, Ist on yearling ram, Ist on ram lamb, ist on 2-yr old 

ewe, Ist on yearling ewe, ist on ram and three ewes over 2-yrs old, 2d on 3-yr 

old ewe, 4th on ewe lamb. Sweepstakes on ram any age. Cooper Dip Cup for 

best ram, the English Oxford Down Association’s Silver Cup for best Oxford 

ram, and the English Oxford Down Association’s Silver Cup for the best collect- 

ive exhibit of Oxford Downs made at the World’s Fair of 1893. 

Another exhibit of 

Oxfords, Southdowns and Shropshires, 

from the same flocks won 121 prizes at Iowa State, La Crosse, Kansas City and 

St Louis Inter-State, and Waukesha (‘ounty fairs, including eleven sweep- 

stakes and 53 firsts at Iowa, winning the Mutton Flock Prize over all breeds 

with an Oxford flock. 
My CHESHIRE SWINE won several prizes at Waukesha County and the 

World’s Fair. 

@xford Down, 
Gouthdown, and 

Ghropshire Hheep, 

Cheshire Swine and White Holland Turkeys 

of the best strains and individual merit are on hand and for sale at 

moderate prices. (No scrubs at any price.) 

Inspection and Correspondence solicited. 

COOPER SHEEP DIP FOR SALE. 

_adaress. GEO. MCKERROW, Sussex, Wis. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers. 
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. PRAIRIE VIEW 
t 

. 

i Percheron Horse Importing 

| 
1 
| 
t : 

AND BREEDING FARM. 
I, Is the home of some of the very best young Per- 

cheron Stallions and Mares to be found in France 

or America. And all ages of stock for sale at 

very reasonable prices and reasonable terms. 

Come and examine my stock before buying and 

I will make it to your interest. 

Catalogues ready. 

H. A. BRIGGS, 
(C. M. & St. P. R. RJ Elkhorn, Walworth County, Wis. 

$< 
i | 
| Mention “Farmers’ Institute “_—" when writing to advertisers, 

: 
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+3 BARLEY PRIZES. << 

OF MILWAUKEE, WIS., 

The Largest Brewery in the World, 

Owes its rapid growth, importance and popularity largely to the ex- 

cellence and purity of the materials used, and the care employed in 

their selection and preparation. 

- To encourage the cultivation of high grade barley, and to become 

better acquainted with the farmers of Wisconsin, The Pabst Brewing 

Company will offer prizes for Wisconsin grown barley of 1894, as 

follows : 

First Prize,- - -  - $10.00. 

Second Prize, - - - 5.00. 

Third Prize, a case of the “ Best Tonic.” ) 

Samples should be sent to “Advertising Department, Pabst Brewing | 

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,” in two pound bags, with card marked | 

“Prize Barley,” and giving name of grower, town and county where 

grown, number of acres cultivated, and number of bushels harvested. 

Entries and samples will be received until October 1st, 1894, but no 

later, Awards will be made and prizes given as soon as possible 

thereafter. Names of winners will appear in Wisconsin Farmers’ 

Bulletin in fall of 1894. 
The Pabst Brewing Company has a reputation equalled only by 

that of its famous beers, which are known to every farmer, and will 

carry out its promises as above. 

If you raise good barley, send a sample of it to the Pabst Brewing 

Company, and try to secure a prize on it. “Hide not your light 

under a bushel.” 

PABST BREWING CO., 
: MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

“Advertising Department.” 

Mention “Farmers' Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
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i FRUIT TREES i AF < 

| Small Fruit Plants, : 

i i Ornamental Trees and Shrubbery. 
i! —_—__ ir : 

i ANCIENT BRITTON BLACKBERRY PLANTS AT WHOLESALE. 

| THOUSANDS OF THE FAMOUS 

i Jessie, Bubach, Warfield and Lady Rusk Strawberry Plants. 

LONG BUNCHED HOLLAND CURRANTS, ETC., ETC. 

xGRAPES.x¢ 
i God’s Elixir of Good Health. 
it Two-year-old vines of the two wonderful Red Seedling grapes, Tromania and Bentzilla 
i both originated in this county and have been tested over 40 years, Early, Hardy, Sweet, 
W and Prolific. Very large berries and fine clusters. 

4 Thousands of the famous Wolf River, Northwestern Green- 
‘ ings and Bessie Apple Trees. 

4 ALL originated in this county. Many other FINE seedlings named and unnamed. Alsoa 
j large stock of other leading varieties of apple, crab, cherry, and plum trees, ALL grown on 
i NEw land. Scions all cut from BEARING trees. (Scions and cuttings from these new and 
i old seedlings for sale to nurserymen.) 
it Note.—I am growing VARIETIES especially ADAPTED to WISCONSIN and the NoRTHWEST, 
ij for which my stock is especially qualified. Knowing that Adaptation and Acclimation with 
it a good site and good cultivation will insure success, 
i My Wolf River, Northwestern Greenings and Bessies at the WorLD’s Fair and other 
i fairs, prove beyond a doubt the point for adaptation. 

Send List of Wants for Special Prices. 
j Order early and direct from me and save agents’ commissions. Correspondence cheer- 

fully answered. Personal inspection cordially invited, > 

‘ PLANT ADAPTED STOCK. 

A. D. BARNES, Proprietor, 
} Waupaca Arctic Nursery and Fruit Farm, 
4 Weaupaca, Wis. 

| Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Tr when writing to advertisers. 
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ALEX..A. ARNOLD, 
Eastville Farm, Galesville Wis., 

i ae NN 

Wo A Bee é is 

= 
| IC seme 

Se 

4 —~— BREEDER OF~—— 

SHORT-HORN CATTLE 
—AND— 

+: BERKSHIRE HOGS. 

RECORDED CATTLES>— 
—AND— 

—=REGISTERED HOGS | 

OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 

Stock Kept Constantly Thriving, 
BUT NEVER PAMPERED. 

MILKING QUALITIES MADE A SPECIALTY 
IN BREEDING SHORT-HORNS. 

——$— —_—_— 

The Short-horn is standard for beauty and utility and the most valauble breed 

for the average farmer. 
The Berkshire is also the standard hog, and weighs when mature, about 500 

pounds, it furnishing, when ready for market, the best port of all breeds, for the 

feason that the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively small, with more 

muscle or lean meat than any other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, 

prolific breeders, ‘and when crossed on the large breeds produce best results. 

COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 

Correspondence Solicited. A. A. ARNOLD, 
GALESVILLE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute ~_ — when writing to advertisers. 
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500,000 PLANTS. 
| o>, 8 e 

Ze i, Yan 

i] 4) wer 8 Re *, SY 

| iia AND LOTS OF THEM 
gr al rs Pea 

i gag CAN BE GROWN 

i a By procuring plants at 

: # RIPON FRUIT FARM, +* 
i C. H. HAMILTON, Prop., Ripon, Wis. 

( Who cultivates and has for 
> sale orm following 

y ~~ ‘ Palmer, Kansas, 

RES _ AM oer Best Red Scat = WZ 5) ue , r arlboro, est 

— | & Raspberrie, Large Stocx. 
} —S A a > athe Queet coe 

S VELEN SS Large, Very Productive 
Ne a) Wa pe haz. Wit be oftered Fall of 

. S Cae SSN “ FR a ‘ 

ee Ae Triumph! Bought, 
bd Se PA SC Gooseberries, __ 

Ss) Wren amy _ ny Py ue Fay’s Prolific, Victoria, 
BEAVER ee Cheery, White Grape. 
Gd a aA wegupe == La = Versellare, _ Red 

' rie FON OIA! s LP Dutch, and Lee’s Proli- 
j : san Coen PD 4 CODEC | fic, Black Currants, 1 
; NA OR ie aes and 2 yrs. old. 

i Wass” ” Wea ey Grapes-All the leading 
i z varities. 

i Large Stock of First-Class Plants, and at reasonable prices. 

; Correspond with me, if you wish to plant, and get prices. 

} Yours truly, 

j Cc. H. HAMILTON, RIPON, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
7 (242)



Established 1854. 

' f 4 

J. Obermann Brewing vo., 
Cherry St., from 5th to 6th St., 

MILWAUKEE, WIJ, 

OFFER THE FOLLOWING! 

To become better acquainted with the Hop Growers 

of Wisconsin, we shall offer the following 

prizes for samples of Wisconsin 

grown hops: 

wi First Prize, - - $15. 

“QC Second Prize, - - 10. SK | 

\~ Third Prize,- - =. 

Prizes will be paid by W. H. Morrison, Supt., as 
soon as awards are made. 

See 

Send to J. Obermann Brewing Co. 

One Ib. sample with name of grower, where raised, Town, County, Ete. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertiser
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TI ; 
| -ewovee | O1GBN Bay, Winona & St. Paul 
i KEWAUNEE, GREEN BAY & WESTER RAILROADS. 

BWTHES 

POPULAR .’. ROUTE 
Kewaunee, ae "a Rapids, 

Green Bay, Winona, 

i Stevens Point, La Crosse, 

St. Paul and Minneapolis. 

KEWAUNEE-FRANKFORT ROUTE. 
; SITHBe 

| SHORT LINE 
BETWEEN : 

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Buffalo, Detroit, Toledo, 

| Ann Arbor, 
AND ALL POINTS IN THE 

WEST AND NORTHWEST. 

. 8. W. CHAMPION, J. 8, LAST, 
General — sis _ Freight and Pass, Agt. 

| Mention “Farmers Institute a when writing to advertisers.



THE S. FREEMAN & SOMS ‘ i 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

ME & RACINE, WIS. 
OY — 4h \ 

‘ oak =) Say ‘ MANUFACTURERS OF 

A ay ae =e 

2 \ Fe nt s 2 Ysieene acm — a a sila : 

—— F a) Steel 
2 sa || Wind 

: ee. SS = nd 

co a 
= —>——= Towers, 

FEED and ENSILAGE GUTTERS and CARR ERD.+* 
FANNING AILLS, 

Broadcast Seed and Fertilizer Sowers, Sweep Horse 

Powers, Feed Grinders, Corn Shellers Upright 

Engines and Boilers for Farmers’ Use 

; Wood and Pole Saws. , 
ee { 1 

COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Containing “A Treatise on Ensilage,” to all mentioning “Far- 

mers’ Institute Bulletin.” . | 

SSS 
oe 
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: Seog lanlic Linile 
| —_—_ x p gcé OO i 18 THE FINEST AND FASTEST TRAIN 

} » & N FE | St. Paul, 

NX I | Minneapolis, 

SS and the East. 

| 6hrough Sleeper to Boston. 
New Train Service between St. Paul, Minneap- 

lois and Menot, N.D., Short Line. 

i THE FINEST TIMBER SECTIONS 
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN AND WISCONSIN, AND 

| SOME OF THE RICHEST FARMING LANDS 

OF MINNESOTA AND NORTH DAKOTA, 
| ARE LOCATED ON THIS LINE. 
: eee eee 

GOVERNMENT RESERVATION LAND 
| Located on Soo Line northwest of Valley City, N. D. Now open to the public, subject t« 
: existing homestead laws. 

For rates, maps, time tables, etc., apply to ticket agents, or write 

F. D. UNDERWOOD, C. B. HIBBARD, 
MINNEAPOLIS. | 

General Manager. Gen’! Pass. Agt. 

Mention“ Farmers’ Instiswte Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
: : (276, 
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Soo-Pacific Line 
—VviIA— 

MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL 4x» SAULT STE MARIE 

And Canadian Pacific Railways, 

Is now Open for travel, forming the SHORTEST and MOST 

DIRECT LINE from Sr. Paut and MinneapPoris 

to all points on the 

North Pacific Coast, Puget 

Sound, Alaska, Fapan, 

China and Austrata, 

+3xSCENERY UNSURPASSED, | 

Making it the Popular Tourist Route | 
TO THE WEST- 

| 

SHORT LINE TO 

Cakes, Valley City, Carrington, and Minot, WD. 
Through First Class and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers Daily between 

St. Paul and Minneapolis and New Whatcom, Wash. 

| 00 000 Acres Government Reser- 
’ ) vation Land 

Located on Soo Line northwest of Valley City, N. D. Now open to the public, subject to 

existing homestead laws. 

For rates, maps, time tables, etc., call on or write 

F. D. UNDERWOOD, U MINNEAPOLIS. { C. B. HIBBARD, 

| GENERAL MANaGER. ) GEN’L Pass. AGT. 

| Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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H 
| Chr. Hansen’s Genuine Danish i Dairy Preparations. { Danish Butter Color (A Pure Gil Color.) Eipeeetas.'t Ht oe cea TtngnEee s eS Stee . ti ennet Tablets, Also “Columbian’ yr eae —, | Butter Color. a Se oe A aati a ye ae _ 
| — Use SSS 

> <= So ee aN Fg i Sica a. igen None . oI e ih f Boe a a es oe _—_— “aNstwe Fone Other. | i CAR AANSENS Ey ae =a } Jadoparony bea = : 

ed OUR NEW CONTINUOUSLY INCREASING 1 Spor = ae PRESSURE GANG CHEESE PRESS. 
} Pe Boe 3 ua THE LATEST AND GREATEST IMPROVEMENT | six ee IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CHEESE. 
| Se ar tease | a HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY THE NEW_YORK t a | ee STATE DAIRY COMMISSIONERS. ‘ i} : a, | ee SAFE, SIMPLE, AUTOMATIC, EFFICIENT. 

} “acne SAVES LABOR-PRODUCES A FIRMER, CLOSER 
——_. | ae AND BETTER QUALITY OF CHEESE. Semuuiices  f CIRCULAR, PRICES, AND FULL INFORMATION ‘ Vewwmrnen f eae ON APPLICATION. 

| ma ee D. H. BURRELL & €2,, 
= —— LITTLE FALLS, N. Y. —— ee ee 

| t § 4 THE 

: oy <p | <P LS STANDARD SALT | SAN 2 
| au <% oo o> a yy = FOR > £7 

TRADE MARK 

| voy cry en BUTTER AND CHEESE FACTORY FILLED. 
Can be obtained from Dealers and Jobbers throughout the United States. For 

i} circulars and other information address 

, GENESEE SALT COMPANY, 
; Mercantile Exchange, New York 

\ Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. ; (278) * 
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SPECIAL OFFERS. 
: ° * * 

Freight Paid to Wisconsin Farmers and Planters. 
On receipt of the amount named, I will deliver freight paid at any railroad station im 

Wisconsin, the following special lots: In ordesing, be sure to give the lot numbers. Re 
member that on these special lots I stand all cost of baling and boxing, and freight charges. 
My reason for making special offers freight paid on these particular varieties, is that I find 

them very popular, and generally called for by the planters of the Northwest; and because 
some people hesitate to order from a nursery at a distance, on acceunt of the freight charges 

which are usually much less than most people imagine. 
Lot No. 1— 100 Norway Spruce, fine, stocky, transplanted, 12 to 18 in. ....-.----$ 7 00 

“ 2— 50 « “ “ “ “ 2 ft. (a bargain) ........ II 00 

“ —3— 50 Scotch Pine, “ “ “ SWE towackacccncéscass ee 
“ 4— 100 Am, Arbor Vite, fine for hedge or screen, 15 in-...------++----- 8 00 
o-§— — 6 & «@ Be we a 
“ €—1000 White Ash seedlings, 8 to 15 in. ...s0.secens eoeeee ceceneeeenee 2 50 
“ = =7— 10 Mountain Ash, 6 to 8 ft., fine... cece --noe eeeees seceesseceeees 3 00 
“« 8— 10 Catalpa, 4 to 6ft.; 10 Horse ete 5 ft.; 10 W, Elm, 4to6 ft. 5 00 
« 9— 10Am. White Elm, 6 to 8 ft., and 2 English Elm, 5 ft......-...---- 3 oo 
“ 10—t1000 Silver or Soft Maple, 15 to 24 in., fine for grove planting......... 6 50 
“ yI—1000 “ «8 2to3zf « 0. cccnence: SSE 
“« ~—100 « “ « 3to5sf. “ « « Mc ctocese ee 

“  13— 100 Sugar Maple, 6 to 8 ft., for street or lawn planting. ...--..-.----- 20 00 
“yw— 1 © © ‘oft, “6 “ BSE aw anecosal ae 

“ 15— 50 Ash Leaved Maple, or Box Elder, 4 to 6 ft. --.--+.----+-------- 7 00 
“ 16— Io “ * - “ © $0 20 Re x ice conccncccccons. @150 
“ 17— 10 Lombard Poplar, 10 to 12 ft....--. +200 --eeee ceeeeecereee eens § 50 
« 18— 10 Silver Poplar, 5 to 7 ft. .---2- ---20- --enee see ene ereee see eres 2 00 
“ 19— 2 Kilmarbrock W. Willow, 2 Golden Willow, and 2Wis. W. Willow, 6 ft. 2 50 
“ 20— 2 Cut Leaved W. Birch, 5 to 7 ft.....--.----ceccccce soneeesseeee 2 00 
“ 21— 2 Lilac, 2 Purple Fringe, 2 Spirea, 2 Snowball...-......-0-------. 300 
“ 22— 2 Hydrangea, 2 Syringa, 2 Weigelia...---..----. ------22eeeeeeee 2 00 
“ 23 6 Roses, large, 2 to 3 ft., your selection from my list...--.-.---0-- 2 40 
“ 24— 6 Vines or Creepers, - 7 ©  _ncccccceccce 8 
“ a 10 Summer, 10 Winter and 10 Autumn Apples, 5 to 6 ft.......-e00. 5 00 
“ 26— 10 ie to. .* —~. - 3 to4 ft, light...... 200 
“ 27— 2 Cherries, 2 Plums, and 2 Pears....--++-----+-eeeee+seeeeseeees 2 00 
« 238 6 Red, 6 White Currants, and 6 Gooseberries......2+-++--+2-s sees 2 08 
“ 29- % Red Rasp., 25 Black Rasp., and 25 Blackberries .......++00+-000 3 08 
“ 30— Concord, 6 Niagara, 6 Delaware Grapes...--+..++0+-sccceseseee 3 00 
“ 31— 50 Sharpless, 50 Bubach, 50 Warfield Strawberries. ..----.--------- 2 00 

As a further offer for the convenience of those who wish to have me pay the freight, and 

who would like to make a more general selection from the catalogue lists than these special 

lots cover, I would say that I will prepay the freight charges on all shipments where the 

order is not less than $25 in amount. Two or more neighbors may club together and thus 

avail themselves of this offer. Each man’s tree will be separately labeled and tagged, and 

all packed together in one box. It costs but little more for me to pack $25 worth than it 

does to pack $5 worth of trees. It is a great advantage to customers to club together im 

this way, as they save themselves the cost of boxing and the freight charges. This offer 

applies to all trees, plants and seeds listed in my catalogue. Send for one. 

W. D. BOYNTON, Nurserrman, 
Shiocton, Wis. 

— 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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i RAILROAD, 

With its Northern and Eastern Terminals 
i at Chicago, has through car lines 
i} 
Hl From the Great Lakes’. 
1 With connections from the North, West and 

——— Atlantic seaboards.——— 

South to the Gulf of Mexico 
Reaching direct such important points as Springfield, Il, St. Louis, Mo., 

{ Memphis, Tenn., Vicksburg, Miss., and New Orleans, La., with conneo- 
t tions to all principal points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, 

Louisiana, Texas and Mexico. It also has through car lines 

West to the Missouri River, 
Reaching direct such important points as Rockford and Freeport, IL, 

f Madison, Wis., Dubuque, Cedar Rapids and Sioux City, Iowa, and Sioux 
} Falls, Dakota, with connections for all principal points in Nebraska, 

1 Idaho, Utah, Nevada and the Great West. 

S +33 PULLMAN SLEEPING GAR SERVICE. &- 
| See that your Tickets read via the Illinois Central Railroad. They can 

be obtained of any ticket agent of its own or connecting lines, 

{ J. T. HARAHAN, M. C. MARKHAM, i Second Vice President, Assistant Traffic Manager, 
: T. J. HUDSON. A. H. HANSON, 
; Traffic Manager. General Passenger Agent, 
| ee 
j Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
| Co 
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~~ THES 

Ilinois <> Central 
RAILROAD IS THE FAVORITE LINE FOR 

e 
. 

Winter Excursions South. 
BY ITS SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN, THE 

**Chicago and New Orleans Limited,” 

YOU CAN REACH QUICKLY AND COMFORTABLY 

NEW ORLEANS, 

BAY ST. LOUIS, r MEMPHIS, 

PASS CHRISTIAN, & VICKSBURG, 

MISSISSIPPI CITY, re) NATCHEZ, 

OCEAN SPRINGS, . BATON ROUGE, 

BILOXI, HAMMOND, 

And all the well known resorts on the Mexican Gulf Coast, Mexico, 

Florida and Texas. ‘ 

ITS SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN, 

“THE DIAMOND SPECIAL,” 

RUNNING DAILY BETWEEN 

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS, 
IS THE VERY BBST TRAIN BY WHICH TO REACH 

+=xArkansas Hot Springs, @ 

AND THE RESORTS OF THE SOUTHWEST. 

For further particulars, address 

A. H. HANSON, 
Q@. P. A. Ill. Cent. R. R.. CHICAGO, ILL. 

iene No ee 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers. 
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’ ° F. C. Edwards’ Fruit Farm. 

i peaaaanannnaannnnnnnanaaaanaaaaaaaaseonaaeseseieae.e....... 
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ete. 
. Jessie. Cuter wesieg Taek Pe 

=>) FRUITS.46& Shade and Ornamental. 
i Strawberries, Raspberries, Dewber-| _Cut-Leaved W Birch, Hi 
i ries, pias tention ea eae Chestant, Catalpa | | Bey Maple, Hy. 
} berries, Grapes, Apples, Crab Apples, | drangea, Yucca, Purple Fringe, Clem- 

i Plums, Cherries, Pears, Apricots, | atis, Honey-Suckle, Gladiolas, Roses, 
i Asparagus, Pie Plant, Potatoes, Etc. | Evergreens, Linden, Eto. 

| Small Fruits and Ornamentals a Specialty. 
! 

4 Great Care Given to Cultivating. Everything Strictly First Class. 

Any questions cheerfully answered. Please state what stock you want and 
all particulars, and I will see that you get it. 

' Yours very truly, 

ttie penx.| _F. C. EDWARDS, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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Idwells Adjustable LOW ola, 
PATENTcD APRIL, 18T., 1890. 

THE ONLY PERFECT FASTENER ON EANTH. 
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W. D. HOARD, IN HOARD’S DAIRYMAN. 
‘Last March we paid a visit to the Wisconsin Experimental Station and inspected the Bidwell 

cow stall in use in the barn. We were very vavorably impressed with the very comfortable and 

cleanly mpoernes of the cattle and we found Prof. Henry enthusiastic as to the value of the stall. 

PorTEeR WELL, Dubuque, Iowa. 
Mapisos, Wis., May 12, 1888. 

Dear Sir:—Last fall our attention was directed to your cow stall DY Mr. R. $. Kingman, of Sparta, 

who was using it. An examinaiion of the stall in Mr. Kingman's stable led us to oun it. We 

completed the stalls about th- first of January, at woich time you were with us. At time of 

To soaring told you that I could not then give an opinion regarding the stall, but we would 

it, and if fourd satisfactory I should «rite you. 

‘Sufficient time has now elapsed to permit of a correct —- I think, and I wish to say to you 

at this time that we are more than pleased with this method of fastening cows, or rather confining 

them, for their is no fastening about it. The strong points in this stall are: 

a Ttis perfectly adjustable. Half a minute suffices to fit it to any cow oreven toaten months 

lt. 4 this stall the cows can lick themselves, swing their heads toone side when lying dows’ 

stretch out their legs and be perfectly comfortable standing or ying 

‘3. The fastening is such as to keep the cows even cleaner than when kept 5 the rigid stanchion. 

vomere ragged hours currying our cows this winter, and yet their areas cleanas any 

other part ot 1e . 

4. Each cow being entirely separate from her neighbor their is no danger of one stepping om 

the udder or teats of the other. 
6. For milking itisa very convenieniend system. Our men reporb very favorably in this par 

ticular. 

6. Cows take up no more space than when in stanchions. 

Let me say in one sentence that we are eutirely satisfied with your method of fastening, ané I 

believe your system will come into general adoption b; ae who are willing to incur a litte 

nse to provide comfort for their cows and desire to Leep them entirely clean 

“Believing that the more widely your stalls are {ntroduced the better it is for our dairymem, J 

gladly authorize you to make any use of this letter you may choose. 
Very respectfully, 

W. A. Hewry, Director. 

bas 
eee 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writins to advertisers. 7 
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| 
/ Every Day in the Week 
i Every Week in the J¥(onth ‘ 

Every Wlonth in the Year 
i All the Year Zround 

DOUBLE DAILY TRAIN SERVICE 

| CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE 

| ST, PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, ASHLAND 
WEST SUPERIOR, DULUTH, 

f And all Points in Eastern, Western, Northern and Central é 
} === Wisconsin. ———— 

o o 

re Wisconsin oe 

G t J . L: ; 
i cn ra oe wiIcs 
i (NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. CO. LESSEE.) 

THE POPULAR ROUTE 

To the delightful Cool Summer and Fishing : 
; Resorts of Illinois and Wisconsin, as 

described in our Tourist Book 
: named ‘Along the Line.” 

dS. POND, Gen’] Pass. & Ticket Agt. CHICAGO 
i Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
| (264) 
i



Wisconsin Genital Lines 
(NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R- CO. LESSEE.) 

i 

eter eee 

Fast Trains with Pullman Vestibuled Draw- 

ing-Room Sleeping Cars, Dining Cars, and Modern 

Day Coaches Between 

Ghicago 

ilwaukee Nal 

Minneapolis 

YELLOWSTONE 
St. Paul 

HATIONAL PARK Ashland 

omnes COAST Duluth 

Southern California Points 
; 

* THE ONLY LINE + 

Running Through Vestibuled Drawing-Room and 

Upholstered Tourist Sleeping Cars © 

i vad and Northern Pacific R. R. I 

JAS. C. POND, 

Gen’l Pass. and Ticket Agent. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —— when writing to advertisers.



HOONUNEGR DIGGGR. + 

i J cheerfully recom- 7 

mend the Hoover Dig- j - © 

ser BE. FITCH Sew ol i 

President 0. F. A. Bt te Bes RS ) See 

| Ti Lys Ps ee oe, 

| __ (ei ee 
| aed Bee So er ee 

=, eis eg PY =f ALE = — | 

| is 4 Sis exh BY) | 

ji = LG ad 2 
| Ve lea 

qa en ee = 

ZY i See pages 66 and 74 of this Bulletin. 

Write for a 16-page circular. Strongest kind of guarantee on the Digger, and 

its work in the field. An elevator Digger without a cog. Address 

HOOVER & PROUT, Avery, Ohio. 
iho ee 

| s —=CHR. RANSEN’S=>— 
° 

Danish Rennet Extract. 
} 
| Cheese olor, Butter Color, 

4 Ounces by Mail, 40 cts. 4 Ounces by Mail, 40 cts. 

Rennet Tablets by Mail, 90 cts. 

' Over 100 First Prize Medals, Uniform, Pure, Strong. 

| Patrons are interested in their Factories using the best only. 

Order of the nearest dealer. Send for full price list and a small Hand Book 

| | 4m Butter and Cheese making, which we have in English and German. 

Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, 5 W. Washington St., Chicago. 

ay Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
(286)
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HIGHEST AWARD 

WORLD'S FAIR! 

National Power Butter Worker, 

Mason Power Butter Worker, 

Curtis’ Channel Bottom Milk and 

Cream Vats, 

Curtis’ Trunk Churn, 

Curtis’ Babcock Milk Tester, 

Lever Worker for Farm Dairies. 

WE FURNISH EVERYTHING FOR THE 

Creamecp, Cheese Fertorg and Farm Dairy. 

A finely illustrated catalogue sent free. Write for it. : 

CORNISH, CURTIS & GREENE, MFG. CO.. | 
Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

2 
Mention“ Farmers Institute — when writing to advertisers.



! j » The Queen of England, The Prince of Bulgaria, | y i 

y The President of France, The Sultan of Turkey, y 

| % The Czar of Russia, The Khedive of Egypt, y 
y The Emperor of Germany, The Shah of Persia, y 

Y The King of Italy, ° The Amoor of Afghanistan, y 

| . The Grand Duke of Baden, The Bey of Tunis, : 

y and other Dignitaries of State and Church, usually travel on special Y 
y trains, run at large expense, but % 

{ 

i é Tbe American Gitizen X 

y can travel on just as fine trains every day of the week at the cost of a y 
{ single ticket, and tickets come cheap these days. No foreign potentate 

| 4 has anything better than the Palace Buffet-Library Cars, Diners, y 
Sleepers, Family Tourist Cars and Coaches in use on the Great North- y 
ern’s Trans-Pacific Route, between St. Paul, Minneapolis, Helena, Butte, 4 

x Spokane and Seattle. & ’ 

4% The Pice President of the United States, & 

. 4 the Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson, came from the Pacific Coast in July on the ¥ 

Y Great Northern, and in e talk with a St. Paul reporter, said: “-1con- 4 
| 4 sider the road one of the most remarkable in America, new in construc- y 

tion, but perfect in accommodations, equipment and management. We 
¥ were delighted with the service; the Buffet Car, with its bath room, y 
a barber shop, library, easy chairs, writing and card tables, apse ioh nes y 

\ observation windows, = was a regular club house on w! The X scenery is magnificent, an Ti al ving rook elt es to 

4 Tbe Secretary of the [nterior, ‘ 

: the Hon. Hoke Smith, went to the Coast on the Great Northern, and y 
speaks in high praise of the superior accommodations and wonderful % 

& scenery. 

‘ Tbe Papal Ablegate, ‘ 

% Monsignor Satolli, traveled over the Great fae make an official 4 
visit to the Catholic dioceses in the Pacific Coast states, and on his re- y 

y turn expressed in eloquent terms his pleasure with the excellent train 
Y service, and his delight with the variety and impressive character of the y 
a mountain scenery along the road. y 

4 Address F. |. WHITNEY, G. P. & T. A, ST. PAUL, MINN., for publications and & 

4 information about rates, routes, localities, business chances, etc., or a 

S. L. WARREN, General Agent, W. H. ROMINE, Traveling Agent, 95 Wisconsin % 

Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 
a 

POSS MSS SIS ILS SESS ESE SE ESE SS ESE ELE ISIE SISA LIS SEAS 

| Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
| 
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A Few Pointers “222220000. H 
> : t 

7777177in Paragraphs. 
: 

4. The country can never be any larger unless an earthquake lifts up : 
the bottom of the sea. i 

i There is no more land in the United States than there was when | 

Columbus discovered it, except a little made ground at the mouths cf 

the rivers. 
| Our population is increasing very fast and the hunger for land will | 

become greater every year. | 

§ Land is increasing in value every day. In time it will be as high 
priced as it is in England. 

{Land is the basis of all wealth. 

{| It cannot be stolen. 

q It cannot run away. : 

{ It cannot burn up. 
‘ q It produces the food of man and animals. 

{| It is the safest investment on earth. 
| It can still be had in the Northwest at very reasonable prices, ; 

e { It can still be homesteaded in some parts of the Northwest. 
| The only cheap or free land of any agricultural value remaining un- 

taken in the country is along the line of the Great Northern Railway. 

4 In the Devil’s Lake and Turtle Mountain districts of North Dakota 
free farms produced in 1891 and 1892 from 2 to 40 bushels of wheat to | 
the acre. 

| 

q In the Red River Valley reuters often pay for improved farms from 4 

as of a single season’s crop | 

4 Land on the crop share plan can still be had. M 

§ Why do men live on high priced rented land back East, which they 

can never own, often paying for fertilizers per acre more than virgin 

soil can be bought for in the West ? 

4 Fine ranges invite the attention of stock raisers in Montana. 

§ Minnesota, Montana, Idaho and Washington contain the only 

forests of valuable timber remaining in the republic. 

§ The Northwest invites everybody. There is a good deal of every- 
thing to be found there. 

4 The new transcontinental line of the Great Northern gives trans- 
portation facilities to large areas of new farming, grazing, lumbering 
and mining country. 
Af The Great N orthern is the line from St. Paul, Minneanolis, Duluth 

and West Superior, to Puget Sound and Pacific Coast points. 

For publications and information about rates, routes, localities, etc., in the North- | 

west, address 
F. 1. WHITNEY, C. P. & T. A. ST. Paut MINN., OR 

S. L. Warren, Gen. Agent, W. H. Romrneg, 
Trav. Agent, 95 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee, Wis. @ 

 —______. 
roe oo 
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Combination Cows won Highest Houo.s at the World’s Fair 

Bi. in the greatest test ever conducted, securing 2d place in cheese test, 
1st and 2d place in go day test, 1st and 2d place in 30 day test, Ist 
and 2d place for best cow of each breed, Ist and 2d for best cow of 

} any breed, and Ist sweepstake cow. 
ie My cow, Brown Bessie 74997, won the 90 day butter test and 30 
i} day butter test, scoring 33% lbs. in one day, and proving herself to be 

The Best Cow wn the Test! 
Brown Bessie’s son, Recorder 29239, is now at the head of my herd, 

} 60 head in herd, all strong in blood of the : : 

i Great Combination, 
Out-crossed to Toltec’s Signal 29501. 

Prime Young Animals for §ale. 
Correspondenee solicited. 

H. C. TAYLOR, 
i Rock Co. OrFORDVILLE, WI1s, 

ii Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
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THE CORN FODDER PREPARED BY THE , 

“KEYSTONE” 
CORN HUSKER AND FODDER CUTTER 7 

Can be baled in an Ordinary Hay Press and Sold the same as Hay. 

Sell the Fodder, or Feed the Fodder and Sell the Hay. 
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TWO BALES OF THE FODDER. FROM A PHOTOGRAPH. 

SOLD THE FODDER FOR $8 A TON. 

KEYSTONE MFG. CO., Sterling, IIL: JACKSONVILLE, Itt., Feb, 20, 1893 
GrntiemENn:—In regard to your Corn Husker and Fodder Cutter I will say that it puts 

the fodder in fine condition and it stays that way. I am feeding my horses fodder now that is 

| two years old, and it is = as a as when put in the barn. I have not fed any hay for 

i three years that I have the Husker. My horses do better on it than hay, there being no 

| dust in it to make them cough. I have frequently made more clear money out of the folder 

| than the farmer made out of ‘his corn, counting the rent of the ground as cost of raising the 

' corn. I baled the fodder in a common hay baler and sold it = $8 per ton, and sold all I 

| ined eves which was 60 to 75 shocks per day. My patrons who have bought it claim that 

| the advantages of having dry fodder to feed in bad weather more than pays for the invest- 

\ ment, besides —ne the fodder goa ie deal farther. It does splendid husking, aes off 

the husks and ‘and never forgets the nubbins. Yours respectfully, S. B. GRAY, 

_aséress, KEYSTONE MEG. CO., Sterling, Ill. 

Mention “Farmers Institute al when writing to advertisers.
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CHICAGO, JIILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL R’Y ’ . 

REACHES ALL THE BEST SUMMER RESORTS 
In the State of Wisconsin, and also those in the Peninsula of Michigan, 

in Minnesota, lowa and Dakota. 
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For list of Summer Homes, address 
GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 

General Pass. Agent, CHICAGO, ILL, 

| Mention “ Farmers’ Institwte Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. i (292)
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CONDENSED OUTLINE MAP OF THE CHICAGO, MIL= 
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PASSENGER STATION OF THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & st. 

PAUL RAILWAY AT MILWAUKEE, wis. 
= 

Mention “Farmers Institute — when writing to advertisers,
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Growers, Wholesale and Retall Dealers in Farm and Garden Seeds. Plants for 
Lawn and Parfer Decoration. Flowering Bulbs.- Farm and Garden Implents. 

CURRIE BROS., Seedsmen & Florists, Milwaukee, Wis. 
STORES: 108 Wisconsin St., 312 Broadway. GREENHOUSES: Cor. State and 27th Sts. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FURNISHED FREE ON APPLICATION. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
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Seeds. .:. Seeds! j eoe®8 
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ee 
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Choice Seed Potatoes 
OF NEW AND LEADING VARIETIES. 

SEER Seen ae 

Dwarf @ssex kape, 
A VALUABLE CROP FOR SHEEP RAISERS. 

Selected Stocks of Sugar Beets, Mangels, Turnips, 

Etc., for Stockmen. 
PAY pare oe ree 

FARM ANB GARBEN SEEDS. 
yeti es 

CURRIE BROS., 

: Srezxs: pe Wisconsin ST. Seedsmen and Flerists. 

sea 
MILWAUKEE, WI®, 

Send for Catalogue. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers. 
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THE NORTHWESTERN LINE” 
—IS THE— i 

BETWEEN PRINCIPAL POINTS AS SHOWN ON MAP. 
AND ITS MOTTO IS 

“ALWAYS ON TIME.” 

Solid Trains, or Through Sleeping Car Service, is as Followse 
SOLID VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS between 

Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicage. 
; LLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 

ie St. Paul, Minneapolis, Sioux City and Omaha, 
St, Paul, Minneapolis and Kansas City. 

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 
; Duluth, Superior, Chippewa Falls and Chicage. 

LOR CHAIR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between . oe Minneapolis and St. Paul, and Duluth and Ashland. 
- RECLINING CHAIR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between 
» “a a aA Eau Claire and Ashland. 
: RECLINING CHAIR CARS between 

FREE 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Tracy. 

; PRINCIPAL TICKET OFFICES: ! ST. PAUL, 159 East Third St. DULUTH, 405 Messaba Block, MINNEAPOLIS, 13 Nicollet House Block. CHICAGO, 208 south Clark st. 
WRITE FOR MAP FOLDER OF THE LINE. : 

EW. WINTER, — T. W. TEASDALE, 
E General Manager. Gen’l Passenger Agent, St. Paul. ee ee 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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(GQ. ST. P. M. & O. By.) 

This is the Only Line 

Running both Pullman and Wagner Private Compartment Cars 

and New Style 16 Section Pullman and Wagner sleeping cars 

between Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago. It was the first 

line to introduce these triumphs of car-architecture west of 

Chicago. 

d 

This is the Only Line 

Running Buffet-Smoking Library Coaches between Minneap- 

olis, St. Paul and Chicago. These coaches are luxurious clut 

rooms on wheels. 

This is the Only Line 
Tn 

Running fast Limited trains between Duluth, the Superiors and 

Chicago equipped with both Pullman and Wagner Vestibuled 

s Buffet Sleeping Cars. 

This is the Only Line 

Running Pullman sleepers from Minneapolis and St. Paul to 

Sioux City, Omaha and Kansas City; also to the Superiors 

and Duluth. 

This is the Only Line 

With through train service between Minneapolis, St. Paul and 

East Superior, Superior, West Superior, Duluth and Ashland. 

For information as to through rates and routes call on or address agents 

In ST. PAUL, 159 East Third St. In DULUTH, 405 Messaba Block, 

In MINNEAPOLIS, 13 Nicollet House Blk. In CHICAGO, 208 South Clark St. 

E. W. WINTER, 
T. W. TEASDALE, 

General Manager. 
Gen’l Passenger Agent, St. Paul, 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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Barley Prizes! Hop Prizes! 
eee ie 
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TO #NCOURAGE GROWTH AND CULTIVATION OF 

BarleyinWiseonsin, co  PopsarnBarleyinWiseonsin, 
We shall offer the following prizes, which will be paid by Supt. 

W. H. Morxison, as soon as we make award. 

| Barley Samples 2 Ibs., Hop Samples | Ib., 

| must be sent to VAL. BLATZ BREWING CO., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Winners’ names will appear in Wisconsin Farm 
: Institute Bulletin No. 8. 

BARLEY. HOPS. 

Ist Prize, - - $10.00 { 1st Prize, - - $10.00 

i 2d Prize, - 5.00 { 2d Prize, - - - 5.00 

i 3d Prize, - 1 case beer 3d Prize, - 1 case beer 
Hf ee 
\ Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
is (298) 
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GOE & CONWMVERSE, 
a ? 

Nurserymen? Fruit Growers 
\ Fort Atkinson, Wis., 

‘yf “a Have the Largest and Must Com- 
\ yy a of 

ANY / Vi \ : plete Assortment of 

Za\ te 7 de f { 

y My) Fruit and Grmamental Plaats, 
/ Bias Need VINES AND TREES IN WISCONSIN. 

TT DX) owe). ——____—_—— 

OG 00) ote ap a Our illustrated descriptive thirty- 

tN NS N Ky) at two page Catalogue tells all about it, 

A RO argu f Con | and gives right prices. Send for one 

KANG Lie YY ; to-day. We send it free. : 

th yas See te ; 
ah, Ie i ES rx 

Sige We Have ‘i 
ueenennneree a 

Strewberries new and old varieties. Large stock of strong . a 

heavy plants from new beds. Raspberries, 13 varieties, 

i cluding the Wonderful Older’s Seedling, the best —_ 

Black “<a grown. Blackberries, Dewberries, June- “g A 

berries, Gooseberries, Currants, Grape Vines, etc. Py 

Fruit Trees of all kinds. (G , Sy 

Ornamental ‘Trees, Flowering Shrubs, iN 
« 

fs a 

Evergreens and Roses, Sa ee 
If yon want plants for your family garden, send for our | ae ‘. . 

Catalogue. 
i\ > - 

If you want to plant largely for market, send for our —_ A ~ 

Catalogue. 
¥ , / 

If fine t df fe I a E 

—— aN 4 AY: i. 
ff you want to a the BEST small fruit an! do not 7 b re 

know just what to plant, tell us what your soil and (a 

location are and we will tell you what we think will fA Ld 

be th best for youto plant. We have been growing (a . 

fruit here in Wisconsin for a living for nineteen years < 

and ought to know something about it. 

If you want 1 plant or 100 plants or 1,000 plants or &Z wh . 

100,000 plants, send for Catalogue. 
c mS 

Yours to serve, e iT? 

- COE & CONVERSE, 

| Fort Atkinson ‘is. 3 

a 
ee 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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HE T® SMALLEY TREAD POWER OUTFIT. 
I FIRST-CLASS TREAD POWER, with governor or speed 

regulating attachment such as we furnish, is not only the best 

power in the world for operating ensilage and fodder cutting machin- 

ery, but is well adapted to all kinds of farm work. grinding grain, 

sawing wood, shelling corn and even pumping water or operating 

creamery implements, separators, etc. In fact, it is impossible to 

enumerate the many uses to which they can be successfully adapted. 

The demand for them ought to increase a hundred fold. We can 

| only add that the possession of a Smalley even lag Tread Power, 

with speed-regulating attachment, on your farm will prove a 

POSITIVE LUXURY as compared with any other power in the 

market. The increased cost over other or common powers will not 

be noticed after a few hours’ use. 

PSICES OF TREAD RIGS: 

No. 9 Outfit includes No. 9 Cutter, One-horse Tread Power and Belt. ...---$150 00 

oa 4 <n * “ . « so abe on 

fe pia, ia. 8k Se et 2 Demcehioree ls oS “tS ge oo 

oa “um * “ « « we To ate oD 

Bg ag epee Se en ges 0) 

es te ee. See 
No, 20 and 26 with Steam Power at Corresponding Prices. 

eas re ae ene are 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute = wriving to advertisers.
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| RARE BROS. 

=== GENERAL=>=— 

° 

 - Rommuission & /lerehants, 
i For the sale of all kinds of 

i | 
i} |. FARM and DAIRY PRODUCTS. 
| ane ee | 

157 South Water Street, Chicago, Il, 

References: . : 2 di 

| {st NATIONAL BANK, } CHICAGO. If you have anything to ship write 

| UNION TRUST CO. us for quotations. 
} lees eS 

| ee ee ~~ EsraslisHeD 1872. 

| eel A. H. BARBER, 
AOS ae Mh || Commission Merehant. 
Ps \a@ Le 
van 00 tuts) =ctleLunsenlioees 

| TA FREEZING ROOM S| SPECIALTIES: 

: - a BARBER COT @ ips) | Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Poultry 

' Tan ae | aid Fie a Ee COLD STORAGE AND REFRIG- 

| A pa A AM PG fe ERATING ROOMS 

or RBER 0” CHLAMERY APPARATUS &DAIRY SUPER ia cms tye ASE far: FRA? BCE: 
: Pana ana ae ee 

aaa af : tra ane Manufacturers & Dealers in Every- 

| fp ae TOL eA Pe Pla thing pertaining to Butter 
HAH BARBER Ty a and Cheese Making. 

‘ OS Si ee Gream Separators Repaired on Short Notice. 
i an An ee ee eo Full line of Spare Parts for ALPHA, ACME, 

‘ Fa |e alae |B a a BABY & STANDARD De LAVAL BELT, 
aaa | Fl Fall ane TURBINE AND DANISH WESTON. 

; ay ree |otp) (eto ] a 

i eae Paytit ee Darber’s Steam and and Babcock Testers, 
f Sere TS SEO Omg] LATEST AND BEST. 
. BOA fer a Price Lists and Market Reports mailed os 

ee —— — 229 S. Water St., CHICAGO, aes OSES: Se eee 

: Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing ‘to advertisers, 

: (302) 
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A. J. Decker & Co. 
FOND DU LAC, WIS., 

Manufacturer of Creamery Goods 

Gal 
— 

a ae CREAMERIES BUILT AND EQUIPPED 

% RTI COMPLETE IN ANY PART | 

ms "20a aaa OF THE STATE 
ia 

| 

| | We are now building a Creamery 

gine that is perfect in every respect. ud : 

“4 Z will sell it separate or with other cream- 

<i P ery goods, cheap. 

— 
We are general agents for the 

; x 

United States Cream Separator, 
BOTH FACTORY AND FARM SIZES. 

These Separators have the latest improvements and have many points 

ot excellence over other separators. We guarantee every claim we 

make for them. We want to place a sample Farm Size Separator in 

every town in the state. The first order in every town where no agent 

has territory we will make special figures. So send in your orders. 

Our specialties on 

Our Improved Babcock Milk Test, 
IS A 4-BOTTLE TEST COMPLETE FOR $5.00. 

We will need to sell 1,000 of them the coming season to make , 

it pay. But we believe we can do it. So send vour $5.00 for a 

4-Bottle Milk Test, and if on inspection it is not satistactory, return 

it to us at our expense and we will return the money. 

We also make a full line of Bascock Mitxk Tests for both hand 

and steam. 
4 

| Send for prices on any dairy article, and if we don’t win your trade 

| by low figures, it will be our fault. 

A, J. DECKER & CO., 
Fond du Lac, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers Institute —" when writing to advertisers. 
ao
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KELLOGG & SONS, | 
JBNESMILLE, wi1s., 

Growers 0 —— 

Hardy @ Nursery # Stock, 
ADAPTED TO THE NORTHWEST. 

->Apple Trees That Pay!= 

Cherries, Pears, Plums, and a large collection of 

small fruits, having fruited 72 VARIETIES of Straw- 

berries in 1893. 40 YEARS’ experience enables us 7 

to select for a variety of soils and locations. 

Questions will be answered, if stamp is enclosed (except in the 

hurry of spring). Send for “ Instructions and Price List.” 

KELLOGG & SONS, 

[P. O. Box 888.] Janesville, Rock County, Wis. 

oe a i 

ye. ee 2 
SS 

z ‘ention Farmers’ Institute ~ : etin” when writins to advertiser. 
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"FE Te, | 
oF Sleeping Cars 

CRED: 
4 ‘ Carrying Passengers Without Change between | 

i} CHICAGO and 
i SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, 

i DENVER, OMAHA, LINCOLN, 

i COUNCIL BLUFFS, DES MOINES, 

SIOUX CITY, ST. PAUL, 2 j 

‘MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH, 

| ASHLAND, CEDAR RAPIDS, 

1 ISHPEMING, WAUSAU, 

: TRACY, MANKATO. 

| —— BETWEEN — 

| CHICAGO AND ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, 

| ASHLAND, COUNCIL BLUFFS, 

2 OMAHA, DENVER anp PORTLAND. 

; 
’ i 

SUPERB DINING CARS 
ON THROUGH TRAINS. 

i All Agents sell Tickets via. the Chicago & North-Wostern Ry. 

} W. H. NEWMAN, J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, 
3d Vice-Pres, Gen, Manager. G.P.&T. A. 

Be eS gL ee 

i Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

Fremont, Elkhorn & 

Missouri Valley Ry. 

EFASF TRAINS — 7 

BETWEEN CHICAGO AND THE RICH MINING REGIONS OF THE 

: BLACK HILLS, 

CENTRAL * WYOMING. 

THE DIRECT LINE TO THE 

GREAT SIOUX RESERVATION! 

Millions of Acres of Free ta 

(07



: A Medal and Diploma, 
| ‘ r (The Highest Award,) : 

‘ AT THOG WORLD’S FAIR! 

; 4 
| y The Sharples Russian Separator ¢ 

- § . : ' _aihts | Received the ngnest | 

‘ aA s \p = honors at the great : 

| Sa , oe “i fair, the judges cyt | 

i | ‘ | } | ing that it excelled all 2 ) 

| : u others in mechanical 

\ pe \ ingenuity, simplicit 4 

(| 2 7 
y qo d 4 

| : and thorough work. 4 

| ‘ oy, Bowl Alone Revolves. : 
! b his machine will run with one oili \ : Sire e oiling a day, and 

ote aed - clean at the end of the run as at the 

‘ Send for circulars to : 

| P. M. SHA = 4 
kd creer see e 

2 See oe (308) en writing to advertisers,



‘ SHOOTING AND FISHING 7 

ALONG THE LINES OF THE 

a e 

Chicago, Milwaukee & 

1 Rail St. Paul Railway, 
IN WISCONSIN, PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN, IOWA, 

MINNESOTA AND DAKOTA, 

pio a: eRe I eF9 oo gs Ses SO eee 

ea oa ie BN sacieh ates 1 tae ifn VAR He 

ae aS ONE oo 0 ns [ee SA 
atu ceea CERES oe cies ee 
st RSS BESS ER OS se 

—  .  ghipre ee ey 
Be et BecErY ea i Pomel te te (Roi i 
gee adie 1 ae 

cn a ee rar WAS eS Sige aepent act 

ee FEE SE eas Re eee cee : 

Se Se oo a ate Gia es agua, ‘ 

EEE aa ey ges 8 Bae: KSAT sg eect 

hile ee eS | 
= me a 

xx * # ee 

we—A BOOK } ©. Seaaee 

descriptive of some of the best localities for Shoot- 

| ing and Fishing sent free on application to 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 

General Passenger Agent, Crtcaco, Itt. 

_ SS 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institwte Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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(j } ANY of the principal manufacturing 

*and commercial centers and tourist 

resorts, as well as the rich agricul- 

tural, Grazing, timber and mineral re- 

gions of __——> | 

NEBRASKA, COLORADO, 

WYOMING, \ 

UTAH, IDAHO, MONTANA, pees 

NEVADA, OREGON, ‘sa 

WASHINGTON and CALIFORNIA, 

| are most conveniently reached by the s 

; 

| CHIGAGO, 

| UNION PACIFIC and 

NORTH-WESTERN LINE 

{ Exceptional facilities in the way 

of through train car service. 

i ® NO CHANGE OF CARS ® 

t 
BETWEEN 

| GH I GAG Oe 
: 

AND THE 

) <> PAGIFIG GOAST. 
( big 

1 Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 

| (319
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TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS 

e RED TOP, BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, ; 

ORCHARD GRASS, 

BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, POP CORN, 
3 

IRD SEEDS, 

LAX SEED, ENSILAGE CORN, 

THE ALBERT DICKINSON Co. 

OFFICES, 115 KINZIE ST+s 

CHICACO, ILL. 

« 

s 

THE BUTTER TUB COVER FASTENER. 
THE 

= A ACME CLASPS 
Are the pest and cheanest device for 

ZE MEE 
securing the covers to Butter Tubs, 

eo oa Palle, &c. Look neater, more secure 

o SAS eg and beiter everyway. Easily and quickly 

| fe applied. No tacks to drive~no fingers to pound, They 

erates = are U ed and endorsed by Ci ies, Dai 

r=) ING ° aad Butter eee 

ASS f Send for samples and prices. 

Re ae ACME FLEXIBLE CLASP CO. 

PASSA MANUFACTURERS, 

e 
Cor. Clark and 17th Sts, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Seal ee a ae eee 

f Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when writing to advertisers. 
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rT. A. CHAPMAN CO. 
MILWAUKEE, WISs. 

Ty 

x 
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: We are now showing a larger and finer assortment of 

e 

DRY + GOODS e 

than ever before. All departments are completely filled with goods 

pertaining to them, and * ORDERS BY MAIL,”. for either 

a goods or samples, will receive prompt attention. 

4 BELOW WE GIVE DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING: 

Y 1st—Write name and address distinctly. 2d—State quality and measurements clearly. 8rd—Sa; 

{ how you want goods shipped. ‘{th-Pat in samples when possible. 5th—Enclose Bank Dratt, 

j Ce a oon oe ae ceinting with order Collection Charges will bo soved: 
‘Small Se een founds or loss can be seat by ‘mail at the rate of 16 cents per pound 

¥ Geom taking the risk of loss. 

' ‘In ordering from samples, please make & second choice, in case the first choice should in the 

* meantime be sold. 
3 When ordering samples of Silks, Dress Goods, etc., state prices and colors wanted and also what 

3 kind of goods. 

I T. A. CHAPMAN CO. 
[ = MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

, 
i 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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